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ABSTRACT
Gojri belongs to the central group of the Indo-Aryan subfamily of Indo-European
languages. Gojri (or Gujari) is spoken by the Gujars (or Gujjars), traditionally nomadic
pastoralists, who are scattered widely throughout the northern Subcontinent. While
remaining an “oral society” in the classic sense, Gujars in recent decades have begun
attending school, organizing politically, and writing poetry and prose in their own
language. Today, in part because of government sponsorship, the level of Gojri
broadcasting and literary activity is higher than that for other minority languages in the
region. To date, however, Gojri lacks an agreed-upon set of writing conventions. Writers
and editors tend to write phonetically, and with wildly varying degrees of reference to the
conventions of Urdu, the primary language of wider communication and the language of
education in most communities.
This study presents descriptions of the phonology and morphology of the two major
dialects of Gojri spoken in Pakistan, and compares the analysis of these dialects with the
analysis of the Gojri spoken in Punch District of Indian-administered Kashmir (Sharma
1979, 1982). Next, in light of this comparative data and the implications for Gojri-toUrdu literacy, it evaluates various orthographic conventions currently used by leading
writers and institutions. This study explores Urdu-based spellings which are
linguistically sound and otherwise conducive to transitional literacy, and which lend
themselves to orthographic standardization across the east-west dialect continuum. It
also includes an extended treatment of the challenge of representing Gojri tone.
This study will provide a foundation for orthographic decisions that take crossxvi

dialectical considerations and the reality of a broader Urdu print environment fully into
account, potentially enabling Gujars to read the pronunciations of their own dialects from
a single text type while maximizing the ease of transfer to and from Urdu. The research
presented here will also make the dialects of Gojri spoken in Pakistan accessible to
linguists and other scholars, and call attention to the significance of the Western dialect
within the greater language community.

xvii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Gujars and the Gojri Language
Gojri, or Gujari,1 is the language of some 1.4 million or more Gujars (or Gujjars, in

Indian transliteration) living in the mountainous areas of northern Afghanistan, northern
Pakistan, the disputed region of Kashmir, and northern India (Grimes 2000:439). The
Gojri speakers, along with many more ethnic Gujars of the plains who no longer speak
Gojri, are the descendants of the ancient Gurjaras whose origins are widely debated.2
Gojri-speaking Gujars include nomadic pastoralists who herd sheep and goats or dairy
buffalo, settled agriculturalists, and semi-settled agriculturalists who practice seasonal
transhumance. The overwhelming majority are Sunni Muslims.
1.1.1

Language Classification

Masica (1991:48), following Grierson (LSI IX:925), states that Gojri’s closest relation
is the Northeastern Rajasthani language, Mewati. The Rajasthani languages have been
classified as belonging to the central group of Indo-Aryan, along with Hindi-Urdu and
other languages (Masica 1992:453-456). J.C. Sharma also notes the close relationship
between Gojri phonology and that of Punjabi (1982:8-9), the latter’s inclusion in the
central group being the subject of some dispute (see Shackle 1979). The inner
classification of the Indo-Aryan languages including Gojri is by no means settled, and it
should be noted that Gojri’s stated connections with Rajasthani and Punjabi are made on

1

2
the basis of phonological and morphological observations which do not hold in the same
way for both of the two main Gojri dialect types.
1.1.2

Language Environment

Gojri, being spoken across such a wide swath of the northern part of the South-Asian
subcontinent, is in contact with numerous other languages. The focus of this study is the
Gojri of the Hazara region of Pakistan’s North-West Frontier Province (NWFP), where
Gojri is in contact primarily with Pashto and Hindko. Throughout the NWFP, Gujars
typically live at higher elevations than other more socially dominant ethnic groups who
speak these languages. Hazara Gujars therefore use Pashto or Hindko for most types of
day-to-day out-group communication, with men showing higher degrees of bilingual
proficiency than women (Hallberg & O’Leary 1992:145ff). Many Gujars I have met
initially insisted that their mother tongue was Pashto or Hindko, acknowledging Gojri as
their language only after I switched from Urdu to Gojri in the conversation.
Pashto is an Iranian language and therefore more distantly related to Gojri. It is the
dominant language of wider communication in western Mansehra District and Batagram
District of Hazara (see Map 2), and in the area west and southwest of the Indus river that
includes Swat, Dir, and much of Afghanistan - an area corresponding roughly longitudewise to the extent of the Western Gojri dialect type. The highest concentrations of
Western dialect Gojri speakers in Hazara reside in the Allai and Batagram tehsils of
Batagram District and in northern Mansehra District including Black Mountain (/ka2LO
Da2k
Î O/), but reliable population figures are not available since the recent Pakistani census
did not track ethnicity or minority language affiliation (respondents were asked only to
indicate whether they speak Urdu, Punjabi, Sindhi, Pashto, Balochi, or ‘other’ in their
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homes). In the mid 1990’s, a large population of cow-herding Dir Gujars, who speak a
form of Western Gojri along with Pashto, migrated from Dir to Haripur District.
Hindko is closely related to Punjabi, and is the language of wider communication in
most other areas of Mansehra District, Abbottabad District, and Haripur District of
Hazara (Hallberg & O’Leary 1992), blending gradually into Pahari as one moves eastward
into Kashmir and beyond - an area roughly corresponding to that in which Eastern Gojri
is spoken. I am told that the highest concentration of Eastern dialect-speaking Gujars in
Hazara lives north of Shinkiari in eastern Mansehra District within the area bounded on
the west by the Siran river and on the East by the Kunhar river which runs through the
Kaghan Valley. Gujars living above the valley floors in this area typically have very few
non-Gujar neighbors, whereas Gujars living on the eastern side of the Kaghan Valley and
in eastern Abbottabad District live in an ethnically and linguistically mixed environment
dominated by Hindko. While a type of Eastern Gojri is still spoken in the Gujar villages
of (Upper) Kakul, Nagakki, and Sarban near Abbottabad, language use among younger
persons may be giving way to Hindko as it has in other isolated Gujar villages further east
and south of Abbottabad.
Urdu, the national language of Pakistan and a language of wider communication (or
first language) for many Muslims in northern India, is used extensively in education, the
news media, and political and religious discourse. In Pakistan, ‘functional literacy’ means
the ability to read and write in Urdu. The children of some educated Hazara residents are
learning Urdu as their first language. Gujars learn Urdu in school or in cities outside
Hazara where they are employed, and use Urdu when speaking to all other Pakistanis not
speaking Gojri or the Gujar’s second language (normally Pashto or Hindko), including
tourists. Proficiency varies greatly, with educated men at one end of the continuum and
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uneducated women at the other (Hallberg & O’Leary 1992). Gujars often tell me that
their language is closely related to Urdu, if not its very source. English is the official
language of Pakistan, and has already left its mark on the Gojri lexicon (via Urdu) like the
other languages mentioned to this point. Gujars attach economic value to Urdu and
English proficiency, although only the educated elite have any real skill in the latter.
Gujars residing in tourist areas may learn to communicate with foreigners using a limited
set of English words and phrases.
Gujar men belonging to the nomadic community are often the most multi-lingual,
especially the sheep and goat-herding Bakarwal Gujars (from /bakarÑ2/ ‘goat’) who range
farther than other Gujar pastoralists. Muhajar (‘refugee’) Bakarwal Gujars, who came
from what is now Indian-administered Kashmir in 1947 and migrate seasonally through
Hazara, may acquire some Shina for summer use in the Northern Areas of Pakistan, and
Potwari or Punjabi proper for winter use in the Punjab. The Allaiwal Bakarwal, who
identify themselves as emanating from the Allai area of Batagram District, have
traditionally summered in Pashto-dominated areas and wintered in Hindko-dominated
areas of Haripur District and in Punjabi-speaking areas further south. The Kaghani
Bakarwal spend the summers in Kaghan and winters as far south as Haripur in
Abbottabad District, both of which are Hindko-speaking.
1.1.3

Language Development

The movement to develop Gojri literature began after the Pakistan-India war of
1965.3 Three now well-known Gujar poets, Sabir Afaqi, and brothers Israil Mahjoor and
Mohammad Ismail Zabeeh, founded a literary circle in Nawanshahr near Abbottabad in
1966. They began writing Gojri materials using a slightly modified Urdu script. The
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Pakistani government started broadcasting some of these materials when it launched the
‘Radio Trarkel’ program in 1967, after which the Indian government began broadcasting
Gojri programming from Srinagar. Today there are several other daily Gojri programs
broadcast by each government in addition to these original two. Almost all of the Gujars I
meet report listening to such programs on shortwave. Gojri television news is now
broadcast daily from Islamabad (Hallberg and O’Leary noted Gojri television broadcasting
from Srinagar (1992:101)).
The Gojri Adabi Board (=literary board), chaired by Sabir Afaqi, was founded in 1970
in Pakistan-administered Kashmir. It has published seven Gojri and Gojri-related titles
since 1976, primarily works of poetry, but struggles for lack of sponsorship. The Urdu
magazine, Gujar Goonj occasionally publishes Gujar poetry, but its publishers and those
of the Gujar Gazette feel that there is no demand for or interest in Gojri writing. These
magazines cater primarily to educated ethnic Gujars of the Pakistani Punjab who do not
speak Gojri. I am aware of no Gojri literary activities in Hazara or in any other area of
Pakistan.
Since its establishment in 1987, the locus of the prolific Gojri literature production in
Indian-administered Kashmir has been the Gojri department of the Jammu and Kashmir
Academy of Art, Culture and Languages, which is located in Srinagar and Jammu
(Hugoniot & Polster 1997:8). The Academy’s 1998 Publications Catalogue (I do not
have a more recent one) lists some fifty-five separate titles containing Gojri poetry,
prose, and essays on Gujars and Gojri (many of the latter are in Urdu). In addition, such
materials are published periodically in their journal, Gojri Sheeraza. The Gojri Research
Institute of the Gurjar Desh Charitable Trust (GDCT) in Jammu also publishes Gojri
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titles, along with the monthly magazine Awaz-e-Gurjar featuring articles in English,
Hindi, Urdu, and Gojri.
The August, 2000 issue of this magazine reported that a 12-day ‘Workshop on
Standardization of the Gojri Script’ had been held at the Trust’s research library beginning
on July 10, 2000 (pp. 30-31). The workshop was convened jointly by the Trust and the
Indian government’s Central Institute of Indian Languages (CIIL), which was represented
by J.C. Sharma, the leading authority on Gojri, along with Dr. I.S. Borkar. Unfortunately,
the proceedings of this workshop had not been made available by the time of my last
enquiry. Such noteworthy efforts reflect the desire of Gujars, and such non-Gujar stake
holders, to standardize the Gojri orthography. In the minds of some, however, the
intended beneficiaries of standardization are non-Gujars:
Speaking at the inaugural session of the Workshop Dr. Borkar said that
standardization of Gojri Script will facilitate those people who are not conversant of
Gojri to read, write and understand Gojri at ease. He recalled that the CIIL, Mysore
and GDCT Jammu has already worked out hand-in-glove in organizing two
Workshops held at the GDCT, Jammu and CIIL, Mysore to prepare an Intensive
Course to teach Gojri as second language to non-Gojri speaking people which bound
to go a long way in serving the cause of promotion of Gojri language and literature.
(ibid, p. 30; quotation reproduced exactly)
Such comments reinforce my impression that Gojri literary activities to-date are largely
by the educated, for the educated.
1.2

Socioeconomic Conditions and the Literacy Situation
According to Ahmed, Gujars rank lowest among the four major ethnic groups of

Hazara in terms of education level, percentage of dwellings using some cement
construction, and land ownership (1986:110-111). There are no reliable estimates of the
literacy rate among Gojri-speaking Gujars in Hazara or other parts of Pakistan. In the
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two Gujar communities profiled in-depth by Hallberg and O’Leary (both villages are
unusual in that they have a school), less than half of Gujar men and boys, and scarcely
any women and girls, were found to have received any formal education (1992:133-142).
Although many government schools were opened in larger villages in Gujar areas of
Pakistan during the administration of Benazir Bhutto, the quality of education remains
low due to lack of facilities and qualified teachers. Most Gujar children are involved with
their parents in subsistence agriculture and/or animal husbandry on marginal tracts of
mountainous terrain. Therefore their homes are often a great distance from lowerelevation village schools, making regular attendance difficult, particularly for girls who
must comply with cultural notions of modesty. Most boys withdraw before they have
acquired basic skills in reading and writing Urdu.
Another factor making functional literacy less accessible to Gujars is that Gujar
children, like most other Pakistani children, do not speak Urdu at the time of their
enrollment in primary school. From what I am told, the foreign language burden entailed
by the Urdu and English curriculum, and a Pashto or Hindko medium of instruction,
creates adjustment and motivational problems for many new Gujar students. For this
reason and others, Hazara Gujars are very responsive to the suggestion that reading and
writing skills could be acquired in their mother tongue and later transferred to Urdu. The
idea is new to them because so few Gujars outside of Kashmir have ever seen their
language in print, despite the laudable literary activities of an educated elite. Many
Hazara Gujars with whom I speak, along with non-Gujar stake holders, value the idea of
Gojri literacy and literature to the extent that it is tied to Urdu literacy. Educated Gujars
in Pakistan-administered Kashmir, on the other hand, seem to value Gojri literacy and
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literature primarily for reasons other than utility, perhaps because Urdu literacy is more
accessible in their area (Hallberg & O’Leary 1992:99).
Given the Gujars’ poverty and educational access problems in Pakistan proper, and
the fact that they are scattered widely and thinly over such a vast area, the success both
of Gojri-to-Urdu transitional literacy programming and Gojri literature in general (and
ultimately, language vitality) will probably depend to a great extent upon the use of Urdubased Gojri writing conventions. This perspective accords with what many recognize as
true about the necessary impact of dominant regional languages on the orthographies of
incipient literary languages.4 Walker writes (1987:207):
Whatever can be done to make the V[ERNACULAR] L[ANGUAGE] orthography look like
the national language orthography will aid VL literacy acceptance. This is especially
important in cases where potential VL readers have already learned to read the
N[ATIONAL] L[ANGUAGE]. Ideals of producing a purely scientific alphabet must be
sacrificed, if need be, for the highest priority of developing an orthography that is
accepted by the people and used. Since the NL has higher status and more socioeconomic power, the prestige of the VL will be enhanced the more that it resembles
the NL orthographically.
Referring specifically to the implications for literacy, D’Emilio (1986:22) says that
orthography design is
... a task which might seem to be the exclusive role of linguistics - like that of
developing an alphabet - should leave the margins of that discipline and consider
sociolinguistic and pedagogical factors, like the actual possibilities available to the
indigenous populations for becoming literate.
Rather than scientific purism, we should be led by good sense and the practical
needs of cultures of oral tradition to deal with a written code.
Urdu-based conventions for Gojri would enhance the ‘actual possibilities’ for
becoming literate, because they lend themselves to a more efficient use of the meager
resources at hand; the limited time of working children available for education could be
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maximized, as they would not need to learn both Urdu and Gojri spellings for many
common cognate pairs; the instructional capacity of those functionally literate in Urdu
could also be maximized, as they could use Gojri primers in non-formal settings with
minimal prior orientation to written Gojri. Support from non-Gujar stake holders in
Pakistan might also be maximized, including that of some in the education establishment
who are otherwise prejudiced against Gojri (see Hallberg & O’Leary 1992:99), as it could
be more readily demonstrated that children were learning Urdu while learning Gojri.
These considerations take on added significance in the case of the Allaiwal, Swati and
Muhajar Bakarwal nomads, for whom literacy is perhaps least accessible. Their seasonal
migration schedules do not allow for school enrollment in either the summer or winter
areas. Unlike Kaghani Bakarwals who own land and often leave their children in lower
Kaghan to attend school, these groups travel as whole family units and cannot normally
leave children behind. Their livelihood is being threatened in the traditional winter grazing
areas due to increased development and cultivation by sedentary peoples, and the closure
of government forest areas to grazing. They know that their children need literacy to
survive economically, but feel their only option for acquiring literacy is to sell their
animals and settle in urban areas. This community therefore represents an urgent need for
non-formal literacy programming, which, as I mentioned, has a greater chance of success if
Urdu-based Gojri conventions are taught from the beginning. As we shall see in chapters
2 and 3, the Western-type phonology of these Bakarwals corresponds closely to Urdu
phonology at the points most relevant to the orthography issue.
1.3

History of Research into Gojri
The earliest investigation into Gojri was made in the greater Murree area of extreme

northern Punjab by Bailey, who initially published nine pages of Gojri description
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(1903:3-11) and later contributed specimens from two Hazara locations to the ‘Gujari’
section of the Linguistic Survey of India (Grierson 1973 (c1903): IX:925-981). The latter
work, being comparative in nature, included skeletal grammars and text data from Gojri
varieties spoken in Hazara, Swat, and Kashmir. The only substantial linguistic
description available to-date, however, is Sharma’s account of the sound system (1979)
and grammar (1982) of the Gojri spoken in the Punch district of Indian-administered
Kashmir. The former work provides the database for MacEachern’s (1997) investigation
of laryngeal cooccurrence restrictions in Gojri. Fragments of the Gojri lexicon,
phonology, and grammar are occasionally described in Urdu at a popular level by Gujar
scholars such as Sabir Afaqi and the editors of the Sheeraza.
Recent scholarship has focused on the broader sociolinguistic situation. Hallberg and
O’Leary (1992) published an extensive survey of the Gojri varieties spoken by settled
and semi-settled Gujars in Pakistan and Pakistan-administered Kashmir, positing
‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’ dialect clusters on the basis of lexical similarity percentages and
intelligibility testing. Hugoniot and Polster (1997) completed a similar survey of the
‘Eastern Gujari’ spoken by the Dodhi (from /du5d/ ‘milk’) or dairy buffalo-herding Gujars
in Indian-administered Kashmir and the Indian states of Himachal Pradesh and Uttar
Pradesh.
One question that has remained unanswered in the literature is the precise relationship
between Gojri and Bakarwali, the speech of the Bakarwals, which is thought to be a form
of Gojri (Sharma 1982:2). Hallberg and O’Leary write:
There are known to be landless Gujars continuing to pursue a nomadic herding
lifestyle, particularly the Bakarwals in Azad Kashmir. The general opinion of settled
Gujars in Azad Kashmir was that the Bakarwal Gujari was only slightly different
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from their own, the life style being the main difference between the peoples.
However no linguistic evidence has been collected to substantiate these opinions
(1992:108).
Their survey included data from only one semi-nomadic community, in Swat, which they
identified by the respondents’ self-designation, Ajars (/a2jaRÑ2/ ‘shepherd’), rather than
Bakarwal. Interestingly, Grierson, who to my knowledge never used the term Bakarwal,
had reported that Ajri, the speech of the sheep-herding Ajars, was a distinct sub-dialect
but still nearly identical to the Gujari spoken by cow-herding Gujars in Swat (1973
(c1903): IX: 941, 948). Hugoniot and Polster, mindful of Hallberg and O’Leary’s
statement, elicited lexical data from a single Bakarwal group. They note only that the
relative dissimilarity of the Bakarwal data to the Dodhi data may correspond to small
differences in lifestyle and ethnicity (1997:15).
1.4

Current Study

1.4.1

Purpose

The present work describes the phonology and morphology of two varieties of the
Bakarwal speech of Hazara, and compares these varieties with each other and with the
Punch Gojri described by Sharma (1979, 1982). It also explores Urdu-based orthographic
conventions which are linguistically sound and otherwise conducive to transitional
literacy, and which lend themselves to orthographic standardization across the east-west
dialect continuum. The value of an analysis of Hazara Gojri to the latter concern lies in
the fact that no description of any Gojri variety spoken in Pakistan has been published
since Grierson and, as it turns out, the term Bakarwal is primarily an occupational
distinction such that the two varieties under study correspond to and attest the ‘Eastern’
and ‘Western’ dialect types posited by Hallberg and O’Leary (see Losey, forthcoming).5
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The two varieties presented here are the speech of the Allaiwal Bakarwal,
approximating ‘Western’ Gojri, and the speech of the Kaghani Bakarwal, approximating
‘Eastern’ Gojri. The present study therefore contributes phonological and grammatical
data and analysis to Gojri dialectology, a domain which until now has been based
exclusively on word lists and intelligibility testing (aside from a few paradigms and
comparative notes in Grierson). It also identifies phonological and grammatical
phenomena in the Western dialect type which might have bearing on standardization
efforts that until now have concerned themselves only with Eastern speech.
This study evaluates various orthographic conventions currently used by leading
writers and institutions, in light of the comparative data and the implications for Gojri-toUrdu literacy. My hope is that this study will provide a foundation for future
orthographic decisions that take cross-dialectal considerations and the reality of a broader
Urdu print environment fully into account, potentially enabling Gujars to read the
pronunciations of their own dialects from a single text type while maximizing the ease of
transfer to and from Urdu.
1.4.2

Data Collection and Analysis

The data were collected during the course of my ongoing field work in Hazara which
began in May, 1999, following one year of intensive Urdu study in Murree and later
Abbottabad, where I also conducted my research in the winters of 1999-2000 and 20002001. My initial work in Gojri was in the village of Budgran /budgra2~/ above Kawai in
the Kaghan Valley. My family and I have been hosted periodically there and in the
summer pastures near Besal by the family of my research assistant, Mohammad Aslam
Armani Thikri (/ThÑ2krÑ2/), whose speech is virtually identical to the Kaghan Gojri
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attested by data from Mittikot in Hallberg and O’Leary’s survey (1992:106). This
family was Kaghani Bakarwal, until they sold their goats in the early 90’s after my
assistant became partially paralyzed in a construction accident and an older brother was
killed in a logging accident. My material on Eastern grammar is based on recorded texts
given by Mohammad Aslam’s mother, oldest brother, and several men living in the area
above Kawai.
I began studying the speech of the Allaiwal Bakarwal at Lake Saif-ul-Muluk near
Naran in the Kaghan Valley in July of 1999, with help from a family we had met earlier in
their winter grazing area near Mang, located between Haripur and Khanpur. That Fall I
hired a son of our Allaiwal hosts, Mumtaz Ahmad Bania /ba2NÑ2a/2 , as a second research
assistant. My material on Western grammar is based primarily on recorded texts of this
man’s speech, which patterns closely with the Western samples reported in Hallberg and
O’Leary (1992), particularly with the two from Swat.6 In a footnote, Hallberg and
O’Leary (1992:131) mention Barth’s observation (1956:77) that Swat Gujars claimed
their ancestors had immigrated to the area from Allai. As some of Hallberg and O’Leary’s
(1992:106) Gilgit and Chitral area respondents claim immigration (presumably
subsequent) from Swat, it is most unfortunate their survey did not include a sample from
Allai.
My material on phonology is based on separate Kaghan and Allaiwal word lists which
I began compiling in 1999. In Appendix B I have presented some of these words using
the standard 210-item list used by Hallberg and O’Leary (1992), so as to facilitate
comparison. In addition I have included word lists taken from members of the Allaiwal
Bakarwal Muhajar and Kunhari Bakarwal Muhajar communities. I collected the two
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Muhajar lists in March, 2002, during a one-month trip to Pakistan (my family and I had
been evacuated in September, 2001), but due to the security situation I was not able to
elicit a word list from any Gujars settled in the Allai area. While I did manage to check
my material on phonology and tone at that time, I was forced to check my grammatical
material primarily by telephone during the evacuation period.
I have attempted to present my analysis, for the most part, according to the
organization and linguistic category labels used in Masica’s excellent handbook on the
Indo-Aryan languages (1991). At other points I follow Payne’s guide to
morphosyntactic description (1997).
1.4.3

Overview of Remaining Chapters

Chapter 2 presents the phonemes and common phonological processes of Gojri, with
attention to salient variation between Eastern and Western varieties, and then explores the
representation of these phonemes in the Gojri script. Chapter 3 describes Gojri tonal
phenomena and evaluates various solutions to their orthographic representation. Chapter
4 is a comparative study of Gojri morphosyntax that includes extensive illustrative data
from both dialects, which is supplemented by additional verb paradigms in Appendix C.
Chapter 5 considers the standardization of Gojri and evaluates Gojri spelling conventions
in light of the linguistic analysis presented in preceding chapters and current research in
related disciplines. Appendix A lists abbreviations and outlines the method of data
presentation used throughout this work.
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CHAPTER II
COMPARATIVE GOJRI PHONOLOGY AND THE GOJRI SCRIPT
What follows is a preliminary analysis of the basic phonemics of Gojri, with reference
to salient variations between the Allaiwal and Kaghani dialects, representing the broader
Western and Eastern speech types, respectively. I reference Sharma’s more extensive
analysis of Punch Gojri (1982) wherever comparison is warranted. For comparison of
lexical data within Pakistan I have shown unique Western lexical forms in parentheses
where not otherwise introduced. Wherever a Western form is shown in parentheses, the
cognate shown immediately to the left or immediately above is uniquely Eastern.
Unmarked forms are pronounced the same for both dialects.
2.1

Gojri Consonant Phonemes
The consonant phonemes of Gojri are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Gojri Consonant Phonemes

Stop
aspirated
voiceless
voiced

Labial

Dental

ph
p
b

th
t
d

Retroflex

Palatal

Th
T
D

Affricate
aspirated
voiceless
voiced

kh
k
g

ch
c
j
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Velar

Glottal
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Table 1 cont.
Fricative
voiceless
voiced

f

Nasal

m

Glide

w

s
z
n

X

h

N
y

Flap

r

R

Lateral (approximant)

l

L

2.1.1

x
G

Nasals

In Gojri there are three phonemic nasals, the bilabial /m/, the dental /n/, and the
retroflex /N/.
2.1.1.1
(1)

Contrast
Phonemic nasal contrasts (unique Western forms shown in parentheses)

/m/ vs. /n/

/masÑ2t/
/damO/
/kam/

‘mosque’
‘rest’
‘work’

/nasÑ2t/
/danO/
/can/

/n/ vs. /N/

/kanÑ2/
/danO/
/ba5n/ E. only
/zea2n/ (/zÑ2a2n/)
/man/
/Xa2n/
/takrÑ2ban/

‘separate’
‘high place’
‘tie!’
‘damage’
‘obey!’
‘way, method’
‘approximately’

/kaNÑ2/
‘rain drop’
/jaNO/
‘man’
/ba5N/
‘be made!’
/sea2N/ (/sÑ2aN
2 /)‘know!’
/jaN/
‘give birth!’
/ka2N/
‘knot in wood’
/baN/
‘forest’

‘warning’
‘high place’
‘moon’
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2.1.1.2

Distribution

Only /m/ and /n/ may occur in word-initial position. The retroflex nasal /N/, like the
retroflex liquids /R/ and /L/, does not occur initially. All three nasal phonemes occur
medially and finally.
(2)

Distribution of nasal phonemes in words

/m/
/n/
/N/
2.1.1.3

initial

intervocalic

final

/machÑ2/
‘fish’
/nak/
‘nose’
-------------------------

/ma2mO/ ‘maternal uncle’
/na2nO/
‘paternal grandfather’
/da2NO/
‘seed, grain’

/thu2m/ ‘garlic’
/ja2n/ ‘life’
/lu2N/ ‘salt’

Variation

The nasal phoneme /n/ assimilates in clusters of type /n/ + voiced plosive to the
plosive’s point of articulation. Representative examples of this process are shown in (3).
(3)

/n/ is [n] before a voiced dental plosive
/n/ is [n3] before a voiced post-alveolar plosive
/n/ is [N] before a voiced retroflex plosive
/n/ is [K] before a voiced velar plosive

[kVnd] /kand/ ‘wall’
[jVn3j] /janj/ ‘wedding
party’
[kVND] /kanD/ ‘back’
[khVKg] /khang/ ‘cough’

This process does not extend to the labial area, as the cluster [mb] is disallowed in Gojri.
Gojri /lamar/ ‘number’, /tamu2/ ‘tent’, /dumÑ2/ ‘tail’ and /lamÑ2/ ‘long’ correspond to
Urdu /nambar/, /tambu2/, /dumbÑ2/ and /lambÑ2/ respectively. The cluster [mp] is heard
only in English loans such as ‘pump’ and ‘jump.’ Voiceless examples for other points of
articulation are too few at present to establish their identity over and against a more
probable analysis of nasalized vowel + consonant. I have taken /n/ as basic because it
occurs finally and in a wide range of clusters with other consonants, while [N] does not
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otherwise occur in clusters and [n3] and [K] never occur independently of /j/ and /g/,
respectively.
The retroflex nasal /N/ has the allophone [R3], a flapped retroflex nasal, medially in
normal speech, e.g. [paR3i] /pa2NÑ2/ ‘water.’
2.1.2

Laterals and Flaps

Both dialects of Gojri spoken in Pakistan feature the alveolar and retroflex laterals, /l/
and /L/, respectively; and the alveolar and retroflex flaps, /r/ and /R/, respectively.
A geminate retroflex /LL/ occurs in the Eastern subdialect spoken near Muzaffarabad,
but not in the Kaghani or Allaiwal varieties I have studied. It corresponds to the cluster
/rR/ in Kaghani and Allaiwal Gojri, as shown in (4):
(4)

Correspondence of Muzaffarabad /LL/ with Kaghani and Allaiwal /rR/

Muzaffarabad

Kaghani and Allaiwal

/naLLÑ2/
/khaLLÑ2/
/cu8LLÑ2/
/khoLLO/
/chiLLÑ2/
/goLLO/
/XiLLÑ2/
/paLLÑ2/

/narRÑ2/
/kharRÑ2/
/cu8rRÑ2/ /ju8rRÑ2/
/khorRO/
/chirRÑ2/
/gorRO/
/XirRÑ2/
/parRÑ2/

2.1.2.1
(5)

‘throat’
‘goat skin milk bag’
‘skin wrinkles’
‘mature’ (of trees, people)
‘skin of fruit, vegetables, and nuts’
‘name of a caste’
‘mushroom’
‘kind of demonic creature’

Contrast
Phonemic lateral and flap contrasts

/r/ vs. /R/

/corÑ2/
/bÑ2r/

‘robbery’
‘friend’

/cORÑ2/
/bÑ2R/

‘thigh’
‘lower pastures’
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/r/ vs. /l/

/rat/
/borÑ2/
/sir/

‘blood’
‘gunnysack’
‘head’

/lat/
/bolÑ2/
/sil/

‘lower leg’
‘speech’
‘rock slab’

/l/ vs. /L/

/pÑ2lO/
/gElÑ2/
/palO/
/na2l/
/ha2Îl/
/kOl/

‘yellow color’
‘log’
‘shawl’
‘horseshoe’
‘condition’
‘promise’

/pÑ2L— O/
/gELÑ2/ fem.
/paLÑ2/
/na2L/
/ha2ÎL/
/koL/ (/koLE/)

‘ant’
‘wide’
‘dry animal’
‘with’
‘plow’
possessive
postposition

/R/ vs. /L/

/sa2RO/
/ba2R/

‘absence’
‘bring inside!’

/sa2LO/
/ba2L/

‘wife’s brother’
‘ignite!’

The phonemic status of /R/ warrants discussion given that in many related languages it is
an allophone of /D/, and the fact that Masica says it is not reported for ‘Gujari’ (1991:97).
The latter is surely a mistake since Sharma (1982) is his only cited source for Gojri and
Sharma reports both /R/ and /D/ as phonemic (1982:11,19). While contrasts like those in
2.1.4.1 below prove that /R/ is in fact a Gojri phoneme, other comparative data highlight
its close relationship with /D/ cross-linguistically:
(6)

/ThoDÑ2/
/bu5DO/
/DE5D/
/choD/

2.1.2.2

‘chin’
‘old man’
‘one and a half’
‘leave alone!’ W.only

vs. Urdu /ThoRÑ2/ ‘chin’
vs. Urdu /buRha2/ ‘old man’
vs. Urdu /DeRh/ ‘one and a half’
vs. Eastern and Urdu /choR/ ‘leave alone!’

Distribution

The retroflex liquids /R/ and /L/, like retroflex /N/, do not occur in initial position. All
Gojri liquids occur medially and finally.
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(7)

Distribution of laterals and flaps in words

/r/
/R/
/l/
/L/
2.1.2.3

initial

intervocalic

final

/rang/
‘color’
-------------------------/lelO/
‘ram’
--------------------------

/morO/
‘hole’
/baRÑ2/ fem. ‘large’
/polO/ fem. ‘soft’
/pa2LO/
‘coldness’

/cor/
/ba2R/
/mul/
/puL/

‘thief’
‘fence’
‘price’
‘bridge’

Variation

An intervocalic trill, [r3], in the phonetic data may represent an underlying geminate
/rr/. However, since all of the examples in (8) feature [r3] between the short vowel /u/ and
a gender-number agreement suffix (/-O/ or /-Ñ2/), it is premature to analyze the gemination
as having phonemic status.
(8)

Possible contrasts of medial /r/ and /rr/

[khUr3O] /khurO/
[chUr3O] /churO/
[tUr2i] /turÑ2/
2.1.3

‘foot print’
vs. /korO/ ‘frost, ice’ and /khOrO/ masc. ‘rough’
‘big knife’
vs. /pu2rO/ masc. ‘entire’ and /sur/ ‘happiness’
‘clove (of garlic)’ vs. /pu2rÑ2/ fem. ‘entire’ and /sur/ ‘happiness’

Labial Area Consonants

Gojri features a three-way labial stop opposition: /ph/, /p/, /b/; the labial glide /w/, and
the labio-dental fricative /f/. Most of the nouns containing /f/ are of foreign origin (see
Masica 1991:92).
2.1.3.1
(9)

Contrast
Phonemic labial area contrasts

/ph/ vs. /p/

/phul/
/guphÑ2/

‘flower’
‘hip’

/puL/
/TopÑ2/

‘bridge’
‘hat’
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/p/ vs. /b/

/pu2t/
/ka2pÑ2/
/ba2p/

/b/ vs. /m/

/bachÑ2/ fem. ‘calf’
/dabO/
‘box’
/nasÑ2b/
‘luck, fate’

‘son’
‘copy book’
‘father’

/bu2T/
/ka2bu2/
/xa2b/

‘shoe’
‘control’
‘dream’

/machÑ2/
/damO/
/taksÑ2m/

‘fish’
‘rest’
‘division’

/b/ vs. /w/[v] /bas/
/chabÑ2/
/ba2bO/

‘enough!’ / ‘reside!’
‘twenty-six’
‘old man’

/was/ [vVs]
/cawÑ2/ [cVvi]
/na2wO/ [na:vO]

‘resources’
‘twenty-four’
‘water spout’

/f/ vs. /w/[v] /fa22ydO/
/safO/

‘benefit’
‘page’

/wa2ydO/ [va:ydO]
/sa2wO/ [sa:vO]

‘promise’
‘blue-grey
color’

/f/ vs. /ph/

/fazal/

‘grace’

/phagaN/

/ma2fÑ2/

‘forgiveness

/guphÑ2/

‘3rd lunar
month’
‘hip’

2.1.3.2

Distribution

The labial phonemes occur in all positions with the exception that /ph/ does not occur
word-finally in my data. MacEachern’s (1997) laryngeal cooccurrence restriction for
Gojri predicts that /ph/ will never cooccur in a word with any aspirated stop but itself
(see 2.1.5.1).
The word given for /w/ in final position could alternately be analyzed as /ba5u/2 . The
case for medial /w/ is also tentative in that it is attested here and above only by a
weakened numeric compound and by words in which it appears to be epenthetic (see
discussion below).
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(10)

Distribution of labial phonemes in words
initial

intervocalic

/ph/
/p/
/b/
/w/

/phal/
/pu2t/
/bu2TO/
/wE5m/

/f/

/foTu2/ ‘picture’

2.1.3.3

‘fruit’
‘son’
‘tree’
‘worry’

/tra8phuR/ (/dra8phuR/) ‘skin bumps’
/TopÑ2/
‘cap, hat’
/ba2bO/ ‘old man’
/da2w
— O/(/da2wO/) ‘claim’
/dafO/

‘ordinance, restriction’

final
-----------------------/ta2p/ ‘fever’
/jwa2b/ ‘answer’
/ba5w/ ‘daughter-inlaw’
/sa2f/ ‘clean’

Variation

/w/ is realized phonetically in some contexts as a labial-velar approximant [w], in
other contexts as a labiodental fricative [v], and in yet other contexts as a bilabial fricative
[B]. The latter is observed in the speech of many Gujars before the back rounded vowels
/o/ and /O/, most notably in the third masculine singular distal nominative pronoun /wo5/
[Bo5] ‘he’ (all other distal nominatives begin with [v]), and epenthetically between verb
stems ending in a vowel and the eastern second plural personal concord suffix /O/, e.g.
[ho8BO ka2] ‘you will be.’ In the speech of some eastern Gujars, including that of Dr.
Sabir Afaqi, /w/ is altogether absent in these same contexts: /o5/ ‘he’; /ho8O ka2/ ‘you will
be.’ I have also recorded forms such as /ho8wE kO/ ‘it will be’ from the eastern variety
spoken between the Siran and Kunhar rivers in Mansehra District. The lightly fricated
[v] occurs initially and medially before all other vowels, while [w] occurs as labialization
of an initial consonant or in Eastern as a glide component of the nucleus as shown in (11):
(11)

[w] as a semi-vowel in some Eastern Gojri nouns

vs.

[sa:wN]
[sa:BUN] / [swa:N]

‘8th lunar month’
(Western variant)
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vs.

[ca:wL]
[ca:BUL] / [cwa:L])

‘rice’
(Western variant)

vs.

[ta:wL]
[ta:BULO]

‘hurry’
masc. ‘quickly’

Words beginning with a [C+ V] sequence are presented in (12).
(12)

Labialized initial consonants in Gojri
/kwa2rO/

‘unmarried man’

/Xwa2LO/
/dwa2 Xwa2/
/jwa2b/
/gwa2/—
/dwa2y/
/swa2L/

‘groom’
‘prayer and such’
‘answer’
‘witness’
‘medicine’
‘put to sleep’

cf. Urdu /java2b/
cf. Urdu /gava2h/
cf. Urdu /dava2y/

Sharma does not report a phonetic [v] for Punch-Rajauri Gojri, nor is it possible to tell
which instances of initial and medial [w] in his data might actually be [B] (1979:109).
This is also the case with the Gujari word lists reported in Hallberg’s survey (1992:259283), where perhaps a decision was made to simply represent the phoneme as /w/ in an
otherwise phonetic transcription.
While /b/ and /w/ both have phonemic status in both dialects, there are many examples
of cross-dialectal variation in initial position such as those in (13):
(13)

Eastern
/wa2rÑ2/
/woT/
/wiLE/
/wÑ2/

Western
[va:ri]
[Bo:T]
[vILE]
[vi:]

/ba2rÑ2/
/boT/
/biLE/ loc.
/bÑ2/Î

‘turn, time’
‘vote’
‘time, occasion’
‘also’ (the Western variant /mÑ2Î/ is also very
common)
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In addition, while /ph/ and /f/ are both phonemic in both dialects, there are many examples
of cross-dialectal variation such as those in (14):
(14)

Eastern

Western

/fir/
/fula2NO/
/xafa2/

/phir/
‘wander!’
/phula2NO/ masc. ‘such and such’
/xapa2/
‘upset’

Various forms in the examples above represent attempts by the Western dialect both to
preserve the indigenous segments /b/ and /ph/ while resisting the foreign /f/, whereas
Eastern items reveal both the incorporation of /f/ and the weakening of /ph/ and /b/. The
difference between the Western and Eastern responses to /f/ and to a lesser extent, /z/,
may have something to do with relative degrees of historic Islamicization (Masica
1991:92).
2.1.4

General Dental Area Consonants

Gojri features a three-way opposition between voiceless aspirated, voiceless, and
voiced stops in the labial, general dental, and velar areas. Phonemic contrasts in the
general dental area further subdivide into those comprised by the dental stops /th/, /t/ and
/d/; the post-alveolar affricates /ch/, /c/ and /j/; and the retroflex stops /Th/, /T/ and /D/.
The dental area fricatives are dental /s/ and /z/ and the post-alveolar /X/. The dental area
nasals and liquids contrast alveolar and retroflex articulation: /n/ and /N/, /l/ and /L/, and /r/
and /R/.
Word-initially and word-finally, the palatal glide /y/ - phonetic [ã] in the IPA
transcription - is roughly equivalent in quality to the close (high) vowel /Ñ2/ (final /y/ in
words like /pa2y
Î / (/ba2y
Î /) ‘brother’ might also, therefore, be analyzed as diphthongal, e.g.
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/pa2ÎÑ2/ (/ba2ÎÑ2/)). Medial /y/, however, is equivalent in quality to the vowel /e/ (but shorter
in length) and contrasts with geminated /yy/, the latter achieving a higher articulatory
target (i.e. that of the IPA [ã]) due to its greater length. This transcriptional decision is
driven by the need to represent the two glides in question in a manner compatible with
Romanized transcriptions of Hindi-Urdu (it is not an issue in the script, see 2.6.1.3),
which to my knowledge have not had to accommodate this contrast (even though it may
occur phonetically, e.g. [a:Ða:/ ‘[he] came’ vs. /a:y:e:/ ‘please come’). For example,
medial /y/ always indicates the lower, shorter glide in the standard transcription of HindiUrdu words like /pa2yah/ [pa:Ða:] ‘furniture leg’ (cf. Gojri /pa2ya2/ [pa:Ða:] ‘furniture legs’)
and /a2ya2/ [a:Ða:] ‘he came’ (cf. Gojri /a2ea2/ [a:Ða:] ‘[they] came’). Gojri, however,
features the higher glide in some lexical stems, e.g. /pa2yyO/ [pa:y:O] ‘grazing fee’,
necessitating the use of geminated /yy/ to ensure correct interpretation as IPA [ã].
2.1.4.1
(15)

Contrast
Dental area stop, affricate, and fricative phonemic contrasts

/d/ vs. /n/

/das/
/kadu2/
/sad/

‘tell!’
‘squash’
‘call!’

/nas/
/janu2/
/man/

‘run away!’
‘knee’
‘obey!’

/d/ vs. /r/

/dÑ2~/
/sa2dÑ2/ fem.
/ya2d/

‘sun’
‘simple’
‘memory’

/rÑ2~/
/sa2rÑ2/ fem.
/ya2r/

‘oak tree’
‘entire’
‘friend’

/d/ vs. /l/

/de/
/udÑ2k/
/sa2d/

‘give!’
‘waiting’
‘taste’

/le/
/ulÑ2/
/sa2l/

‘take!’
‘mold’
‘year’
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/N/ vs. /D/

/kaNÑ2/
/kha2N/

‘drop’
‘a mine’

/gaDÑ2/
/la2D/

‘bundle’ also ‘vehicle’
‘affection’

/N/ vs. /R/

/kaNÑ2/
/ku2N/

‘rain drop’
‘a tilt or lean’

/kaRÑ2/
/ku2R/

‘ceiling beam’
‘a lie’

/th/ vs. /t/

/tham/
/guthO/
/gith/

‘post,pillar’
‘big bag’
‘handspan’

/tam/ pl.
/gutO/
/it/

‘you’
‘braid’
‘here’

/t/ vs. /d/

/tam/ pl.
/da2tÑ2/

‘you’
‘sickle’

/dam/
/da2dÑ2/

/ra2t/

‘night’

/sa2d/

‘moment’
‘paternal
grandmother’
‘taste’

/T/ vs. /D/

/Tak/
/ha8TÑ2/
/DaT/

‘stain’
‘shop, store’
‘filled’

/Dak/ trans. ‘stop!’
/ha8DÑ2/
‘bone’
/DaD/
‘toad’

/d/ vs. /D/

/dand/
/nadÑ2/
/kand/

‘tooth’
‘river’
‘wall’

/DanD/
/gaDÑ2/
/kanD/

/D/ vs. /R/

/roDO/
/kODÑ2/
/ThoDÑ2/
/gaDÑ2/
/la2D/

‘bald man’
‘shell’
‘chin’
‘car; bundle’
‘affection’

/roRO/
‘drought’
/kORÑ2/ fem. ‘sour’
/thoRÑ2/ fem. ‘a little’
/ka8RÑ2/ (/ga8RÑ2/) ‘wrist watch’
/ba2R/
‘fence’

/D/ vs. /L/

/gaDÑ2/
/la2D/

‘car; bundle’
‘affection’

/gaLÑ2/
/ha2ÎL/

‘street’
‘plow’

/R/ vs. /L/

/sa2RO/
/ba2R/

‘absence’
‘bring inside!’

/sa2LO/
/ba2L/

‘wife’s brother’
‘ignite!’

‘voice’
‘bundle’ also ‘vehicle’
‘back’
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/T/ vs. /Th/

/Tok/
/miTÑ2/
/kuT/

‘interrupt!’
‘soil’
‘hit!’

/Thok/
‘pound!’
/miThÑ2/ fem. ‘sweet’
/uTh/
‘get up!’

/t/ vs. /T/

/ta2p/
/netO/
/it/

‘fever’
‘churning rope’
‘here’

/Ta2p/
/neTO/
/iT/

/th/ vs. /Th/

/tham/
‘post, pillar’
/cOthÑ2/ fem. ‘fourth’
/ha8th/
‘hand’

/ThamThokO/ ‘woodpecker’
/koThÑ2/
‘dwelling’
/gaTh/
‘knot’

/s/ vs. /z/

/sea2N/(/sÑ2aN
2 /) ‘know!’
/bastÑ2/
‘a settlement’
/das/
‘10’

/zea2n/(/zÑ2an
2 /) ‘loss, damage’
/beztÑ2/
‘a dishonor’
/daz daz/
‘bang! bang!’

/z/ vs. /d/

/za2tÑ2/ fem.
/mazO/
/wa2z/

‘very own’
‘enjoyment’
‘voice’

/da2tÑ2/
/mudO/
/sa2d/

/ch/ vs. /c/

/chaTÑ2/
/bachO/
/much/

‘a wind’
‘calf’
‘moustache’

/caTÑ2/
‘loss, damage’
/bacO/ masc. ‘child’
/muc/
‘much, many’

/c/ vs. /j/

/cam/
/baca2/
/baN bic/

‘hide (of cattle)’
‘save!’
‘in the forest’

/jam/
/baja2/
/baN bij/

‘be born!’
‘play instrument!’
‘lightning bolt’

/c/ vs. /X/

/cak/
/bacO/ masc.
/lackO/
/kaLa2c/

‘taste’
‘child’
‘womens’ cap’
‘cubit’

/Xak/
/naXO/
/laXkE/
/la2X/

‘guess, doubt’
‘drug’
‘lightning flashes’
‘corpse’

/s/ vs. /X/

/sar/
/nasa2NO/
/ma2s/

‘lake’
‘chasing, to chase’
‘meat’

/Xar/
/naXa2NO/
/bidma2X/

‘public matter’
‘aim’
‘criminal’

‘slipper’
‘a set date or time’
‘brick’

‘sickle’
‘period of time’
‘taste’
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/j/ vs. /z/

/gujar/
/ba2jÑ2/
/da2j/

‘Gujar’
title for men
‘dowry’

/guzar/
/ra2zÑ2/
/ba2z/

‘pass!’
‘happy’
‘butterfly’ also ‘eagle’

/j/ vs. /d/

/ja2n/
/aja2~/
/da2j/

‘life, soul’
‘right now’
‘dowry’

/da2nd/
/adda2/
/imda2d/

‘ox’
‘Father!’
‘help’

/j/ vs. /y/

/ja2L/
/da2j/

‘net’
‘dowry’

/ya2r/
/na2y/

‘friend’
‘barber’

/y/ vs. /yy/

/pa2yO/ [pa:ÐO] ‘furniture leg’
/sa2yO/ [sa:ÐO] ‘shadow’

2.1.4.2

/pa2yyO/ [pa:y:O] ‘grazing fee’
/ma2yyO/ [ma:y:O] ‘kind of song’

Distribution

There are no general restrictions on the distribution of the dental area stops, affricates,
and fricatives (but note MacEachern’s (1997) restriction for aspirated stops in 2.1.5.1).
Initial sequences of consonant + /y/ (represented as Cy) are realized as phonetic
palatalization; e.g. /kyu2~/ ‘why.’ Sequences of this type are extremely rare in Gojri (see
also 2.3.3).
(16)

Distribution of dental area stops, affricates, and fricatives
initial

intervocalic

/th/
/t/
/d/

/thu2m/
/tis/
/du5d/

/Th/
/T/
/D/

/ThamThokO/ ‘woodpecker’ /puThO/ masc. ‘opposite’
/Tang/
‘leg’
/bu2TO/
‘tree’
/DanD/
‘voice, call’
/Da2—DÑ2/ fem. ‘strong’

‘garlic’
‘thirst’
‘milk’

final

/mathO/ ‘forehead’
/ha8th/ ‘hand’
/ba2tÑ2/
‘paper charm’
/ra2t/ ‘night’
/da2dÑ2/ ‘paternal grandmother’ /trand/‘flock’
/aTh/ ‘eight’
/chaT/ ‘saddle bag’
/DaD/ ‘toad’
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/ch/
/c/
/j/

/churrÑ2/
/cÑ2Ra2/
/jandarO/

‘knife’
‘clothes’
‘lock’

/bachO/
‘calf’
/bacO/ masc. ‘child’
/ba2jO/
‘guitar’

/s/
/X/
/z/

/sap/
/Xak/
/zarÑ2/

‘snake’
‘doubt’
‘a little’

/sasu2/
/tama2XO/
/mazO/

/y/

/ya2d/ ‘memory’

2.1.4.3

/puch/‘ask!’
/bec/ ‘sell!’
/aj/ ‘today’

‘mother-in-law’ /pÑ2s/ ‘grind!’
‘a show’
/xuX/ ‘happy’
‘enjoyment’ /ba2z/ ‘butterfly’

/baka2yO/ [bVka:ÐO] ‘remainder’

/pa2Îy/ (/ba2Îy/) ‘brother’

Variation

Often the Western cognates of Eastern words featuring medial or final /z/ are instead
pronounced with /j/:
(17)

Correspondence of Western /j/ to Eastern /z/
Eastern

Western

/pea2z/
/rozO/
/gaz/

/pÑ2aj2 /
/rojO/
/gaj/

‘onion’
‘ritual fast’
‘one meter’

One interesting counterexample to this pattern is the Western pronunciation of the
Kashmiri city of Rajauri, /razOrÑ2/, which Eastern speakers pronounce as /rajOrÑ2/.
2.1.5

Velar Area Stops and Fricatives

The characteristic three-way opposition noted earlier is attested in the velar area by
/kh/, /k/, and /g/. The velar fricatives /x/ and /G/ are of foreign origin but by no means rare.
The voiceless glottal fricative /h/ is always associated with low tone on the following
vowel. It contrasts in initial position with words beginning with glottal stop [`] followed
by a vowel.
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2.1.5.1
(18)

Contrast
Velar area phonemic contrasts

/kh/ vs. /k/

/kham/ ‘feather’
/likh/ ‘write!’

/kam/
/lik/

‘work’
‘lap up (water or milk)!’

/k/ vs. /g/

/korO/
/cOk/

‘frost’
‘intersection’

/gorO/
/cOg/

‘white man’
‘bird food (regurgitated)’

/g/ vs. /G/

/gam/
/na2g/

‘deep crevasse’
‘cobra’

/Gam/
/ba2G/

‘worry, care’
‘garden’

/G/ vs. /x/

/Ger/ ‘other, strange’
/XuGal/ ‘fun’

/xer/
/buxa2rÑ2/

‘it’s OK’
‘chimney’

/x/ vs. /kh/

/xa2n/
/mex/

/kha2N/
/dekh/

‘a mine’
‘look!’

/h/ vs. ¤

/ha8DÑ2/ ‘bone’
/ha8nDÑ2/ ‘clay pot’
/haÎ2L/
‘plow’

2.1.5.2

‘Khan’ (a title)
‘nail’

/aDÑ2/ [`VDi] ‘heel’
/anDÑ2/ [`VNDi] ‘physique’
/a2LO/ [`a:LO] ‘one who ...’

Distribution

The fricative /h/ occurs only in initial position. The other velar area phonemes have
no general distributional restrictions, although MacEachern (1997:58) finds that, while
initial /h/ may cooccur with aspirated stops in words, ‘there is only one aspirated stop
per word, unless the aspirated stops are identical.’ Thus /kh/ may occur with /h/ or
another /kh/, but not with /ph/, /th/, /ch/, or /Th/. I have not found any counterexamples
in my own data.
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(19)

/kh/
/k/
/g/
/G/
/x/
/h/

Distribution of velar area phonemes
initial

intervocalic

final

/khOrO/ masc. ‘rough’
/kutO/ masc. ‘dog’
/ga2~/
‘cow’
/GolEl/
‘slingshot’
/xat/
‘letter’
/ha8Ti/
‘shop’

/carkhO/ ‘spinning wheel’
/ka2kO/
‘paternal uncle’
/DogÑ2/
‘field’
/GoGa2/
‘noise’
/buxa2rÑ2/ ‘chimney’
--------------------------------

/akh/ ‘eye’
/nak/ ‘nose’
/ag/ ‘fire’
/da2G
— / ‘stain’
/mex/ ‘nail’
----------------

2.1.5.3

Variation

In the normal speech of most Gujars, the /g/ in any final /ng/ cluster is unpronounced.
For example, /rang/ ‘color’ is articulated as [raK]; /mang/ ‘beg!’ is articulated as [maK].
The sub-phonemic glottal stop [] is most readily observed in the negative response
to a yes-no question, /na/ [nV] ‘no’. It also precedes any word-initial vowel that is not
also low tone, i.e. it occurs wherever /h/ does not. The fricativation of /h/ is very faint,
and is reduced to inaudible in all words like /ha8va2/ [F8va7:] ‘wind’ in which the first
syllable is unstressed (see 3.1.2.5.3).
2.1.6

Gemination

Gemination, the doubling of consonants, has phonemic status in Gojri. Geminated
segments are difficult for the non-native speaker to distinguish from their non-geminated
counterparts without contrastive data.
(20)

Contrasts between geminated and non-geminated consonants

vs.

/amma2 (kO)/ ‘(of) Mother’
(the final vowel in ‘Mother’ is phonetically nasalized)
/ama2~ (kO)/ ‘(of) mangoes’
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vs.

/dabbO/ masc. ‘spotted’
/dabO/
‘box’

vs.

/addO/
‘Father’
/a5dO/ masc. ‘half’

vs.

/alla2/
/ha8la2/

‘Allah’
‘Oh! Wow!’

Other words featuring geminated consonants include /annO/ ‘blind man’, /chakkor/
‘bread basket’, and /chittar/ ‘kind of shoe’.
2.2

Gojri Vowel Phonemes
Both the Kaghani and Allaiwal dialects of Gojri have ten vowel phonemes, which are

equivalent to those of Urdu and Punjabi. Gojri /e/ is lower than the [e:] of wellenunciated Urdu. An eleventh vowel, the marginal [Q], occurs rarely in English loans
such as [kQmp] ‘camp’ and [bQg] ‘duffel bag’.
Oral Vowels
The oral vowel phonemes of Gojri are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Gojri Oral Vowel Phonemes
front

close

central

Ñ2

u2
i

close-mid

back

u
o

e
a

open-mid
open

E

O
a2
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Six vowel phonemes comprise three ‘short/long’ vowel pairs: /a/ [V] and /a2/ [a:], /i/ [I]
and /Ñ2/ [i:], /u/ [U] and /u2/ [u:]. The close back vowels /u/ and /u2/ differ only in length,
while the members of the other pairs are distinguished primarily by differences in length
but also by quality differences. The remaining vowel phonemes are all phonologically
long: /e/ [e:], /E/ [E:], /o/ [o:], and /O/ [O:].
The vowels /E/ and /O/ correspond to the monophthongized diphthongs transcribed for
Hindi-Urdu as /ai/ and /au/, respectively (Masica 1991:110-111). The latter
representations are problematic for Gojri, however. The distribution of /E/ is not limited
to lexical roots as in Urdu, but rather extends to key grammatical morphemes such as the
locative case marker and third person singular agreement marker (where Urdu has /e/).
Using /ai/ would falsely imply that these markers had a historical diphthongal connection
when in fact they are cognate with /e/. Likewise, while Gojri /O/ occurs in many of the
same roots where it occurs in Urdu, it also figures prominently as the nominative
masculine singular agreement marker within the noun phrase and as a verbal suffix for
certain stems ending in a vowel. Using /au/ to represent /O/ in such cases would be both
misleading and awkward.1 These decisions have no bearing on the Gojri representations
of these vowels, which are identical to their representations in Urdu.
The ten phonemic Gojri vowels contrast in monosyllables beginning with /m/ and
closing with the liquids /l/, /L/ or /R/ as shown in (21):
(21)

Phonemic vowel contrasts
/a/
/i/

/mal/ ‘rub!’
/mil/ ‘meet!’

/a2/
/a/

/ma2L/
/mÑ2l/

‘wealth’
‘mile’
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/E/
/u/
/O/

/mEl/ ‘filth’
/mul/ ‘price’
/mOl/ ‘be healed!’

/e/
/u2/
/o/

/meL/
‘milk!’
/mu2l/
‘value’
/moR/ trans. ‘return!’

The contrast between /o/ and /O/ is particularly difficult to hear, especially in the Western
dialect where /O/ is less open than in Eastern. Some helpful contrasts are shown in (22).
(22)

Differentiation of /o/ and /O/
/do sO do/
/do so re5a/2 (/do so rÑ2a— /2 )
/sOdO/
/us kO do sO rupa5yyO/
/ko5/
/kO5/

‘two hundred two’
‘two [men] went to sleep’
‘groceries’
‘his two hundred rupees’
‘slaughter!’
‘say!’

In addition, each of the seven Gojri long vowels has a phonemic nasalized long vowel
counterpart. Where nasalized short vowels are noted in the phonetic data, their nasality
is always due to environmental conditioning. This accords with Ohala’s (1983) analysis
for Hindi, endorsed by Masica (1991:117). The nasalized long vowels often occur in
grammatical morphemes, as we shall see in Chapter 4.
Nasalized Vowels
The nasalized vowel phonemes of Gojri are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Gojri Nasalized Vowel Phonemes
front

close
close-mid
open-mid
open

central

Ñ2~
e~
E~

back

u2~
o~
O~
a2~
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The contrast between /e~/ and /E~/ in my data is very tentative. It seems that /e/ might be
lowered to /E/ due to the effects of nasalization. For this reason it is difficult to tell even
if the ergative postposition should be transcribed as /nE/ (Sharma 1982) or as /ne/ per the
standard Urdu transcription.
2.2.1
(23)

Contrast
Short versus long vowels

/a/ vs. /a2/

/rat/ ‘blood’
/kaR/ ‘wood pile’

/ra2t/
/ka2R/

‘night’
‘rocky place’

/i/ vs. /Ñ2/

/giTh/ ‘handspan’
/bij/ ‘lightning bolt’

/gÑ2t/ (/gÑ2d/)
/bÑ2j/

‘song’
‘seed’

/u/ vs. /u2/

/cup/ ‘hush!’
/puch/ ‘ask!’

/cu2p/
/pu2ch/

‘suck!’
‘clean!’

(24)

Contrasts between qualitively adjacent vowels

/a/ vs. /i/

/nac/
/lasÑ2/

/a/ vs. /E/

‘dance!’
‘buttermilk’

/nich/
/lisÑ2/ fem.

‘sneeze!’
‘weak’

/bas/
‘enough!’ ‘dwell!’
/ha8l/ intrans. ‘shake!’

/bEs/
/hE8l/

‘sit!’
‘get used to!’

/O/ vs. /u/

/mOl/
/pO5c/

/mul/
/puch/

‘price’
‘ask [question]!’

/a/ vs. /u/

/mandrÑ2/ fem. ‘low’

/mundrÑ2/

‘earring’

/e/ vs. /Ñ2/

/je5b/ (/jeb/)

/jÑ2—b/

‘tongue’

/o/ vs. /u/

/Tor/
‘drive [cattle]!’
/moR/ trans. ‘return!’

/Tur/
‘walk!’
/muR/ intrans. ‘return!’

/o/ vs. /u2/

/corÑ2/

/cu2rÑ2/

‘be healed’
‘arrive!’

‘pocket’

‘stealing’

‘dipping bread in oil’
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/E/ vs. /e/

/O/ vs. /o/

(25)

/kE/ locative postposition/
conjunctive participle
/tE/
‘and’
/mErO/
‘big field’

/te/
ablative postposition
/merO/ masc. ‘my’

/kO5/
/sO/
/bO5tO/

/ko5/
/so/
/bo5TÑ2/

‘slaughter!’
‘sleep!’
‘bride’

‘say!’
‘one hundred’
‘security’

/ke/ ‘what?’ / complementizer ‘that’

Oral versus nasalized vowels

/a2/ vs. /a2~/

/da2/
‘method’
/tera2/ masc.sg. ‘your’

/da2~/
/tera2~/

‘please’
‘thirteen’

/Ñ2/ vs. /Ñ2~/

/lasÑ2/

‘buttermilk’

/sÑ—~2 /

‘lion’

/e/ vs. /e~/

/ise/

‘this very one’

/peX/

a vowel diacritic

/ise~/
/nasa2pe~/
/e~X/

‘this one did’ W.only
‘suddenly’
‘enjoyment’

/E/ vs. /E~/

/calE/
/tE/

‘he goes’
‘and’

/calE~/
/tE~/ sg.

‘they go’
‘you did’

/u2/ vs. /u2~/

/ju2/

‘fodder’

/ju2~/

‘lice’

/o/ vs. /o~/

/nÑ2— ho8sE/

‘won’t be’

/ho8~s/

‘interest’

/O/ vs. /O~/

/xOf/

‘fear’

/sO~f/

‘anise’

2.2.2

E. only

E.only

Distribution

The only restriction on vowel occurrence is that there is generally no phonemic
contrast between short/long pairs in final position, i.e. /i/ and /u/ do not occur wordfinally and /a/ occurs word-finally only in the third person feminine singular pronouns.
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(26)

Distribution of vowels in words
Initial

/a/
/a2/
/i/
/Ñ2/
/E/
/e/
/u/
/u2/
/o/
/O/

/amma2/
/a2dmÑ2/
/it/
/Ñ2d/
/Er/
/ek/
/ut/
/u2r/
/oRÑ2/
/OR/

2.2.3

‘Mother’
‘person’
‘here’
‘Eid’
‘scare crow’
‘one’
‘there’
‘a thorny bush’
‘log’
‘idiot’

Medial

Final

/sad/ ‘call’
/ba2p/ ‘father’
/jit/ ‘wherever’
/bÑ2r/ ‘friend’
/cEt/ ‘4th lunar month’
/merÑ2/ fem. ‘my’
/Tur/ ‘walk!’
/du2jÑ2/ fem. ‘second’
/morO/ ‘hole’
/mOt/ ‘death’

/wa5/ ‘she, that’
/wa2/—
‘bravo!’
------------------------/jÑ2/
‘Sir’
/tE/
‘and’
/le/
‘take!’
------------------------/utu2/ ‘from there’
/so/
‘sleep!’
/sO/
‘one hundred’

Variation

In unstressed syllables of disyllabic words lacking suffixation, the short vowels /a/ [F]
and /u/ [U] are in free variation. Most often this involves words ending in the liquids /r/,
/R/, and /l/. Vowel harmony may play a role in determining which variant will occur most
often for a given word. In phonemic representation, /a/ is tentatively preferred. This is
another decision that has no impact on Gojri spellings, since unstressed stem vowels are
not normally written.
(27)

Variation of /u/ and /a/ in unstressed syllables
/kukaR/ ‘chicken’
/Xukar/ ‘thanks’
/cOkar/ ‘cattle’
/apar/ ‘above’
/bra2bar/ ‘equal’
/gidaR/ ‘jackal’
/machar/ ‘mosquito’
/jusam/ ‘body’

['kUkUR]
['sUkUr]
['cO:kUr]
['VpUr]
['bra:bUr]
['gIdUR]
['mVchUr]
['jUsUm]

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

['kUkFR]
['XUkFr]
['cO:kFr]
['VpFr]
['bra:bFr]
['gIdFR]
['mVchFr]
['jUsFm]
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/badal/ ‘rain’
['badUl]
/cittar/ ‘kind of shoe’ ['cIt:Ur]

or ['badFl]
or ['cIt:Fr]

For certain words like the Perso-Arabic loan /ha8fa2zat/ ‘protection’, an /u/ pronunciation
in the final syllable is incorrect.
Utterance-final vowels, along with any consonants immediately preceding them, are
frequently devoiced. Most often these are vowel suffixes on nouns and verbs. For
example, in perfective constructions involving transitive verbs the auxiliary verb /chuR/
‘drop’, along with any inflectional endings, is often completely devoiced. In feminine
nouns, the effect of this devoicing can be the production of a voiceless palatal fricative,
[] in the IPA transcription, at the point where the feminine suffix /Ñ2/ devoices.
Any vowel immediately following a nasal consonant will also become nasalized. This
generalization does not extend to vowels following the so-called ‘nasal clusters.’
2.3

Phonotactics

2.3.1

Syllable Types

The most basic Gojri syllable type consists of a consonantal onset (C) and a shortvowel nucleus (V), and is represented abstractly as CV. This type of syllable rarely
occurs as a word by itself, i.e. as a monosyllabic word. One example is the proximate
third singular feminine pronoun /ya5/ ‘she, this.’ A syllable consisting only of a shortvowel nucleus (V) may also occur, but only in polysyllabic words like /uga2RÎ Ñ2/ fem.
‘naked’ shown in (29) below. Monosyllabic words featuring a consonantal onset (C) and
a long-vowel nucleus (VV), represented as CVV, are quite common. Some examples of
such CVV monosyllables are the number /do/ [do:] ‘two’, and the verb /pÑ2/ ‘drink!’ In a
very few cases, a long-vowel nucleus monosyllable occurs without an onset. The only
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two examples of such VV monosyllables in my database are the vocative interjection /O/
[O:] ‘Oh’, and the distal third masculine singular variant /o5/ [o6:] ‘he, that.’
Two other syllable types, CVC and CVVC, feature both an onset and consonantal
coda (C) after the vowel nucleus. Syllables having a coda are called ‘closed’, while those
lacking a coda are called ‘open’ (a term relevant to the following discussion of verb
stems). Some examples of CVC monosyllables are /bic/ ‘in’ and /kam/ ‘work.’ Some
examples of CVVC monosyllables are /lu2N/ ‘salt’ and /mE8s/ [mE7:s] ‘buffalo.’ Examples
of closed monosyllables include the VC /it/ ‘here’ and /ut/ ‘there’, and the VVC /ek/ [e:k]
‘one’ and /OR/ [O:R] ‘idiot.’
Sequences of two consonants may also occur in the onset and coda of syllables,
without any intervening vowel. Such onsets and codas, represented as CC, expand the
inventory of syllable types to include those shown in (28).
(28)

Syllable Types Featuring CC Sequences
CCVCC
CCVC
CCVV
CCVVC
CVCC
CVVCC

/trand/ ‘flock’
/sraD/ ‘hay’
/gra2~/ ‘village’
/khwa2L/ ‘feed!’
/bast/ ‘jewelry’
/da2nd/ ‘ox’

/kranD/ ‘silo’
/prat/ ‘turn over!’
/kyu2~/ ‘why’
/troR/ ‘break off!’
/dand/ ‘tooth’
/Xa2rk/ ‘mina bird’

The types CCV and CCVVCC are not attested in my data.
All polysyllabic Gojri words may be analyzed as combinations of the syllable types
described above. A partial list of possible syllable patterns is shown in (29).
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(29)

Syllable patterns in polysyllabic words
V.CVV
V.CVV.CVV
VC.CVV
VC.CVVC
CV.CV.CVV
CV.CVV
CV.CVV.VV
CV.CVV.VC
CV.CVV.VVC
CV.CVV.CVV
CV.CVC
CV.CVVC
CVV.VV
CVV.CVC
CVV.CVV
CVV.CVV.VVC
CVV.CVVC
CVV.CCVV
CCVV.CVV
CVC.CVV
CVC.CVC
CVC.CVVC
CVC.CVV.CVV

/ita2r/ ‘Sunday’
/uga2RÎ Ñ2/ fem. ‘naked’
/acbÑ2/ ‘exhaustion, discomfort’
/absos/ ‘sadness’
/kÑ8garO/ (/gÑ8garO/ ) ‘a kind of frock’
/tu8nÑ2/ (/du8nÑ2/)‘navel’
/babu2—O/ ‘spider’
/malea8p/ ‘worm’
/pÑ8gea2R/ (/bÑ8gÑ2aR2 /) ‘wolf’
/kasÑ2TÎ Ñ2/ ‘crawling’
/mazab/ ‘religion’
/paRa2sÎ / (/baRa2sÎ /) ‘steam’
/pÑ2E/ ‘(s)he drinks’
/ka2b
Î ar/ (/ga2b
Î ar/) ‘be fearful!’
/mÑ2ÎnO/ ‘month’
/da2dea2LÎ / ‘paternal relatives’
/dOpa2i— r/ (/dOpa2r— /) ‘noon’
/ka22Îbra2/ (/ga2Îbra2/) ‘cause to worry!’
/swa2g
Î a2/ ‘ashes’
/baRka2Î/ trans. ‘boil!’
/chittar/ ‘kind of shoe’
/budwa2rÎ / ‘Wednesday’
/ha8mzoLO/ masc. ‘age mate’

The syllable structure of a word can be altered through inflection. In words structured
'CV.CVC (or similarly), the unstressed vowel of the CVC syllable elides upon the
addition of an inflectional affix (cf. Masica 1991:227) and the result is a word of type
CVC.CVV. For example, when affixed with the plural oblique before a postposition,
/a2fas/ ‘office’ becomes /a2fsa2~ (ma2)/ ‘(in) offices’ and /jatak/ ‘child’ becomes /jatka2~
(na2)/ ‘(to) children.’ The same elision is observed for the addition of the causative suffix
/-a2/. Compare /(ba2l) katar/ ‘cut (hair)!’ to /(ba2l) katra2/ ‘get someone to cut (hair)!’
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2.3.2

Consonant Clusters

In Gojri words, two consonants may occur together in sequence or ‘cluster’ without
any intervening vowel. Initial clusters are relatively uncommon. Only the consonants /r/,
/w/, /y/ and /l/ (e.g. /bla2drÑ2/ ‘clan’) can occur as the second member of an initial cluster,
although due to loans like /sku2l/ ‘school’ this set may be slightly expanded (but note the
variant [sVku:l] ). Consonants which cannot occur as the first member of an initial
cluster are /r/, /w/, /y/, /h/ and the non-initial retroflexes /N/, /R/, and /L/ My database
contains words in which the following occur as the first member of initial clusters: /p/, /b/,
/t/, /d/, /D/, /k/, /kh/, /g/, /j/, /s/, /X/, /x/, /n/ (possibly disallowed in Western) and /l/ (e.g.
/lwa2/ ‘dress (someone else)!’). In addition, Gujars have no trouble pronouncing the name
of the Perso-Arabic letter /zwa2d/. Presumably other stops, fricatives, and affricates may
also occur as the first member, although it seems unlikely that many examples could be
found for /f/ and the nasal /m/.
Final consonant clusters are only slightly more common, the difference being due to
the frequency of nasal clusters (which do not occur initially). Generally speaking, the
first member of a final cluster must be a nasal (other than /m/) or a continuant, and the
second member must be a stop, fricative, or affricate (provided it otherwise occurs wordfinally). The fricatives /f/, /s/, and /X/ may therefore occur in either position.
Except for those clusters which also occur word-initially, medial clusters, including
nasal clusters, occur across syllable boundaries.
2.3.3

Vowel Sequences (Hiatus)

Vowel sequences involving two syllables within Gojri lexical roots are the exception.
Two such sequences, /oa2/ and /eO/, are attested by one word each in my database: /roa2j/
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‘custom’ and /reOR/ ‘spruce.’ A third sequence, /ea2/ (/Ñ2a/2 ), is much more frequent. Some
examples are /de8aR2 O/ (/dÑ2aÎ R2 O/)‘day’, /sea2L/ (/sea2L/) ‘winter’, and /bidea2/ (/bidÑ2a/2 ) ‘a
farewell.’ The /ea2/ (/Ñ2a/2 ) sequence sounds like a Cy sequence in rapid speech (especially
in Western), but in deliberate speech sounds quite different from a true Cy sequence such
as that in the word /kyu2~/ ‘why’, i.e. it is syllabified, and there is a clear /e/ vs. /Ñ2/ quality
contrast between the Eastern and Western varieties. In longer words like /pÑ8ge2aR2 /
(/bÑ8gÑ2aR2 /) ‘wolf’, /e/ (/Ñ2/) and /a2/ are more clearly pronounced in separate syllables.
A large number of vowel sequences may occur across morpheme boundaries.
Normally these involve two syllables; however, the suffixes /Ñ2/, /u2~/, or /e/ may result in
monosyllabic sequences. What is claimed in (30) and below for any level-tone oral vowel
is also true for any nasalized or high-tone counterpart.
(30)

Vowel sequences across morpheme boundaries (the second vowel is suffixal)

Sequence

Example

/aÑ2/
/a2u2~/
/a2Ñ/2
/a2e/
/a2E/ W. only
/a2O~/ W. only
/u2Ñ/2
/u2O/
/u2a/2
/Ñ2O/
/Ñ2a~2 /
/Ñ2u/2
/Ñ2E/
/Ñ2e/
/oa2~/

/gaÑ2/
/a2u2~/
/a2Ñ/2
/ka2e/
/a2E/
/a2O~/
/su2Ñ/2
/mu2O/ masc.sg.
/mu2a/2
masc.pl.
/lÑ2O/
masc.sg.
/pÑ2a/2
masc.pl.
/pÑ2u~2 /
/pÑ2E/
/a2Ñ2e/ (/a2Ñ2~e)/ fut.
/soa2~/

Number of syllables pronounced
‘she went’
‘I come’
‘she came’
indef.fem.sg. pronoun
‘(s)he comes’
‘you (pl.) come!’
‘needle’
‘dead’
‘dead’
‘took’
‘drank’
‘I drink’
‘(s)he drinks’
‘come!’
‘we sleep’

one
one
one
one
two
two
two
two
two
two
two
two
two
two
two
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/oe/
/doe/
/oÑ2/
/koÑ2/
/oE/
/soE/
/oO/
/noO/
/ou2~/
/sou2~/
/ea2~/ E. only /lea2~/
/eE/ E. only /leE/
/eO/ E. only /deO/
/Ee/
/trEe/

fem.sg.
masc.sg.

‘both’
‘slaughtered’
‘(s)he sleeps’
‘new’
‘I sleep’
‘we take’
‘(s)he takes’
‘you pl. give!’
‘all three’

two
one
two
two
two
two
two
two
one

Certain cases of hiatus are resolved by epenthesis. The examples in (31) show an
epenthetic /w/ [v] coming between a root-final vowel /a2/ and the masculine singular and
plural agreement suffixes, /-O/ and /-a2/ (feminine forms of these examples do not exist).
(31)

/w/ epenthesis for vowel sequence /a2/ + /O/, /a2/
root

masculine singular ( + /-O/)

masculine plural (+ /-a2/)

/na2-/

/na2wO/

‘spout’

/na2wa2/

‘spouts’

/da2-Î /

/daÎw
2 O/

‘claim’

/daÎw
2 a2/

‘claims’

/kala2-/

/kala2wO/

‘arm clutch’

/kala2wa2/

‘arm clutches’

The Western form /dÑ2wO/ ‘lamp’ (Eastern /dÑ2O/) suggests that /w/ epenthesis may
occur in Western between /Ñ2/ and these agreement suffixes. Unfortunately I have no other
examples or counterexamples. All remaining cases of hiatus involve suffixation, and are
resolved by either epenthesis or stem vowel modification as explained in 2.4.
2.4

Morphophonemic Vowel Changes

2.4.1

Vowel Changes with Verbal Suffixation

Significant morphophonemic processes operate when verb stems that end in a vowel
are inflected by vowel suffixes, as is evident from the verb paradigms presented in
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Appendix C. All such processes issue from phonotactic constraints, including the need to
resolve hiatus of a disallowed vowel sequence.
2.4.1.1

Vowel Changes with the Causative Suffix /-a2/

The addition of the causative suffix /-a2/ can result in reduction of the root vowel in
roots which end in a consonant. An example is /ja2g/ ‘wake up!’, /jaga2/ ‘wake [someone]
up!’ This particular reduction process rarely applies, because there are few long-vowel
roots that take the causative suffix.
In roots ending in a vowel, addition of the causative suffix /-a2/ (or /-a2L/) can result in
the resolution of hiatus via labialization, and deletion of the original stem vowel. Some
common examples are shown in (32).
(32)

Labialization in causative verbs ending in a vowel
Verb Root

/la2/ ‘put on [article of clothing]!’
/la2/— ‘remove [article of clothing]!’
/kha2/ ‘eat!’
/so/ ‘sleep’

Synthesized Causative Stem
/lwa2/ ‘dress [someone]!’
/lwa2/— ‘get [someone]to remove [article of clothing]!’
/khwa2L/ ‘feed!’
/swa2L/ ‘put to sleep’

The derivation of /lwa2/ ‘dress [someone]!’ from /la2/ ‘put on!’ shown in (33) - (35)
illustrates this process. First, the inherently stressed causative suffix is added to the
underlying verb root:
(33)

/la2-/ + /-a2/

Next, as the sequence /a2/ + /a2/ is generally disallowed in Gojri, an epenthetic /w/ is
inserted between the suffix and the root vowel:
(34)

la2 + w + a2 > la2'wa2
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Finally, the original stem vowel - now unstressed due to the shift of stress to the syllable
containing the causative suffix - is deleted, resulting in the synthesized form:
(35)
2.4.1.2

la2'wa2 > lwa2
Vowel Changes with Vocalic Tense, Aspect, and Agreement Suffixes

The perfective suffix /-e/ (/-Ñ2/) and a following feminine agreement marker (/-Ñ2/ or
/-Ñ2~/, the latter is Eastern only) always coalesce to /-Ñ2/.
Verb stems may end in the long vowels /o/, /a2/, /e/, /Ñ2/, and /E/. Stems ending in /Ñ2/
show no variation other than the absorption of any immediately following suffixed /Ñ2/.
The feminine singular perfective /pÑ2/ ‘[he] drank [it [fem.]]’ is thus the product of /pÑ2-/
‘drink’, the perfective suffix /-e2/(/-Ñ2/), and the feminine singular suffix /-Ñ2/.
Stems ending in /e/ like ‘give’ and ‘take’ raise to /Ñ2/ before the first singular suffix /u2~/.
Thus, /dÑ2u2~/ ‘I give’ is the product of /de-/ ‘give’ and /-u2~/. In the Western dialect, stems
ending in /e/ will also raise to /Ñ2/ before any suffixed /a2/, /O/, or /E/. In the Eastern dialect,
stems ending in /e/ will absorb the /E/ while acquiring the nasality of the suffix /-E~/. Such
stems also reduce from /e/ to /a/ before any suffixed /Ñ2/.
Stems ending in /o/ absorb any suffixed /O/ in the Western dialect. The Eastern dialect
inserts an epenthetic /w/ between the verb /ho8-/ ‘to be’ and any suffixed /a2/, /E/ or /O/, but
does not do this for other stems ending in /o/.
For stems ending in /a2/ such as /a2-/ ‘come’, the Eastern dialect inserts an epenthetic
/w/ between the stem vowel /a2/ and any suffixed /a2/, /E/, or /O/. This epenthetic /w/ is in
free variation with the absence of epenthetic /w/ in the speech of some Western speakers.
When the ‘vector’ verb and passive formative /ja2-/ ‘go’ is immediately followed by the
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future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/), the two roots will contract without any epenthetic /w/ such
that any suffixed /E/ raises to /Ñ2/. In the Western dialect, this contraction applies to any
verb ending in /a2/, although it alternates with the epenthesis process in the speech of some
persons. For example, the Western contraction /a2Ñ2gO/ ‘he will come’ may alternate with
the uncontracted and epenthesized /a2wE gO/.
For stems ending in /E/ like the defective modal verb /pE-/ ‘fall’, the stem vowel
changes to /o/ before any suffixed /E/ in the Eastern dialect, but coalesces with the suffixed
/E/ in the Western dialect. For masculine perfective forms, the stem vowel /E/ is absorbed
by the perfective suffix /-e/ (/-Ñ2/), whereas for feminine forms it is reduced to /a/ before
the perfective suffix.
Stems ending in the high-tone /E5/ are particularly subject to morphophonemic change.
For verbs such as /kE5/ ‘say’ and /rE5/ ‘stay’, the stem vowel remains unchanged before a
vowel suffix only when coalescing with another suffixed /E/, and before the future
imperative suffix /-Ñ2~/ in the Western dialect. In both dialects it reduces to /a5/ before /u2/
and before all remaining cases of suffixed /Ñ2/. Before a suffixed /O/ it raises to /e/ in
Eastern and to /Ñ2/ in Western. In all cases the resulting suffix carries the high tone from
the original stem vowel. The inflections of /rE5/ ‘stay’ given in Table 4 below attest these
changes.
For verb stems ending in vowels, irregular suppletive forms abound - especially in the
irregular perfectives, as is evident in Appendix C (see also 4.2.1.1.3 on the old -ita
participle in Gojri).
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Table 4. Morphophonemic Changes for Stems Ending in /E5/: /rE5/ ‘stay’
(unique Western forms are in parentheses)
Stem (Tense) Agreement Full form
Unspecified

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

Perfective

2.4.2

1sg.

rE5-

-u2 ~

ra5u2~

1pl.

rE5-

-a2~

ra2—~

2/3sg.

rE5-

-E

rE5

2pl.

rE5-

-O (-E)

rO5 (rE5)

3pl.

rE5-

-E~ (-E)

rE5~ (rE5)

2sg.

rO5 -

¤

rO5

2pl.

rE5-

-O (-O~)

rO5 (rO5~)

2sg.

rE5-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

ra5Ñ2e (rE5Ñ2~e)

2pl.

rE5-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~)

ra5Ñ2O (rE5Ñ2~O~)

Stem

Aspect

Agreement Full form

m.sg.

rE5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

re5O (rÑ2—O)

m.pl.

rE5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

re5a2 (rÑ2—a2)

f.sg.

rE5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

ra5Ñ2

f.pl.

rE5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2)

ra5Ñ2~ (ra5Ñ2)

Vowel Changes with Nominal Suffixation

Nominal and adjectival roots ending in /o/ [o:] reduce to /u/ [U] in the speech of some
Gujars when suffixed by the masculine agreement markers /-O/ and /-a2/. The phenomenon
seems to be a matter of idiolect rather than dialect, as persons from the same household
often differ with respect to it. Some examples are given in (36).
(36)

Reduction of nominal root vowel /o/ [o:] to /u/ [U]

root

reduced masc. variant

unreduced variant

feminine singular
(or diminuitive)

[tUO:]
[gUO:]

[to:O:]
[go:O:]

[to:i:] E. only
[go:i:]

/to-/
/go-/

‘roti pan’
‘manure’
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/lo5-/ ‘metal’
/no-/ ‘new’

[lU5O:]
[nU~O:]

[lo5:O:]
[no:~O:]

----[no:~i:]

Another idiolectic feature occurring with nominal suffixation is the use of an
epenthetic glide between the oblique plural marker /-a2~/ and monosyllabic noun stems
ending in the vowels /a2~/ and /a2/. This epenthesis is in free variation with the absence of
epenthesis, in which case the oblique plural marker simply coalesces with these nominal
stem vowels (the resulting words are phonetically longer than their uninflected forms).
Some examples from Eastern speech are provided in (37). Such forms are typical of my
Eastern associate, but not of his mother and older brother.
(37)

Epenthesis with inflected nouns ending in a vowel (only Eastern forms shown)
/is gra2~ ma2/ ‘in this village’
/is ja2 ma2/
‘in this place’
/is ra2— ma2/
‘in this path’

/Ñ5na2~ gra2~ya2~ ma2/
/Ñ5na2~ ja2ya2~ ma2/
/Ñ5na2~ ra2—ya2~ ma2/

‘in these villages’
‘in these places’
‘in these paths’

The same kind of epenthesis occurs in Western speech, although with the geminated /yy/
glide, as in /ga2~yya2~ (kO du5d)/ ‘cows’ (milk).’ This form is typical of the speech of my
Western associate’s mother, whereas my Western associate simply says /ga2~ (kO du5d)/
‘cow(s) (milk)’ which is formally ambiguous in number. Such epenthesis is not noted for
polysyllabic stems, e.g. Eastern /(u5na2~) pE8Na2~ (na2)/ ‘(to those) women’ vs. /(us) pE8Na2
(na2)/ ‘(to that) woman.’ At least one instance of (presumably) obligatory epenthesis
occurs in an idiom common to both dialects: /ma2~ya2~ ba2pa2~ kO ke ha2Îl hE8/ ‘How are
[your] parents?’ (Eastern). Here epenthesis occurs between the first word, /ma2~/
‘mother’, and the oblique plural marker /-a2~/, creating /ma2~ya2~/ in Eastern speech and
/ma2~yya2~/ in Western.
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2.5

Other Processes

2.5.1

Assimilation of /l/ and /L/

The retroflex /L/ becomes dental /l/ in clusters before any dental area consonant. For
example, phonemic /baLtO rE5/ ‘keeps burning’ becomes phonetic [baltO rE5] after the /L/
of the root assimiliates to the point of articulation for the imperfective suffix /-t/.
Similarly, dental /l/ becomes retroflexed before a retroflex consonant as in /ba2lTÑ2/ [baLTÑ2]
‘bucket.’ This process is not noted for consonants other than /L/ and /l/.
2.5.2

Assimiliation of the Dative Postposition /na2/ to the Infinitive

When the dative postposition /na2/ inflects an infinitive in a purpose clause in normal
speech, the postposition and infinitive contract such that the initial /n/ assimilates to the
retroflex point of articulation of the infinitive suffix /N/. For example, phonemic /ma2ruN
na2/ ‘for hitting’ becomes phonetic [ma2ruNNa2] in pronunciation.
2.5.3

Avoidance of Cluster /mn/ by Replacement of /n/

Eastern Gojri disallows the cluster /mn/, such that the co-location of /m/ and /n/ at
morpheme boundaries is resolved via replacement of /n/ with /N/. This process is most
readily observable in the first and second plural dative and agentive pronominal forms.
The following replacements/contractions are obligatory when first and second plural
pronouns are followed by the postpositions /na2/ (dative case) and /ne/ (agentive case)
without any intervening words:
(38)

Cluster /mn/ avoidance via replacement of /n/ with /N/ in Eastern pronominal
forms
/ha8m ne/ [hV8mNe:~] ‘we did’
/ha8m na2/ [hV8mNa:~] ‘to us’

vs. [hV8m lo:ka:~ ne:~] ‘we people did’
vs. [hV8m lo:ka:~ na:~] ‘to us people’
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/tam ne/ [tVmNe:~] ‘you did’
/tam na2/ [tVmNa:~] ‘to you’
2.5.4

vs. [tVm lo:ka:~ ne:~] ‘you people did’
vs. [tVm lo:ka:~ na:~] ‘to you people’

Replacement of the Infinitive Suffix /-N/ with /-n/

When the infinitive suffix /-N/ is affixed to verb stems ending in a retroflex sonorant,
articulatory difficulty is resolved through the replacement of /N/ with /n/. Some examples
and counterexamples are shown in (39).
(39)

2.5.5

Replacement of infinitive suffix /-N/ with /n/ following retroflex sonorants
/a2NNO/ [a:NFnO]
/ba2RNO/ [ba:RFnO]
/pa2LNO/ [pa:LFnO]
/ka5DNO/ [kV5DF8nO/

‘to bring’
‘to bring inside’
‘to tend (animals or children)’
‘to remove’

/uThNO/ [UThFNO]
/miTNO/ [mITFNO]

‘to rise’ (no replacement following non-sonorant)
‘to fit’ (no replacement following non-sonorant)

Voicing Assimilation of the Genitive Postposition /k-/

In the speech of many Western dialect speakers, the genitive postposition /k-/
becomes [g-] following any nasalized vowel or nasal consonant. Compare the examples
in (40).
(40)

Voicing of genitive postposition /k-/
/u5n ka2 (Dera2)/ [U6n ga: (De:ra:)]
/u5n loka2~ ka2 (Dera2)/ [U6n lo:ka:~ ga: (De:ra:)]
/us kO (DerO)/ [Us kO: (De:rO:)]

2.5.6

‘their (houses)’
‘those people’s (houses)’
‘his (house)’

Perseveratory Nasalization

All oral vowels become nasalized when immediately following a nasal consonant. As
in other languages, the degree of phonetic nasalization in Gojri is directly related to vowel
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height and length, with lower long vowels becoming the most nasalized (due to lowering
of the velum during production of low vowels). For example, the effect is profound for
/a2/ and negligible for /i/. Other than /a2/, the nasality of long vowels so nasalized is less
than that of corresponding phonemic nasal vowels. Thus, the locative and dative
postpositions, /ma2/ and /na2/, respectively, are phonetically identical to /ma2~/ ‘mother’
and /na2~/ ‘name’, the nasalized vowels of which are both underlying. Such nasality does
not ‘persevere’ into a second vowel, nor does that of the so-called ‘nasal clusters’ extend
through the non-nasal consonant to a following vowel. Some other words which attest
this process and its scope are shown in (41).
(41)

Nasalization of vowels following nasal consonants

nasalization realized on a final vowel due
to immediately preceding nasal consonant

nasalization not realized on a final vowel due
to segment intervening after the nasal

/ma2mO/ [ma:~mO:~] ‘mother’s brother’
/na2nÑ2/ [na:~ni:~] ‘maternal grandmother’
/pakhnu2/ [pVknu:~]‘large bird’
/pa2NÑ2/ [pa:Ni:~]
‘water’

/noO/ [no:~O:]
/mu2O (wO)/ [mu:~O: (vO:)]
/kanDO/ [kVNDO:]
/anga2r/ [VKga:r]

2.6

Representation of Gojri Phonemes in the Gojri Script

2.6.1

Representation of Consonant Phonemes

masc. ‘new’
masc. ‘dead’
‘thorn’
‘coal’

With the exception of the unique retroflexes /N/ and /L/, Gojri consonant phonemes
may be readily represented as per the representation of the equivalent consonants in
Urdu. Geminated consonants should be marked as Urdu geminates are marked; i.e. with
the superscript diacritic, tashdeed (or shad, /Xad/). In the case of the phonemes /t/, /h/,
/s/, /z/, and /k/, one or more additional graphemes from the Perso-Arabic inventory is
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required to preserve the original spellings of the loan words in which they occur (this
convention applies in Urdu as well). Original pronunciations are seldom applicable,
although educated speakers may read [q] rather than the usual (Gojri-ized) [k] in words
bearing the letter

‚ (e.g. many names including [qUra:n] ‘Qur’an’).

Masica notes that attempts to remove the redundant loan-word graphemes in the
writing of other Indo-Aryan languages have generally failed to catch on, given the religious
significance of the Arabic language (1991:151). Their removal from Gojri would
constitute a significant obstacle to successful transitional literacy by requiring the reader
to learn multiple spellings of the same words: original spellings for Urdu texts and onephoneme-one-grapheme spellings for Gojri texts (per the approach recommended by
Sharma 1979:148-149). In practice, Gujar writers almost always use the original
spellings.
2.6.1.1

Representation of the Gojri Retroflexes /N/ and /L/

A variety of techniques has been used for representing the Gojri retroflexes /N/ and /L/.
Some writers, whether for lack of an alternative or due to an incorrect belief that these

Ë and Â ,

segments are merely allophones of /n/ and /l/, simply write them as /n/ and /l/ (

respectively). This approach, by ignoring the phonemic status of these segments,
introduces a measure of ambiguity that is potentially detrimental to new readers. It also
deprives written Gojri of its best opportunity for a distinctive appearance, something
that many Gujars desire. Recognizing a real need to differentiate retroflex /N/ and /L/ from
their dental counterparts (and that the retroflex-marking diacritic ‹ , or toe, was ineligible
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due to certain confusion between the writing of /T/ and /L/ in medial contexts), Sabir Afaqi
in 1976 proposed unique graphemes in the introduction to his Phul Kheli, a book of Gojri
poetry; suggesting

™ for /N/ and Âˆ for /L/.

These representations have since been utilized by Professor Afaqi and several of his
associates in Pakistan and Pakistan-administered Kashmir. While the former has also
become the convention of choice on the eastern side, the latter has been rejected there in
favor of

Ê . This is not surprising, given the potential for confusing ˆÂ with the nasality

grapheme

õÈ (nun gunno). Professor Afaqi says that he avoided the possibility of Ê due

to concern that it would be confused with

™ if the latter’s center nuqtah (‘dot’) was

inadvertantly omitted (2002: personal communication).
It is questionable, however whether an orthographic convention ought to be decided
by considerations of error, especially considering how many pairs of letters in Urdu and
English are distinguished by a single graphic feature. There is also the fact that most of
the Gojri text that Gujars will read in the future will likely be published with the aid of
computers (which generally preclude intra-graphemic errors).
The use of

™ and Ê for /N/ and /L/, respectively, has the following advantages: (1) it

differentiates these segments from their dental counterparts, but by a single and
consistent feature, namely, the inverted wedge, or /puThO aTh/ as it is called in Gojri; (2)
on account of its promotion by the Jammu & Kashmir Academy of Art, Culture &
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Languages it enjoys greater current acceptance than any other alternative (albeit mainly in
Indian-administered Kashmir); (3) it enables readers to tell by a simple glance that a page
of text is Gojri rather than Urdu (or some other regional language); and (4) the inverted
wedge character is supported by the widely available InPage 2000 desktop publishing
software for the Perso-Arabic script type (perhaps owing to the use of this convention in
some Punjabi writing). I believe, therefore, that these graphemes represent the best
opportunity for Gujars to standardize the representation of /N/ and /L/. The adoption of

Ê in Pakistan would not be significantly hindered by the past use of ˆÂ , since relatively
few Pakistani Gujars have ever seen their language in print. The adoption of any new
representations by Gujars in the eastern area would seem considerably more complicated.
For sake of completeness we should note that the graphemes for /N/ and /L/ designed
and forwarded by Sharma (1979:150,163,167) are not to my knowledge in use by Gujar
writers in any quarter and for that reason do not warrant consideration at the present
time.
2.6.1.2

Representation of the Geminated Retroflex Lateral /LL/

Sabir Afaqi has designed and proposed a special grapheme to represent the geminated
retroflex lateral /LL/ (1976). Since this character is not supported by any word processing
software, the segment might be written more simply by using the retroflex lam marked
with the tashdeed or shad diacritic to show the gemination; i.e.

ıÊ . This would also avoid

the introduction of a new alphabet letter, potentially simplifying the literacy task.
Writers from the other Pakistani Gojri dialects can readily represent the cognate cluster
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/rR/ as

œŒ. Words like ‘throat’ could thus be spelled ïj:ê− per the Muzaffarabad

pronunciation /naLLÑ2/, and alternately as ÓœQê− per the Kaghani and Allaiwal pronunciation
/narRÑ2/.
2.6.1.3

Representation of the Glides /w/ and /y/

Fortunately, none of the allophonic variation for /w/ noted above (in 2.1.3.3) presents
a serious orthographic challenge, since the Perso-Arabic

Í , vaw, does duty for phonetic

[v], [w], and [o]. Epenthetic /w/ can be written with vaw before the second plural
suffix /-o/, also written with vaw, even though it only occurs in some Eastern varieties:

D¹ÍÍf

/ho8wO ka2/ ‘you pl. will be.’ Readers lacking this epenthetic /w/ in their own

speech can read the first vaw as /o/ right along with the second vaw, and at worst the /o/ is
read as longer than it is actually pronounced. This solution should be tested against one
omitting the epenthetic vaw with readers from a variety of pronunciation types. The
contrastive variation of initial /w/ (Eastern) and /b/ (Western) cannot be neutralized by the
script, and can only be written according to the author’s pronunciation.
Both the palatal glide /y/ and all occurrences of the vowel /e/ are represented by
various allographs of the letter ye in the Perso-Arabic script. Medially, /yy/ can be
distinguished from /y/ (=/e/) by means of the superscript diacritic, hamza (Gojri
/ha8mzO/), which indicates the juncture of two vowels, but when written above medial ye
can also be understood to indicate a higher point of articulation than the absence of
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hamza. In final position, /e/ is written with bari ye,

Ô . Final /y/, approximating in

quality the vowel /Ñ2/, is written with hamza above a choti ye (Gojri /nikÑ2 ye/),

j! ,

whereas final vocalic /Ñ2/ is written without any hamza owing to the absence of any
preceding vowel. Some sample spellings are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Orthographic Differentiation of Medial /y/ and /yy/, Final /y/ and /e/

initial and final /y/, medial /yy/

medial /y/ and final /e/

initial

…D"

/ya2d/

medial

fB!Dð

/pa2yyO/ ‘grazing fee’

f#Dð

/pa2yO/ ‘[bed] leg’

fB!¿

/a2Ñ2O/ (/a2Ñ2~O/) fut. ‘you pl. come!’

f#¿

/a2yO/ ‘he came’

j!D>Ð

/pa2y
Î / (/ba2y
Î /) ‘brother’

ÔD¹

/ka2e/ ‘someone,

final

‘memory’

-----------------------------

something’

2.6.1.4

Representation of Nasalized Vowels and Nasal Clusters

In the writing of nasal clusters, the nasal phoneme is represented by a constant /n/ in a
phonemic orientalist transcription, and by a constant nun gunno /nun GunnO/,

È or õÈ ,

in the script, regardless of actual phonetic shape. Nasalized vowels are written with a
nun gunno after the oral vowel, and all nasal clusters are thus represented as nasalized
vowels followed by a consonant. This linguistically sound convention is followed in
Gojri as in Urdu. Representing this segment by /n/ in the script, that is by

Ë or nun, is

contrary to regional orthographic conventions in which /n/ is rejected even when the
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following consonant is alveolar, e.g. the word for ‘ox’ is spelled in script as /da2~d/ ‘ox’
rather than /da2nd/. Similarly, if the following consonant is retroflex and the nasality is
realized as phonetic [N], a spelling that uses the Gojri character for /N/ is rejected outright.
Exceptions include words that have a historic /n/, such as /su2ntÑ2/ ‘circumcision’ from
/sunat/ ‘apostolic precedent’, /duka2nda2r/ ‘shop keeper’ from /duka2n/ ‘shop’, and /minT/
[mINT] from the English ‘minute.’ For all such words nun, rather than nun gunno, is
mandatory in the spelling.
2.6.1.5

Phoneme/Grapheme Associations for Gojri Consonants

The complete inventory of Gojri consonant graphemes is presented in Table 6. Only
the independent or un-joined form of each grapheme is shown. Aspirated consonants
consist of digraphs, the second grapheme being the aspirate

Î , or do chasmi he. For

phonemes associated with multiple monographs, the ‘redundant’ Arabic letters are shown
to the right of the indigenous letter in order of decreasing frequency.
Table 6. Phoneme/Grapheme Associations for Gojri Consonants

/m/

Á

/n/

Ë

/r/

Œ

/R/

œ

/l/

Â

/L/

Ê

/ph/

gð

/p/

√

/N/

™

/b/

¬
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Table 6 cont.
/w/

Í

/f/

·

/th/

gŁ

/t/

ƒ ‹

/d/

…

/Th/

gł

/T/

≈

/D/



/ch/

gÝ

/c/

»

/j/

«

/s/

ÿ ⁄ ∆

/X/

Ÿ

/z/

÷

/kh/

g¹

/k/

„ ‚

/g/

‰

/G/

ﬂ

/x/

Ã

/h/

Ï

non-final /y/

2.6.2

Ó

final /y/

j!

/yy/

› ¤ Õ

j!

Representation of Vowel Phonemes

Since the ten vowel phonemes correspond to those for Urdu, there is every reason
to write them as they are written in Urdu. Although the Perso-Arabic script is
notoriously ill-suited for the vowel distinctions made in Indo-Aryan languages (Masica
1991:151), this under-representation may actually work to the advantage of Gojri
standardization since many words that have different vowels cross-dialectically can be
written in a uniform fashion if the diacritics are omitted. For example, minus the
diacritics, Eastern /sane5O/ ‘message’ and its Western counterpart /sinÑ2—O/ can both be
written as a constant f?B<þ rather than separately as

f?B<ëþ

and f?A<˝þ respectively.
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The independent forms of the vowel graphemes for Urdu and Gojri are summarized in
Table 7. The reader is referred to instructional Urdu materials for futher detail about the
writing of vowels (e.g. Mathews 1999:ix-xxxii).
Table 7. Phoneme/Grapheme Associations for Gojri Vowels

/a/

¡Ú

/a2/

¿

/i/

¡˝

/Ñ2/

Ó˝¡

/E/

ÔÚ¡

/e2/

Ô¡

/u/

¡Ù

/u2/

ÍÙ¡

/O/

ÍÚ¡

/o2/

Í¡
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CHAPTER III
GOJRI TONE AND ITS REPRESENTATION
The representation of tonal phenomena constitutes a significant challenge to Gojri
orthography standardization. The complications issue naturally from the lack of tonal
phenomena in the languages historically accommodated by the Perso-Arabic script,
especially Urdu, the language of wider communication for most Gujars. Motivating an
Urdu-based solution to this challenge is the fact that literate Gujars are literate in Urdu, a
fact which has obvious implications for literature development and transitional literacy
programming. Making such a solution at least potentially feasible is the regular, albeit
incomplete correspondence of Gojri tonal phenomena to Urdu aspiration phenomena.
A complete analysis of Gojri prosody is a study I have not yet undertaken. My
purpose here is to present a preliminary analysis of Gojri lexical tone, and then explore a
consistent orthographic representation of Gojri tone in an Urdu milieu. At points the
data is organized with reference to Urdu correspondences, as these correspondences are
weighted heavily in the evaluation of orthographic solutions.
3.1

Gojri Tonal Phenomena

3.1.1

Phonetic Pitch Contrasts

Sharma describes a three-way tone or pitch contrast for Punch Gojri (1979:110-113;
1982:12). This observation also holds for Kaghani and Allaiwal Gojri. Phonetically, the
contrasting pitches consist of a level high pitch (level tone or ‘mid tone’1 ) which is not
marked in transcription, a high-falling pitch contour (or ‘high tone’) marked with ( 5 )
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above the vowel in my phonemic transcription, and a low-rising pitch contour (or ‘low
tone’ ) marked with ( 8 ) above the vowel. The high-falling contour commences at an
extra-high pitch relative to that of the level high pitch and glides to a mid pitch that is
lower relative to that of the level high pitch. When another syllable follows the stressed
syllable within the word, the stressed syllable will have the extra-high pitch and the larger
part of the fall to the mid pitch occurs on the following syllable. In phonetic
transcriptions, this is indicated by writing [ 5 ] on the stressed syllable and [ 8] on the
following syllable, whereas a glide fully executed on the stressed syllable is indicated by
[ 6 ]. The low-rising contour commences at an extra-low pitch relative to that of the
level high pitch and glides to a mid pitch that is lower than the level high pitch. When
another syllable follows the stressed syllable within the word, the stressed syllable will
have the extra-low pitch and the larger part of the rise to a mid pitch occurs on the
following syllable. In phonetic transcriptions, this is indicated by [ 8] on the stressed
syllable and [ 5 ] on the following syllable, whereas a glide fully executed on the stressed
syllable is indicated by [ 7 ].
Concomitant with the initial extra-low pitch of the low-rising contour is creaky voice,
in which the vocal cords are more tense than in normal voicing and therefore produce a
creaking sound. In many words of the Eastern dialect, the low-rising contour follows a
voiceless initial plosive (as is also the case in Punjabi, see Masica 1991:205). This
voiceless plosive corresponds to a voiced plosive at the same point of articulation in the
Western dialect, and to a breathy-voiced plosive at the same point of articulation in Urdu
cognates. For example, the word ‘horse’ is /'ko8RO/ in Eastern, /'go8RO/ in Western, /'ko8Ra2/
in Punjabi, and /'ghoRa2/ in Urdu. For some words of this type, a level low pitch, higher
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than the ‘extra-low’ pitch of the low-rising contour but still marked [ 8 ] phonetically,
occurs with creaky voice on any syllables preceding a low-rising contour. Both contour
tones are extremely common, and there do not seem to be any general constraints on the
kinds of consonants, vowels, or syllable patterns with which either may occur. In words
with level high pitch, there is no conspicuous pitch rise or pitch fall; however, the pitch
of the stressed syllable is somewhat higher than the mid pitch of the other, unstressed
syllables, but lower than the ‘extra-high’ pitch of the high-falling contour.
Thus, there are at least five phonetic pitches in Gojri: ‘extra-low’, the initial pitch of
the low-rising contour; ‘low’, the pitch occurring with creaky voice prior to the low-rising
contour in some low-tone words; ‘high’, the pitch of stressed syllables in level-tone
words; ‘extra-high’, the initial pitch of the high-falling contour; and ‘mid’, the pitch on
which both of the gliding pitches terminate, and the pitch of unstressed syllables in leveltone words and of unstressed syllables preceding non-initial low-rising contours. Careful
acoustic analysis may ultimately show that there are multiple non-contrastive phonetic
pitches within what I am now calling ‘mid’ pitch.
Contrasts between the three phonetic pitch melodies serve to differentiate lexical
items such as those in (42), but do not function morphosyntactically.
(42)

Contrasts of high-falling, level, and low-rising pitch melodies
/'sa2—rO/ ['sa5:rO8]
/'sa2rO/ ['sa:rO]
/'sa2ÎrO/ ['sa8:rO5]

(phonetic high-falling pitch) masc. ‘flat’
(phonetic level high pitch)
masc. ‘entire’
(phonetic low-rising pitch) ‘assistance’

/la2/—
[la6:]
(phonetic high-falling pitch) ‘take off [article of clothing]!’
/la2/
[la:]
(phonetic level high pitch)
‘put on [article of clothing]!’
/la2Îl/ (/hÑ8'la2l/) [la7:l] (phonetic low-rising pitch) ‘slay!’
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/ca5R/ [ca6R]
/caR/ [caR]
/ca8R/ (/ja8R/) [ca7R]

(phonetic high-falling pitch) ‘climb!’
(phonetic level high pitch) ‘bed bug’
(phonetic low-rising pitch) ‘fall!’ also ‘cloud’

/bE5s/ [bE6:s]
/bEs/ [bE:s]
/pe8s/ (/bE8s/) [pe7:s]

(phonetic high-falling pitch) ‘argument’
(phonetic level high pitch) ‘sit!’
(phonetic low-rising pitch) ‘apparel’

3.1.2

Analysis of Gojri Tone

3.1.2.1

Tone and the Stressed Syllable

Lexical pitch is associated with the stressed syllable in Gojri words (meaning Gojri is
more like Swedish than Mandarin or other truly tonal languages where every syllable is
tonally marked). The level tone occurs only on the stressed syllable. In monosyllabic
words, contour tones are realized within a single syllable, which in the absence of any
other syllable receives stress by default. In polysyllabic words, the contour tones
typically commence at their pitch targets on the stressed syllable and conclude at a mid
pitch in any following syllable, often a gender-number agreement marker.
Foundational to any discussion of the underlying nature of these phonetic pitch
contrasts in Gojri is the topic of lexical stress assignment. The assumption is that, within
a morpheme, the location of stress can be predicted by syllable weight. Syllable weight,
in turn, is determined by the number of segments, or moras (µ), in the ‘rhyme’, where the
rhyme of a syllable consists of the vowel nucleus plus any trailing consonants, and where
a long vowel counts as two moras. Distinctions can therefore be made between light
(where the rhyme consists of V), heavy (where the rhyme consists of VV or VC), and
superheavy syllables (where the rhyme consists of VVC or VCC). There have been
several studies of stress placement in Hindi-Urdu (e.g. Dyrud 2001, Hussain 1997). If
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the final segment of a word is considered to be extra-metrical (not counted with respect to
determination of syllable weight), then stress rules for Hindi-Urdu can be summarized as
follows: the last heavy syllable in a word is stressed; if there is no heavy syllable (i.e. if
the word consists of light syllables only), the penultimate syllable is stressed.
These same stress assignment rules operate in Gojri. For example, the word /jisam/
['jIsFm]‘body’ is stressed on the first syllable because, once the word-final mora, [m], is
excluded, what remains are two equally weighted CV syllables of which the penultimate is
stressed (remember that short vowels consist of one mora, V; long vowels consist of two,
represented as VV). In the word /as'ma2N/ [Vs'ma:N] ‘sky’, the second syllable receives
the stress by the same assignment process. Segmented into syllables and moras, the word
yields |as.maaN|. With or without the required exclusion of the final mora [N], the
second syllable is the last heavy syllable and therefore the one to receive stress. In
morphologically complex words, morphological rules may supersede the normal stress
placement rules. For example, in verb stems formed with the causative suffix, the suffix is
always stressed, superseding stress placement based on syllable weight.
Throughout this chapter I have included stress marking in the phonemic
representations, despite the predictability of stress, so that the reader will not have to
determine the location of stress for each example.
3.1.2.2

Composition of Contour Tones

It is useful to think of the two contour tones as combinations of two level tones, one
‘high’ and one ‘low.’ In abstract terms, the high-falling contour is thus a combination of a
relatively high pitch, H, and a relatively low pitch, L. Phonetically, an underlying HL
combination is realized as an extra-high pitch resolving in a mid pitch on a subsequent
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mora, and an underlying LH combination is realized as an extra-low pitch resolving in a
mid pitch on a subsequent mora. I will assume that the presence of any H in a contour
melody is by default, i.e. H is assigned to all stressed syllables. The presence of any L in
a contour melody is lexical, i.e. it is part of the specification of the phonological form of a
word in the lexicon. When a stressed syllable receives an H by default, and no underlying
L is present in the word, the phonetic result is a level high pitch.
Diachronically, the genesis of this low pitch (L) in the lexicon is related to a wordinitial /h/, or to the loss of aspiration, /h/, or /s/ at an earlier linguistic stage (cf. Masica
1991:119-120). Such evolution is attested even by dialectical variants such as the Eastern
/ha8k-/ ‘be able’ and the older, Western (and Urdu) cognate /sak-/ ‘be able.’ Many of the
older word forms are attested by Urdu cognates of Gojri words (cf. Masica’s discussion
of Punjabi tonogenesis; 1991:205). The location of lexical L in a root corresponds roughly
to the location of the earlier segment that has disappeared. What determines whether the
L is ultimately realized within a high-falling melody or a low-rising melody is its location
with respect to the nucleus of the word’s stressed syllable. If it precedes the stressed
nucleus, the result is LH (low-rising). If it follows the stressed nucleus, the realization is
HL (high-falling).
3.1.2.3

Low-Tone Causatives of High-Tone Verbs

The clearest evidence of the existence of lexical L in Gojri and its participation in
falling and rising tones is seen in a number of causative and non-causative pairs of verbs.
For many verbal roots, the addition of the suffix /-a2/ yields a new causative verb stem. A
classic example that holds for other area languages as well as for Gojri is the root /pak-/
['pVk-] ‘ripen, be cooked’ and its causative counterpart, /pa'ka2-/ [pV'ka:-] ‘cook.’ Since
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there is no lexical L associated with the root, only default H applies. As a result, the high
pitch is realized on the stressed syllables of both forms and the mid pitch is realized on
the unstressed first syllable of /pa'ka2-/ (note the shift of stress to the causative suffix; see
4.2.1.5 for other examples of causative/non-causative verb pairs with constant level pitch
melodies). However, when a lexical L is associated with the latter part of the verb root,
its phonetic realization in all inflections of the root will be high-falling. Again, this is
because H is assigned by default to the stressed mono-syllabic root, the nucleus of which
precedes lexical L in the vicinity of the coda; thus HL. Whenever the inherently stressed
causative suffix is added to make a new stem, the stress shifts from the verb root to the
causative suffix such that default H then follows lexical L; thus LH. Consider the
examples in (43).
(43)

Non-causative and causative manifestations of lexical low pitch (L)
Verb stem consisting of root
(showing high-falling tone)
/ba5N/
/pa5R/
/ba5n/
/ba5d/
/la5ng/
/sa5mj/
/ka5D/

‘become!’
‘read!’
‘tie!’
‘grow!’ also ‘tie!’
‘pass by!’
‘understand!’
‘remove!’

Verb stem consisting of root + causative suffix /-a2/
(showing low-rising tone)
/ba'Na2Î/
/pa'Ra2/Î
/ba'na2Î/
/ba'da2/Î
/lan'ga2Î/
/sam'ja2/Î
/ka'Da2Î/

‘make!’
‘teach!’
‘get someone to tie!’
‘let grow!’ also ‘get someone to tie’
‘shoot!’
‘give constructive criticism!’
‘get someone to remove!’

It is on the basis of such examples that we can posit the existence of a lexical L in the
vicinity of the root coda. This hypothesis is of course supported by the existence of
aspiration at the root coda in many Urdu cognates. I will assume that, in Gojri, an L tone
that is historically due to a de-aspirated voiced consonant is underlyingly associated with
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the mora that immediately follows the de-aspirated consonant. Should there be no
following mora; i.e. if the de-aspirated consonant is word-final, then L can be said to be
‘floating’ in the underlying form of the word.
The process described above by which verb roots such as those in (43) alternately
feature high-falling and low-rising melodies is represented with greater precision in (44)(45) for the root /ba5N/ ‘become!’. In (44), a ‘floating’ L (circled) is shown as being part
of the word’s underlying form:2
(44)

The underlying form of /ba5N/ ‘become!’
b a N
| |
µ µ
L

In the absence of a following mora, the floating L docks on the final mora of the root.
Next, default H is associated with the remaining empty mora, creating the HL sequence
shown in (45). The HL sequence then precipitates a high-falling melody commencing at an
extra-high pitch on the first mora and resolving in a mid pitch on the second mora.
(45)

The surface form of /ba5N/ ‘become!’
b a N
| |
µ µ
| |
HL

With the addition of the inherently stressed causative suffix /-a2/, floating lexical L
docks on the mora immediately to the right of the de-aspirated consonant, as shown in
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(46). H is then assigned to the remaining mora of the stressed second syllable, creating an
LH sequence. The underlying LH sequence precipitates a low-rising melody on the
second syllable, which commences at an extra-low pitch on the first mora and resolves in
a mid pitch on the second mora. Since there is no L or H in the unstressed syllable, the
phonetic result is a mid pitch on that syllable.
(46)

3.1.2.4

The surface form of /ba'NaÎ/2 ‘make!’ (σ = syllable; stressed syllable is circled)
σ

σ

b a
|

N a a
| |

µ

µ µ
| |
L H

Low Tone Related to Loss of Initial Aspiration

Perhaps the most striking phonological difference between Eastern and Western
varieties of Gojri is the variation in voicing which is concomitant with low-rising tone.
The variation involves word-initial plosives at all five points of articulation: /p/ (/b/),
/t/ (/d/), /c/ (/j/), /T/ (/D/), and /k/ (/g/). These are cognate with the Urdu initial voiced
aspirates: /bh/, /dh/, /jh/, /Dh/ and /gh/, respectively. Eastern forms reflect both the deaspiration and devoicing of these older initial voiced aspirates, or ‘breathy voiced stops’
(Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996:57-63). Western forms are also de-aspirated but remain
voiced. For example, the Gojri word for ‘horse’, /'ko8RO/ (/'go8RO/), is cognate with the
Urdu /'ghoRa2/. I have found that, in pronouncing words of this type in conversation with
both Eastern and Western speakers, correct production of the low-rising tone, rather than
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correct voicing, is more critical to being understood. These segments remain voiced in
both dialects in medial position (where they are rare), e.g. /u'ga2RÎ Ñ2/ fem. ‘naked’, /ka'Da2/Î
‘get [someone] to remove!’
Low-tone words attesting the East-West initial voicing distinction are shown in (47)
for each of the five points of articulation.
(47)

Low-tone words involving East-West initial voicing distinction

Articulation

East-West correspondences (Western forms are shown in parentheses)

/p/ (/b/)
/t/ (/d/)
/T/ (/D/)
/c/ (/j/)
/k/ (/g/)

/'pa2ÎbÑ2/ (/'ba2ÎbÑ2/) ‘brother’s wife’
/ta8r/ (/da8r/) ‘set down!’
/Ta8k/ (/Da8k/) ‘cover!’
/'co8TO/ (/'jo8TO/) ‘male buffalo’
/ka8l/ (/ga8l/) ‘pour!’

/'pa2Îru2/ (/'ba2Îru2/) ‘sheep and goats’
/tÑ8k/ (/dÑ8k/) ‘push!’
/'Ta2ÎkO/ (/'DaÎ2kO/) ‘mountain’
/'ca2ÎnThÑ2/ (/'ja2ÎnThÑ2/) ‘stick’
/kaÎ/2 (/ga2/Î ) ‘grass’

For all words attesting the initial voicing distinction between dialects, I assume that L
is linked with the mora immediately following the historically de-aspirated consonant.
This is the place in the lexical structure that was previously characterized by the lowering
of pitch following breathy voicing. The derivation of surface tone for such words is
shown in (48) below.
When the first syllable of such a word is stressed, the assigment of H on the second
mora creates an LH sequence. The LH sequence precipitates a low-rising melody that
commences at an extra-low pitch on the first mora and resolves in a mid pitch on the
second mora.
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(48)

Derivation for /'ko8RO/ (/'go8RO/) ‘horse’
a) Location of underlying L
σ
σ

k o
|

σ
σ

σ
σ

o R
|

O O
| |

µ

µ

µ
|
L

b) Results of H-assignment

k o
|

σ
σ
o
|

µ µ
| |
L H

µ

R

O O
| |
µ µ

When such words are stressed on a subsequent syllable, the low-rising melody occurs
on that syllable and a level low pitch occurs on all preceding syllables. Some examples are
shown in (49).
(49)

Cross-dialectal voice variation for words featuring non-initial low-rising tone
Eastern

E. Phonetic

Western

Gloss

/pÑ8ge2'a2R/
/pu8'kam/

[pI8ge8:'a58:R]
[pu8'kV85m]

/pa8'Ra2s/
/pa8'Ra2Ñ/2
/pa8'tÑ2jO/
/de8'a2RO/ or /te8'a2RO/

[pV8'Ra85:s]
[pV8'Ra85:y]
[pV8'tÑ8:jO5]
[de8:'a8:RO5]

/bÑ8gÑ2'a2R/
‘wolf’
/ba8'kham/
‘earthquake’
(the Allaiwal Muhajar variant has no
aspiration)
/ba8'Ra2s/
‘steam’
/ba8'Ra2y/
‘miller’s share’
/ba8'tÑ2jO/
‘nephew’
/dÑ2'Î a2RO/
‘day’

The level low pitch preceding the low-rising contour is readily observed in the contrast
between /pa8'Ra2s/[pV8'Ra85:s] ‘steam’ and /pa'Ra2Î/ [pV'Ra85:] ‘teach!’
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The derivation for the surface tones of /pÑ8ge'a2R/ (/bÑ8gÑ2'a2R/) ‘wolf’ is shown in (50).
(50)

Derivation for /pÑ8ge'a2R/ (/bÑ8gÑ2'a2R/) ‘wolf’ (L-spread indicated by diagonal lines)
a) Location of underlying L

σ

σ

b) Results of L-spread and H-assignment

σ

σ

p i

g e

e a a

R

|

|

|

µ

µ µ

σ

|

i
|

g e e
| |

a a R
| | |

µ µ µ

µ

µ µ

µ µ µ

|

|

p

σ

|

|

|

L

L

H

In (50)a, L is shown as being pre-linked in the lexicon to the first mora, the vowel /i/. In
(50)b, the third syllable (the last ‘heavy’ syllable) is shown as being stressed. L spreads
right-ward from its lexical location to a point up to and including the first mora of the
stressed third syllable. Next, H is assigned to the remaining mora of the stressed syllable,
resulting in an LH sequence in the stressed syllable. On moras preceding the stressed
syllable, the spread of L produces a phonetic level low pitch. In the stressed syllable,
the LH sequence precipitates a low-rising surface melody which commences at an extralow pitch on the first mora and resolves in a mid pitch on the second mora. For words
like /pa8'tÑ2jO/ (/ba8'tÑ2jO/) ‘nephew’ and /de8'a2RO/ (/dÑ2Î'a2RO/) ‘day’, the stressed syllable is
penultimate and so the low-rising melody resolves in the suffixal ultima, i.e. [pV8'tÑ8:jO5],
[de8:'a8:RO5].
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3.1.2.5

Summary of Analysis

The analysis that has been presented so far can be summarized as follows.
(1) Stress Placement:
- The last heavy syllable of the word is stressed; if there is no heavy syllable, the
penultimate syllable is stressed; the last segment of the word is disregarded in the
determination of syllable weight.
- The causative suffix is always stressed; this fact overrides stress placement based on
syllable structure.
-There is only one stress per word, no matter whether the word is monomorphemic or
morphologically complex.
(2) Lexical L:
- In a root, one mora may be pre-associated in the lexicon with an L tone; some roots in
the lexicon carry an L tone that is 'floating', i.e. it is underlyingly not associated with a
specific mora. (Usually, an L tone occurs on the mora that immediately follows an
historical voiced aspirate or /h/; if there is no following mora in the root, then the L tone
floats.)
(3) L-spread:
- An L tone spreads right-ward from its underlying position in the word, up to and
including the first mora of the stressed syllable. (By implication, this rule does not apply
to an L tone that does not precede the stressed syllable.)
(4) L-docking:
- A floating L docks on the first mora of a following morpheme; if there is no following
morpheme, a floating L docks on the final mora of the root.
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(5) Default H:
- H is associated with any empty mora in the stressed syllable; if there is no empty mora
in the stressed syllable, then H is associated with the immediately following mora.
These basic rules account for the derivation of surface tonal melodies for all types of
tone-bearing words in Gojri.
3.1.2.6

Other Low-Tone Words

In this section I describe low tone which is associated with initial /h/ and low tone
related to the loss of medial /h/.
Low Tone Associated with Initial /h/
As noted in 2.1.5, low tone is concommitant with the glottal fricative /h/. This is
most readily observed in the grammatical monosyllables /ha8m/ ‘we’, /hu2~Î / ‘I’, and the
Eastern present auxiliaries /hE8/ ‘is’ and /hE8~/ ‘are’ (cf. Western /E/ ‘is/are’). Such words
attest the linkage of lexical L with the mora following initial /h/. When a word beginning
with /h/ is stressed on the first syllable, the frication is audible and the derivation of
surface tone is identical to that shown for /'ko8RO/ (/'go8RO/) ‘horse’ in (48).
However, when a word beginning with /h/ is stressed on a subsequent syllable, there
is no friction and level low pitch occurs with every syllable preceding the low-rising pitch
contour commencing on the stressed syllable. The phonetic differences attending change
of stress from the first syllable to a subsequent syllable are most clearly shown by
comparison of causative and non-causative forms of verbs beginning with /h/. Some
examples are shown in (51).
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(51)

Causative and non-causative pairs of verbs beginning with /h/
verb stem consisting of root verb stem consisting of root + causative suffix /-a2/
/ha8L/ [hV7L]
/ha8g/ [hV7g]
/ha8T/ [hV7T]

‘shake!’
‘defecate!’
‘move!’

/ha8'La2/ [V8'La7:] trans. ‘shake!’
/ha8'ga2/Î [V8'ga7:]
‘get [someone]to defecate!’
/ha8'Ta2Î/ [V8'Ta7:] trans. ‘move!’

Some examples with polysyllabic stems are given in (52). For all these words and the
causative verbs in (51) above, the derivation of surface tone (via L-spread) is identical to
that shown for /pÑ8ge'a2R/ (/bÑ8gÑ2'a2R/) ‘wolf’ in (50).
(52)

Words beginning with /h/ that are stressed on a non-initial syllable.
/ha8'sa2b/
/ha8'za2r/
/ha8'meXa2~/
/ha8m'zoLO/
/ha8'rÑ2R/

[V8'sa7:b]
[V8'za7:r]
[V8'me8:Xa5~]
[V8m'zo8:LO5]
[V8'rÑ7R]

‘account’
‘thousand’
‘always’
‘age mate (masc.)’
‘a medicinal herb’

cf. Urdu /hi'sa2b/
cf. Urdu /ha'za2r/
cf. Urdu /ha'meXa2/

There is evidence suggesting that the unstressed, low-pitch first syllables of words
like those in (52) (which also lack a phonetic onset) are vulnerable to elision and loss. For
example, some speakers pronounce /ha8'va2/ ‘wind’ as monosyllabic [va58:]. Such loss also
accounts for the difference between the Eastern /la2Îl/ ‘slay!’ and the Western cognate
/hÑ8'la2l/. The process is also attested by Western copular forms like /wE8 gO/ ‘(he) will be’
(Eastern /'ho8wE kO/), in which lexical L is all that survives of the verb stem /ho8/ ‘be’ and
presumably epenthetic /w/ has become word-initial (Western /wE8NO/ ‘to be;’ cf. Marwari
/vheNo/ ‘to be’, Masica 1991:104). Likewise, the genitival first plural pronoun /'ma2ÎrO/
‘our’ surely represents the loss of a weakened first syllable from an older form attested
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by the Urdu cognate, /ha'ma2ra2/, with retention of the L tone which was associated with
that syllable.
Low Tone Related to Loss of Medial /h/
A large number of Gojri words feature the low-rising pitch contour in a first syllable
consisting of consonant + long vowel in which the consonant is constant crossdialectically. These words are cognate with Urdu words in which /h/ occurs between a
first-syllable short vowel and a second-syllable long vowel. The origin of the low tone for
such words cannot be the de-aspiration of old initial voiced aspirates, since there is no
East-West voicing variation for the initial consonant and the set of initial consonants is
not limited to just stops. Rather, it appears that the historic erosion of medial /h/ and
related loss of preceding short vowels has left a trace in the form of an L tone associated
with the initial mora. The derivation of surface tones for such words is therefore identical
to that noted for words like /'ko8RO/ (/'go8RO/) ‘horse’ shown in (48).
(53)

Low-tone words attesting loss of medial /h/ before long-vowel
Gojri word

Gloss

/ma2lÎ /
/'ka2ÎNÑ2/ (/'ga2ÎNÑ2/)
/pa2RÎ /
/ja2zÎ /
/'swa2g
Î a2/
/'mÑ2ÎNO/
/'ba2Îdar/
/ja2d
Î /
/'ma2Îjar/
/sa2lÎ /
/lO8r/
/'ba2ÎnO/

‘Mahal, palace’
‘story’
‘mountain’
‘ship’
‘ashes’
‘month’
‘brave’
‘jihad’
‘refugee’
‘diarrhea’
‘Lahore’
‘excuse’

Urdu cognate (or source in most cases)
/ma'ha2l/
/ka'ha2nÑ2/
/pa'ha2R/
/ja'ha2z/
/su'ha2ge/
/ma'hÑ2na2/
/ba'ha2dar/
/ji'ha2d/
/mu'ha2jir/
/sa'ha2l/
/la'hor/
/ba'ha2na2/
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For a small number of words, stress falls on a non-initial syllable and surface tones
attest a medial, rather than initial, lexical L. Examples include /da2de'a2LÎ / [da:de'a7:L]
‘paternal relatives’ (cf. /'da2dO/ ‘paternal grandfather’ and /'a2La2/ (/'haÎL2 a2/) ‘ones of ...’), and
/male'a8p/ [mVle'V7p] ‘worm.’ For the latter example, it is not clear why stress and the
low-rising tone occur on the short-vowel ultima.
3.1.2.7

Other High-Tone Words

Whereas low tone almost always derives from initial lexical L, high tone derives from
medial or final lexical L. The historical source of lexical L in a given word is generally less
transparent than it is for the various kinds of low-tone words described above.
In addition to the high-tone verbs described in 3.1.2.3, there are other high-tone words
for which high tone is associated with the loss of aspiration in a non-initial voiced
aspirate. Some examples are shown in (54). The de-aspirated consonants remain voiced
in both dialects. There are no Gojri words featuring a high-falling tone with a short vowel
preceding a final voiceless consonant.
(54)

High-tone words associated with de-aspiration of non-initial voiced aspirates
/du5d/
/'cO5drÑ2/
/ku5j/
/'bu5DÑ2/
/'da2R— Ñ2/
/ru5R/
/'ka5RÑ2/

‘milk’
cf. Urdu /dudh/
‘Choudhry’ cf. Urdu /'cOdharÑ2/, title taken by prominent Gujars
‘some’
cf. Urdu /kuch/
‘old woman’ cf. Urdu /'buRhÑ2/
‘beard’
cf. Urdu /'da2RhÑ2/
‘roll’
‘boiled buttermilk’

For all such monosyllables, L is floating in the underlying form of the word, and the
derivation of surface tones is identical to that shown above for /ba5N/ ‘become!’ in (47)(48). For all such two-syllable words, L is pre-linked in the lexicon with the mora
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following the de-aspirated consonant. Default H tone is then assigned to the single mora
of the stressed first syllable, creating an HL sequence that is realized phonetically as a
high-falling melody spread over the two syllables. The underlying and derived forms of
/'bu5DÑ2/ ‘old woman’ are shown in (55).
(55)

Derivation for /'bu5DÑ2/ ‘old woman’
a) Location of underlying L
σ

b u D
|
µ

σ

i
|

b) Results of H-assignment
σ

i
|

σ

b u D
|

i i
| |

µ µ
|

µ
|

µ µ
|

L

H

L

Almost all other indigenous high-tone words involve lexical L following a medial or
final long vowel. The sources of lexical L include loss of /s/ (e.g. /bÑ2/— ‘twenty’ vs. Urdu
/bÑ2s/) and loss of /h/ (e.g. /ca2—/ ‘want’ vs. Urdu /ca2h/). Many high-tone stems such as
/ga2k
— / ‘customer’ (Urdu /'ga2huk/) represent the loss of medial /h/ after a long vowel along
with loss of the following unstressed short-vowel syllable and subsequent association of
L with the end of the long vowel. Some examples of high-tone words attesting medial or
final L are shown in (56).
(56)

Contrast between high-falling and level tonal melodies
/'Do5LO/
/'sa2—yO/
/'ma2—njÑ2/
/ma2/—
/'bo5TÑ2/

‘upper arm’
‘rabbit’
‘one who tends bufalo’
‘2nd month of lunar calendar’
‘bride’

/'DoLO/
/'sa2yO/
/'ma2njÑ2/
/ma2/
/'boTÑ2/

‘large water pot’
‘shadow’
‘bride’s guests’
‘mother’
‘piece of meat, kabob’
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/ca2/—
/za2r— /
/ba2/—

‘want!’
‘poison, saliva’
‘arm’

/ca2/
‘lift!’
/za2r/
‘Darling’
/ba2/ E.only ‘water hole, dam’

The derivation of surface tone for such words is shown in (57) for /'bo5TÑ2/ ‘bride.’
(57)

Derivation for /'bo5TÑ2/ ‘bride’ (stressed syllable is circled)
a) Location of underlying L
σ

b o o T
| |
µ µ
|
L

b) Results of H-assignment

σ

i
|

σ

i
|

µ µ

σ

b o o T i
| |
|
µ µ
| |
H L

i
|

µ µ

In (57)b, an HL sequence is created by the assignment of H to the first mora of the
stressed syllable, the mora which immediately precedes lexical L. The HL sequence
precipitates a high-falling melody which commences on the stressed syllable and resolves
in the following suffixal syllable. For monosyllabic words like /ba2/— ‘arm’, the high-falling
melody commences on the first mora and resolves on the second mora of the root vowel.
I have not investigated the historical antecedents of lexical L for these words, nor is such
information needed to determine the location of L within words.
3.1.2.8

Low Tone Co-occurring with Aspiration

For a few words such as those in (58), low tone co-occurs with aspiration. In my
research to date, all instances noted involve the segment /th/.
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(58)

Co-occurrence of low tone and aspiration
/'tha2ÎNO/ ['ta:NO5]
/'tha2ÎrO/ ['ta8:rO5:] pl
/'tho8RÑ2/ ['to8:RÑ5:]
/'tha2Îraf/ ['ta8:ra5f]
/ma'tha2Îj/ [mF'ta7:j]

‘to be found’
‘your’
‘hammer’ (Eastern) cf. Western /ha8'thoRÑ2/ Urdu /ha'thoRÑ2/
‘introduction’
cf. Urdu /'ta2raf/
‘deprivation, lack’ cf. Urdu /mO'ta2j/

Only for the Eastern word /'tho8RÑ2/ ‘hammer’ is the origin of lexical L transparent (from
comparison with cognates retaining an initial /h/). Further research is likely to reveal the
source of L for the other examples shown here. Words showing that low tone is not
automatic with /th/ include /'thoRÑ2/ ‘a little (fem.)’ and /'tha2nO/ ‘police station.’
Elsewhere, low tone and aspiration contrast. Some examples include /Ta8nD/ ‘still
water’ vs. /ThanD/ ‘cold’, /ka8l/ ‘pour!’ vs. /khal/ ‘stop, wait!’, and /'ca2ÎtÑ2 ('ma2rNÑ2)/
‘(playing) peek-a-boo’ vs. /'cha2tÑ2/ ‘chest, upper torso.’ This contrast is limited to the
Eastern dialect, since the initial consonants of the corresponding low-tone words in the
Western dialect are voiced rather than voiceless.
3.2

Representation of Gojri Tone

3.2.1

Tone Marking in Orthography Design

While the literature on tone marking is not extensive, recent empirical studies in
African tonal languages by Bird and others he cites (1997) demonstrate that exhaustive
marking of surface tone is detrimental to fluent reading, as is ‘zero marking’ - ignoring
tone altogether. The former extreme is born of the traditional compulsion to represent
every phonemic contrast in the orthography, but often results in solutions that are
cumbersome and notoriously difficult for mother-tongue readers to master. The latter
extreme rightly acknowledges the ability of readers to identify words based on contextual
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and other clues, but in many languages leaves readers to ‘stumble and guess unnecessarily’
(Bird 1996, citing Nida 1964:27). The compromise approach advocated by Bird (1996)
on theoretical and experimental grounds involves representing the underlying or ‘lexical’
tone elements while maintaining a constant word image, given that ‘post-lexical’ spell-out
is phonologically predictable and presumably automatic for linguistically naive mothertongue readers. Such an approach has the added advantage of tending to minimize dialect
differences (Bird 1996:25), and is even more promising for languages like Gojri in which
the tone pattern of each word remains basically constant (i.e. is not very sensitive to
phrasal influences).
A fourth approach would mark tone only when necessary for disambiguation, much
as Urdu diacritics indicating vowel quality are normally employed only to distinguish
ambiguous pairs. This would necessarily involve special tone diacritics, as optional
writing of tone graphemes (letters) in a linear and cursive Perso-Arabic representation
would largely preclude maintenance of fixed word images. Marking tone with diacritics
would avoid this problem, allowing for optionality in books and complete tone marking in
primary literacy materials. In my opinion, however, a diacritic solution is inferior to that
suggested by the correspondence of Gojri lexical L with Urdu /h/ and aspiration (with
voiced consonants). Given the influence of Urdu and literate Gujars’ familiarity with
Urdu spellings, a representation that maintains fixed word images between Gojri and Urdu
cognates has the greatest potential to facilitate transitional literacy and the acceptance of
Gujar literature among Urdu-literate Gujars. The challenge then is to achieve a solution
that utilizes Urdu-based spellings in a consistent representation of underlying rather than
surface Gojri tonal facts.
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3.2.2

Evaluation of Conventions In-Use

Orthographic solutions to date have all attempted, whether consciously or
unconsciously, to represent Gojri tones as per the representation of their cognate
segments in Urdu: by means of do chashmi he,

Î, denoting aspiration, and choti he, Ï,

(rendered /nikÑ2 he8/ in Gojri) denoting the voiceless glottal fricative /h/. One common
pattern is for literate Gujars to slavishly write Gojri as they write Urdu, with no
awareness of Gojri tonal phenomena. In writing of this type, tone is usually only
represented, albeit accidentally, in tonal words that have known Urdu cognates. Tone is
usually ignored in words that are uniquely Gojri, because writers are both unaware of tone
and lacking any technique for transcribing it. Some literate Gujars intuitively identify
tone as aspiration, and by analogy to known Gojri-Urdu cognate relationships will write
this ‘aspiration’ on uniquely Gojri words (their pronunciation of Urdu may reflect this
identification, i.e. they convert instances of Urdu /h/ and aspiration into low-rising and
high-falling tone melodies). In my experience, the writing produced by both types of
literates is highly idiosyncratic and inconsistent from one occurrence of a word to the
next. High tones occurring with medial long vowels tend to get particularly ignored, since
cognate relationships of such words with Urdu words are comparatively less transparent.
Among the few who are aware of tone and consciously reflect on how to write it,
some, in keeping with the default tendency to write words the way they sound, attempt
to represent all of the surface tonal contrasts. (An additional motivation, that of making
the representation phonetically transparent for learners of Gojri as a second language
(Sharma 1979:150), is minimized here because, as we shall see, it is at odds with the
Gujars’ own needs for a representation that potentially works for both dialects and that
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maximizes ease of reading skill transfer to and from Urdu.) The difficulty with writing
surface tones lies in determining which of the two Urdu letters should represent which
tonal pattern in a given context. The problem is exacerbated by the fact that even for
Urdu their employment has only recently been standardized, with do chashmi he now
prescribed for all aspiration and choti he for all instances of /h/ (Mathews 1999:xxvi). It
should be evident from the variety of tone phenomena described above, however,
particularly from that shown in 3.1.2.3, that the traditional ideal of consistently
representing one toneme with one grapheme while maintaining constant shape of lexical
roots is not achievable for Gojri (e.g. the addition of the causative suffix turns a high tone
verbal root into a low tone stem). Furthermore, since the mapping of Gojri toneme to
Urdu phoneme/grapheme is not one-to-one, at some point a surface representation must
compromise in favor of either the Urdu spellings or tonemic-graphemic correspondence.
3.2.2.1

Writing of Low Tone Occurring with Initial /h/ in Monosyllables

If there is any ‘given’ or non-negotiable convention which can be taken as a starting
point for either an underlying or surface approach to tone marking (aside from leaving the
level tone unmarked), it is the representation of word-initial low-rising tones,
concommitant with /h/ in monosyllables, with choti he. This decision is largely
unconscious and is based on the spelling of Urdu cognates. The practice is nearly
universal in Gojri writing. Since initial /h/ in Gojri monosyllables is always followed by
the low-rising tone, this decision would tentatively associate choti he with the low toneme
or lexical L, depending upon one’s perspective. Thus, the first person pronouns and
present auxiliaries, together the highest frequency words involving tone of any kind,
remain constant between the two languages:
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(59)

Uniform spellings for Gojri and Urdu first person pronouns and present auxiliaries

Gojri /ha8m/ [hV7m] ‘we’

vs. Urdu /ham/ [hVm] ‘we’

Gojri /hu2Î~/ [hu7:~] ‘I’ also ‘am’ (Eastern only) vs. Urdu /hu2~/ [hu:~] ‘am’
Gojri /hO8/ [hO7:] 2pl. ‘are’ (Eastern only)

cë
Èfì

vs. Urdu /ho/ [ho:] 2pl. ‘are’

f

Gojri /hE8/ [hE7:]([E:]) ‘is’ (in Western, also ‘am, are’) vs. Urdu /hai/ [hE:] ‘is’

ëk

Gojri /hE8~/ [hE7:~]‘are’ (Eastern only)

eB

3.2.2.2

vs. Urdu /he~/ [he:~] ‘are’

Surface Approach to Low Tone Related to Loss of Initial Aspiration

Extending the association of choti he with low tone here to the possibility of its
representation of low tone everywhere leads next to an evaluation of its suitability for
low tones resulting from the de-aspiration of initial voiced aspirates (see 3.1.2.4 above),
e.g. writing /ka2/Î (/ga2/Î ) ‘grass’ as D?¹. Such an approach is advocated by Sharma
(1979:150; 2001: personal communication) and has been utilized in Pakistan by Sabir
Afaqi and his associates. The impetus behind this convention is the desire to represent
the initial consonant as de-voiced, per its Eastern pronunciation, while avoiding the
intolerable ambiguity with voiceless aspirated segments that would result from using do
chashmi he for the following low-tone vowel. For example, /ka2/Î (/ga2/Î ) ‘grass’ and /kha2/
‘eat!’ would both be written as D>¹.
Unfortunately this approach has its own problems. First and most obviously, since
the segments in question remain voiced in the Western dialect, the use of choti he in these
contexts unnecessarily precludes the possibility of a single representation for both
dialects. This problem by itself may not be of great concern to Eastern writers, who are
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seldom if ever exposed to Western speech. It can be demonstrated, however, that the
approach is problematic even for the Eastern phonology because it creates unnecessary
ambiguity between certain low-rising and high-falling pairs of tonal words; for example,
/ka2Î/ (/ga2Î/) ‘grass’ is written as D?¹ , while /ka2—~/ ‘we say’ is written as ÈD?¹. Such
ambiguity is particularly evident wherever low-rising and high-falling tones contrast
within syllables featuring short (or written as short, as in the case of /E/) vowels. A few
such ambiguous examples are shown in (60).
(60)

Ambiguous Eastern low-tone/high-tone pairs
/ka8T/

‘few’

H?¹

/'kE5tO/

‘he (doesn’t) say’

f&?¹

/'ka8NÑ2/

fem. ‘many’

j{?¹

/'kE5NÑ2/

fem. ‘to say’

j{?¹

/'pa8la2/

masc.pl. ‘excellent’

/'pE5la2~/

‘before’

Èñç?ð

/'tu8nÑ2/

‘navel’

j<?íŁ

/'tu5mat/

‘slander’

G;?íŁ

ñç?ð

Granted, such ambiguities are few in number and would scarcely present any
difficulty for Gujar literates, but the larger pattern they represent could be a serious
challenge for new readers. The ambiguity issues from the fact that all Gujar writers have
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continued writing the verbs /kE5-/ ‘say’ and /rE5-/ ‘stay’ as per their Urdu spellings, i.e.
with the initial consonant joined to choti he, but without writing the vowel /E/ (Urdu /ah/,
approximating but shorter than /ai/ + /h/). By itself, representing the Gojri segment /E5/
with choti he is good, since morphophonemic changes alter /E5/ in a majority of contexts
anyway, and this practice allows the lexical roots to remain constant in writing before any
suffixed vowel. Furthermore, it also maintains a constant word shape between the two
languages. For example, Urdu /ra'ho/ and Gojri /rO5/, ‘stay!’ can both be represented by

fŒ ; Urdu /ka'ho/ and Gojri /kO5/, ‘say!’

can both be represented by f?¹ (cf. 5.2).

This convention, however, together with using choti he for low tones resulting from
the de-aspiration of initial voiced aspirates, perpetuates an ambiguous system in which,
given the unusually high frequencies of /kE5-/ ‘say’ and /rE5-/ ‘stay’ in Gojri text (the latter
being an important grammatical morpheme), the new reader has to memorize which
instances of choti he indicate which type of tone. And of course the transitional reader
must learn two spellings (Gojri and Urdu) for a great many pairs of cognates like those for
‘mare’: /'ko8RÑ2/ Óœf?¹ and /'ghoRÑ2/ Óœf>¾ (respectively). This disadvantage, along with
the introduction of ambiguity between representations of high-tone and low-tone short
vowels, constitutes compelling grounds to consider better orthographic solutions - even
for the Eastern phonology.3
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3.2.2.3

Writing of /E5/

The preceding discussion, however, may be enough to establish a second orthographic
‘given’, namely, that the segment /E5/ - cognate with Urdu /ah/ - is well represented by a
choti he per the Urdu spelling convention (note: reducing ambiguity by writing the vowel
/E/ would preclude a morphophonemic representation, since /E/ is always altered before
vowel suffixes). This convention is followed in all Gojri writing. Some examples are
shown in (61).
(61)

/E5/ written with choti he and no other vowel letter
/'rE5NO/

‘to stay’

f{Œ

/'kE5NO/

‘to say’

f{?¹

/lE5r/

‘anger’

Q?³

/bE5N/

‘sister’

à?Ð

/'mE5ndÑ2/

‘henna’

ÓN<?¦

/bE5k/

‘a roost’

_?Ð

Particularly from the perspective of surface tone marking, this practice may appear to
contradict the first given, by which choti he is associated with initial low tones. Against
any charge of ambiguity, however, is the fact that the distributions of initial and noninitial choti he are constrained such that no ambiguous spellings can be adduced. But if
the approach that marks only underlying lexical L is adopted, there is no contradiction
between these two ‘givens.’ The former can be seen as marking lexical L initially, which
after L-spread and the assignment of H on the second mora of the stressed syllable will
invariably precipitate the low-rising pitch contour. The latter can be seen as marking
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lexical L root-finally (it is lexically linked with the second mora of /E/), which after the
assigment of H to the first mora of the stressed syllable (i.e. the root nucleus) will
invariably precipitate the high-falling pitch contour. For the lexical tone-marking
approach, then, choti he and do chashmi he do not represent two distinct tonemes; rather,
they are allographs representing lexical L, and their distributions are constrained by Urdu
spelling patterns rather than by surface tonal contrasts.
3.2.2.4

Iconic Approach to Low Tone Related to Loss of Initial Aspiration

Returning to the representation of low tones resulting from the de-aspiration of initial
voiced aspirates, we now consider the remaining alternative, that of preserving the Urdu
voiced aspirate spellings which consist of the voiced consonants joined to do chashmi he.
For Eastern Gojri, such a solution is iconic rather than phonemic (cf. Bird 1996:35), since
the consonants are voiceless in initial position. It has been adopted for Punjabi (Parvez
1996:47-54), the phonology of which is identical in this respect to that of Eastern Gojri.
The leading proponents of this technique for Gojri have been the (Eastern-speaking)
Gujar scholars associated with the Jammu & Kashmir Academy of Art, Culture &
Languages. In the introduction to their Gojri Dictionary (1985) the editors explain that
they have utilized the Urdu orthography, and that the Urdu digraphs for initial /bh/, /dh/,
/Dh/, /jh/, and /gh/ are pronounced in Gojri (Eastern) as /p /8 , /t /8 , /T /8 , /c /8 , and /k /8 ,
respectively. These scholars have applied this approach more or less consistently in their
many Gojri publications. Its advantages should be clear by now, namely, that it offers a
uniform representation for both dialects while maintaining a constant word image with
Urdu and avoiding the ambiguities created by writing the consonants as voiceless
(whether joined with choti he or do chashmi he). Consider the sample spellings in (62):
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(62)

Spellings for low-tone words related to loss of initial aspiration
word

iconic spelling

alternative phonemic spelling (E.only)

/'pa2ÎnDa2/ (/'ba2ÎnDa2/) ‘pots and dishes’

¡O−D>Ð

¡O−D?ð

/'co8TO/ (/'jo8TO/) ‘male buffalo’

fłf>š

fŁf?Ý

/'ta2g
Î O/ (/'da2g
Î O/) ‘thread’

f¾D…

f¾D?Ł

/'Ta2ÎkO/ (/'Da2ÎkO/) ‘mountain’

f¹D

f¹D?ł

/'ko8RO/ (/'go8RO/) ‘horse’

Íœf>¾

Íœf?¹

/pÑ8ge'a2R/ (/bÑ8gÑ2'a2R/) ‘wolf’

œDB8¸>Ð

œD?B8Ûð

/pa8'Ra2s/ (/'ba8'Ra2s/) ‘steam’

ÿ¡Rê>Ð

ÿDRëð

or ÿDR?ëð

/pa8'tÑ2jO/ (/ba8'tÑ2jO/) ‘nephew’

f)A&ê>Ð

f)A&?ëð

or

or œD?B8?Ûð

f)A?&?ëð

In my experience, Eastern literates in Pakistan (who have never seen their language in
print) often reject this iconic solution upon initial exposure. They feel it is contrary to
their distinct pronunciation, and say that the Western dialect doesn’t concern them.
However, Eastern speakers need not think that the iconic solution is based on the lowprestige Western dialect, but rather on Urdu, the high-prestige language of wider
communication for Muslim Gujars in all locations. Thus, when presented with the
ambiguities created by the alternative and the considerations for Urdu transitional literacy,
their impression becomes favorable. The counter-intuitive nature of this solution thus
underscores the need for orthography promotion, and for orthographic explanation in the
introductions to Gojri publications and literacy materials.
As for pedagogical method, the five segments in question, along with the five voiceless
aspirates, must be taught iconically as digraphs, i.e. as single alphabetic units. For
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example, new Eastern readers using the Gojri Alphabet Primer (Thikri & Losey 2001) in
Pakistan readily learn to associate the /gh/ digraph

g¾ with the segment /k /8 by looking

at the pictured horse, /'ko8RO/. Similarly, they learn to associate the /kh/ digraph g¹ with
the segment /kh/ by looking at the pictured donkey, /'khotO/. Eastern speakers already
literate in Urdu need only a concise orthographic ‘key’, such as that contained in the
Gojri Dictionary, when transitioning to Gojri text.
The solution detailed immediately above, then, is superior to its leading alternative,
the phonemic solution proposed by Sharma (1979:150). To summarize, the problems
with the phonemic solution are that it ‘splits’ the Eastern and Western dialects,
complicates transitional literacy by precluding consistency of word images with Urdu,
introduces ambiguities for short vowels even within the Eastern dialect, and at present
enjoys comparatively little use. Furthermore, the phonemic solution is ill-equipped to
represent the effects of L-spread on words like /pa8'tÑ2jO/ (/ba8'tÑ2jO/) ‘nephew’ and /pa8'Ra2s/
(/ba8'Ra2s/) ‘steam.’ To be consistently phonemic, awkward spellings like those on the
farthest right in (62) would be needed to indicate that the first unstressed syllables also
bear low tone (and are tonally distinct from words like /na'tÑ2jO/ ‘result’ and /pa'Ra2Î/
‘teach!’). The iconic solution, by representing lexical L only (via familiar Urdu-ized
spellings), enables readers to correctly interpret low tone from the beginning of the word
through to the low-rising pitch contour on the stressed syllable, based on their innate
awareness of stress. Given intrinsic merits such as this and the pervasive influence of the
Academy’s publications, the adoption in Pakistan and Pakistan-administered Kashmir of
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the iconic solution promoted by the Academy represents the best opportunity for the
broader Gojri movement to achieve a standard, internally consistent representation.
3.2.2.5

Writing of High-Tone Words (Other than /E5/ - Type)

The remaining orthographic matters pertaining to tone have received relatively little
attention to date, with writers typically defaulting to the Urdu spellings or, when words
lack an Urdu cognate, often ignoring the tone entirely. This is probably because the
remaining tonal phenomena occur less frequently and are more problematic than those
considered thus far in this section. Sharma (1979:151) proposes that the high toneme be
represented by do chashmi he written immediately after the vowel bearing high tone.
This, however, would put the do chashmi he immediately after a consonant whenever the
vowel was short (or perceived as short), given the practice of not writing high-tone (or
otherwise) short vowels. This in turn would create many ambiguities with voiceless
aspirates and low-tone segments, the latter rightly consisting of a (voiced) consonant
followed by do chashmi he. Any related proposal (I know of none) for explicitly writing
the short vowels and /E5/ would be problematic in view of the widely accepted practice of
ignoring them or of writing /E5/ simply as choti he. Representing the short vowels with the
appropriate diacritics would not reduce the ambiguities created by Sharma’s proposal,
since the consonants would still get joined to do chashmi he.
An Urdu-ized solution to the writing of high-tone words is suggested by two different
spelling patterns for Urdu cognates. Both patterns are used for Gojri high-tone words
when the spellings of such words are known from Urdu. These patterns are not,
however, consistently applied to uniquely Gojri words.
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Writing of High Tone Associated with Loss of Medial /h/
The first and most common spelling pattern features choti he or bari he, À, (in the
Arabic ‘gentleman’ and ‘wedding ceremony’ below) written after the high-tone long
vowel, as shown in (63). It corresponds to the words shown in (56) in 3.1.2.7.
(63)

High-tone words written with post-vocalic he, per spelling of Urdu cognates

Word

Gloss

Urdu(-ized) Spelling Urdu Cognate

/sa2b
— /

‘gentleman’

EøDž

/'sa2hib/

/ga2k
— /

‘customer’

_D¾

/'ga2huk/

/'so5NÑ2/ fem.

‘beautiful’

j{fþ

/'sohanÑ2/

/ma2i— r/ (/ma2r— /) ‘expert’

QD¦

/'ma2hir/

/ca2/—

ÏDÝ

/ca2h/

‘want!’

/ba2d'Xa2/— (/ba2'ca2/— ) ‘king’

ÏDŽ…DÐ

/ba2d'Xa2/

/ni'ka2—/

‘wedding ceremony’

ÀD7˝−

/ni'ka2/

/'cu2—O/

‘rat’

ffíÝ

/'cu2ha2/

(original spelling,
if different)

(DfíÝ )

Uncommon in Gojri are high-tone medial short vowels having Urdu cognates other than
the kind shown below in (64). Words featuring high-tone medial short vowels but lacking
such cognates can be written with choti he after the vowel diacritic, by extension of this
pattern and the pattern noted earlier for /E5/, e.g. /'tu5mat/ ‘slander’ G;?íŁ.
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Writing of High-Tone Associated with De-aspiration
The second, lower-frequency spelling pattern features do chashmi he after a voiced
consonant, as shown in (64). It corresponds to the words shown in (54) in 3.1.2.7 and to
the non-causative verbs presented in 3.1.2.3.
(64)

High-tone words written with final do chashmi he, per spelling of Urdu cognates

Word

Gloss

Urdu(-ized) Spelling Urdu Cognate

/ku5j/

‘some’

g)Ù¹

/kuch/

/du5d/

‘milk’

Î…í…

/dudh/

/'da2R— Ñ2/

‘beard’

jœ¡…

/'da2RhÑ2/

/'bu5DÑ2/

‘old woman’

jOìÐ

/'buRhÑ2/

/'cO5drÑ2/

‘Choudhry’

ÓQ…ëfÝ

/pa5R/

‘read!’

/sa5mj/

‘understand!’

ÎRëð
g);ëþ

(original spelling,
if different)
(g*Ù¹)

(jRìÐ)

/'cOdharÑ2/
/paRh/
/'samajh/

The Urdu-ized spellings presented above for both patterns are superior to any surface
spellings of high-tone words, despite variation in position and appearance. By
representing the location of lexical L, whether by a post-vocalic choti he or final do
chashmi he, such spellings clearly indicate the high-falling pitch contour to mother-tongue
readers. Furthermore, these spellings maintain a relatively constant word image between
Gojri and Urdu. The greatest advantage to adopting both patterns for Gojri, however, is
that writing do chashmi he after formerly aspirated voiced consonants maintains a
constant word image for many non-causative and causative pairs of Gojri verbs like those
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in (65). Any surface representation (whether representing the high toneme everywhere
with post-vocalic do chashmi he or, better, with post-vocalic choti he everywhere given
its prior association via /kE5-/ ‘say’ and /rE5-/ ‘stay’) must resort to two surface spellings:
one for the high-tone root and another for the low-tone causative. However, the Urduized representation of lexical L by means of post-consonantal do chashmi he enables
readers to interpret high tone and, alternately, low tone from a single spelling of the root.
Consider these examples:
(65)

Spellings for high-tone root and low-tone causative pairs of verbs
verb pairs

Urdu-ized spellings

alternate surface spellings

/pa5R/

‘read!’

ÎRëð

R?ëð

/pa'Ra2/Î

‘teach!’

DRëð

DRëð

/la5ng/

‘pass by!’

g8<Ú³

`<?Ú³

/lan'ga2Î/

‘shoot!’

D>8<Ú³

D?8<Ú³

/ba5N/

‘become!’

g{ëÐ

à?ëÐ

/ba'Na2Î/

‘make!’

D>{ëÐ

D?{ëÐ

/'ba5Rak/ intrans. ‘boil!’

_RëÐ

/baR'ka2Î/ trans. ‘boil!’

D7RëÐ

or

R>ëð

or

`>Ú³

or

à>ëÐ

„R?ëÐ

or

„R>ëÐ

D?¹RëÐ

or

D>¹RëÐ

The final pair in (65) is unique in that it shows the effect of L-spreading through an
intervening root-final consonant and onto the stressed causative suffix. Only the Urdubased representation allows for correct indication of surface tones while avoiding
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awkward spellings which all but completely obscure any relationship between the two
stems. An analysis mistakenly linking lexical L with root-final /k/ rather than with /R/
would lead to the spelling shown to the far right of the bottom line in (65), the final
syllable of which is ambiguous with the aspirated level tone /kha2/ ‘eat!’
A similar pair of verbs are /pO5c/ ‘arrive!’ and /pO'ca2/Î ‘deliver!’ As indicated by its
voicelessness, the root-final consonant has not been de-aspirated like those presented
above. Rather, the root is a contraction of an older form attested by the Urdu cognate
/pa'hunc/ ‘arrive!’ Writing lexical L with choti he after the vowel and before the final
consonant accounts for L-spread through that consonant and onto the stressed causative
suffix, while avoiding a spelling ambiguous with the aspirated level tone sequence /cha2/
(cf. /cha2~/ ‘shade’). The spellings which correctly indicate surface tones are thus Kfëð
‘arrive!’ and D*fëð ‘deliver!’ Again, any other analysis and related spellings would
complicate the interpretation of surface tones.
3.2.2.6

Writing of Other Low-Tone Words

Three remaining kinds of low-tone words warrant discussion, the first two involving a
small number of words and the third constituting a much broader pattern.
Writing of Polysyllabic Words Beginning with /h/
The tone and spelling issues related to words like /pa8'tÑ2jO/ (/ba8'tÑ2jO/) ‘nephew’ and
/pa8'Ra2s/ (/ba8'Ra2s/) ‘steam’ are similar to those for words like /ha8'meXa2~/ ‘always’ which
were presented in 3.1.2.6. The latter begin with /h/ but are stressed on a non-initial
syllable, and like the former words bear low tone on all syllables preceding the stressed
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syllable, followed by a low-rising pitch on the stressed syllable. Most Gujar writers
simply write these words with initial choti he (e.g. ÈD.B;ë /ha8'meXa2~/ ‘always’), per
their familiarity with the spellings of Urdu cognates (e.g. h.B;ë /ha'meXa2/ ‘always’).
This practice actually constitutes a ‘shallow’ orthographic solution and is often followed
even by those normally advocating a phonetic approach to spelling. A surface
representation would mark the low-rising tone where it is heard on the stressed syllable,
and begin with a vowel since /h/ is not phonetically realized (e.g.

ÈD.B?¦Ú¡ [V8'me8:Xa5~]

‘always’, in which the first-syllable low tone still remains unwritten). A natural
application of this approach would spell the intransitive verb /ha8L/ [ha7L]‘shake!’ as bë ,
and its transitive (i.e. causative) counterpart /ha8'La2/ [a8'La7:] trans. ‘shake!’ as D?²Ú¡ . Such
spellings preclude a constant image of the Gojri root, as well as precluding a constant
word image between Gojri and Urdu. The Urdu-ized practice of simply writing initial
lexical L with initial choti he is the best solution for all words of this type.
Writing Low Tone in Words Featuring Initial Aspiration
Words in which low tone and aspiration co-occur (see 3.1.2.8) are most commonly
written with reference only to aspiration. Thus, /'tha2ÎrO/ ['ta8:rO5:] pl. ‘your’ is spelled

ÍŒD>Ł

and /'tha2ÎNO/ ['ta:NO5 ]‘to be found’ is spelled

fsD>Ł

. An alternative phonemic

approach representing both low tone and aspiration would yield awkward spellings for
/tha2rÎ O/: ÍŒD?>Ł or worse, ÍŒD>>Ł . Ignoring the tone altogether is the best solution for
such words, since only a handful are truly indigenous and lack accepted Urdu spellings.
The interpretation of indigenous words like the two spelled above is greatly assisted by
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contextual clues (given the unique semantics of these two words), and I have not yet
encountered any ambiguities between such words and aspirated level-tone words.
Writing Low Tone not Associated with Loss of Aspiration
This category includes all words with Urdu cognates featuring medial /h/ before a long
vowel (see (53) in 3.1.2.6), as well as many which do not. The fact that Urdu medial /h/
corresponds to both Gojri high tone (3.1.2.7) and low tone (3.1.2.6) means that any
phonemic spelling approach which values compatibility with Urdu is forced either to
promote some spellings which are contrary to Urdu or to accept ambiguity in the
interpretation of choti he. Since most Gojri words of the type corresponding to medial /h/
before a long vowel in Urdu are in fact Perso-Arabic loans whose spellings are wellknown to literate Gujars, there is little warrant for promoting unique Gojri spellings
(although diacritics representing Urdu first-syllable short vowels must be omitted for
Gojri). Examples of such loans are shown in (66).
(66)

Spellings of Perso-Arabic loans pronounced with low tone in Gojri.
Word

Gloss

Urdu Pronunciation

Urdu Spelling

/ma2lÎ /

‘palace’

/ma'ha2l/

a+ë¦

/ja2zÎ /

‘ship’

/ja'ha2z/

÷D?êš

/ja2d
Î /

‘jihad’

/ji'ha2d/

…D?¸š

/'ma2Îjar/

‘refugee’

/mu'ha2jir/

Q¸šD?ì¦

(with bari he)

Along with such borrowed spellings, some Gujar writers, including the editors of the
Academy dictionary, have been writing indigenous words of this type using do chashmi
he by analogy with Urdu-ized spellings for low tones resulting from de-aspiration (see
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3.2.2.4). Others write all such words with choti he, consistent with their writing of low
tones resulting from de-aspiration (by analogy with the spellings of loans like those in
(66)). Some common words for which such alternate spellings are used are shown in (67).
(67)

Alternate spellings for indigenous low-tone words not related to de-aspiration
word

gloss

with do chashmi he

with choti he

/'ma2ÎrO/

‘our’

ÍŒD>¦

ÍŒD?¦

/mE8s/

‘dairy buffalo’

UëB>¦

UëB?¦

/male'a8p/

‘worm’

Fê>B9ë¦

Fë?B9ë¦

/lwa2/Î

‘get [someone]

DfÙ³

DfÙ³

to remove [article of clothing]!’

cf. Ïñã /la2/— ‘remove [article of clothing]!’

In between the words which are clearly loans and those which are truly indigenous are
many more words which are not thought of as loans (and which might be indigenous) but
whose Urdu cognates do have known spellings. For a small number of words like /'ka2N
Î Ñ2/
(/'ga2N
Î Ñ2/) ‘story’ the Urdu medial-/h/ spelling j−D?Ú¹ (/ka'ha2nÑ2/) might be abandoned in
favor of

jsD>¾, so that both dialects can be represented by a single form.

Conversely,

words beginning with any of the plosives /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /c/, /j/, /T/, /D/, /k/, and /g/ but not
showing the initial voicing variation between dialects should always be written with the
Urdu spellings to avoid confusion about voicing, e.g. Œ…D?Ð /'ba2d
Î ar/ ‘brave’ (Urdu
/ba'ha2dar/) and œD?ð /pa2ÎR/ ‘rocky crag’ (Urdu /pa'ha2R/ ‘mountain’). For words
beginning with any other consonant (i.e. any lacking a homorganic voiceless or voiced
counterpart), there is no reason to promote a unique Gojri spelling (aside from unique
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Gojri endings), given the frequency of medial-/h/ loan spellings in the lexicon. In practice
such words are typically written with Urdu spellings, but the do chashmi he spellings are
also possible. Some examples of this variation are shown in (68).
(68)

Alternate spellings for Gojri low-tone words cognate with Urdu medial-/h/ words
do chashmi he Spelling

Urdu Spelling (with choti he)

/na2Î/ ‘bathe!’

D>−

D?í−

/'swa2g
Î a2/ ‘ashes’

D¾Dfìþ

f¾D?ìþ /su'ha2ga2/ ‘ash’

/'mÑ2Îna2/ ‘months’

D<A>¦

h<A?¦

/ma'hÑ2na2/ ‘month’

/sa2lÎ / ‘diarrhea’

ÂD>þ

ÂD?þ

/sa'ha2l/

/nu'ha2/

The remaining problem, then, is that there are two competing representations for
unique Gojri low-tone words not resulting from de-aspiration. Since there are no lowtone roots featuring initial short vowels which are not the result of de-aspiration, neither
choti he nor do chashmi he written before a long vowel create any ambiguities with hightone roots (assuming rejection of the ambiguous practice of writing choti he for low-tone
short vowels associated with de-aspiration, see 3.2.2.2). This is because both letters
accurately represent the pre-vocalic location of lexical L (whereas choti he represents
post-vocalic lexical L in high-tone words, provided it is consistently written after any
explicit vowel). Therefore, since both representations rightly represent lexical L
unambiguously and enjoy current use for large numbers of other Gojri words (assuming
validation of the iconic representation for low tones resulting from de-aspiration), the
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spelling of uniquely indigenous words like those in (67) must be determined with
reference to other criteria.
Two possible solutions are (1) to simply spell all low-tone words of this type with
choti he, or (2) to spell with do chashmi he all such Gojri words for which transparent
Urdu cognates are not found in modern Urdu dictionaries. Either solution is preferable to
subjectively determining the spelling of each word on a case-by-case basis. The first
solution may be preferable from the standpoint of maintaining constant word images
between Gojri and Urdu, but its adoption is somewhat complicated by the proliferation
of spellings like ÍŒD>¦ /ma2rÎ O/ ‘our’ in the Gojri literature of Indian-administered
Kashmir.4 The second solution would afford an overall representation of low tone that is
more uniform within Gojri itself, especially for text material that utilizes fewer nonindigenous words (i.e. it would strengthen rather than dilute the association of do chashmi
he with the low toneme). Testing of both spelling patterns with new readers is needed to
determine which potential ambiguity poses the greater problem: (1) the confusion of such
do chashmi he spellings with spellings of words featuring initial voiceless aspiration; or
(2) the confusion of such choti he spellings with spellings of high-tone words, especially
those involving stems ending in /E5/ and a long-vowel suffix (e.g. ÈD?¹ /ka2~— / ‘we say’).
3.2.3

Evaluation Summary

The evaluation presented above obviously reflects my own conviction that a tone
representation which ‘joins’ the dialects and maximizes ease of transfer between Gojri and
Urdu is better than a representation that ‘splits’ the dialects and promotes unique Gojri
spellings. I have extensively documented the claim that a consistent one-to-one mapping
of grapheme to toneme is impossible for any representation that values compatibility
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with Urdu. A surface representation for Gojri must admit high functional loads (and
conflicting functions) for the letters do chashmi he and choti he, while still failing to
represent all of the contrastive surface phenomena (most notably, any level low tone
preceding a low-rising tone in words like /pÑ8ge'a2R/ (/bÑ8gÑ2'a2R/) ‘wolf’).
The documentation demonstrates, however, that Urdu-based conventions in use by
some Gujar writers approximate a consistent representation of underlying lexical L. In
this view, do chashmi he and choti he are allographs of lexical L, and their distributions
are dictated by Urdu spelling patterns rather than by surface contrasts. Such Urdu-based
spellings correctly indicate the interpretation of surface tones while maintaining
consistency of word image within Gojri and between Gojri and Urdu.
The full range of Urdu-based conventions for the representation of Gojri tonal words
is presented in summary form in Table 8 below. The forms included in Table 8 are
representative of the broader spelling patterns which I believe are suitable for
standardization. I have not included any of the exceptional spellings noted elsewhere
above, for which only one or two examples exist in my present database. While all of the
spellings in Table 8 are in use in some quarter, neither they nor the patterns they
represent are applied consistently across-the-board.
It remains then for Gujar writers to decide together which conventions should be
standardized, and which kinds of tonal words should be spelled according to each
convention. The success of such decision-making will depend upon many factors,
including broad-based participation (geographically and dialectically), the linguistic facts,
and the testing of alternate solutions for representative tonal words like /'ma2ÎrO/ ‘our’
(ÍŒD>¦ vs. ÍŒD?¦).
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Table 8. Urdu-based Conventions for Representing Lexical L in Gojri
1st σ stressed

2nd σ stressed

3rd σ stressed

Pre-vocalic lexical L (corresponding to surface low tone) is represented by:

cë ‘we’

ÈD.B;ë

/ha8m/ [hV7m]

/ha8'meXa2~/ [V8'me8:Xa5~] /ha8the'a2r/ [V8te8'a7:r]

-do chashmi he

Íœf>¾ ‘horse’

ÿ¡R>ëÐ

after initial
vd. consonant

/'ko8RO/ ['ko8:RO5]
(/'go8RO/ ['go8:RO5])

-initial choti he

‘always’

‘steam’

/pa8'Ra2s/ [pF8'Ra7:s]
(/ba8'Ra2s/ [bF8'Ra7:s])

-do chashmi he after

DRëð

non-initial vd. consonant

/pa'Ra2Î/ [pF'Ra7:]

-choti he

÷D?êš ‘ship’

after initial
consonant in loans

/ja2Îz/ [ja7:z]

-no marking

ÍŒD>Ł

(with aspiration)

/'tha2ÎrO/['ta8:rO5:]

ŒDB>&ë

‘tools’

œDB8¸>Ð ‘wolf’
/pÑ8ge'a2R/ [pI8ge8'a7:R]
(/bÑ8gÑ2'a2R/ [bI8gÑ8'a7:R])

‘teach!’

pl. ‘your’

Post-vocalic lexical L (corresponding to surface high tone) is represented by:
-choti he

à?Ð ‘sister’

indicating /E5/

/bE5N/ [bE6:N]

-choti he

G;?íŁ ‘slander’

with vowel diacritic

/'tu5mat/ ['tu5mF8t]
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Table 8 cont.
-choti he

ffíÝ ‘rat’

after explicit vowel /'cu2—O/ ['cu6:O]
(only loans for 2nd and 3rd columns)
-do chashmi he

ÎRëð

‘read!’

after vd. consonant

/pa5R/ [pV6R]

ÏDŽ…DÐ ‘king’

Ï¡Q;Ù¾ ‘unbeliever’

/ba2d'Xa2—/ [ba:d'Xa6:]
(/ba2c'a2—/ [ba:'ca6:])

guma'ra2— [gumF'ra6:]
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CHAPTER IV
COMPARATIVE GOJRI MORPHOSYNTAX
What follows is only a preliminary statement of Gojri morphosyntax. I have
necessarily limited myself to those topics which have a bearing on orthography and
dialectal variation. I have attempted to exhaust the morphological phenomena in my data,
while describing only those syntactic phenomena which are essential to understanding the
morphological data and about which something unique can be said with respect to Gojri.
Anyone having a basic familiarity with Indo-Aryan syntax should not be hindered by the
resulting gaps in my analysis. Throughout I have utilized Masica’s (1991) labels and
analytic categories to simplify cross-linguistic comparison. I have made no attempt,
however, to reconcile my analysis with that of Sharma for Punch-Rajauri Gojri (1982),
although I do point out descriptive differences involving the shape of the morphemes
themselves.
4.1

Noun-Phrase Constituents and Operations

4.1.1

The Structure of Nouns and Noun Phrases

4.1.1.1

Marked and Unmarked Nouns

From the perspective of their morphological structure, two subclasses of nouns can be
distinguished in Gojri. Some nouns bear an overt marker that encodes gender (masculine
vs. feminine), number (singular vs. plural), and case (nominative vs. general oblique vs.
general locative). Here, following common practice in Indo-Aryan linguistics, such nouns
are called ‘marked’.
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Other nouns do not bear an overt marker for these categories. Such nouns are called
‘unmarked’. (The oblique plural marker /-a2~/ does not participate in this scheme of
things. It attaches to both marked and unmarked nouns. The same is true for the vocative
case marker in most of its forms.)
The stems of marked nouns are ‘bound’ elements in the sense that they cannot occur
on their own, without the inflectional marker. The structure of marked nouns can be
described as follows:
(69)

STEM - INFL1 - (INFL2)

INFL1 is the obligatory marker for gender, number, and case. INFL2 is a slot for an
additional inflectional marker. This slot can be occupied by the oblique plural marker
/-a2~/ and by most forms of the vocative case marker. For example, consider the suffixes
in (70):
(70)E.

O
VOC

mer-e-a2
1s.GEN-M.SG-VOC.M.SG

la2yk bac-e-a2
smart child-M.SG-VOC.M.SG

‘Oh my smart [boy] child!’
The structure of unmarked nouns is shown in (71):
(71)

STEM - (INFL2)

As stated above, unmarked nouns do not take the gender-number-case markers that occur
in the INFL1 slot of marked nouns. However, unmarked nouns do combine with the
INFL2 type of suffixes. For example consider the attachment of the oblique plural
marker /-a2~/ to the unmarked noun /ric/ ‘bear’ in (72):
(72)

ric-a2~ (na2)

‘(to) [the] bears’
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In addition to taking the oblique plural marker /-a2~/ and vocative case markers, certain
stems of this class of nouns can also take an ablative case marker.
The stems of nouns from both categories may be further analyzed into roots and
derivational suffixes. The reader interested in Gojri derivational morphology should refer
to Sharma (1982), as I have not attempted any description of that topic here.
4.1.1.2

The Noun Phrase

The basic structure of the Gojri noun phrase is not distinct from that described by
Masica for Indo-Aryan generally (1991:373). The noun is the right-most element in the
phrase, with optional modifiers occurring to the left. While the order of these modifiers is
not rigid, it may be generalized as follows:
(73)

(Gen P) / (Dem) (Quant) (Adj P)* (Gen P) + N

(The asterisk (*) indicates that more than one such constituent may occur in the specified
location.)
That is, a noun phrase consists of a noun, preceded by an optional genitive phrase, one or
more optional adjective phrases, an optional quantifier, and an optional demonstrative or
genitive phrase. A genitive phrase consists of another noun and the genitive postposition
/k-/ ‘of’, and may indicate possession (e.g. /mumta2z kÑ2/ ‘Mumtaz’s [feminine noun]’)
or quality (e.g. /makaÑ22 kÑ2/ ‘of corn’).

An adjective phrase usually consists of an

adjective, optionally preceded by an adverb of degree, e.g. /muc la2yk/ ‘very intelligent’.
The relative order of these constituents is shown in examples (74)-(76):
(74)

ka2Ga2n k-a2
trE baR-a2
Xo5N-a2
sar
Kaghan GEN-NOM.M.PL three big-NOM.M.PL beautiful-NOM.M.PL lake
‘Kaghan’s three very beautiful lakes’
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(75)

we5
do lam-a2
ka2blÑ2 jaN-a2
3pl.DIST.NOM.M two long-NOM.M.PL Afghani man-NOM.M.PL
‘those two tall Afghani men’

(76)

ayu2b k-a2
do baR-a2
so5N-a2
lakaRÑ2 k-a2
Ayub GEN-NOM.M.PL two big-NOM.M.PL beautiful-NOM.M.PL wood GEN-F.S
sandu2k
chest
‘Ayub’s two very beautiful wooden chests’

Noun phrases which are more complex may include a relative clause:1
(77)E.

koe
INDEF.NOM.M.SG

jÑ5R-O

swa2tÑ2 th-O,
(o5
nOkrÑ2
REL-NOM.M.SG Swati PAST-M.SG 3sg.DIST wage.labor

kar-t-O)
do-IMPFV-M.SG
‘The one who was a Swati, (he would be doing wage labor).’
(78)W.

jÑ5R-a2

jaN-a2
ne mer-Ñ2 ya5
baks-Ñ2 khol-¤-Ñ2,
REL-OBL.M.SG man-OBL.M.SG AG 1s.GEN-F 3sg.PROX.NOM.F box-F
open-PERF-F
(hu2~Î
us
jaN-a2
na2 lÑ2-u2~3
g-Ñ2)
1s.NOM 3sg.DIST.OBL man-OBL.M.SG DAT take-1s FUT-F
‘Whichever man opens this box of mine, (that man I will take).’

4.1.2

Gender and Number

Unmarked nouns have inherent gender, while their number in a given context will be
coded elsewhere in the noun phrase. Marked nouns are inflected to distinguish masculine
from feminine and plural from singular (the latter not in all instances) within a single
suffix. Table 9 shows the inventory of these gender-number agreement suffixes:
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Table 9. Gender-Number Agreement Suffixes
Eastern

Western

m.sg.

-O

-O

m.pl.

-a2

-a2

f.sg.

-Ñ2

-Ñ2

f.pl.

-Ñ2~

-Ñ2

Masica uses the term ‘adjectival concord’ (AC) (1991:260) for suffixes of this type. In
addition to marking nouns and adjectives, these AC suffixes occur widely within the verb
phrase. Within the noun phrase these suffixes denote unmarked or nominative case.
Note that feminine singular and feminine plural are collapsed in the Western dialect.
Since singular and plural number are also often collapsed in the verbal morphology of this
dialect, number can only be distinguished for feminine nouns by means of a quantifier, by
context, or by the number of a pronoun. The distinction between feminine singular and
feminine plural is maintained in the Eastern dialect only on marked nouns (optionally and normally omitted in nominative if clear from a quantifier or pronoun), the relative
pronoun, verbs, and auxiliaries. Adjectives, the genitive postposition, and other modifiers
in the noun phrase take the feminine singular suffix for agreement with feminine plural
nouns. Compare the Eastern and Western sentences in (79), noting the distribution of the
feminine plural suffix /Ñ2~/:
(79)E.

us
k-Ñ2
nik-Ñ2
t-ÎÑ2~
jÑ5R-Ñ2~ th-Ñ2~
3sg.DIST.OBL GEN-F.SG small-F.SG daughter-F.PL REL-F.PL PAST-F.PL
tE we5
roT-Ñ2~
u5n-a2~
jug-Ñ2 th-Ñ2~
and 3pl.DIST.NOM bread-F.PL 3pl/HON.DIST.OBL-PL.OBL for-F.SG PAST-F.PL
‘His little daughters that were, those breads were for them.’
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W.

us
k-Ñ2 nik-Ñ2 d-ÎÑ2
jÑ5R-Ñ2 th-Ñ2
3sg.DIST.OBL GEN-F small-F daughter-F REL-F PAST-F
tE we5
ro2T-Ñ2
u5n
jug-Ñ2 th-Ñ2
and 3pl.DIST.NOM bread-F 3pl/HON.DIST.OBL for-F PAST-F
‘His little daughters that were, those breads were for them.’

4.1.3

Case and Postpositions

Case relations in Gojri are encoded by means of three inflectional categories,
representing three degrees of proximity to the noun stem. Masica organizes these
categories as follows for Indo-Aryan languages: Layer I, consisting of suffixes; Layer II,
consisting of morphemes whose attachment is mediated by a Layer I suffix; and Layer III,
consisting of morphemes mediated by a Layer II element (1991:231-234). Nominative or
‘direct’ case is unmarked in Gojri; stems bearing adjectival concord function as subject in a
wide variety of constructions and as ‘patient’ in ergative constructions.
4.1.3.1

Layer I: Case-Marking Suffixes

Most of the case-marking suffixes occur in the INFL1 slot of the Gojri noun (and
therefore do not occur on unmarked nouns), while some of them occur in the INFL2 slot.
/-a2/ oblique masculine singular: attaches in the INFL1 slot to indicate that a
postposition further specifying case will follow a marked masculine singular noun. It
cannot occur without a following postposition.
/-a2~/ oblique plural: attaches in the INFL2 slot to indicate that a postposition
further specifying case will follow a plural noun. It attaches after feminine AC suffixes
on marked nouns, but deletes the AC vowel /a2/ when attaching to a marked masculine
plural. When affixed to an unmarked noun, this suffix may be the only morphological
indication of plurality. In the Eastern dialect only, other constituents of the noun phrase,
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including numerals and possessive adjectives, normally take this oblique plural suffix to
show agreement with a head noun so marked. It cannot occur without a following
postposition.
/-E/ locative singular: attaches in the INFL1 slot of marked masculine singular
inanimate nouns and to the stems of various possessive adjectives, postpositions, and
adverbs to indicate abstract location. (Location is expressed for other types of nouns by
means of postpositions such as /ma2/ ‘in’.) Nouns and postpositions which have nothing
to do with locative or temporal notions cannot be so marked.
(80)W.

ek dÑ2aÎ R2 -E ek bu5D-Ñ2 a2
ga-¤-Ñ2, us
one day-LOC one old-F come go-PERF-F 3sg.DIST.OBL
De8n-Ñ2
k-E
Der-E.
woman-F GEN-LOC home-LOC
‘One day an old woman came to that woman’s home.’

/-E~/ locative plural: attaches in the INFL1 slot of inanimate marked masculine
plural nouns to indicate abstract location. It may also attach to plural possessive
adjectives and to the plural demonstrative stems /Ñ5n-/ and /u5n-/. This morpheme occurs
only in the Eastern dialect, and Sharma (1982) does not report it for Punch-Rajauri Gojri.
Unlike the locative singular it cannot occur with the genitive postposition (*/kE~/).
(81)E.

hu2Î~
tha2Îr-E~
Der-E~
cal-u2~ k-O
1s.NOM 2pl/HON.OBL-LOC.PL home-LOC.PL go-1sg FUT-M.SG.NOM
‘I will go to your homes.’

/-u2/ ablative case: attaches in the INFL2 slot of select unmarked singular nouns to
form adverbs indicating abstract point of origin:
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sir-u2
munD-u2

(82)

‘completely’ (lit. ‘from the head’)
‘from the beginning’ (lit. ‘from the trunk’)

Eastern speakers from the Muzaffarabad area have the variant /-u2~/ in their speech, as do
speakers of the Punch-Rajauri dialect (Sharma 1982:92). Some Western speakers have the
variant /-o~/ in their speech.
/-a2/ vocative masculine singular: this and other vocative case suffixes mark the
addressee. The vocative masculine singular suffix is phonetically identical to the oblique
masculine singular, but unlike the oblique, it can attach to unmarked nouns and cannot be
followed by a postposition. On marked masculine nouns and modifiers in the Eastern
dialect, the attachment of this suffix in the INFL2 slot changes the masculine singular AC
marker in the INFL1 slot from /-O/ to /-e/ as shown in (83).
merO + a2 > merea2

(83)

It attaches in the INFL2 slot of all unmarked masculine nouns, but does not attach to
unmarked modifiers. Note the marking on the marked adjective /nik-/ ‘little’ and the
unmarked noun /pu2t/ ‘son’ in (84)a. Note the marking on the marked noun /bac-/ ‘child’
and the lack of marking on the unmarked adjective /la2yk/ ‘smart’ in (84)b.
(84)E.a.

O
VOC

mer-e-a2
nik-e-a2
pu2t-a2
1sg.GEN-M.SG-VOC.M.SG little-M.SG-VOC.M.SG son-VOC.M.SG

‘Oh my little son!’
b.

O

mer-e-a2

VOC 1sg.GEN-M.SG-VOC.M.SG

‘Oh my smart [boy] child!’

la2yk bac-e-a2
smart child-M.SG-VOC.M.SG
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The change of the AC marker from /-O/ to /-e/ does not apply when the addressee is
senior to the speaker and denoted by a marked noun such as /ca2cO/ ‘paternal uncle’,
/ka2kO/ ‘paternal uncle’, or /ba2bO/ ‘old man.’ In these cases in the Eastern dialect, and for
all occurrences of this suffix in the Western dialect, the suffix attaches in the INFL1 slot,
replacing the AC vowel rather than changing it:
(85)E.

O

mer-e-a2
ka2k-a2
VOC 1sg.GEN-M.SG-VOC.M.SG paternal.uncle-VOC.M.SG
‘Oh my uncle!’

W.

O

mer-a2
ka2k-a2
VOC 1sg.VOC.M.SG paternal.uncle-VOC.M.SG

‘Oh my uncle!’
The form /ka2k-e-a2/ is possible in the Eastern dialect but normally reserved for goodnatured teasing, as it does not convey appropriate respect (cf. Sharma 1982:88).
/-e/ vocative feminine singular (Eastern only): attaches in the INFL2 slot of marked
feminine nouns and associated marked modifiers, but may not attach to unmarked nouns
and modifiers:
(86)E.a.

O

mer-Ñ2-e
nik-Ñ2-e
bE5N
VOC 1sg.GEN-F.SG-VOC.F.SG little-F.SG-VOC.F.SG sister

‘Oh my little sister!’
b.

O

mer-Ñ2-e
la2yk beTk-Ñ2-e
VOC 1sg.GEN-F.SG-VOC.F.SG smart girl-F.SG-VOC.F.SG
‘Oh my smart girl!’

c.

aXrif k-Ñ2-e
t-ÎÑ2-e
Ashrif GEN-F.SG-VOC.F.SG daughter-F.SG-VOC.F.SG
‘Daughter of Ashrif!’
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In the Western dialect, the vocative is unmarked for all feminine singular nouns and
associated modifiers:
(87)W.

O

mer-Ñ2
d-ÎÑ2
VOC 1sg.GEN-F daughter-F
‘Oh my daughter!’

/-O/ (/-O~/) vocative plural: attaches to the stem of unmarked nouns and after the AC
suffix on marked feminine nouns and modifiers. Its Eastern form is identical in shape to
the vocative interjection /O/ ‘Oh!’ In (88), note its attachment to the marked modifiers
/mer-/ ‘my’ and /nik-/ ‘little’, and to the marked noun /tÑ2Î/ (/dÑ2Î/) ‘daughter.’
(88)E.

O
VOC

mer-Ñ2-O
nik-Ñ2-O
t-ÎÑ2-O
1sg.GEN-F.SG-VOC.PL little-F.SG-VOC.PL daughter-F.SG-VOC.PL

‘Oh my little daughters!’
W.

O

mer-Ñ2-O~
nik-Ñ2-O~
d-ÎÑ2-O~
VOC 1sg.GEN-F-VOC.PL little-F-VOC.PL daughter-F.SG-VOC.PL
‘Oh my little daughters!’

In the Eastern dialect it attaches to marked masculine nouns and modifiers after the AC
suffix, changing the AC vowel from /a2/ to /e/ as shown in (89):
(89)E.

mera2 + O > mereO

In the Western dialect it attaches directly to the stem of marked masculine nouns. The
vocative plural does not attach to unmarked modifiers in the Eastern dialect, or to any
modifiers in the Western dialect. Consider examples (90)-(91).
(90)E.

O
VOC

mer-e-O
la2yk pu2t-O
1sg.GEN-M.PL-VOC.PL smart son-VOC.PL

‘Oh my smart sons!’
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W.

O

mer-a2
la2yk pu2t-O~
VOC 1sg.GEN-M.PL smart son-VOC.PL
‘Oh my smart sons!’

(91)E.

alla2 k-e-O
band-e-O
Allah GEN-M.PL-VOC.PL man-M.PL-VOC.PL
‘Men of Allah!’

W.

alla2 k-a2
band-O~
Allah GEN-M.PL man-VOC.PL
‘Men of Allah!’

As noted for the vocative masculine singular, so here the plural suffix attaches directly to
the stem of marked nouns denoting seniority:
(92)E.

O

mer-e-O
ka2k-O!
VOC 1sg.GEN-M.PL-VOC.PL paternal.uncle-VOC.PL
‘Oh my uncles!’

W.

O

mer-a2
ka2k-O~
VOC 1sg.GEN-M.PL paternal.uncle-VOC.PL
‘Oh my uncles!’

Nominal Paradigms
Tables 10-12 present the regular inflections for marked animate nouns, marked
inanimate nouns, and unmarked animate nouns, respectively; summarizing the
distributions and attachments of the Layer I suffixes.
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Table 10. Inflection of Marked Animate Nouns: /bac-/ ‘child’

masc.
fem.

Nom sg. Nom pl. Obl sg.

Obl pl.

Voc sg.

Voc pl.

E

bacO

baca2

baca2

baca2~

bacea2

baceO

W

"

"

"

"

baca2

bacO~

E

bacÑ2

bacÑ2~

bacÑ2

bacÑ2~a2~ bacÑ2e

bacÑ2O

W

"

bacÑ2

"

bacÑ2a2~

bacÑ2O~

bacÑ2

Table 11. Inflection of Marked Inanimate Nouns: /de8aR2 -/ (/dÑ2Îa2R-/) ‘day’
(Kashmir variant is /te8aR2 -/)

masc.
fem.

Nom sg. Nom pl. Obl sg.

Obl pl.

Loc sg.

Loc pl.

E

de8a2RO

de8a2Ra2

de8a2Ra2

de8a2Ra2~

de8aR2 E

de8aR2 E~

W

dÑ2Îa2RO

dÑ2Îa2Ra2

dÑ2Îa2Ra2

dÑ2Îa2Ra2~

dÑ2aÎ R2 E

---------

E

de8a2RÑ2

de8a2RÑ2~

de8aR2 Ñ2

de8a2RÑ2~a2~ -------------- ---------

W

dÑ2aÎ R2 Ñ2

dÑ2aÎ R2 Ñ2

dÑ2aÎ R2 Ñ2

dÑ2Îa2RÑ2a2~ -------------- ---------

Table 12. Inflection of Unmarked Animate Nouns: /pu2t/ ‘son’, /bE5N/ ‘sister’

masc.
fem.

Nom sg. Nom pl. Obl sg.

Obl pl.

Voc sg.

Voc pl.

E

pu2t

pu2t

pu2t

pu2ta2~

pu2ta2

pu2tO

W

"

"

"

"

pu2t

pu2tO~

E

bE5N

bE5N

bE5N

bE5Na2~

bE5N

bE5NO

W

"

"

"

"

"

bE5NO~

Unmarked inanimate nouns are inflected identically to those in Table 12, but only for
nominative and oblique cases as they cannot take vocative suffixes.
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4.1.3.2

Layer II: Postpositions Mediated by Oblique Case

4.1.3.2.1 Primary or Case-Marking Postpositions
Case-marking postpositions follow oblique-case nouns and pronouns.
/ne/ agentive case: marks the agent of an ergative construction. In addition to the
marking of agents with /ne/, ergative constructions in Gojri feature the perfective
‘participle’ of a transitive verb (see 4.2.1.1), the nominative agreement (~AC) of which is
always with the grammatical object rather than with the agent/subject:
(93)E.

us
jaN-a2
ne wa5
beTk-Ñ2 he8r-¤-Ñ2
3sg.DIST.OBL man-OBL.M.SG AG 3sg.DIST.NOM.F girl-F.SG see-PERF-F.SG
‘That man saw the girl.’

(94)W.

ba2ca2— ne k—-Ñ2-O,
is
de8N-Ñ2 ne hu2Î~
king AG say-PERF-M.SG 3sg.PROX.OBL woman-F AG 1sg.NOM
bac-a2-e-O
save-CAUS-PERF-M.SG
‘The king said, ‘This woman saved me.’

The most common use of /ne/ in discourse is with verbs of speaking like that in the first
clause of (94). In such contexts where there is no expressed object, the agreement of the
perfective form of the verb defaults to masculine singular.
In constructions where an indirect object is marked with dative case, /ne/ may mark
the subject. Compare (95) with (96) and (97):
(95)E.

jawed na2 pEs-a2
de-N-a2
hE8~
Javed DAT money-NOM.M.PL give-INF-NOM.M.PL 3pl.PRES
‘Javed needs to give money.’
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(96)E.

jawed ne aXrif na2 pEs-a2
de-N-a2
hE8~
Javed AG Ashrif DAT money-NOM.M.PL give-INF-NOM.M.PL 3pl.PRES
‘Javed needs to give Ashrif money.’

(97)W.

ha8m ne apaN-Ñ2 be8D-a2~
na2 dwa2-Ñ2
de-N-Ñ2 E
1p.NOM AG REFL-F sheep-OBL.PL DAT medicine-F give-INF-F PRES
‘We need to give medicine to our sheep.’

The agentive postposition is reduced to /E~/ or /e~/ in certain pronominal forms,
particularly in the Western dialect (see 4.1.4).
/te/ ablative case: most commonly marks source or origin (cf. English ‘from’) as in
(98), and the undergoer of verbs of asking as in (99):
(98)

is
jel te
hu2~Î
kis-Xa2ne
nas-u2~
3sg.PROX.OBL jail from 1sg.NOM INDEF.OBL-way run.away-1sg
‘How shall I escape from this jail?’

(99)E.

us
ne nikaR-Ñ2
te
puch-e-O
3sg.DIST.OBL AG smallest-F.SG from ask-PERF-M.SG
‘He asked the smallest [girl].’

It may have an instrumental sense, as in (100):
(100)W. sat-a2~
mu5-a2~
te wa5
kha2-E th-Ñ2.
seven-OBL.PL mouth-OBL.PL from 3sg.DIST.NOM.F eat-2/3 PAST-F
‘She ate with seven mouths.’
It may also indicate the agent in certain passive constructions (cf. English ‘by’):
(101)

we5
us
te
xuX
ho8-e-a2
3pl.DIST.NOM 3sg.DIST.OBL from happy be-PERF-M.PL
‘They were gladdened by him.’
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/te/ is also used in comparatives (cf. English ‘than’):
(102)W. mer-E
te Da2D
— -O
jaN-O
be ka2e
E
1sg.OBL-LOC from powerful-M.SG.NOM man-M.SG.NOM also INDEF.SG PRES
‘Is there anyone stronger than I?’
The Western sentence in (102) shows /te/ following locative case, as it may follow either
oblique or locative case in that dialect. In Eastern it may occur only with oblique case.
Dr. Sabir Afaqi tells me that the variant /tu2~/ is in his own speech (recall the ablative
suffix variant /-u2~/) and that /te~/ is used in other parts of Kashmir. Sharma reports the
forms /du2~/ and /tu2~/ for Punch-Rajauri Gojri (1982:192). The Kunhari Muhajar
Bakarwals from whom I elicited the word list in Appendix B have the variant /de/.
/k-/ genitive case: normally indicates that there is a relationship between two
nominal elements, particularly one of association or possession (cf. English ‘of’):
(103)E.

us
k-a2
pEs-a2
wÑ2 muk g-Ñ2-a2
3sg.DIST.OBL GEN-M.PL.NOM money-M.PL.NOM also finish go-PERF-M.PL.NOM
‘His money ran out too.’

(104)W. yo5
ka2k-a2
k-O
go8R-O
E
3sg.PROX.NOM.M paternal.uncle-OBL.M.SG GEN-NOM.M.SG horse-NOM.M.SG PRES
‘This is Uncle’s horse.’
Like other marked nouns and modifiers, the genitive postposition takes the full
complement of nominative AC endings (save the feminine plural in Western) along with
whatever locative, oblique, and vocative suffixes are allowed for marked words in a given
dialect. When occurring in the nominative with a single noun, it indicates reference (akin
to the English ‘concerning’, ‘about’, ‘with respect to’):
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(105)W. us-e~
de k-O
na2— k—-Ñ2-O,
3sg.DIST.OBL-AG giant GEN-NOM.M.SG NEG say-PERF-M.SG
‘He didn’t speak about the giant.’
Sharma reports /g-/ as the genitive postposition for Punch-Rajauri (1982:121). This form
is sometimes heard following nasals in Pakistan, particularly in Western varieties (see
2.5.5). In some Western varieties it also occurs in contexts like /lakaRÑ2 gO (sandu2k)/
‘wooden (chest)’ (lit. ‘chest of wood’). Further research is needed to establish the
distribution of this variant.
/na2/ dative case: marks direct and indirect objects as in (106) and (107), respectively,
the direction (‘to’) or purpose of (‘for’) the verbal action as in (108) and (109),
respectively, and the experiencer subject in any ‘dative subject’ construction (Masica
1991:346) like that in (110):
(106)W. tam
ke
kar-E ric na2
2pl.NOM what do-2/3 bear DAT
‘What shall you do to the bear?’
(107)W. ha8m na2 rozÑ2
xuda2 dÑ2-E
1p. DAT daily.wage God give-2/3
‘God gives us [our] livelihood.’
(108)E.

pa2Îy
ja2 r-e5-O
baN na2
brother go stay-PERF-M.SG forest DAT
‘The brother left for the forest.’

(109)E.

hu2Î~
ter-E
na2L be5a2
kar-uN na2 a2-e-O
hu2Î~
1sg.NOM 2sg.OBL-LOCwith marriage do-INF.OBL DAT come-PERF-M.SG.NOM 1sg.PRES
‘I have come to marry you.’
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(110)E.

ba2dXa2— na2 lE5r
ca5R-¤-Ñ2
king DAT anger climb-PERF-F.SG
‘The king got angry.’ (lit. ‘Anger climbed the king.’)

In the Western dialect, the dative postposition is reduced to /-a2~/ in third person singular
pronominal forms.
4.1.3.2.2 Other Layer II Postpositions
These postpositions occur with locative or oblique case. In Western there may be
less precision about whether locative or oblique case is required for a given use of a
postposition.
/dar/ (/ta2/) showing directionality: specifies direction of the verbal action. It
overlaps somewhat with the dative postposition /na2/ but is not used for experiencer
constructions. The distributions of this postposition are not identical for both dialects.
In Eastern it follows locative case:
(111)E.

ter-E
dar
xat likh kE Tor-u2~
2sg.GEN-LOC toward letter write CP send-1sg
‘Shall I write you a letter and send it?’

The Western variant follows oblique case:
(112)W. is
jaN-a2
ne chaT
ma2r-Ñ2-O
bu2T-a2
ta2
2sg.PROX.OBL man-OBL.M.SG AG grabbing hit-PERF-M.SG tree-OBL.M.SG toward
nap-uN
ta2
catch-INF.OBL toward
‘This man grabbed at the tree to catch hold of it.’
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/ma2/ ‘in’: occurs with oblique case:
(113)W. wo5
Da2k
Î -a2~
ma2 chap g-Ñ2-O.
2sg.M.DIST.NOM mountain-PL.OBL in hide go-PERF-M.SG.NOM
‘He hid in the mountains.’
/tak/ showing extent or limit - ‘as far as, until’: occurs with oblique case in
adverbials of place and time:
(114)

wo5
is
hath tak saxÑ2
th-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M 3sg.PROX.OBL hand until generous PAST-M.SG
‘He was generous to this extent, ...’

(115)W. ho8N tak ye5
now until 3pl.PROX.NOM

ThanD-Ñ2 ho8 ja2-t-Ñ2.
cold-F be go-IMPFV-F

‘These would have cooled off by now.’
/tu2RÑ2/ (/tu2NÑ2/) showing extent or limit - ‘as far as, until’: occurs with oblique case
in adverbials of place and time:
(116)E.

aja2~ tu2RÑ2 min-na2
xat nÑ2— mil-e-O
now until 1sg.OBL-DAT letter NEG meet-PERF-M.SG
‘Until now I have not received a letter.’

(117)E.

ba2la2kot te budgra2~ tu2Ri ek jÑ2p a2N-¤-Ñ2
Balakot from Budgran until one jeep bring-PERF-F.SG

th-Ñ2
PAST-F.SG

‘[We] brought a jeep from Balakot to Budgran.’
/wa2stE/ showing benefaction or purpose -‘for’: occurs with oblique case, marking
the indirect object or indicating purpose (a use in which it overlaps with with /na2/ and
/dar/ (/ta2/)):
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(118)W. a2paN-a2
REFL-OBL.M.SG

wa2stE bandu2kh be l-Ñ2~-O~
for
gun
also take-FUT.IMP-2pl

‘Choose guns for yourselves.’
(119)E.

is
gal wa2stE mE~
ye5
cal-a2-e-a2
3sg.PROX.OBL word for
1sg.AG 3pl.PROX.NOM go-CAUS-PERF-M.PL.NOM
‘[It was] for this matter [that] I sent these [people].’

/jug-/ showing benefaction -‘for’: occurs with oblique case. Agreement is with head
noun in Eastern, where it takes the full complement of AC endings minus the feminine
plural.
(120)E.

ye5
do roT-Ñ2~
ter-a
jug-Ñ2 hE8~
3pl.PROX.NOM two bread-F.PL 2sg.GEN-OBL.M.SG for-F.SG 3pl.PRES
‘These two pieces of bread are for you.’

My Western-speaking research associate reports that in his dialect the feminine ending
works for head nouns of both genders, but the masculine endings only work when the
head noun is also masculine:
(121)W.a. go8R-O
ter-a2
jug-Ñ2 E
horse-NOM.M.SG 2sg.GEN-OBL.M.SG for-F PRES
‘The horse is for you.’
b. *ya5
ca2— ter-a2
jug-O
E
3sg.PROX.NOM.F tea 2sg.GEN-OBL.M.SG for-NOM.M.SG PRES
*‘This tea is for you.’ (ungrammatical)
/la2yk/: approximates /wa2stE/ in meaning. It occurs with locative case in the idiom
shown in (122).
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(122)E.

mer-E
la2yk ka2e
xizmat hE8
1sg.GEN-LOC from INDEF.M service 2/3sg.PRES
‘Is there anything I can do for you?’ (lit. ‘From me is [there] any service?)

/same2t/ showing inclusion: occurs with oblique case:
(123)W. bas roT-Ñ2 kha2-N
k-a2
Xer E,
mer-E
samet
stop bread-F eat-INF.OBL GEN-M.PL.NOM lion PRES 1sg.GEN-LOC together
‘[They] are lions only of food-eating, myself included.’
4.1.3.3

Layer III Postpositions

This final category includes all remaining postpositions. These are optionally or
necessarily mediated by the genitive /k-/ or ablative /te/ postpositions from Layer II.
Most of the stems involved may also occur as adverbs, a use distinguished by placement
in a position other than post-nominal together with the lack of a Layer II mediating
postposition.
4.1.3.3.1 Postpositions Mediated by the Genitive-Locative Postposition /kE/
Postpositions of this type occur optionally with the genitive postposition inflected
for locative case, i.e. /kE/ or with the locative form of a possessive adjective (see 4.1.4).
With or without /kE/, the modified noun must be in the oblique case. Those adverbs
which are formed by adding the ablative suffix /-u2/ to postpositions of this type cannot
occur with /kE/, but rather occur with an oblique-case noun phrase.
/na2L/ instrumental-sociative postposition (Masica 1991:235). Consider these
examples:
(124)E.

mer-E
na2L Xa2dÑ2
kar l-Ñ2-e
1sg.GEN-LOC with marriage do take-FUT.IMPV-2sg
‘Marry me.’ (more lit. ‘Contract marriage with me.’)
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(125)E.

ma2Îr-a2
mulx ma2 ka2Î da2t-Ñ2-a2~
na2L kap-E~
1pl.GEN-NOM.M.SG country in grass sickle-F.SG-OBL.PL with cut-3pl
‘In our country grass is cut with sickles.’

With the ablative suffix it forms the adverb /naLu2/ which has an ablative-sociative sense:
(126)E.

pEs-a2
wÑ2 aj
bu2T-a2~
na2L-u2
nÑ2— kho-t-a2
money-NOM.M.PL also today tree-OBL.PL with-ABL NEG pick-IMPFV-M.PL
‘And another thing, today money isn’t picked from trees.’

(127)W. wa5
mer-E
na2L-u2
xapa2 E
3sgg.DIST.NOM.F 1sg.GEN-LOC with-ABL upset PRES
‘She is upset with me.’
/bic/ ‘in, into’:
(128)E.

pa2NÑ2 k-E
bic g-Ñ2-O
tE bEs r—-E
k-O
water GEN-LOC in go-PERF-M.SG then sit stay-2/3sg FUT-M.SG
‘When it goes into water it will sit down.’

With the ablative suffix it forms the adverb /bicu2/ ‘from out of’.
/he8Th/ ‘under’:
(129)W. ek bu2T-a2
k-E
he8Th cal kE yo5
so r—-Ñ2-O
one tree-OBL.M.SG GEN-LOC under go CP 3sg.PROX.NOM.M sleep stay-PERF-M.SG
‘Going under a tree he went to sleep.’
With the ablative suffix it forms the adverb /he8Thu2/ ‘from under’.
/koL/ (/koLE/) showing proximity or possession: occurs necessarily with /kE/ after
unmarked nouns in the Eastern dialect (130), without /kE/ after locative first and second
person prounouns (131), and optionally with /kE/ after marked oblique nouns.
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(130)E.

nOkar ho8-wE
mer-E
koL
servant be-2/3sg 1sg.GEN-LOC by
‘I should have a servant.’ (lit. ‘A servant should be by me.’)

The Western variant reflects addition of the locative case suffix /-E/:
(131)W. us
k-E
koL-E ek baks-Ñ2 th-Ñ2
3sg.DIST.OBL GEN-LOC by-LOC one box-F PAST-F
‘She had a little box.’ (lit. ‘By her was a little box.’)
With the ablative suffix it forms the adverb /koLu2/ ‘from near’.
/andar/ ‘inside of’:
(132)E.

ek mÑ2n
Î -a2
k-E
andar andar xÑ2r-O
phuT
one month-OBL.M.SG GEN-LOC inside inside diamond-NOM.M.SG break
ja2-E
k-O
go-2/3sg FUT-M.SG
‘The diamond will break within one month.’

With the ablative suffix it forms the adverb /andru2/ ‘from out of’.
/apar/ (/upar/) (/po/) ‘on’: The form /apar/ (/upar/) is used with or without /kE/,
while an additional Western variant /po/ occurs only without /kE/:
(133)E.

ra2— apar laRaz tE saxt-Ñ2
bÑ2Î
path on
trouble and hardship-F.SG also
‘On the way there is trouble and also hardship.’

(134)W. is
ra2— po cal
3sg.DIST.OBL path on go
‘Walk on this path!’
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(135)E.

ek angu2Th-Ñ2 th-Ñ2
ha8th k-E
apar
one ring-F.SG PAST-F.SG hand GEN-LOC on
‘There was one ring on [her] hand.’

(136)W. go8R-a2
k-E
upar laD
horse-OBL.M.SG GEN-LOC on load
‘Load [it] on the horse!’
In Eastern, /apar/ with the ablative suffix forms the adverb /apru2/ ‘from off of’.
/agE/ ‘ahead of’, ‘before’: consists of the root /ag-/ and the locative suffix /-E/. It
occurs optionally with /kE/ in locative constructions or /te/ in directional constructions:
(137)E.

ha8m
Ñ5n-a2~
te
ag-E
hÑ2Î cal-t-a2~
cal-t-a2~
1sg.NOM 3pl.DIST.OBL-OBL.PL from ahead-LOC EMPH go-IMPFV-ADV go-IMPFV-ADV
ja2 r—-e-a2
apaN-Ñ2 ja2
apar
go stay-PERF-M.PL REFL-F.SG place on
‘Way ahead of them we went on and went on - we went to our own place.’

(138)W. ma2rÎ -a2
Der-a2
harÑ2pur k-E
ag-E
E
1pl.GEN-NOM.M.PL home-NOM.M.PL Haripur GEN-LOC ahead.of PRES
‘Our households are beyond Haripur.’
/pichE/ ‘behind’: consists of the root /pich-/ and the locative suffix /-E/. It may occur
following /kE/ or /te/ depending upon the context, or without any preceding postposition.
(139)W. kal
te pich-E
tam
phir-E
lag-a2
ric ka2D
—
yesterday from behind-LOC 2pl.NOM wander-2/3 CONT-M.PL bear after
‘Since yesterday you have been wandering around after the bear.’
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/sa2mNE/ (/sa2mLE/) ‘across from’: occurs necessarily with /kE/:
(140)E.

alla2 k-E
sa2mN-E
tE min-na2
ke k—-E
Allah GEN-LOC across.from-LOC and 1sg.OBL-DAT what say-2/3sg
‘Before Allah, what should [you] say to me?’

4.1.3.3.2 Postpositions Mediated by the Ablative Postposition /te/
Postpositions of this type occur necessarily with the ablative postposition /te/ after
an oblique case noun or pronoun. These include /ba2—d/ ‘after’, /ka2—D/ ‘after’ (synonymous
with /ba2d
— /), /pa2r/ ‘across’, /pE5la2W/ ‘before’ (which when occurring without /te/ is an
adverb rather than a postposition), and /swa2/ ‘without’.
Those adverbs which are formed by adding the ablative suffix /-u2/ to postpositions of
this type occur not with /te/, but with an oblique-case noun phrase. These include /ka2Du2/
‘afterwards’ and /pa2ru2/ ‘from across’.
4.1.4

Pronouns and Demonstratives

Tables 13-15 below contain the Gojri personal pronouns in their various inflections,
of which the third person nominative forms in tables 14 and 15 also function as
demonstratives. Indefinite and relative pronouns, along with their corresponding
interrogative forms, are shown in tables 16-17. The reflexive pronoun is shown in
Table 18.
For the purpose of highlighting variation, I have only shown ditto marks wherever a
form in a paradigm is identical to the one directly above. Genitive forms are generally
shown only with masculine singular AC suffixes, although all of the suffixation shown for
the noun in tables 10 and 11, save the the feminine plural suffix, is equally applicable.
Similarly, oblique forms are generally shown only with the dative postposition /na2/,
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although the ablative postposition /te/ also occurs with the same set of forms (however,
with /te/, the Western singular stems are identical to those shown for Eastern in Table 13;
the distribution of other postpositions varies).
First and Second Person Pronouns
Table 13. First and Second Person Pronouns/Possessive Adjectives
Nom
1sg.
1pl.
2sg.
2pl.

Ag

Obl
w/Dat

Gen
w/masc.sg.

E hu2Î~

mE~

minna2

merO

W "

"

manna2

"

ha8m

ham ne ha8m na2 ma2ÎrO

E to~

tE~

tinna2

terO

W to

"

tanna2

"

tam ne

tam na2

tha2ÎrO

tam

The ‘genitive’ forms in Table 13 are possessive adjectives in form and function, i.e.
their inflection and distribution are identical to that for marked adjectives (cf. Masica
1991:251). Forms shown as fused to postpositions are those which only occur when
there are no intervening words between the pronoun and postposition. The postposition
is shown as a separate word wherever the shape of both morphemes remains unaltered by
intervening words.
As noted in 2.5.3, the Eastern first and second person plural agentive and
oblique/dative forms shown here contract when there is no intervening word:
(141)

Contracted Eastern Agentive and Oblique/Dative Forms
Underlying Form

Pronunciation

Gloss

/ha8m ne/
/tam ne/

[hV8mNe:~]
[tVmNe:~]

‘we [did]’
‘you [did]’
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/ha8m na2/
/tam na2/

[hV8mNa:~]
[tVmNa:~]

‘to us’
‘to you’

In the Eastern dialect, second person plural pronouns and associated agreement in the
verb phrase are used honorifically for singular referents. The Western variety spoken by
the Allaiwal Muhajar Bakarwals does the same (see Appendix B, words 203-204), but the
Allaiwal Bakarwal variety (my Western reference dialect) does not. This honorific device
is reported as normative for addressing elders. However, I have only rarely heard children
use it when speaking to their parents or grandparents. It is more commonly used by
adults addressing persons of higher social rank, a practice which may be spreading under
the influence of Hindko and Urdu.
Singular Demonstrative Pronouns
Table 14. Singular Demonstrative Pronouns
Nom
masc

Nom
fem

Obl
w/Ag

Obl
Obl
w/Dat w/Gen

3sg.prox.

yo5

ya5

is ne

is na2

3sg.dist.

wo5 / o5 wa5 / o5 us ne us na2 us kO

is kO

In the Western dialect, the third person agentive and dative forms of the oblique
shown here normally contract when there is no intervening word:
(142)

Contracted Western Oblique Forms: Agentive and Dative
underlying form

pronunciation

gloss

/is ne/
/us ne/
/is na2/
/us na2/

[is:e~]
[us:e~]
[isa:~]
[usa:~]

‘he/she/this one [did]’
‘he/she/that one [did]’
‘to him/her/this one’
‘to him/her/that one’
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The third singular distal variant /o5/ is used for both genders, and occurs unchanged
with all case-marking postpositions when there is an intervening noun. For example,
/o5 (beTkÑ2) ne/ ‘that (girl) [did]’ is grammatical, but /*o5 ne/ ‘she [did]’, is not. If there is
no intervening noun, then the oblique form /us/ is required.
Plural Demonstrative Pronouns
Table 15. Plural Demonstrative Pronouns
Nom
3pl.prox. E ye5

Obl
w/Ag

Obl
w/Dat

Obl
w/Gen

Ñ5na2~ ne Ñ5na2~ na2 Ñ5n kO

variant E --------- --------- --------- Ñ5na2~ kO
W "

Ñ5n ne

Ñ5n na2

Ñ5n kO

variant W --------- --------- --------- Ñ5ngO
3pl.dist. E we5

u5na2~ ne u5na2~ na2 u5n kO

variant E --------- --------- --------- u5na2~ kO
W "

u5n ne

u5n na2

u5n kO

variant W --------- --------- --------- u5ngO
The high tone on the third oblique plural forms shown in this table is established on
such contrasts as that between /u5n kO (rang)/ ‘their (color)’ and /un kO (rang)/ ‘(color)
of wool’.
The inter-dialectal and intra-dialectal variation shown in Table 15 consists entirely in
the use or non-use of the oblique plural suffix /-a2~/. The suffix does not occur in Western
forms, and it is optional with the Eastern genitive forms (its non-use being slightly
preferred).
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As stated in 2.5.5, the genitive postposition /k-/ becomes [g-] following any
nasalized vowel or consonant in the speech of many Western dialect speakers:
(143)

Western voicing of the genitive postposition /k-/ following a nasal
underlying form

pronunciation

gloss

/Ñ5n kO/
/u5n kO/

[Ñ5ngO:]
[u5ngO:]

‘of these’
‘of them’

Third plural pronouns and associated agreement in the verb phrase may be used
honorifically for singular referents, particularly for prophets and other Muslim
noteworthies. The application of this honorific device is uneven in discourse, however,
but its use may be on the rise under influence from other regional languages and
Islamicization.
The extension /hO8r/, which has grammaticalized from the adjective meaning
‘additional’ or ‘other’, is used with names to denote a larger group of people associated
with the named person (cf. the use of the abbreviation ‘et al.’ in English), as in (144) and
(145), or honorifically for singular proper nouns in the Eastern dialect as in (146):
(144)E.

aXrif hO8r-a2~
ne makay kap chuR-¤-Ñ2
cut drop-PERF-F.SG
Ashrif PL/HON-OBL.PL AG corn
‘Ashrif and the others cut the corn.’

(145)E.

ikba2l hO8r
kad a2-wE~
k-a2
Iqbal PL/HON when come-3pl FUT-M.PL
‘When will Iqbal and everyone come?’

(146)E.

jina2 hO8r-a2~
ne baR-Ñ2 mE5nat
k-¤-Ñ2
Jinnah PL/HON-OBL.PL AG big-F.SG hard.work do-PERF-F.SG
‘Jinnah worked very hard.’
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Indefinite Pronouns, with Corresponding Interrogative Pronouns
Table 16. Indefinite Pronouns, with Corresponding Interrogative Pronouns

indefinite pl.

Nom

Obl

ku5j

ku5ja2~

indefinite masc.sg.

E

koe

kise

indefinite masc.sg.

W

ka2e

ka2e

indefinite fem.sg.

E

ka2e

kise

indefinite fem.sg.

W

ka2e

ka2e

kON / ke

kis / ka2—~

interrogatives: 'Who?' / 'What?'

Inflectional distinctions observed for the Eastern dialect are collapsed in the Western
dialect. The form /ka2~— / is used for inanimate referents. The genitive phrase /ka2~— (kO)/
‘what kind (of)?’ is common in questions like (147):
(147)W. yo5
anTaR-O
ka2~—
XE
k-O
E
3sg.PROX.NOM.M egg-NOM.M.SG what-OBL thing GEN-NOM.M.SG PRES
‘What kind of egg is this?’
Relative Pronouns, with Corresponding Interrogative Pronouns
Table 17. Relative Pronouns, with Corresponding Interrogative Pronouns
(unique Western forms are in parentheses)
Nom
sg.

Nom
pl.

Obl sg.

Obl sg. Obl pl.
variant

Obl pl.
variant

rel.masc.

jÑ5RO

jÑ5Ra2

jÑ5Ra2

jis

jÑ5Ra2~

rel.fem.

jÑ5RÑ2

jÑ5RÑ2~ jÑ5RÑ2
(jÑ5RÑ2)
kÑ5Ra2 kÑ5Ra2

"

jina2~
(jin)
"

kÑ5RÑ2~ kÑ5RÑ2
(kÑ5RÑ2)

"

jÑ5RÑ2~a2~
(jÑ5RÑ2a2~)
kÑ5Ra2~
kina2~
(kin)
kÑ5RÑ2~a2~ "
(kÑ5RÑ2a2~)

interr.masc. kÑ5RO
interr.fem. kÑ5RÑ2

kis
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The stems /kÑ5R-/ and /jÑ5R-/ are not reported by Sharma. He reports /jo/ as the
nominative relative pronoun for all genders and numbers along with the oblique variants
/kIs/, /jIs/, /kInna3/, and /jInna3/ (1982:102; transcriptions his). In Pakistan, the oblique
variants may be preferred wherever the relative pronoun occurs without another noun (cf.
the same difference between English ‘who?’ and ‘which?’); e.g. /kis na2/ ‘to whom?’ vs.
/kÑ5Ra2 luRa2 na2/ ‘to which boy?’
The Reflexive Pronoun /a2p/
Table 18. The Reflexive Pronoun /a2p/
(unique Western forms not shown)
Nom forms used
Gen
w/Ag
Loc (w/Dat)
a2p

Gen
Gen
w/Nom.masc.sg. w/Obl.masc.sg.

apaNE a2p / a2pe a2p apaNE (a2p na2) apaNO

apaNa2

The reflexive pronoun /a2p/ ‘self’ is used whenever there is a need to indicate that the
subject and not some other agent is acting, or that the subject is acting on the subject’s
own behalf or acting with respect to someone or something that is the subject’s own. The
analysis presented in Table 18 is only a partial paradigm of Eastern forms. Western
dative and agentive forms in my data differ somewhat from those shown. Consider these
Eastern examples:
(148)E.

hu2Î~
a2p
cal-u2~ k-O
1sg.NOM REFL.NOM go-1sg FUT-M.SG
‘I myself will go.’

(149)E.

tE~
a2pe
a2p
yo5
kam k-Ñ2-O
hE8
2sg.AG REFL.AG REFL.NOM 3sg.PROX.NOM.M work do-PERF-M.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘Have you yourself done this?’
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(150)E.

hu2Î~
apaN-E
Der-E
cal-u2~ k-O
1sg.NOM REFL.GEN-LOC home-LOC go-1sg FUT-M.SG
‘I will go to my own home.’
(cf. /*hu2Î~ merE DerE calu2~ kO/ ‘I will go to my house.’)

(151)E.

min-na2
apaN-E
a2p
na2 mand-O
lag-E
1sg.OBL-DAT REFL.GEN-LOC REFL.NOM DAT bad-NOM.M.SG attach-2/3sg
‘I dislike myself.’

(152)E.

hu2Î~
apaN-a2
wa2stE cal-u2~ k-O
1sg.NOM REFL.GEN-OBL for
go-1sg FUT-M.SG
‘I will go for my own sake.’

4.1.5

Adjectives

Adjectives, like nouns, are of two types: unmarked stems, which by definition do not
inflect; and marked adjectives which are structured as shown in (153):
(153)

STEM - INFL

In other words, marked adjectives consist of a stem followed by a single inflectional
suffix; the stem of a marked adjective may not occur by itself.
Gojri adjectives of this type agree with their head nouns in gender (whether inherent
or marked on the noun), number and, to a limited extent, in case. Masculine singular
adjectives can therefore inflect to show locative and general oblique/vocative case
agreement with a head noun so marked. In the Western dialect adjectives never take the
oblique plural suffix, whereas in the Eastern dialect the oblique plural suffix is optional.
Note example (154), in which the adjective (but not the possessive adjective) is marked
with the oblique suffix; and (155), in which every stem in the noun phrase except the
adjective is inflected with the oblique plural suffix /-a2~/:
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(154)E.

ter-Ñ2
pea2r-Ñ2-a2~
pea2r-Ñ2-a2~
tÑ2Î-a2~
k-O
2sg.GEN-F.SG dear-F.SG-OBL.PL dear-F.SG-OBL.PL daughter-OBL.PL GEN-NOM.M.SG
ke ha2lÎ
hE8
what condition 2/3sg.PRES
‘How are your beloved daughters?’

(155)E.

u5n-a2~
tro-a2~
baR-a2
bu2T-a2~
na2 kap chuR
3pl.DIST.OBL-OBL.PL three-OBL.PL big-NOM.M.SG tree-OBL.PL DAT cut drop
‘Cut down those three big trees!’

Adjectives may occur as substantives, that is, they may substitute for a full noun phrase
as /bu5DÑ2/ ‘old’ does for /bu5DÑ2 ma2Ñ/2 ‘old woman’ in (156):
(156)W. ek dÑ2aÎ R2 -E ek bu5D-Ñ2 a2
ga-¤-Ñ2,
us
one day-LOC one old-F come go-PERF-F 3sg.DIST.OBL
De8n-Ñ2
k-E
Der-E.
woman-F GEN-LOC home-LOC
‘One day an old woman came to that woman’s home.’
Adjectives also serve as the predicate in stative constructions:
(157)

jaN-O
manD-O
th-O
man-NOM.M.SG bad-NOM.M.SG PAST-M.SG
‘The man was evil.’

The Specifier /a2L-/ (/ha2ÎL-/)

/a2L-/ combines with oblique nouns and adjectives, the oblique infinitive, and adverbs
to specify a noun by its relation to another word. It agrees in gender, number, and case
with the noun it modifies. It may be used as a substantive where the subject is
understood. Consider example (158):
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(158)

/(Der-a2) a2L-O/ (/(Der-a2) ha2ÎL-O/) ‘husband’ (lit.‘the one (of the house)’)
/(Der-a2) a2L-Ñ2/ (/(Der-a2) ha2ÎL-Ñ2/) ‘wife’ (lit.‘the one (of the house)’)

The Adjective Intensifier /j-/ ~ /ja-/ ‘very’
/j-/ ~ /ja-/ ‘very’ follows the adjective it modifies and agrees with it in gender,
number, and case. It most frequently occurs in contexts where the head noun is in
nominative case and focus position:
(159)E.

chipaR-Ñ2 mand-Ñ2 ja-Ñ2
tE wa5
ha8za2r
rupay-a2
scarf-F.SG bad-F.SG very-F.SG and 3sg.DIST.NOM.F thousand rupee-NOM.M.PL
na2 dÑ2-E
DAT give-2/3sg
‘A very ugly scarf - she sells it for a thousand rupees.’

(160)E.

xarc-O
thoR-O
j-O
ho8-e-O
na2,—
expense-NOM.M.SG a.little-NOM.M.SG very-NOM.M.SG be-PERF-M.SG NEG
Tur ja2-E~ k-a2
walk go-3pl FUT-M.PL
‘Once [they earn] even a little expense money, they will move on.’

Interrogative, Relative, and Demonstrative Adjective Sets
Table 19. Interrogative, Relative, and Demonstrative Adjective Sets
Interrogative Relative

Demonstrative

kitna2

jitna2

itna2

of quality E kEjO

jEjO

EjO

W kisO

jisO

isO

of quantity
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4.1.6

Numerals

According to Sharma (1982:143) and my research assistants, the traditional Gojri
numeral system is a base-twenty, or vigesimal, system (cf. Baart 1999:57-59 for Kalami).
This system is in flux, however, with Urdu multiples of five and ten entering into
counting and replacing the traditional multiples of five, ten, and twenty (cf. old English ‘3
score’ = 60). In addition, numeric designations formed by subtracting the numbers one
through five from the next multiple of ten (e.g. ‘3 less than 40’ = 37), and adding the last
multiple of ten to the numbers one through five (e.g. ‘30 onto 3’ = 33), are in common
use. These reflect a shift to a decimal or base-ten system. Among educated persons a
standard decimal system is used, which remains distinct from the Urdu system at many
points. It is not identical with Hindko or Punjabi, but may represent a Gojri
pronunciation of that system. The addition/subtraction method may be a transitional
method for those who are familiar only with multiples of ten from the standard decimal
system.
The variety of counting techniques is illustrated by the variants for ‘twenty-five’, all
of which are perfectly acceptable: /panj tE bÑ2/— (‘5 and 20’, vigesimal), /panja2~ apar bÑ2/—
(‘20 onto 5’, addition), /panja2~ ka8T trÑ2/ (‘5 less [than] 30’, subtraction), and /panjÑ2/
(‘25,’ decimal). As I have yet to get any two informants to count fluently to one hundred
in exactly the same fashion, I cannot report with confidence any series of numerals greater
than forty that is distinctively Gojri. All three methods are shown in (161).
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(161)

Gojri cardinal numbers 1-40

Vigesimal Method

Addition/Subtraction Method
(mainly in my Eastern data)

Decimal Method

1. /ek/, /ik/
2. /do/
3. /trE/
4. /ca2r/
5. /panj/
6. /che/
7. /sat/
8. /aTh/
9. /nO/
10. /das/ (/da2/— )
11. /ya2ra2~/
12. /ba2ra2~/
13. /tera2~/
14. /cOda2~/
15. /pandara2~/
16. /sOla2~/
17. /sata2ra2~/
18. /aTha2ra2~/
19. /unÑ2/
20. /bÑ2/—
21. /ek tE bÑ2—/
22. /do tE bÑ2/—
23. /trE tE bÑ2/—
24. /ca2r tE bÑ2/—
25. /panj tE bÑ2/—
26. /che tE bÑ2—/
27. /sat tE bÑ2/—
28. /aTh tE bÑ2/—
29. /nO tE bÑ2—/
30. /das tE bÑ2/—
(/da2— tE bÑ2/— )

/ek/, /ik/
/do/
/trE/
/ca2r/
/panj/
/che/
/sat/
/aTh/
/nO/
/das/
/ya2ra2~/
/ba2ra2~/
/tera2~/
/cOda2~/
/pandara2~/
/sOla2~/
/sata2ra2~/
/aTha2ra2~/
/unÑ2/
/bÑ2/—
/ekuN apar bÑ2—/
/doa2~ apar bÑ2/—
/troa2~ apar bÑ2—/
/coa2~ apar bÑ2/—
/panja2~ apar bÑ2—/, /panja2~ ka8T trÑ2/
/coa2~ ka8T trÑ2/
/troa2~ ka8T trÑ2/
/doa2~ ka8T trÑ2/
/ekuN ka8T trÑ2/
/trÑ2/

/ek/, /ik/
/do/
/trE/
/ca2r/
/panj/
/che/
/sat/
/aTh/
/nO/
/das/ (/da2/— )
/ya2ra2~/
/ba2ra2~/
/tera2~/
/cOda2~/
/pandara2~/
/sOla2~/
/sata2ra2~/
/aTha2ra2~/
/unÑ2/
/bÑ2/—
/ikÑ2/
/ba2Ñ/2
/trEÑ2/
/cawÑ2/
/panjÑ2/
/chabÑ2/
/sata2Ñ/2
/aTha2Ñ/2
/unatÑ2/, /unatrÑ2/
/trÑ2/
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31. /ya2ra2~ tE bÑ2—/
32. /ba2ra2~ tE bÑ2—/
33. /tera2~ tE bÑ2—/
34. /cOda2~ tE bÑ2/—
35. /pandara2~ tE bÑ2—/
36. /sOla2~ tE bÑ2—/
37. /sata2ra2~ tE bÑ2—/
38. /aTha2ra2~ tE bÑ2—/
39. /unÑ2 tE bÑ2—/
40. /do bÑ2/—

/ekuN apar trÑ2/
/doa2~ apar trÑ2/
/troa2~ apar trÑ2/
/coa2~ apar trÑ2/
/panja2~ apar trÑ2/ /panja2~ ka8T ca2LÑ2/
/coa2~ ka8T ca2LÑ2/
/trOa2~ ka8T ca2LÑ2/
/doa2~ ka8T ca2LÑ2/
/ekuN ka8T ca2LÑ2/ (/ek ga8T ca2LÑ2/ )
/ca2LÑ2/

/ikatÑ2/, /ikatrÑ2/
/batÑ2/, /batrÑ2/
/tE~tÑ2/, /tE~trÑ2/
/cO~tÑ2/, /cO~trÑ2/
/pEntÑ2/, /pEntrÑ2/
/chatÑ22/, /chatrÑ22/
/sE~tÑ2/, /satatrÑ2/
/aThatÑ2/, /aThatrÑ2/
/unta2LÑ2/
/ca2LÑ2/

The variant /ik/ ‘one’ or ‘a’ (approximating an indefinite article; cf. Masica 1991:370) is
used as a quantifier but never in counting. Counting beyond forty with the traditional
method follows the pattern shown in (161), adding the cardinals one through nineteen to
subsequent multiples of twenty (/trE bÑ2—/ ‘sixty’, /ca2r bÑ2—/ ‘eighty’), etc. Again, these
multiples are frequently replaced with decimal system numerals. For example, a speaker
will use the traditional numerals shown in (161) up to the number forty, at which point
he or she may insert /ca2LÑ2/ ‘forty’ and then form subsequent numbers by addition to
/ca2LÑ2/ rather than to /do bÑ2—/ ‘two score.’
The remaining decimal system numbers through one hundred are shown in (162).
(162)

Decimal system numbers 41-100 (cf. Sharma 1982:136-143)

41. /ikta2LÑ2/
46. /cheta2LÑ2/
51. /ikwanja2/
56. /chewanja2/
61. /ika2Th/
66. /chea2Th/
71. /ikattar/
76. /cheattar/
81. /ika2sÑ2/

42. /beta2LÑ2/
43. /tarta2LÑ2/
47. /sata2LÑ2/
48. /aThta2LÑ2/
52. /bawanja22/ 53. /tarwanja2/
57. /satwanja2/ 58. /aThwanja2/
62. /ba2Th/
63. /trE~Th/
67. /sata2Th/
68. /aTha2Th/
72. /battar/
73. /trattar/
77. /satattar/
78. /aThatar/
82. /ba2sÑ2/
83. /tra2sÑ2/

44. /curta2LÑ2/
49. /unwanja2/
54. /carwanja2/
59. /una2Th/
64. /cO~Th/
69. /unattar/
74. /carattar/
79. /una2sÑ2/
84. /cura2sÑ2/

45. /pEnta2LÑ2/
50. /panja2/
55./pacwanja2/
60. /saTh/
65. /pEnTh/
70. /sattar/
75. /pacattar/
80. /asÑ2/
85. /paca2sÑ2/
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86. /chea2sÑ2/

87. /sata2sÑ2/

88. /aTha2sÑ2/

91. /ika2nwe/
92. /ba2nwe/
93. /tara2nawe/
96. /chea2nawe/ 97. /sata2nawe/ 98. /aTha2nawe/

89. /una22nawe/ 90. /nawe/
/nOa2sÑ2/
94. /cura2nwe/ 95. /paca2nawe/
99. /naNa2nwe/ 100. /sO/

For numbers greater than one hundred, the hundreds place value precedes whatever
balance is represented by a smaller number shown in (161) or (162); for example, /ek sO
ikta2LÑ2/ (one hundred forty-one) ‘141’. Similarly, any thousands place value precedes the
hundreds place value, e.g. /ek ha8za2r ek sO ikta2LÑ2/ (one thousand one hundred fortyone) ‘1141’.
When followed by a postposition, Gojri cardinal numerals inflect to indicate oblique
case. For example, consider the Eastern phrase /coa2~ de8aR2 a2~ (te ba2d
— )/ ‘(after) four
days’. The oblique forms, shown in (163), consist of the cardinal stems (modified for the
numbers one through four) and the oblique plural suffix /-a2~/. For the numbers eleven
through eighteen, the oblique plural suffix coalesces with the stem-final vowel /a2~/.
(163)

Oblique forms of cardinal numbers 1-10

1. /ekuN/ (/ike/)
2. /doa2~/
3. /troa2~/
4. /cOa2~/
5. /panja2~/
6. /chea2~/
7. /sata2~/
8. /aTha2~/
9. /nOa2~/
10. /dasa2~/

11. /ya2ra2~/
12. /ba2ra2~/
13. /tera2~/
14. /cOda2~/
15. /pandara2~/
16. /sOla2~/
17. /sata2ra2~/
18. /aTha2ra2~/
19. /unÑ2a2~/
20. /bÑ2—a2~/

The Gojri ordinal numbers are shown in (164). Ordinals higher than ‘fourth’ show a
consistent /-m-/ ordinal suffix. Ordinal numbers agree in case with their head nouns; for
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example, the Eastern locative form /tÑ2jE de8a2RE/ ‘on the third day.’ My research
assistants tell me that ordinals above /ikÑ2mO/ ‘twenty first’ are not used.
(164)

Gojri ordinals 1-20 (shown with masculine AC)

1. /pE5lO/ ‘first’
2. /du2jO/ ‘second’
3. /tÑ2jO/ ‘third’
4. /cOthO/ ‘fourth’
5. /panjmO/ ‘fifth’
6. /chemO/ ‘sixth’
7. /satmO/ ‘seventh’
8. /aThmO/ ‘eighth’
9. /nOmO/ ‘ninth’
10. /dasmO/ ‘tenth’

11. /ya2rmO/ ‘eleventh’
12. /ba2rmO/ ‘twelfth’
13. /termO/ ‘thirteenth’
14. /cOdmO/ ‘fourteenth’
15. /pandarmO/ ‘fifteenth’
16. /sOLmO/ ‘sixteenth’
17. /sata2rmO/ ‘seventeenth’
18. /aTha2rmO/ ‘eighteenth’
19. /unÑ2mO/ ‘nineteenth’
20. /bÑ—2mO/ ‘twentieth’

A few small numbers may be suffixed with /-e/ to indicate inclusion of all subjects:
/ika/ (/ikoe/) ‘just one, a single’, /doe/ ‘both’, and /trEe2 / ‘all three.’ It is possible that
the Eastern indefinite masculine singular pronoun /ka2e/ ‘any’ bears this same suffix, as it
is most unusual for stems to end in /e/.
4.2

Verb-Phrase Constituents and Operations

4.2.1

Verbal Forms and Categories

4.2.1.1

Structure of Gojri Finite Verbal Constructions

For Gojri, the term ‘finite verbal construction’ is more useful than the term ‘finite
verb’, which for other languages usually denotes the verb form bearing tense and
agreement features. In Gojri, however, tense and aspect are not necessarily marked, and
agreement may be marked on more than one element. Furthermore, verb forms which
might be called ‘participles’ on account of their formal structure often function as the
main verb, blurring the traditional distinction between ‘finite’ and ‘non-finite’ (dependent)
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forms. The term ‘finite verbal construction’, then, allows for reference to units that
consist of more than one word, while avoiding the confusion created by associating
participial forms with the category of ‘finite verb.’
Gojri is polysynthetic to a degree, relying heavily on various verbal auxiliaries in
addition to suffixation of the verb stem. The Gojri finite verbal constructions always
include a main verb (which carries the lexical meaning and may also be marked for
agreement features and tense or aspect), and they may include one or more auxiliaries.
The auxiliaries always occur to the right of the main verb. They add tense, aspectual, and
modal meanings to the whole construction.
Structure of the Main Verb
The main verb in most Gojri finite verbal constructions is structured according to the
two basic patterns shown in (165):
(165)

STEM + PERSON-NUMBER AGREEMENT
or
STEM + ASPECT + GENDER-NUMBER AGREEMENT

That is: stem, followed by a suffixed marker of person-number agreement (‘personal
concord, PC); or stem, followed by a suffixed marker of aspect, followed by a suffixed
marker of gender-number agreement (‘adjectival concord’, AC). Verbs structured
according to the first pattern are therefore unmarked for aspect and feature personal
concord (PC; see Table 23). Verbs structured according to the second pattern are
participial forms (see Table 24), marked for imperfective or perfective aspect and, like
nouns and adjectives, featuring adjectival concord (AC).
Among verbs which are unmarked for aspect, there are two exceptions to the basic
structural pattern: the Negated Future and the Future Imperative. Each of these forms
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features a unique future tense suffix between the verb stem and the PC suffix. The
distribution of these suffixes is limited to specific forms and does not correlate with the
future tense generally. Likewise, the slot in which they occur does not function generally
for tense. Rather, tense is generally marked by auxiliaries.
The basic structure of the Gojri verb phrase is not distinct from that which Masica
describes for NIA languages in general (1991:373-374). The Gojri verb phrase (VP) may
consist of an adverb and one or more object and/or direction-specifying noun phrases
(NP) to the left of the main verb (V), optionally followed by an adverb (rarely) and/or
modal verb and as many as three tense/aspect auxiliaries. Any tense/aspect auxiliary is
normally the final element. Negative particles are immediately to the left of the main
verb, and their use is often accompanied by radical changes in the forms of other verb
phrase constituents. This basic structure is summarized in (166).
(166)

VP = (NP)* (Adv) (Neg) + V (Adv) (MODAL) (Aux)*

(The asterisk (*) indicates that more than one such constituent may occur in the specified
location.)
Concord Suffixes
Table 20. Personal Concord Suffixes (PC)
Eastern

Western

1sg.

-u2 ~

-u2 ~

1pl.

-a2~

-a2~

2/3sg.

-E

-E

2pl.

-O

-E

3pl.

-E~

-E
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In the Western dialect, the second and third person distinctions found in Eastern are
collapsed. The one exception is in the Western plural imperative, which has /-O~/ where
we might expect /-E/ or /-E~/. Sharma’s paradigm is basically the same as that shown here
for Eastern, except that he reports /-e~/ rather than /-O/ as the second person plural suffix
(1982:167).
Table 21. Adjectival Concord Suffixes (AC)
Eastern

Western

m.sg.

-O

-O

m.pl.

-a2

-a2

f.sg.

-Ñ2

-Ñ2

f.pl.

-Ñ2~

-Ñ2

As noted earlier (4.1.2), Western Gojri does not distinguish feminine plural from
feminine singular. Otherwise the AC suffix inventory is identical for both dialects.
4.2.1.2

Tense, Aspect, Mood, and Finite Verbal Constructions

In this section I describe, in turn, the form and function of the primary finite verbal
constructions. Table 22 summarizes the structure of each construction, excluding the
imperatives and several dialect-specific constructions. I have included in this section only
those combinations of morphemes which have been clearly grammaticalized for a unique
tense/aspect/mood interpretation and which, except for the marginal Present Continuous
II construction, involve only one verb. Later we shall see that further aspectual
distinctions can be made through employment of a second verb. Throughout I have
utilized Masica’s terminology to facilitate ready comparison with his paradigms for
Hindi-Urdu and Punjabi (1991:291-296). That Gojri encodes more distinctions than these
related languages points to the age of its forms. Associated with this proliferation of

Table 22. Primary Verbal Constructions (Eastern only)
Tense/Aspect/Mood

Structure

Example

Translation

Unspecified Habitual - Contingent V-PC
Future
Past Unspecified
V-PC PAST-AC

cal-u2~

'I go'; 'I may go'

cal-u2~ th-O

'I used to go'

Definite Future

V-PC FUT-AC

cal-u2~ k-O

'I will go'

Present Continuous

V-PC /lag/-AC (/w/-AC)

cal-u2~ lag-O (w-O)

'I am going'

Past Continuous

V-PC PAST-AC /lag/-AC (/w/-AC)

cal-u2~ th-O lag-O (w-O) 'I was going'

Present Habitual

V-PC /ho/-PC

bEs-u2~ ho8-u2~

'I sit (repeatedly)'

Past Habitual

V-PC /ho/-PC PAST-AC

sad-u2~ ho8-u2~ th-O

'I called (repeatedly)'

Negated Future

V-/s/-PC

cal-s-u2~

'I will not go

Habitual (Negated) - Contrafactive V-IMPFV-AC

cal-t-O

'he doesn't go'; 'he would go'

Subjunctive Habitual

V-IMPFV-AC /ho/-PC

a2-t-O ho8-wE

'(perhaps) he comes'

Presumptive Habitual

V-IMPFV-AC /ho/-PC FUT-AC

a2-t-O ho8-wE k-O

'he (probably) comes'

Contrafactive Habitual

V-IMPFV-AC /ho/-IMPFV-AC

bEs-t-O ho8-t-O

'if he had sat regularly'

Unspecified Perfective

V-PERF-AC

sad-e-O

'he called'

Present Perfective

V-PERF-AC PRES-PC

sad-e-O h-8E

'he has called'

Past Perfective

V-PERF-AC PAST-AC

sad-e-O th-O

'he had called'

Presumptive Perfective

V-PERF-AC (/w/-AC) /ho/-PC FUT-AC g-Ñ2-O (w-O) ho8-wE k-O 'he must have gone'

Contrafactive Perfective

V-PERF-AC /ho/-IMPFV-AC

a2-e-O ho8-t-O

'if he had come'
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formal and functional distinctions is the issue of negation, which for several
tense/aspect/mood distinctions requires morphology that in no way resembles that
required by these same distinctions in the positive.
Gojri distinguishes present, past, and future tense. Present actions or events are
indicated by the unspecified verb (stem + PC), and elsewhere by a present auxiliary form
of /ho8-/ ‘be’ (see 4.2.1.1.5). There are two strategies for indicating past actions or events:
the perfective form of the verb (stem + /-e/ (/-Ñ2/) + AC) with no tense auxiliary indicates
past time (in simple clause structures), while the past auxiliary /th-/ explicitly specifies
past time. There are three markers of future tense: the future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/) for
positive constructions, the suffix /-s/ for negative constructions, and the suffix /-Ñ2/ (/-Ñ2~/)
for imperatives. Various aspectual distinctions possible with past and present time are
neutralized in the future.
Aspectually, the primary formal distinction in the Gojri finite verb is between forms
marked for aspect and those which are unmarked for aspect, variously taking AC and PC
suffixes, respectively. The basic aspectual distinction is between perfective and
imperfective aspect. Perfective aspect, which views the verbal event as a whole, is
indicated by the suffix /-e/ (/-Ñ2/) in main verbs bearing AC agreement. This suffix
coalesces with the feminine AC suffixes /-Ñ2/ and /-Ñ2~/ such that it is not phonetically
realized in feminine forms (it is therefore shown as /-¤/ before feminine suffixes in the
examples). An older perfective suffix, /-ea2/ (/-Ñ2a/2 ), from which the modern perfective
suffix evolved and which is itself the remnant of an earlier Sanskrit /-ita/ suffix (Masica
1991:269), still survives in one type of compound imperative (see discussion of /kar-/
‘do’ in 4.2.2.3) and in one Eastern contrafactive form (see 4.2.1.3). It attaches directly to
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the verb stem and does not take an AC suffix, nor does it itself agree with any noun (it
only appears to agree with the masculine plural).
Imperfective aspect, which views the verbal event as incomplete, is futher subdivided
into distinctions of unspecified, habitual, and continuous aspect. Unspecified
imperfective aspect is unmarked, i.e. it is indicated by the verb stem and AC suffix
without any other marker. Habitual aspect is indicated variously by the suffix /-t/ in main
verbs bearing AC agreement and in participles, and by the auxiliary /ho8-/ ‘be’.
Continuous aspect is marked by the auxiliary /lag-/ followed by the perfective participle
marker /w-/ (Eastern only), and by the auxiliary /rE5-/ ‘stay’ in certain Eastern
constructions.
Mood (or ‘mode’) ‘describes the speaker’s atitude toward a situation, including the
speaker’s belief in its reality, or likelihood’ (Payne 1997:244). Gojri, like some other
NIA languages including Kalami (Baart 1999:113), lacks any morphological marking of
mood, although important functional distinctions are indicated by intonation patterns
and/or combinations of tense and aspect marking. Actual or ‘real’ verbal events are
described by realis mood, a broad category that in Gojri includes many imperfectives and
all perfectives other than those occurring in conditionals. All instances of realis mood are
negated by the negative particle /nÑ2/— (the converse doesn’t hold).
Events which are potential rather than actual from the speaker’s standpoint are
described by irrealis mood. The irrealis interpretations occurring in Gojri apart from any
marker of aspect include the following for the Eastern verb / (tam) cal-O / ‘(you pl.) go’
(note that all are associated with the same form): (1) imperative mood (‘You pl. go!’),
with extra stress on the verb stem; (2) interrogative mood (‘You go?’), with rising
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intonation that peaks utterance-finally; and (3) subjunctive mood (‘You should go.’), with
unmarked intonation identical to that for the Unspecified Habitual (‘You go.’) such that
the two meanings are distinguished only by context. Two irrealis interpretations
occurring with a marker of aspect are contrafactive mood and presumptive mood (e.g.
‘you don’t go’, ‘you will have gone;’ respectively). All Gojri verb forms negated by the
particle /na2/— are irrealis mood (the converse doesn’t hold).
4.2.1.2.1 Finite Verbal Constructions Based on Forms Unmarked for Aspect
The Unspecified Habitual - Contingent Future consists of the verb stem with PC
suffix, without any marker of tense or aspect. This form represents a retention of the
‘Old Present’ parallel to that surviving in Sindhi (Masica 1991:274).
(167)

hu2Î~
cal-u2~
1sg.NOM go-1
‘I go.’

The Contingent Future, or ‘subjunctive’, is distinguished from the Unspecified Habitual
only by context and, when occurring as it frequently does with the interrogative, by rising
intonation. The Unspecified Habitual refers to habitual action rather than to any specific
event (cf. Payne 1997:240), while the Contingent Future normally expresses advisability,
permissibility, or desireability of a specific action (‘I should go.’ / ‘May I go?’), including
such expressions in conditional clauses (‘If I go ...’) (Masica 1991:281-282). Compare
(168) with (169):
(168)

ha8m
baza2r na2 cal-a2~
1pl.NOM bazaar DAT go-1pl
‘We go to the bazaar.’ / ‘We should go to the bazaar.’
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(169)E.

ha8m
kade baza2r na2 cal-a2~ tE to~
wÑ2 cal-E
k-O
bazaar DAT go-1pl then 2sg.NOM also go-2/3sg FUT-M.SG
1pl.NOM if
‘If we go to the bazaar, will you go too?’

Unspecified Habitual verbs can only be negated as such (i.e. without change in form)
in the presence of another negated verb, and then only by the negative particle /na2—/ placed
ahead of the verb. Such constructions are similar to the English ‘... neither V1 ... nor V2’
and ‘... not V1 ... nor V2.’ The former is illustrated in (170) and (171) and the latter in
(172):
(170)E.

wo5
na2— pa2kista2n na2 man-E
na2— ka2bal na2 man-E
3sg.DIST.NOM.M NEG Pakistan DAT obey-2/3sg NEG Kabul DAT obey-2/3sg
‘It obeys neither Pakistan nor Kabul.’

(171)W. roj-a2
ma2 ha8m
dÑÎa2 R2 -Ñ2 na2— pa2NÑ2 pÑ2-a2~
tE na2— ca2— pÑ2-a2~
fast-OBL.M.SG in 1sg.NOM day-F NEG water drink-1pl and NEG tea drink-1pl
‘During the fast we neither drink water during the day, nor do we drink tea.’
Negative habitual notions occurring without another negated verb in constructions
unmarked for tense, or occurring in constructions of the type ‘... not V’ such as that in
(172), can only be expressed by means of the imperfective form of the verb preceded by
the negative /nÑ2/— , as in /nÑ2— caltO/ ‘[he] does not go’ (see Habitual (Negated) - Unspecified
Contrafactive below).
(172)W. roj-a2
ma2 ha8m
dÑÎa2 R2 -Ñ2 pa2NÑ2 nÑ2— pÑ2-t-a2
tE na2—
fast-OBL.M.SG in 1sg.NOM day-F water NEG drink-IMPFV-M.PL and NEG
ca2— pÑ2-a2~
tea drink-1sg
‘During the fast we don’t drink water during the day, neither do we drink tea.’
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Contingent future verbs may also be negated only by a preceding /na—/2 .
(173)W. go8R-O
be is-O
w8-E,
yera2 ke jÑ5R-O
horse-NOM.M.SG also such-NOM.M.SG be-2/3 namely that REL-NOM.M.SG
doR na2— ha8k-E
run NEG be.able-2/3
‘The horse should be such, namely, one that won’t be able to run.’
The Negated Future consists of the verb stem with future tense suffix /-s/ and a PC
suffix, preceded by the negative particle /nÑ2/— :
(174)

hu2Î~
nÑ2— cal-s-u2~
1sg.NOM NEG go-FUT-1sg
‘I will not go.’

In the Western dialect only, this form may also occur with the future auxiliary /g-/:
(175)W. wo5
nÑ2— cal-s-E
g-O
2sg.DIST.NOM.M NEG go-FUT-2/3 FUT-M.SG
‘He will not go.’
The Present Imperative consists of the verb stem alone in the singular, while the
plural is formed by adding the second person PC suffix /-O/ (/-O~/) to the verb stem (note
that the Western second person PC suffix is /-E/ everywhere else):
(176)E.
W.

to~ cal!
to cal!

‘You (sg.) go now!’
‘You (sg.) go now!’

tam calO!
tam calO~!

‘You (pl.) go now!’
‘You (pl.) go now!’

The Present Imperative is negated by the particle /na2—/.
The Future Imperative is formed by adding the future suffix /-Ñ2/ (/-Ñ2~/) and the
second person singular /-e/ and plural /-O/ (/-O~/) PC suffixes to the verb stem:
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(177)E.
W.

to~ calÑ2e! ‘You (sg.) go!’
to calÑ2~e! ‘You (sg.) go!’

tam calÑ2O! ‘You (pl.) go!’
tam calÑ2~O~! ‘You (pl.) go!’

The nasality of the Western Future Imperative suffix formally distinguishes such forms as
the plural Future Imperative, /a2Ñ~2 O~/ ‘You come (later)!’, from the masculine singular
perfect, /a2ÑO2 / ‘I/You/He came.’ Vowel quality alone distinguishes these in Eastern
speech: /a2ÑO2 / ‘You come (later!)’ vs. /a2eO/ ‘I/You/He came.’
Occasionally the Future Imperative may be used in the present for politeness,
possibly due to influence from Urdu. Politeness is normally expressed in the Eastern
dialect by adding the request particle /da2~/ ‘please’ after the imperative (whether present
or future):
(178)E.

zarÑ2 apaN-a2
xat ma2 likh-Ñ2-e
da2~
a.little REFL-OBL.M.SG letter in write-FUT-2sg please
‘Please write a little [about it] in your letter.’

In the Western singular form of the future imperative, the personal concord suffix /-e/,
which normally follows the future imperative suffix, may elide in normal speech:
(179)W. mer-O
xya2l
kar-Ñ2~
1sg.GEN-NOM.M.SG thought do-FUT.IMPV
‘Think about me.’
The Future Imperative is also negated by the particle /na2—/.
4.2.1.2.2 Finite Verbal Constructions Based on Forms Marked for Aspect
The Habitual (Negated) - Unspecified Contrafactive consists of the imperfective
form of the verb (stem + imperfective suffix /-t/ + AC suffix). The most common use of
this construction is for Present Habitual verbs negated by the particle /nÑ2—/. Like the
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Unspecified Habitual-Contingent Future (see 4.2.1.2.1), it is capable of both habitual and
contingent future interpretations:
(180)

hu2Î~
nÑ2— cal-t-O
1sg.NOM NEG go-IMPFV-M.SG
‘I do not go.’ / ‘I will not go.’

In conditional clauses negated by /nÑ2—/, the interpretation is always contingent future:
(181)

wo5
kade nÑ2— cal-t-O
tE hu2Î
nÑ2— cal-t-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M if NEG go-IMPFV-M.SG then 1sg.NOM NEG go-IMPFV-M.SG
‘If he will not go, then I will not go.’

When preceded or followed by the negative /na2/— , the imperfective form of the verb has a
simple contrafactive meaning. Compare the negated present habitual in (182)a. with the
contrafactives in (182)b., (182)c., and (183):
(182)E.a. to~
nÑ2— paka2-t-O
2sg.NOM NEG cook-IMPFV-M.SG
‘You do not cook.’
b. to~
paka2-t-O
na2—
2sg.NOM cook-IMPFV-M.SG NEG
‘You should have cooked.’’
c. to~
na2— paka2-t-O
2sg.NOM NEG cook-IMPFV-M.SG
‘You shouldn’t have cooked.’
(183)W. to
pE5la2 paka2-t-O, ke ho8N tak ye5
ThanD-Ñ2
1sg.NOM earlier IMPFV-M.SG that now until 3pl.PROX.NOM cold-F
ho8 ja2-t-Ñ2
be go-IMPFV-F
‘You should have cooked earlier, so that these could have cooled off by now.’
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The Habitual (Negated) - Unspecified Contrafactive also occurs in contrafactive
conditional constructions (see 4.2.1.3).
The Unspecified Perfective consists of the perfective form of the verb (stem +
perfective suffix /-e/ (/-Ñ2/) + AC suffix). This form presents the verbal action as a
completed whole, without reference to its timing. Most often it correlates with simple
past tense as in (184) and (185), but future interpretations are also abundant in
conditionals like those in (186) and (187):
(184)

hu2Î~
g-Ñ2-O
1sg.NOM go-PERF-M.SG
‘I went.’

(185)E.

us
ne akram sad-e-O
3sg.DIST.OBL AG Akram call-PERF-M.SG
‘He/she called Akram.’

(186)E.

jad mE~ pEs-a2
ter-a2
muk-a2-e-a2
when 1sg.AG money-NOM.M.PL 2sg.GEN-NOM.M.PL finish-CAUS-PERF-M.PL
tE fir hu2Î~
apaN-Ñ2 angu2Th-Ñ2 moR le cal-u2~ k-Ñ2
return take go-1sg GEN-F
then then 1sg.NOM REFL-F ring-F
‘When I finish [paying off] your money then I will take back my ring and go.’

(187)W. jÑ5R-a2

jaN-a2
ne mer-Ñ2
ya5
baks-Ñ2 khol-¤-Ñ2,
REL-OBL.M.SG man-OBL.M.SG AG 1sg.GEN-F 3sg.PROX.NOM.F box-F
open-PERF-F
hu2~Î
us
jaN-a2
na2 lÑ2-u2~3
g-Ñ2
1sg.NOM 3sg.DIST.OBL man-OBL.M.SG DAT take-1sg FUT-F
‘Whichever man opens this box of mine, that man I will take.’

A number of common irregular (unspecified) perfective forms attest the Sanskrit /-ita/
suffix: /dittO/ ‘given’, /DiTThO/ ‘seen’, /naTThO ‘ran away’, /bEThO/ ‘seated’, and /suttO/
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‘slept’. Some such forms are instances of pure suppletion, while others at least feature
the expected initial consonant. All take the regular AC suffixes (the examples shown
feature masculine singular agreement).
4.2.1.2.3 Verbal Inflections
The paradigms in tables 23 and 24 present formal distinctions only; functional
distinctions are explained further below. Here the forms are labeled according to whatever
function each has in isolation, even though the same forms may have other functions
when occurring in combination with another verb or verbal auxiliary. Paradigms for
representative verbs ending in vowels are given in Appendix C.
Table 23. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in Consonant: /sad-/ ‘call’
(unique Western forms are in parentheses)
Stem (Tense) PC
Full form
Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

sad-

-u2 ~

sadu2~

1pl.

sad-

-a2~

sada2~

2/3sg.

sad-

-E

sadE

2pl.

sad-

-O (-E)

sadO (sadE)

3pl.

sad-

-E~ (-E)

sadE~ (sadE)

1sg.

sad-

-s

-u2 ~

sadsu2~

1pl.

sad-

-s

-a2~

sadsa2~

2/3sg.

sad-

-s

-E

sadsE

2pl.

sad-

-s

-O (-E)

sadsO (sadsE)

3pl.

sad-

-s

-E~ (-E)

sadsE~ (sadsE)

2sg.

sad-

¤

sad

2pl.

sad-

-O (-O~) sadO (sadO~)

2sg.

sad-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

sad-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) sadÑ2O (sadÑ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

sadÑ2e (sadÑ2~e)
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Table 24. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends in Consonant: /sad-/ ‘call’
(unique Western forms are in parentheses)
Stem Asp
AC
Full form
m.sg.

sad-

-t

-O

sadtO

m.pl.

sad-

-t

-a2

sadta2

f.sg.

sad-

-t

-Ñ2

sadtÑ2

f.pl.

sad-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) sadtÑ2~ (sadtÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

sad-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

sadeO (sadÑ2O)

m.pl.

sad-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

sadea2 (sadÑ2a)2

f.sg.

sad-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

sadÑ2

f.pl.

sad-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) sadÑ2~ (sadÑ2)

Habitual (Negated)

4.2.1.2.4 Finite Verbal Constructions Involving Tense Auxiliaries
Constructions Involving the Present Auxiliary /h-/ (/E/)
The present auxiliary specifies present time. In the Eastern dialect the present
auxiliary paradigm consists of the full inventory of PC suffixes attached to a stem, /h-/ (a
reduction of the verb /ho8-/ ‘be’), while in the Western dialect the paradigm has collapsed
down to the second and third singular, and that without any vestige of the verb stem.
Table 25. Present Auxiliary
Eastern

Western

1 sg.

hu2Î~

E

1 pl.

ha2Î~

E

2/3 sg.

hE8

E

2 pl.

hO8

E

3 pl.

hE8~

E

The variation shown in Table 25 constitutes one of the more salient differences
between the dialects. Sharma’s paradigm is basically the same as that given here for the
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Eastern dialect, only with the 2pl and 3pl forms collapsed as /he8~/ (1982:176,100). He
reports the variant /ha2~Î / for first singular, giving the example /hu2~Î Da2kTar ha2~Î / ‘I am a
doctor’ (1982:176-177; transcriptions mine). While this sentence is ungrammatical in the
speech of my Eastern and Western research assistants, the auxiliary variant itself is
familiar from Hindko and certain Eastern contrafactive constructions (see 4.2.1.3).
The present auxiliary is the right-most constituent of the constructions in which it
occurs. In negation, the present auxiliary is replaced with the negative particle /nÑ2/— .
When occurring by itself without any other verb, it is the copula, linking a noun phrase
subject with some specifying static quality or identification in present time, or merely
indicating the existence of a noun phrase subject. For example, /hu2~Î Da2kTar hu2~Î / (/hu2~Î
Da2kTar E/) ‘I am a doctor.’
The Present Perfective consists of the perfective form of the verb followed by the
present auxiliary /h-/ (/E/). It signifies that the verbal action ‘has been’ completed with
respect to the present.
(188)E.

us
ne akram sad-e-O
hE8
3sg.DIST.OBL AG Akram call-PERF-M.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘He/she has called Akram [and he’s not here yet].’

(189)E.

mE~
roT-Ñ2
kha2 d-¤-Ñ2
hE8
1sg.AG bread-F.SG eat give-PERF-F.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘I have eaten.’

(190)W. mE~ tE ho8N alla2 k-a2
hu8kam na2L Xaru2 kar-¤-Ñ2 E
1sg.AG and now Allah GEN-OBL.M.SG command with start do-PERF-F PRES
‘Now by Allah’s command I have made a start.’
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Constructions Involving the Past Auxiliary /th-/
The past auxiliary, which specifies past time, consists of a root, /th-/, and an AC
suffix. It occurs to the right of the main verb, with or without one or more intervening
auxiliaries or other grammatical words, and serves as the copula in past stative
constructions:
(191)

o5

is

ila2k-a2

3sg.DIST 3sg.DIST.OBL area-OBL.M.SG

k-O

ma2lik th-O

GEN-NOM.M.SG

owner

PAST-M.SG

‘He was the owner of this area.’
The Past Unspecified consists of the verb stem with PC suffix followed by the past
auxiliary /th-/:
(192)

hu2Î~
cal-u2~ th-O
1sg.NOM go-1sg PAST-M.SG
‘I used to go.’

(193)W. wo5
muc Dar-E th-O
laRa2-Ñ2 te
3s.DIST.NOM.M very fear-2/3 PAST-M.SG fight-F from
‘He was very afraid of battle.’
(194)W. agl-a2
lok
muc Da2D
— -a2
w8-E
th-a2
former-NOM.M.PL people very strong-NOM.M.PL be-2/3 PAST-M.PL
‘The people of old were very tough.’
This form is negated by the particle /nÑ2/— without inducing any morphological change:
(195)

hu2Î~
nÑ2— cal-u2~ th-O
1sg.NOM NEG go-1sg PAST-M.SG
‘I used to not go.’
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The Past Perfective consists of the perfective form of the verb followed by the past
auxiliary /th-/. It signifies that the verbal action was completed at an earlier time:
(196)

hu2Î~
g-Ñ2-O
1sg.NOM go-PERF-M.SG

th-O
PAST.M.SG

‘I went [at an earlier time].’
(197)E.

us
ne akram sad-e-O
th-O
3sg.DIST.OBL AG Akram call-PERF-M.SG PAST-M.SG
‘I called Akram [at an earlier time].’

Constructions Involving the Future Auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/)
The future auxiliary, specifying future time, consists of a root, /k-/ (/g-/), and an AC
suffix. Normally it occurs immediately to the right of the main verb as shown in (198),
but the root is not fully suffixed as it has become in Urdu and Punjabi (cf. Masica
1991:288-289). Rarely, as in (199), the adverb /wÑ2/ (/bÑ2/Î , /be/) ‘also’ may intervene
between the main verb and future auxiliary.
(198)W. ras-O
saT tE ha8m
ca5R-a2~ g-Ñ2
rope-NOM.M.SG throw and 1pl.NOM climb.1pl FUT-F
‘Throw the rope and we will climb [out]!’
(199)E.

angu2r kha2-u2~ k-O,
bec-u2~ vÑ2 k-O,
lok-a2~
na2
grapes eat-1sg FUT-M.SG sell-1sg also FUT-M.SG people-OBL.PL DAT
dÑ2-u2~ k-O
give-1sg GEN-M.SG
‘I will eat the grapes. I will also sell [them]. I will give [them] to people.’

The Definite Future consists of the verb stem with PC suffix followed by the future
auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/):
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(200)E.

hu2Î~
cal-u2~ k-O
1sg.NOM go-1sg FUT-NOM.M.SG
‘I will go.’

W.

hu2Î~
cal-u2~ g-O
1sg.NOM go-1sg FUT-NOM.M.SG
‘I will go.’

This form cannot be used with a negative of any type.
4.2.1.2.5 Finite Verbal Constructions Involving Other Auxiliaries
Constructions Involving /ho8-/ ‘be’
The verb /ho8-/ serves as an important auxiliary in many verbal constructions (cf.
Masica 1991:285-286). In its unspecified form it can also be used as a main verb in the
present or past to express habitual aspect, indicating that a particular state of affairs
usually holds, as in (201), or typically held, as in (202):2
(201)

ajkal
hu2Î~
pada2r ho8-u2~
nowadays 1sg.NOM busy be-1sg
‘Nowadays I am busy.’

(202)

pE5la2~ hu2Î~
pada2r ho8-u2~ th-O
before 1sg.NOM busy be-1sg PAST-NOM.M.SG
‘I used to be busy.’ (lit. ‘Before, I was busy.’)

With the future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/), the unspecified form of /ho8-/ indicates that a
particular state of affairs will hold in the future (cf. the Definite Future in 4.2.1.2.4),
without specifying habitual aspect:
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(203)E.

panj baj-E
hu2Î~
pada2r ho8-u2~ k-O
five o’clock-LOC 1sg.NOM busy be-1sg FUT-NOM.M.SG
‘At five o’clock I will be busy.’

Some important inflections of /ho8-/ are shown in Table 26 (its full paradigm is given
in Appendix C).
Table 26. Inflections of /ho8-/ ‘be’

unspecified

imperfective

Eastern

Western

1sg.

ho8-u2~

ho8-u2~

1pl.

ho8-wa2~

w-8a2~

2/3sg.

ho8-wE

w-8E

2pl.

ho8-wO

w-8E

3pl.

ho8-wE~

w-8E

m.sg.

ho8-t-O

ho8-t-O

m.pl.

ho8-t-a2

ho8-t-a2

f.sg.

ho8-t-Ñ2

ho8-t-Ñ2

f.pl.

ho8-t-Ñ2~

ho8-t-Ñ2

In Western, /ho8-/ has been lost in all unspecified forms except the first singular,
leaving formerly epenthetic /w/ (and a low-rising tone) as the verb stem. In this respect
the Western form has evolved exactly opposite from the direction noted for Hindi-Urdu,
where the subjunctive /ho/ is now preferred to the older /hove/ (Masica 1991:293;
transcription his). In between the Kaghani (Eastern) and Allaiwal (Western) forms
reported here are a range of transitional forms that may be heard in the speech of other
Gujars.
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The Present Habitual consists of the verb stem with PC suffix followed by the
unspecified form of /ho8-/ ‘be’. It describes a verbal action performed repeatedly over an
indefinite period of time which includes the present. While the ‘unspecified’
constructions normally indicate habitual interpretations, the addition of /ho8-/ marks
habitual aspect explicitly. This construction cannot as such be negated; rather, its
negative counterpart is the Contrafactive Habitual:
(204)E.

suba2
suba2
na2 hu2Î~
cat apar bEs-u2~ ho8-u2~
morning morning DAT 1sg.NOM roof on sit-1sg be-1sg
‘I sit on the roof every morning.’

(205)W. roz roz hu2Î~
geD na2 kol-u2~
ho8-u2~
day day 1sg.NOM gate DAT open-1sg be-1sg
‘I open the gate every morning.’
The Past Habitual consists of the verb stem with PC suffix followed by the
unspecified form of /ho8-/ ‘be’ and the past auxiliary /th-/. It describes a habitual verbal
action performed over an indefinite period of past time:
(206)E.

hu2Î~
akram na2 sad-u2~ ho8-u2~ th-O
1sg.NOM Akram DAT call-1sg be-1sg PAST-M.SG
‘I used to call Akram on a regular basis.’

(207)W. mer-O
na2n-O
timrÑ2 ma2
1sg.GEN-NOM.M.SG maternal.grandfather Timri in
r—-E
w8-E
th-O
stay-2/3 be-2/3 PAST-M.SG
‘My grandfather used to live in Timri.’
The Past Habitual is negated simply by inserting the particle /nÑ2—/ before the main verb:
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(208)E.

hu2Î~ akram na2 nÑ2— sadu2~ ho2Îu2~ thO
‘I didn’t used to call Akram on a regular basis.’

The Subjunctive Habitual consists of the imperfective form of the verb followed by
the unspecified form of /ho8-/ ‘be’. It describes a verbal action which the speaker views as
possible. This form is comparatively rare, and in my data occurs only with the idiom /ke
pattO/ ‘perhaps’, ‘who knows?’
(209)E.

ke patt-O
akram a2-t-O
what information-NOM.M.SG Akram come-IMPFV-M.SG

ho8-wE
be-2/3sg

‘Perhaps Akram will come.’
(210)W. ke pat-O
ma2rÎ -Ñ2 be8D ut cug-t-Ñ2
w8-E
what information-NOM.M.SG 1pl.GEN-F sheep there graze-IMPFV-F be-2/3
‘Perhaps our sheep will graze there.’
The Presumptive Habitual consists of the imperfective form of the verb followed by
the unspecified form of /ho8-/ ‘be’ and future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/). It describes probable
future actions or actions assumed to be in progress:
(211)E.

wo5
a2-t-O
ho8-wE k-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M come-IMPFV-M.SG be-2/3sg FUT-M.SG
‘He will be coming.’

W. wo5
a2-t-O
w8-E
3sg.DIST.NOM.M come-IMPFV-M.SG be-2/3

g-O
FUT-M.SG

‘He will be coming.’
Replacing imperfective forms with ones involving the continuous auxiliary /lag-/ (see
below) results in ungrammatical constructions (cf. the Urdu Presumptive Continuous;
Masica 1991:293).
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The Contrafactive Habitual consists of the negative /nÑ2—/ or /na2—/ and the
imperfective form of the main verb followed by the imperfective form of /ho8-/ ‘be’. Its
functions include simple negations of the Present Habitual, as in (212), and describing
verbal actions like that in (213) which could have but did not (or do not) transpire.
(212)

hu2Î~

nÑ2— bEs-t-O

1sg.NOM

NEG

ho8-t-O

sit-IMPFV-M.SG be-IMPFV-M.SG

‘I don’t usually sit.’
(213)E.

hu2Î~
kade it na2— bEs-t-O
ho8-t-O
tE min-na2
here NEG sit-IMPFV-M.SG be-IMPFV-M.SG then 1sg.OBL-DAT
1sg.NOM if
sela2nÑ2 sa5Ñ2
na2— ho8-t-a2
tourist be.seen NEG be-IMPFV-M.SG
‘If I didn’t always sit here then I wouldn’t see the tourists.’

The Presumptive Perfective consists of the perfective form of the verb followed by
the unspecified form of /ho8-/ ‘be’ and the future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/). In the Eastern
dialect, the perfective participle marker /w-/ occurs optionally after the perfective form of
the verb. I know of no difference in meaning between the examples in (214):
(214)E.a. wo5
g-Ñ2-O
w-O
ho8-wE k-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M go-PERF-M.SG PFP-M.SG be-2/3sg FUT-M.SG
‘He must have gone.’
b. wo5
g-Ñ2-O
ho8-wE k-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M go-PERF-M.SG be-2/3sg FUT-M.SG
‘He must have gone.’
W.

wo5
g-Ñ2-O
w8-E
g-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M go-PERF-M.SG be-2/3 FUT-M.SG
‘He must have gone.’
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The Contrafactive Perfective consists of the perfective form of the main verb and
the imperfective form of /ho8-/ ‘be’. It describes perfective verbal actions which, had they
occurred, would have resulted in some other verbal action that did not occur. It is used
only in the condition clause of conditional constructions:
(215)E.

sea2l ma2 min-na2
ek xat mil-e-O
ho8-t-O
winter in 1sg.OBL-DAT one letter meet-PERF-M.SG be-IMPFV-M.SG
tE min-na2
ter-a2
ha2lÎ
k-O
pat-O
then 1sg.OBL-DAT 2sg.GEN-OBL.M.SG condition GEN-NOM.M.SG information
lag ja2-t-O
attach go-IMPFV-M.SG
‘If I had received one letter during the winter, then I would have found out
about your condition.’

(216)E.

to~
kade Ñ2d apar a2-e-O
ho8-t-O
Eid on come-PERF-M.SG be-IMPFV-M.SG
2sg.NOM if
tE ter-Ñ2
tE us
k-Ñ2
mula2ka2t ho8-t-Ñ2
then 2sg.GEN-F.SG and 3sg.DIST.OBL GEN-F.SG meeting be-IMPFV-F.SG
‘If you had come for Eid, you and he/she would have met.’

(217)W. hu2~Î
kade sku2l ma2 pa5R-Ñ2-O
ho8-t-O
tE hu2~Î
1sg.NOM if
school in read-PERF-M.SG be-IMPFV-M.SG then 1sg.NOM
kitE nOkar
ho8-t-O
somewhere employee be-IMPFV-M.SG
‘If I had studied in a school, I would be an employee somewhere.’
All such condition clauses can also be formed by the Unspecified Contrafactive (see
4.2.1.2.2) without change in meaning.
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Constructions Involving the Continuous Auxiliary /lag-/
The continuous auxiliary consists of a stem, /lag-/, and an AC suffix. Continuous
aspect indicates that a specific verbal event has commenced and is ongoing at a specified
past or present time. The stem of the continuous auxiliary, /lag-/, is the perfective form
of the verb ‘attach’ (an original lexical meaning not applicable in many contexts). This
form is irregular because it lacks the perfective aspect suffix /-e/ (/-Ñ2/). In Eastern, the
continuous auxiliary often occurs in combination with the perfective participle marker /w/ (see 4.2.1.7).3 This /w-/ formative is normally omitted in Western (especially after
/lag-/), and is optional in Eastern following /lag-/.
The Present Continuous consists of the verb stem with PC suffix followed by the
continuous auxiliary /lag-/, the perfective participle marker /w-/ (in the Eastern dialect
only), and optionally by the present auxiliary. It describes the verbal action as being in
progress at the present time. Present Continuous verbal constructions cannot as such be
negated. The negative counterpart of this construction is the Habitual (Negated) Unspecified Contrafactive (4.2.1.2.2).
(218)E.

wo5
baza2r na2 cal-E
lag-O
w-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M bazaar DAT go-2/3sg CONT-M.SG PFP-M.SG
‘He is going to the bazaar.’

W.

wo5
baza2r na2 cal-E
lag-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M bazaar DAT go-2/3sg CONT-M.SG
‘He is going to the bazaar.’
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(219)E.

hu2Î~
apaN-a2
nasÑ2b na2L kha2-u2~ lag-Ñ2
1sg.NOM REFL.OBL.M.SG fortune with eat-1sg CONT-F.SG

w-Ñ2
PFP-F.SG

‘I am eating by means of my own [good]fortune.’
(220)W. giduR agE tE ka—D
2
ric E,
a2-wE
lag-a2
jackal ahead and behind bear PRES come-2/3 CONT-M.PL
‘They are coming; the jackal in front and the bear behind [him].’
The Past Continuous consists of the verb stem with PC suffix followed by the past
auxiliary /th-/, the continuous auxiliary /lag-/ and the perfective participle marker /w-/ (in
the Eastern dialect only). It describes the verbal action as being in progress simultaneous
with another past verbal action in the discourse:
(221)

hu2Î~
cal-u2~ th-O
lag-O
(w-O)
1sg.NOM go-1sg PAST-M.SG CONT-M.SG (PFP-M.SG)
‘I was going [at that moment].’

(222)E.

tE~
jis
waxt fon k-Ñ2-O
tE ha8m
roT-Ñ2
2sg.AG REL.OBL.SG time phone do-PERF-M.SG and 1pl.NOM bread-F.SG
kh-a2~ th-a2
lag-a2
w-a2
eat-1pl PAST-M.PL CONT-M.PL PFP-M.PL
‘When you phoned we were eating.’

(223)W.

(na2n-O
mer-O
XinkÑ2ar2 Ñ2 na2
maternal.grandfather-NOM.M.SG 1sg.GEN-NOM.M.SG Shinkiari DAT
a2-e-O.)
kitE
taNa2
tE khu2 po muc de8N-Ñ2
come-PERF-M.SG somewhere downhill and well on many woman-F
ba8r-E th-Ñ2 lag-Ñ2
fill-2/3 PAST-F CONT-F
(‘My grandfather came to Shinkiari.) Somewhere below lots of women were
filling water [vessels] at a well.’
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In the above examples, movement of the past auxiliary to the position following
/lag- (w-)/ is possible but unusual in discourse.
4.2.1.3

Dialect-specific Finite Verbal Constructions

The Contrafactive Conditional (Eastern only) is an alternative to the Unspecified
Contrafactive in conditional constructions involving singular subjects (see the form of the
Habitual (Negated) - Unspecified Contrafactive in 4.2.1.2.2). For first person singular,
the Contrafactive Conditional consists of the unspecified form of the verb followed by
the present auxiliary variant /ha2Î~/. It is used in both the condition and result clauses of
the conditional construction. Compare its use in (224) with that of the Unspecified
Contrafactive in (225) (the latter is obligatory for all contrafactive conditionals in
Western):
(224)E.

hu2Î~
kade sabar kar-u2~
ha2Î~
tE hu2Î~
ka2g na2
patience do-IMPFV-1sg 1sg.PRES then 1sg.NOM crow DAT
1sg.NOM if
ma2r lÑ2-u2~
ha2Î~
hit take-1sg 1sg.PRES
‘Had I been patient, I would have killed the crow.’

(225)

hu2Î~
kade sabar kar-t-O
tE hu2Î~
ka2g na2
patience do-IMPFV-M.SG then 1sg.NOM crow DAT
1sg.NOM if
ma2r le-t-O
hit take-IMPFV-M.SG
‘Had I been patient, I would have killed the crow.’

For second and third person singular subjects, the result clause (only) may feature a
perfective form of the verb consisting of the verb stem and the ‘old’ perfective suffix
/-ea2/. Compare its employment in (226) with that of the Unspecified Contrafactive in
(227):
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(226)E.

koe
INDEF.NOM.M.SG

jÑ5R-O

swa2tÑ2 th-O,
o5
nOkrÑ2
kar-ea2
REL-NOM.M.SG Swati PAST-M.SG 3sg.DIST wage.labor do-PERF

‘The one who was a Swati, he would be doing wage labor.’
(227)E.

koe
INDEF.NOM.M.SG

jÑ5R-O

swa2tÑ2 th-O,
o5
nOkrÑ2
REL-NOM.M.SG Swati PAST-M.SG 3sg.DIST wage.labor

kar-t-O
do-IMPFV-M.SG
‘The one who was a Swati, he would be doing wage labor.’
The Present Continuous II (Eastern only) consists of the verb stem followed by the
‘continuous II’ auxiliary (itself the perfective form of /rE5-/ ‘stay’) and the present
auxiliary /h-/ (/E/). This construction describes intransitive verbal events and situations
that are ongoing over an indefinite period of time that includes the present. It occurs only
with select intransitive verbs including /ho8-/ ‘be’ /guzar-/ ‘pass’, and /cal-/ ‘go’.
Although it is structurally identical to the Urdu and Punjabi present continuous
constructions (and may represent a borrowing of the same), the function thereby achieved
in those languages is achieved in Gojri by the Present Continuous (formed with /lag-/).
Consider these examples:
(228)E.

u5n-a2~
kÑ2
gal kaTh ho8 ra5-¤-Ñ2
hE8
3pl.DIST.OBL-OBL.PL GEN-F.SG word stream be stay-PERF-F.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘They are engaged in discussions.’ (lit. ‘Their conversation is ongoing.’)

(229)E.

roz-a2
kEj-a2
guzar r-5e-a2
hE8~
fast-NOM.M.PL how-NOM.M.PL pass stay-PERF-M.PL 3pl.PRES
‘How are the fasts going?’
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(230)E.

u5n-a2~
k-Ñ2
paRa2y
Î
kEj-Ñ2
cal ra5-¤-Ñ2
hE8
3pl.DIST.OBL-OBL.PL GEN-F.SG education how-F.SG go stay-PERF-F.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘How is their education coming along?’

The Present Continuous II is negated by the insertion of the particle /nÑ2—/ before the verb
and removal of the present auxiliary:
(231)E.

u5n-a2~
k-Ñ2
gal kaTh nÑ2— ho8 ra5-¤-Ñ2
3pl.DIST.OBL-OBL.PL GEN-F.SG word stream NEG be stay-PERF-F.SG
‘They are not engaged in discussions.’ (lit. ‘Their conversation is not
ongoing.’)

The Past Continuous II (Eastern only) consists of the verb stem followed by the
continuous II auxiliary and the past auxiliary /th-/. It locates select continuous verbal
events and situations in past time:
(232)E.

u5n-a2~
k-Ñ2
paRa2Îy
kEj-Ñ2
cal ra5-¤-Ñ2
th-Ñ2
3pl.DIST.OBL-OBL.PL GEN-F.SG education how-F.SG go stay-PERF-F.SG PAST-F.SG
‘How was their education coming along?’

The Contrafactive Continuous II (Eastern only) consists of the verb stem followed
by the continuous II auxiliary and the imperfective form of /ho8-/ ‘be’. It describes
continuous actions and events that could transpire but do not. In Western, all such
notions are expressed by means of the Contrafactive Perfective (see 4.2.1.2.5).
(233)E.

wo5
a2
r—-e-O
ho8-t-O
tE
3sg.DIST.NOM.M come stay-PERF-M.SG be-IMPFV-M.SG then
maz-O
ho8-t-O
enjoyment-NOM.M.SG be-IMPFV-M.SG
‘If he was coming then it would be a good time.’
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The verb phrase in the first clause of (233) encodes a composite of the verbal notions
expressed in (234):
(234)E.a. wo5 a2wE lagO wO ‘He is coming.’
b. wo5 nÑ2— a2tO

‘He isn’t coming.’ / ‘He doesn’t come.’

The Present Unspecified (Western only) consists of the verb stem with PC suffix
followed by the present auxiliary /h-/ (/E/). Use of this form typically indicates that the
subject is about to commence upon a course of action. It occurs only with first singular
subjects in my data:
(235)W. hu2Î~
cal-u2~
1sg.NOM go-1sg

E
PRES

‘I am going.’
(236)W. (akhE nas-E
QUOT run.away-2/3

lag-O)
CONT-M.SG

akhE hu2~Î
nas-u2~
E
QUOT 1sg.NOM run.away-1sg PRES

(‘Are [you] escaping?’) ‘[Yes,]I am going to escape.’
In (237), however, the meaning is different than in the above examples:
(237)W. hu2Î~
muc Dar-u2~ E
1sg.NOM very fear-1sg PRES
‘I am very afraid.’
The Present Unspecified does not occur in the Eastern dialect, at least not in that
spoken in Pakistan proper. This may be due to the correspondence of the Eastern
present auxiliary vowels with the PC vowels on the verb. Sharma, however, reports such
a construction for Punch-Rajauri Gojri: /tu3 kIt rE5 E8/ ‘Where do you live?’ (1982:100;
transcription his).
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Instead, Eastern Gojri approximates the function of the Western Present Unspecified
by means of a little-employed strategy involving the perfective form of the verb and an
optional present auxiliary:
(238)E.

hu2Î~
pa2NÑ2 la2-uN
1sg.NOM water put.on-INF.OBL

na2 cal-e-O
(hu2Î~)
DAT go-PERF-M.SG (1sg.NOM)

‘I am going to water [the fields].’
Example (238) is a translation of one of Sharma’s examples, /hu3 paNi laN cFlyo a3/Î
(1982:191; transcription and English gloss his). My research assistants say that the
nuance is identical to that in examples (235) and (236) above.
4.2.1.4

Passives

There are several means of forming passive constructions in Gojri. The most common
strategy employs /ja2-/ ‘go’ as the conjugational base, together with the perfective form of
the active verb. The latter agrees with the patient in gender and number. This type of
construction occurs with or without an agent marked by the ablative postposition /te/:
(239)E.

gojarÑ2 ka2Ga2n ma2 bol-¤-Ñ2
ja2-E
Gojri Kaghan in speak-PERF-F.SG go-2/3sg
‘Gojri is spoken in Kaghan.’

(240)W. ajaRÑ2
te be8D katr-¤-Ñ2
ja2-E th-Ñ2
shepherd from sheep shear-PERF-F go-2/3 PAST-F
‘The sheep were sheared by the shepherd.’
In passive constructions of this type, select verbs including /ma2r-/ ‘kill’ and /kha2-/
‘eat’ necessarily feature the passive suffix /-e/ (/-Ñ2/) on the active verb in place of the
usual perfective aspect and AC suffixes. This passive suffix is indistinguishable from the
perfective aspect suffix, although it derives from a separate source (Masica 1991:316).
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Evidence that the suffix is invariable for all genders and numbers is shown in (241)-(243).
(241)E.

ek lel-O
kha2-e g-Ñ2-O
one lamb-NOM.M.SG eat-PASS go-PERF-M.SG
‘One ram was eaten.’ (cf. the ungrammatical equivalent /*ek lelO kha2eO gÑ2O/)

(242)E.

do jaN-a2
ma2r-e g-Ñ2-a2
two man-NOM.M.PL kill-PASS go-PERF-M.PL
‘Two men were killed.’

(243)E.

ek beTk-Ñ2 ma2r-e ga-¤-Ñ2
one girl-F.SG kill-PASS go-PERF-F.SG
‘One girl was killed.’

In the above examples, replacing the verb and passive suffix with the perfective form of
the verb results in ungrammatical forms.
Another passive strategy features the unspecified form of /ho8-/ ‘be’ as the
conjugational base, following the oblique infinitive of the active verb and an agent marked
by the ablative postposition /te/:
(244)E.

min-te
do roT-Ñ2~
agl-Ñ2
nÑ2— kha2-uN ho8-wE~ th-Ñ2~
1sg.OBL-ABL two bread-F.PL former-F.SG NEG eat-INF.OBL be-3pl PAST-F.PL
‘Weren’t two pieces of bread being eaten by me before?’

A third strategy, which should perhaps be called an impersonal construction rather
than a true passive, employs the third person plural Unspecified Habitual of the active
verb (cf. 4.2.1.2.1) with no expressed agent:
(245)E.

is
XE
na2 ke
3sg.PROX.OBL thing DAT what
‘What is this thing called?’

k—-E~
say-3pl
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(246)E.

ma2Îr-a2
mulx ma2 ka2Î da2t-Ñ2-a2~
na2L kap-E~
1pl.GEN-NOM.M.SG country in grass sickle-F.SG-OBL.PL with cut-3pl
‘In our country grass is cut with sickles.’

(247)W. ca2wal da5Ñ2 naL kha2-E
rice
yogurt with eat-2/3
‘Rice is eaten with yogurt.’
4.2.1.5

Causatives

Causative verbal stems are produced by adding the causative suffix /-a2/ to verbal
roots. We may therefore summarize the structure of the Gojri verbal stem as follows:
(248)

ROOT - (CAUS)

That is, a stem may consist of a root plus an optional causative suffix. Some examples of
bare root/causative verbal pairs are shown in (249):
(249)

/badal-/

intrans. ‘change’

>

/badla2-/ trans. ‘change’

/jÑ2-/

‘live’

>

/jÑ2a2-/

‘resurrect’

/pak-/

‘ripen’

>

/paka2-/

‘cook’

/kar-/

‘do’

>

/kara2-/

‘make
arrangements’

/suN-/

‘listen’

>

/suNa2-/

‘tell’

/cal-/

‘go’

>

/cala2-/

‘send’

A variant of the causal suffix, /-a2L/, occurs with the causative member of the pairs in
(250).
(250)

/bEs-/

‘sit’

>

/bEsÑ2aÎ2L-/(/bEsa2ÎL/)

‘seat’

/so-/

‘sleep’

>

/swaL-/

‘put down to sleep’
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/kha2-/

‘eat’

>

/khwa2L-/ trans.

‘feed’

/pÑ2-/

‘drink’

>

/pÑ2aL2 -/

‘give to drink’

Causative verbs are also formed by lengthening the short vowel of another verb. Some
representative examples are given in (251):
(251)

/muR-/ intrans.

‘return’

>

/moR-/ trans.

‘return’

/Tur-/

‘walk’

>

/Tor-/

‘drive [livestock]’

/kaR-/ intrans.

‘boil’

>

/ka2R-/ trans.

‘boil’

/cimuR-/

‘cling to’

>

/cimeR/

‘place against’

>

/ma2r-/

‘kill, hit’

>

/nikheR-/ trans. ‘separate’

/mar-/

‘die’

/nikhaR-/ intrans. ‘separate’

While Sharma reports for Punch-Rajauri Gojri numerous second causatives formed by
adding another /-a2/ suffix to a causative stem already suffixed with /-a2/ (resulting
necessarily in the suffix /-wa2/ after hiatus resolution), my research assistants insist that
they are not used in any form of Gojri with which they are familiar. I do, however, have
examples of second causatives involving pairs of stems related like those in (252) with the
transitive (or causative) member taking the causative suffix:
(252)a.

b.

/ca5R-/
/ca2—R-/
/caRa2Î-/

‘be built’
‘build’
‘have built’ (i.e. ‘arrange for the construction of’)

/mar-/
/ma2r-/
/mara2-/

‘die’
‘hit, attack, kill’
‘kill’ (i.e. ‘arrange for the death of’)
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4.2.1.6

Conjunct Verbs

Gojri has produced numerous verbs by joining a noun or adjective with a semantically
empty or weakened verb which serves as the conjugational base. Stems most commonly
employed in such compounds include /kar-/ ‘do’, /ho8-/ ‘be’, /ma2r-/ ‘hit’, /le-/ ‘take’,
/de-/ ‘give’, /a2-/ ‘come’, and /la2-/ ‘put on’. Some examples are /ba2z a2-/ ‘ repent’, /cuGlÑ2
ma2r-/ ‘start a fight’, and /gal kar-/ ‘talk’. Conjunct verbs involving the verb stems /le-/
‘take’ and /de-/ ‘give’ are more likely to retain more of the verb’s independent semantic
content. For example, consider /ba5DÑ2 le-/ ‘take bribes’ and /na2tO de-/ ‘give in marriage’.
Many transitive and intransitive pairs of Gojri verbs feature a constant noun or
adjective conjoined to /kar-/ ‘do’ and /ho8-/ ‘be’, respectively. Examples include /baTla2
ho8-/ ‘be gathered’ and /baTla2 kar-/ ‘gather’, and /bidea2 ho8-/ ‘be bidden farewell’ and
/bidea2 kar-/ ‘bid farewell’ (Western forms have /bidÑ2a/2 ‘farewell’).
All Gojri conjunct verbs are lexicalized; i.e. the combinations are fixed and must be
memorized, and attempts to substitute for either constituent result in ungrammatical
forms.
4.2.1.7

Non-finite Verb Forms

Prototypical non-finite or dependent verb forms are those verbs which modify the
main verb and are not fully inflected such that they can stand alone in discourse. Payne
(1997:306) states that verbs are dependent to various degrees, or conversely, that they are
finite to various degrees. Understanding finiteness as a continuum is particularly useful in
the case of Gojri and other Indo-Aryan languages, where originally non-finite forms like
the imperfective and perfective participles have been incorporated fully into the finite
verbal paradigm (Masica 1991:321). Gojri participles are not fully inflected (i.e. they
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lack PC suffixes), yet in certain constructions they can stand alone as the main verb (see
4.2.1.1). In other constructions, as we shall now see, they serve as dependent modifiers
of another main verb.
The structure of the non-finite verb is shown in (253):
(253)

STEM - SUFFIX - (CONCORD)

In other words, a non-finite verb consists of a verbal stem with suffix, followed
optionally by a concord suffix.
Non-finite forms in Gojri perform a wide range of nominal, adjectival, and adverbial
functions (Masica 1991:321). I now describe infinitives, adjectival participles, adverbial
participles, and conjunctive participles.
Infinitives > V-ing / to V
Gojri infinitives perform a variety of nominal functions. They are formed by adding
an infinitive suffix to the verb stem. Nominative case infinitives consist of a verb stem
followed by the suffix /-N/ and an AC suffix. The infinitive suffix /-N/ changes to /-n/
when attached to verbs ending in a retroflex consonant. The nominative case infinitive
may function as the subject of experiencer constructions like (254) or of predicate
nominal constructions like (255). It agrees in gender and number with the associated
noun. Infinitives are always masculine singular when there isn’t an associated noun:
(254)W. sel
kar-N-O
man-na2
cang-O
lag-E
outing do-INF-NOM.M.SG 1sg.OBL-DAT nice-NOM.M.SG attach-2/3
‘I like to travel.’
(255)E.

angre2zÑ2 pa2—R-n-Ñ2
baR-Ñ2 Okh-Ñ2
hE8
English read-INF-F.SG big-F.SG difficult-F.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘Reading English is very difficult.’
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Oblique case infinitives consist of a verb stem followed by the suffix /-uN/ with no
AC suffix. The oblique infinitive is used adjectivally with the genitive to modify nouns,
ascribing to the noun the characteristic of agency:
(256)W. bas roT-Ñ2 kha2-N
k-a2
Xer E,
mer-E
samet
stop bread-F eat-INF.OBL GEN-M.PL.NOM lion PRES 1sg.GEN-LOC together
‘[They] are only lionhearted when it comes to dining, myself included.’
(lit. ‘[They] are lions only of food-eating, myself included.’)
The oblique infinitive is also used with the postpositions /na2/, /dar/ (/ta2/) and /wa2stE/ in
purpose clauses:
(257)W. is
jaN-a2
ne chaT
ma2r-Ñ2-O
bu2T-a2
ta2
2sg.PROX.OBL man-OBL.M.SG AG grabbing hit-PERF-M.SG tree-OBL.M.SG toward
nap-uN
ta2
catch-INF.OBL toward
‘This man grabbed at the tree to catch hold of it.’
Sometimes the postposition is omitted from the purpose clause without any change in
meaning:
(258)E.

cal-E
ja2-u2~, ku5j
kha2-uN pÑ2-uN
go-2/3sg go-1sg INDEF.NOM.PL eat-INF.OBL drink-INF.OBL
‘I should go eat and drink a little.’

The remaining uses of the infinitive are described in 4.1.5 and 4.2.2.2.
Perfective Adjectival Participle > has been V-ed
Perfective participles consist of the verb stem followed by the perfective aspect suffix
/-e/ (/-Ñ2/) and an AC suffix. In the Eastern dialect they are commonly marked by a
following /w-/ formative (= ‘perfective participle marker’), which takes an AC suffix.
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The nominative perfective participle functions adjectivally, ascribing to the modified
noun a characteristic which has resulted from a prior verbal action. It is therefore the
semantic equivalent of the English perfect ‘tense’. Most commonly it occurs in simple
attributive clauses, and it agrees with the modified noun:
(259)E.

pa2NÑ2 tap-e-O
w-O
hE8
water warm-PERF-M.SG PFP-M.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘The water is heated.’

W.

pa2NÑ2 tap-Ñ2-O
E
water warm-PERF-M.SG PRES
‘The water is heated.’

(260)E.

wo5
bETh-O
w-O
hE8
3sg.DIST.NOM.M sit.PERF-M.SG PFP-M.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘He is seated.’

W.

wo5
bETh-O
E
3sg.DIST.NOM.M sit.PERF-M.SG PRES
‘He is seated.’

(261)E.

wa5
ga-¤-Ñ2
w-Ñ2
hE8
3sg.DIST.NOM.F go-PERF-F.SG PFP-F.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘She is gone.’ (cf. /wa5 gaÑ2/ ‘She went.’)

W.

wa5
ga-¤-Ñ2
E
3sg.DIST.NOM.F go-PERF-F PRES
‘She is gone.’ (cf. /wa5 gaÑ2/ ‘She went.’)

Perfective adjectival participles can also convey important nuances of meaning in
sentences like those in (262)-(264):
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(262)E.

to~
pa2rÎ ca2-e-O
w-O
kÑ2~a2
cal-E
2sg.NOM load lift-PERF-M.SG PFP-M.SG to.where go-2/3sg
‘Where are you going with that load you are carrying?’

(263)E.

mE~ to~
it a2-e-O
w-O
he8r-e-O
1sg.AG 2sg.NOM here come-PERF-M.SG PFP-M.SG see-PERF-M.SG
‘I saw you [after you had] arrived.’

(264)E.

mE~ akram sad-e-O
w-O
hE8
1sg.AG Akram call-PERF-M.SG PFP-M.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘I have called Akram [and he has arrived].’ (cf. the Present Perfective in (188))

Perfective Adverbial Participle > since V-ing ...
Perfective participles inflected for oblique case preceding the dative postposition /na2/
are used to indicate that a period of time has elapsed since an earlier action or event. Note
that the Western example employs the perfect participle marker /w-/, which is omitted
elsewhere in that dialect:
(265)E.

min-na2
it a2-e-a2
w-a2
na2 do ka8nT-a2
1sg.OBL-DAT here come-PERF-OBL.M.SG PFP-OBL.M.SG DAT two hour-NOM.M.PL
lag g-Ñ2-a2
attach go-PERF-M.PL
‘Two hours have passed since I arrived here.’

(266)E.

xat ka8l-e-a2
w-a2
na2 ek mÑ8n-O
letter pour-PERF-OBL.M.SG PFP-OBL.M.SG DAT one month-NOM.M.SG
ho8 g-Ñ2-O
be go-PERF NOM.M.SG
‘A month has passed since the letter was mailed.’
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(267)W. be8D su-¤-Ñ2
w-Ñ2 na2 xa2s-O
Xeb-O ho8 g-Ñ2-O
sheep give.birth-PERF-F PFP-F DAT special-NOM.M.SG period be go-PERF-M.SG
‘It has been quite a while since the sheep gave birth.’
Imperfective Adjectival Participles > V-ing ...
Imperfective participles consist of the verb stem followed by the imperfective aspect
suffix /-t/ and another suffix, most commonly an AC suffix.
Imperfective participles taking the nominative AC suffixes are adjectival. They agree
in gender and number with the modified nominative subject (as in (268)) or object (in
ergative constructions like (269) and (270)):
(268)

hu2Î~
doR-t-O
cal-u2~
1sg.NOM run-IMPFV-M.SG go-1sg
‘I go running.’ (i.e. ‘I run as I go.’)

(269)E.

mE~
to~
kam kar-t-O
he8r-e-O
1sg.AG 2sg.NOM work do-IMPFV-M.SG see-PERF-M.SG
‘I saw you working.’

(270)W. u5n
beTk-Ñ2-a2~ ne nolakhÑ2O taLE la5-t-O
3pl.DIST.OBL girl-F-OBL.PL AG Nolakhio down descend-IMPFV-M.SG
dekh-Ñ2-O
see-PERF-M.SG
‘Those girls saw Nolakhio going down.’
Imperfective Adverbial Participles > while V-ing, etc.
Imperfective participles inflected for oblique case preceding a postposition function
adverbially.
When preceding the dative postposition /na2/, they describe circumstances or actions
attending the main verbal action:
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(271)E.

hu2Î~
tin-na2
kam kar-t-a2
na2 he8r-u2~
1sg.NOM 2sg.OBL-DAT work do-IMPFV-OBL.M.SG DAT see-1sg
lag-O
CONT-M.SG

w-O
PFP-M.SG

‘I am watching you while you are working.’
If the participle in (271) was not so inflected by /na2/ (i.e. if the form was /kar-t-O/), then
the meaning would be ‘I am watching you while I am working.’
When preceding the locative postposition /ma2/ ‘in’, imperfective adverbial participles
indicate an action within the progression of which the main verb transpires:
(272)E.

mer-a2
it a2-t-a2
ma2 do ka8nT-a2
1s.GEN-OBL.M.SG here come-IMPFV-OBL.M.SG in two hour-NOM.M.PL
lag g-Ñ2-a2
attach go-PERF-M.PL
‘Just now it took two hours for me to get here.’

(273)W. man-na2
kita2b pa5R-t-a2
ma2 baR-O
maz-O
1sg.OBL-DAT book read-IMPFV-OBL.M.SG in big-NOM.M.SG enjoyment-NOM.M.SG
a2-e-O
come-PERF-M.SG
‘I really enjoyed reading the book.’
Imperfective adverbial participles inflected for locative case also describe the timing of
the main verb with reference to another verbal action:
(274)

na2tÎ E waxt
caltE waxt
kha2tE waxt
miltE waxt

‘at bathing time’
‘when it is time to go’
‘at meal time’
‘when meeting’
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Repeated Adverbial Participles
Imperfective adverbial participles may also be formed with the suffix /-a2~/ (/-e~/),
which is invariable for all genders and numbers. A common use of this type of adverbial
participle is to describe continuous and repeated action associated with the main verb. In
such cases the participle is always repeated at least once:
(275)E.

hu2Î~
pa5R-t-a2~
pa5R-t-a2~
sa2yfal malu2k k-Ñ2
ka2În-Ñ2
1sg.NOM read-IMPFV-ADV read-IMPFV-ADV Saiful Maluk GEN-F.SG story-F.SG
tuRÑ2 pO5ch g-Ñ2-O
up.to arrive go-PERF-M.SG
‘I read and read and [finally] got to the story of Saiful Maluk.’

(276)E.

thoR-O
thoR-O
kam kar-t-a2~
kar-t-a2~
tE
a.little-NOM.M.SG a.little-NOM.M.SG work do-IMPFV-ADV do-IMPFV-ADV and
ham-Ne koTh-a2
k-O
kam muk-a2
l-Ñ2-O
1pl-AG house-OBL.M.SG GEN-NOM.M.SG work finish-CAUS take-PERF-M.SG
‘We did a little work here and did a little work there and finally we finished the
work on the house.’

(277)W. ma2r-t-e~
ma2r-t-e~
de na2 ma2r kE mo2r-a2
ma2
hit-IMPFV-ADV hit-IMPFV-ADV giant DAT hit CP hole-OBL.M.SG in
a2
g-Ñ2-O
come go-PERF-M.SG
‘Striking and striking, he killed the giant and came into the cavern.’
Such participles of the verbs ‘go’ and ‘do’ often occur without any other verb to
describe continuous and repeated action (traveling or effort of some kind, respectively)
performed over an indefinitely long period of time:
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(278)W. ca2r ho8 g-Ñ2-a2.
cal-t-e~
cal-t-e~
cal-t-e~
cal-t-e~
four be go-PERF-M.PL go-IMPFV-ADV go-IMPFV-ADV go-IMPFV-ADV go-IMPFV-ADV
‘Then there were four. (They) traveled and traveled and traveled and traveled.’
A participle so formed may contract with the emphatic particle /hÑ2Î/ to express an
attendant action simultaneous to the main verb:
(279)E.

rustam ne tavÑ2z he8r-t-a2—Ñ2~
us
ka2
hath te
Rustam AG amulet see-IMPFV-ADV.EMPH 3sg.DIST.OBL GEN-OBL.M.SG hand from
talva2r ca8R ga-¤-Ñ2.
sword fall go-PERF-F.SG
‘Right when Rustam saw the amulet, his sword fell out of his hand.’

The contraction of this suffix /-a2~/ with /hÑ2Î/ causes the low-tone inducing initial /h/ to
become a high-tone inducing final /h/, with the nasalization of the suffix extending through
the remaing vowel /Ñ2/. The Western variant of the participle in (279) is /he8rte5Ñ2~/ per the
same contraction process, and the Urdu equivalent is /dekte hÑ2/. This contraction is
obligatory, but speakers are capable of detaching the emphatic particle when asked to do
so, in which case its pronunciation is /hÑ2Î/ with low tone, as elsewhere.
Identical in function but formally unique are Eastern adverbial participles formed with
the suffix /-Ñ2~/ joined directly to the verb stem. This suffix remains unchanged for all
persons and numbers, but may have grammaticalized from the feminine plural perfective
participle. In (280), the sequence /laÑ2~ laÑ2~/ ‘taking and taking’ is equal in meaning to /le
calta2~ le calta2~/:
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(280)E.

pa2y
Î
le kE ja2 r-5e-O
baN na2, la-Ñ2
le kE tE bas
brother take CP go stay-PERF-M.SG forest DAT take-PERF-ADV take CP and well
la-Ñ2~
la-Ñ2~
le kE
take-ADV take-ADV take CP
‘The brother took [her] and left for the forest, taking [her] and well, took [her]
on and on ...’

(281)E.

mE~ ba2ngÑ2 ca2-Ñ2~ ca2-Ñ2~ ca2-Ñ2~ ca2-Ñ2~
it
1sg.AG rooster lift-ADV lift-ADV lift-ADV lift-IMPFV here
a2N kE choR ditt-O
bring CP leave give.PERF-M.SG
‘I carried and carried the rooster - brought it here and left it.’

Western Gojri uses the repeated perfective participle in ergative constructions like
that in (282). Note that the participles agree with the nominative object:
(282)W. mE~ ba2ngÑ2 ca2-e-O
ca2-e-O
ca2-e-O
1sg.AG rooster lift-PERF-M.SG lift-PERF-M.SG lift-PERF-M.SG
ca2-e-O
it a2N kE choD dÑ2tt-O.
lift-PERF-M.SG here bring CP leave give.PERF-M.SG
‘I carried and carried the rooster - brought it here and left it.’
(283)W. mE~ kukaR-Ñ2 ca2-¤-Ñ2 ca2-¤-Ñ2
ca2-¤-Ñ2 ca2-¤-Ñ2
1sg.AG chicken-F lift-PERF-F lift-PERF-F lift-PERF-F lift-PERF-F
it a2N kE choD ditt-Ñ2.
here bring CP leave give.PERF-F
‘I carried and carried the chicken - brought it here and left it.’
My Eastern-speaking research assistant says that sometimes the suffix is /-Ñ2/ rather than
/-Ñ2~/ in speech of his type.
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Conjunctive Participle > having V-ed ...
The conjunctive participle consists of the verb stem followed by the particle /kE/
(which happens to be phonetically identical with the locative postposition). Against the
analysis of /kE/ as a suffix is the fact that, although it always and only occurs immediately
following a verb stem, it never undergoes phonological change in any environment and it
attaches only to the final verb stem in a series of verb stems (including echo-formatives
beginning with /X-/ ‘and the like’, which elsewhere receive the same inflection as the main
verb):
(284)

Tur Tur kE

‘having walked and walked ...’

mang (Xang) kE

‘having begged (and such) ...’

udÑ2k kar kar kE

‘having waited and waited ...’

The conjunctive participle immediately precedes the main verb phrase and describes an
action completed immediately prior to the main verb.
(285)

kha2 kE cal
eat CP go
‘Having eaten, go!’ / ‘Eat and then go!’

In common idioms meaning ‘give’ and ‘take with/away’, /kE/ is omitted. The absence of
/kE/ after the first verb stem in (286) and (287) makes these stem-on-stem constructions
look like the vector constructions described in 4.2.2.1:
(286)

ka2k-a2
na2 pEs-a2
ca2 de5
paternal.uncle-OBL.M.SG DAT money-NOM.M.PL lift give
‘Give the money to Uncle!’ (lit. ‘Lifting the money, give it to Uncle.’)
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(287)

ka2k-a2,
pEs-a2
le cal
paternal.uncle-VOC.M.SG money-NOM.M.PL take go
‘Uncle, take the money and go!’

The conjunctive participle can be used to describe action that is repeated and continuous,
by repeating the verb stem a number of times prior to /kE/, as in (288):
(288)W. sa2r-Ñ2 dÑ2aÎ R2 -Ñ2 us-e~
doR-a2
doR-a2 doR-a2
kE sa2y
— -O
all-F day-F 3sg.DIST.OBL-AG run-CAUS run-CAUS run-CAUS CP rabbit-NOM.M.SG
nap na2— ha8k-Ñ2-O
catch NEG be.able-PERF-M.SG
‘All day he chased and chased and chased, but he wasn’t able to catch the
rabbit.’
Occasionally in narrative discourse /kE/ is omitted altogether in such a construction, and
the conjunctive participle serves as the main verb:
(289)W. agE de ka2R—
nolakhÑ2O, doR doR doR doR
ahead giant behind Nolakhio run run run run
‘The giant was in front and Nolakhio was behind. (They) ran and ran and ran
and ran.’
4.2.2

Complex Verbs

4.2.2.1

Vector Verbs

A small set of Gojri verbs occurs in compound with other verbs so as to intensify
their meanings in some way. These ‘vectors’ follow the bare stem of another verb and
receive whatever inflectional suffixation that verb would otherwise receive, while losing
their own lexical meanings. With few exceptions, the vector verb can be removed without
effecting any change in meaning. Their presence may specify a nuance of completeness,
deliberateness, or benefaction to the manner of the verbal action (Masica 1991:326).
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They may also be preferred for aesthetic reasons. As noted by Masica for other IndoAryan languages, Gojri vectors also occur most commonly in perfective and imperative
constructions, and less commonly with the future (1991:327). I now consider each of the
vector verbs in turn.
/ja2-/ ‘go’ occurs with select intransitive verbs including come, sit, sleep, be made,
become, be, and open. This verb is irregular in the perfective, where the stem is /g-/ (see
Appendix C). Its use conveys a nuance of completeness:
(290)

bEs ja2
sit go
‘Sit down!’

(291)

ric a2
g-Ñ2-O
bear come go-PERF-M.SG
‘A bear came.’

(292)

wo5
ThÑ2k ho8 g-Ñ2-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M well be go-PERF-M.SG
‘He got better.’

(293)E.

ha8t la2-u2~
tE
jandar-O
lug-O
khu2l ja2-E
hand put.on-1sg then lock-NOM.M.SG free-NOM.M.SG open go-2/3sg
‘When I put my hand on, the lock opens by itself.’

(294)W. wo5
amÑ2r ba5N
ja2-E g-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M wealthy be.made go-2/3 FUT-M.SG
‘He’ll become a wealthy man.’
/rE5-/ ‘stay’ occurs with select intransitive verbs including come, go, sit, and sleep, and
conveys a nuance of completeness similar to that noted for /ja2-/ ‘go’. The two vectors
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are apparently interchangeable in (295) and (296), but not in (297) and (298) or in (299)
and (300) (where /ja2-/ ‘go’ is not a vector):
(295)E.

wo5
so
r—-e-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M sleep stay-PERF-M.SG
‘He went to sleep.’

(296)

wo5
so
g-Ñ2-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M sleep go-PERF-M.SG
‘He went to sleep.’

(297)E.

wo5
a2
r—-e-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M come stay-PERF-M.SG
‘He has now come.’ (cf. /wo5 a2eO wO hE8/ ‘He has come.’)

(298)

wo5
a2
g-Ñ2-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M come go-PERF-M.SG
‘He came.’

(299)E.

wo5
ja2 r—-e-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M go stay-PERF-M.SG
‘He left.’

(300)

wo5
g-Ñ2-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M go-PERF-M.SG
‘He went.’

A common idiom meaning ‘will depart’ uses this kind of construction, but with the
imperfective form of the second verb. In (301) the structure would predict habitual
aspect (see 4.2.2.3 below), but the meaning is clearly not habitual here (perhaps by
analogy to (299) above). Compare the construction in (301) with an ordinary use of this
vector in the future in (302):
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(301)E.

akram cal-t-O
r—-E
k-O
Akram go-IMPFV-M.SG stay-2/3sg FUT-M.SG
‘Akram will leave [for an indefinitely long period].’

(302)E.

pa2NÑ2 kE
bic g-Ñ2-O
tE
bEs r—-E
k-O
water GEN-LOC in go-PERF-M.SG then sit stay-2/3sg FUT-M.SG
‘When it goes into water it will sit down.’

/chuR-/ ‘drop’ occurs with transitive verbs. This common vector occurs with most
transitive verbs in certain contexts, but not with an as-yet-undefined class of verbs that
includes ‘deceive’ and ‘take care of’. The use of this vector may be preferred for
aesthetic reasons to the regular endings of /kar-/ ‘do’ in the perfective. Although its
original lexical meaning is ‘drop’ (intransitive), it might be glossed as ‘do completely’, a
nuance that seems more fitting in some contexts than others:
(303)E.

mE~ apaN-Ñ2~
bakar-Ñ2~ bec chuR-¤-Ñ2~
1sg.AG REFL-NOM.M.SG goat-F.PL sell drop-PERF-F.PL
‘I sold my goats.’

(304)W. hu2Î~
gÑ2d ga2 chuR-u2~
1sg.NOM song sing drop-1sg
‘Should I sing a song?’
/le-/ ‘take’ occurs with transitive verbs, conveying a nuance of completion:
(305)E.

mE~
roT-Ñ2
kha2 la-¤-Ñ2
1sg.AG bread-F.SG eat take-PERF-F.SG
‘I already ate.’

(306)E.

ham-Ne koTh-a2
k-O
kam muk-a2
l-Ñ2-O
house-OBL.M.SG GEN-NOM.M.SG work finish-CAUS take-PERF-M.SG
1pl-AG
‘We finished the work on the house.’
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/de-/ ‘give’ occurs with transitive verbs, conveying a nuance of completion:
(307)

mE~
roT-Ñ2
kha2 d-¤-Ñ2
1sg.AG bread-F.SG eat give-PERF-F.SG
‘I ate.’ (cf. the ungrammatical /*mE~ roTÑ2 kha2Ñ/2 ‘I ate.’)

(308)W. dÑ2na2
duj-O
choD ditt-O
tomorrow second-NOM.M.SG leave give.PERF-M.SG
‘The next day [they] left the second one.’
Note that example (307) contains a variant of the perfective form of /de-/ ‘give’, whereas
(308) contains the usual form (i.e. that attesting the Sanskrit /-ita/ suffix).
/saT-/ ‘throw’ occurs with transitive verbs, especially with ‘give’:
(309)E.

ba2dXa2— ne2 apaN-Ñ2 ja2n kurba2nÑ2 wa2stE de saT-¤-Ñ2
king AG REFL-F.SG life sacrifice for give throw-PERF-F.SG
‘The king gave his life as a sacrifice.’

4.2.2.2

Modals

Gojri uses a small number of verbs in modal constructions which modify the sense of
the main verb without affecting its lexical content. These modals express notions which
cannot occur in isolation, i.e. they require a verbal complement to make any sense
(Masica 1991:374). Each requires the main verb to be in a particular morphological
shape, with the ‘modal’ verb receiving whatever inflection the main verb would otherwise
take. I discuss them in turn.
/ha8k-/ /sak-/ ‘be able’ > be able to V
/ha8k-/ /sak-/ occurs with the bare stem of the main verb, expressing the capacity of
the agent to perform the main verb:
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(310)E.

hu2Î~
cal ha8k-u2~
1sg.NOM go able-1sg
‘I am able to go.’

(311)W. mE~ ku5j
na2— pa5R ha8k-Ñ2-O
1sg.AG INDEF.NOM.PL NEG read able-PERF-M.SG
‘I wasn’t able to study at all.’
The two forms of this verb are in free variation in both of these dialects, but my research
assistants believe that /sak-/ is preferred in Kashmir.
/ca2—-/ ‘want’ with the infininitive > want to V
/ca2-— / occurs with the infinitive of the main verb, expressing the agent’s desire to
perform the action of the main verb.
(312)

hu2Î~
cal-N-O
ca2—-u2~
1sg.NOM go-INF-NOM.M.SG want-1sg
‘I want to go.’

/pE-/ ‘fall’ with the infinitive > must V
/pE-/ occurs in experiencer constructions (i.e. where the subject is marked by dative
case) with the infinitive of the main verb, expressing obligation or constraint to act from a
source outside the agent (Masica 1991:380).4 The use of /pE-/ ‘fall’ to express this
nuance is similar to the the English, ‘It fell to me to present the report.’ This verb has
irregular forms which differ between the two dialects (see Appendix C):
(313)E.

min-na2
cal-N-O
po-E
1sg.OBL-DAT go-INF-NOM.M.SG fall-2/3sg
‘I am obligated to go.’
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(314)W. ha8r a2dmÑ2 na2 laRa2y po a2-N-O
p-E
g-O
every person DAT fight on come-INF-M.SG fall-2/3 FUT-M.SG
‘Every man will be obligated to come to the battle.’
/ca2—yE/ with the infinitive > ought to V

(Urdu, not used in female speech)

/ca2y
— E/ occurs in experiencer constructions with the infinitive of the main verb,
expressing the advisability of acting but without any sense of compulsion:
(315)E.

min-na2
cal-N-O
ca2—yE
1sg.OBL-DAT go-INF-NOM.M.SG is.needed
‘I ought to go.’

The infinitive in this and the preceding two constructions represents what Masica has
analyzed as the Unspecified (or ‘future’) Passive Participle (1991:322-324).
/de-/ ‘give’ with oblique infinitive > allow to V
/de-/ occurs with the oblique infinitive of the main verb, expressing the willingness of
the nominative agent to allow another party (the dative indirect object) to act:
(316)E.

wo5
min-na2
cal-uN dÑ2-E
3sg.DIST.NOM.M 1sg.OBL-DAT go-INF.OBL give-2/3sg
‘He allows me to go.’

4.2.2.3

Secondary Aspectuals

Gojri uses a small number of verbs to further specify the aspect of the main verb. I
consider them in turn.
/rE5-/ ‘stay’ > finish V-ing / have already V-ed
/rE5-/ occurs with the bare stem of the main verb, expressing the completion of a verbal
action prior to the present time and situation. Since /rE5-/ ‘stay’ is inherently intransitive,
it can never occur with agentive case in an ergative construction (even though its lexical
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meaning is lost in this type of construction). Compare (317) with its ergative counterpart
in (318):
(317)E.

hu2Î~
akram na2 sad r—-e-O
hu2Î~
1sg.NOM Akram DAT call stay-PERF-M.SG 1sg.NOM
‘I have already called Akram [he hasn’t come].’

(318)E.

mE~ akram sad-e-O
hE8
1sg.AG Akram call-PERF-M.SG 2/3sg.PRES
‘I have called Akram [he has arrived ].’

/lag-/ ‘attach’ with oblique infinitive > begin to V
/lag-/ occurs with the oblique infinitive of the main verb, expressing inceptive aspect.
Inceptive aspect describes the beginning (‘inception’) of a verbal action. Examples (319)(321) illustrate the basic use of the inceptive:
(319)E.

wa5
mer-E
dar
ku8l-uN
lag ga-¤-Ñ2
3sg.DIST.NOM.F 1sg.GEN-LOC direction fight-INF.OBL attach go-PERF.F.S
‘She started arguing with me.’

(320)W. ek Tem sap ca5R-un
lag-¤-O
u5n
bach-a2~
one time snake climb-INF.OBL attach-PERF-M.SG 3pl.DIST.OBL animal.baby-OBL.PL
ta2
kha2-uN
na2.
direction eat-INF.OBL DAT
‘At some [point in] time, a snake started climbing to eat those chicks.’
(321)W. us-a2~
Du8nD-uN
lag g-Ñ2-a2
3sg.DIST.OBL-DAT search-INF.OBL attach go-PERF-M.PL
‘They started looking for him.’
In narrative, the inceptive with /kE5-/ ‘say’ is the preferred formula for introducing
reported speech, particularly at the beginning of conversations or where the speech
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consists of single statements. While a literal translation of this formula would be ‘started
to say’, a more accurate rendering would require perfective or habitual aspect per parallels
in English discourse:
(322)

wo5
us
na2 kE5-uN
lag-¤-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M 3sg.DIST.OBL DAT say-INF.OBL attach-PERF-M.SG
‘He said to him, ...’ / ‘He says to him, ...’

Like its Indo-Aryan relations (Masica 1991:384), Gojri uses the verbs stay, go, and do
in combination with a participial form of the main verb to further specify imperfective
aspect:
/rE5-/ ‘stay’ > keep on V-ing
/rE5-/ occurs in any tense with the imperfective participle, adding a nuance of
continuation to the habitual aspect. /rE5-/ receives whatever inflection would otherwise be
associated with the main verb. In (323) the addition of /rE5-/ connotes the subject’s effort
to sit every morning, whereas the Present Habitual in (324) merely states the subject’s
habit without implying his or her deliberate continuation in it:
(323)E.

suba2
suba2
na2 hu2Î~
cat apar bEs-t-O
ra5-u2~
morning morning DAT 1sg.NOM roof on sit-IMPFV-M.SG stay-1sg
‘I keep sitting on the roof every morning.’

(324)E.

suba2
suba2
na2 hu2Î~
cat apar bEs-u2~ ho8-u2~
morning morning DAT 1sg.NOM roof on sit-1sg be-1sg
‘I sit on the roof every morning.’

(325)W. tam
ra2t ke kar-t-a2
r—-Ñ2-a2
E
2pl.NOM night what do-IMPFV-M.PL stay-PERF-M.PL PRES
‘What have you kept on doing all night?’
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Since the Gojri habitual cannot occur with the future tense (cf. 4.2.1.2.5), any future
habitual notion must be expressed by the future of /rE5-/ with the imperfective form of the
main verb (such usage approaches grammaticalization). In such cases the sense of
continuance may survive in addition to the broader habitual denotation. Compare
examples (326)-(327):
(326)E.

hu2Î~
akram na2 sad-t-O
ra5-u2~
k-O
1sg.NOM Akram DAT call-IMPFV-M.SG stay-1sg FUT-M.SG
‘I will keep calling Akram.’

(327)E.

hu2Î~
akram na2 sad-t-O
ho8-u2~ k-O
1sg.NOM Akram DAT call-IMPFV-M.SG be-1sg FUT-M.SG
‘I will be calling Akram [at a given time].’
(cf. the ungrammatical /*hu2~Î akram na2 sadu2~ ho8u~2 kO/)

(328)W. do-a2~
dÑ2aÎ R2 -a2~ te ba2d
— ma2rÎ -a2
Der-a2
two-OBL.PL day-OBL.PL from after 1pl.GEN-NOM.M.PL home-NOM.M.PL
cal-t-a2
r—-E
g-a2
go-IMPFV-M.PL stay-2/3 FUT-M.PL
‘After two days our households will be departing.’
There is one common idiom in my data in which this construction contains the perfective
rather than imperfective form of the main verb /Tik-/ ‘stay’:
(329)E.

wo5
ma2l— -Ñ2
apar Tik-e-O
3sg.DIST.NOM.M high.pasture on stay-PERF-M.SG
r—-E
stay-2/3sg

k-O
FUT-M.SG

‘He will stay at the high pasture.’
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/cal-/ ‘go’ > go on V-ing
/cal-/ occurs with the imperfective participle in imperatives, expressing a type of
‘progressive aspect’ that indicates continuation despite some kind of resistance or
limitation (Masica 1991:269). It receives whatever inflection would otherwise be
associated with the main verb. The verb /cal-/ ‘go’ is irregular in the perfective, where its
stem is /g-/. My research assistants say that /cal-/ could be replaced with /rE5-/ without
change in meaning in the following examples:
(330)

mer-O
usta2z xera2zrÑ2
kar-t-O
g-Ñ2-O
tE
1sg.GEN-NOM.M.SG teacher absenteeism do-IMPFV-M.SG go-PERF-M.SG and
hu2Î~
likh-t-O
g-Ñ2-O
1sg.NOM write-IMPFV-M.SG go-PERF-M.SG
‘My teacher went on absenting himself and I went on writing.’

(331)E.

ta2ra2 us
Da2L-Ñ2
na2 le kE ma2r-t-O
g-Ñ2-O,
Tara 3sg.DIST.OBL bar-FEM.SG DAT take CP kill-IMPFV-M.SG go-PERF-M.SG
ma2r-t-O
g-Ñ2-O2,
ma2r-t-O
g-Ñ2-O
kill-IMPFV-M.SG go-PERF-M.SG kill-IMPFV-M.SG go-PERF-M.SG
us
ba2dXa2— k-Ñ2
takrÑ2ban
a5d-Ñ2
fOj jÑ5R-Ñ2 th-Ñ2
3sg.DIST.OBL king GEN-F.SG approximately half-F.SG army REL-F.SG PAST-F.SG
us
ne wa5
muk-a2
chuR-¤-Ñ2
3sg.DIST.OBL AG 3sg.DIST.NOM.F finish-CAUS drop-PERF-F.SG
‘Tara, taking the branch, kept on killing and killing and killing. He finished off
almost half of the army that the king had.’

/kar-/ ‘do’ > make a habit of V-ing
/kar-/ occurs only in compound imperatives, with the main verb stem taking the
‘older’ invariant perfective suffix /-ea2/ (/-Ñ2a/2 ). It expresses future habitual action. There
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are no marked future imperative forms of this construction, as the notion of future time is
inherent. Note the compounded variant in (332)b.:
(332)E.a. pa2NÑ2 pÑ2-a2
kar-O
water drink-PERF do-2p
‘Always drink water!’
b. pa2NÑ2 pÑ2-a2
kar-ea2 kar-O
water drink-PERF do-PERF do-2p
‘Always drink water!’
(333)W. dwa2 kar-Ñ2a2 kar
prayer do-PERF do
‘Always pray!’
4.2.3

Adverbs

Gojri adverbs are those words which convey adverbial notions all by themselves,
notions that might otherwise be conveyed by a multi-word phrase. Gojri adverbs
therefore specify some property of the verbal event or situation, or of an adjective or
other adverb. Adverbs occur outside of noun phrases almost anywhere prior to the verb,
and a few adverbs like /wÑ2/ (/bÑ2/Î , /be/) ‘also’ may be allowed between the verb and a
following auxiliary.
Morphologically related sets of adverbs are shown in Table 27 below. I then list
other examples of the several classes of Gojri adverbs in 4.2.3.1-5. The few Gojri adverbs
which inflect for agreement with the subject are shown in 4.2.3.1-5 as stems, with the
hyphen indicating that an AC marker is required.
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Table 27. Interrogative/Relative/Proximate/Distal Adverb Sets
Adverb Type

Interrogative REL

PROX

DIST

of place: 'Where?'

kit

jit

it

ut

of place (w/locative):

(kitE)*

jitE

itE

utE

of origin (w/ablative): 'Whence?' kitu2

jitu2

itu2

utu2

E

kÑ2~a2

jÑ2~a2

Ñ2~a2

u~a2

W

kinga2

jinga2

inga2

unga2

of degree: 'To what degree?'

kitnO

jitnO

itnO

utnO

of time: 'When?'

kad

jad

is -

us -

of time: 'When?'

kicar

jicar

icar

ucar

of cause: 'Why?'

kyu2 ~

---------- --------- ----------

of direction: 'Whither?'

of manner: 'In what manner?' E kis tarea2~

jis tarea2~ is tarea2~ us tarea2~

W kis tarÑ2a2~

jis tarÑ2a2~ is tarÑ2a2~ us tarÑ2a2~

of manner: 'In what manner?'

kiXa2ne

jiXa2ne

iXa2ne

uXa2ne

"

kEnu2

jEnu2

Enu2

------------

"

(w/ablative)

The form */kitE/ is not an interrogative. Rather it is an indefinite adverb meaning
‘somewhere, somewhat, sometimes.’ The interrogative adverb /kyu2~/ ‘Why?’ is
answered by /kyu2~ ke/ or /kyu2~ je/ ‘because.’
4.2.3.1

Other Adverbs of Manner

/Ñ2~e/ (/a2~yO/) ‘otherwise’, /bE5l-/ ‘quickly’, /cirk-/ ‘late’, /faT/ ‘immediately’, /jaltÑ2/
‘quickly’, /ja8b/ ‘quickly’ (W. only), /ho8Le/ ‘slowly’, /jÑ2/ ‘at that moment’, /lug-/ ‘freely’,
/mat/ ‘never’ (in prohibitions), /naku2k/ ‘deeply’ (of sleep), /nasa2pe~/ ‘suddenly’, /nu2—Ñ2/
‘anyway, regardless’, /sangana2L/ ‘in partnership’, /ta2waL-/ ‘quickly’, /tÑ8ngÑ2 mu8ngÑ2/
‘for no reason’ (E. only), /wÑ2/ (/bÑ2/Î , /be/) ‘also’
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4.2.3.2

Other Adverbs of Time

/aja2~/ ‘at the moment, right now’ (occurs in negative constructions), /age~re~/ ‘several
weeks ago’ , /aj/ ‘today’, /ajkal/ ‘nowadays’, /atE/ ‘then’ , /bic ba5zE/ ‘sometimes’,
/de8aR2 Ñ2/ (/dÑ2aÎ R2 Ñ2/)‘daily’, /dÑ2na2/ ‘tomorrow’, /fir/ (/phir/, /mÑ2/Î ) ‘then, again’, /ha8meXa2~/
‘always’, /ho8N/ ‘now’, /itna2 bicu2/ ‘meanwhile’, /kade kade/ ‘occasionally’, /ka2D
— u2/
‘afterwards’, /munDu2/ ‘from the beginning’, /par/ ‘last year’, /para2r/ ‘two years ago’,
/sabEl/ ‘early in the morning’, /tade/ ‘a little earlier, a short time ago’, /tera2~/ ‘this year’,
/waxtÑ2/ ‘early in the morning’ (W.only)
4.2.3.3

Other Adverbs of Place and Direction

Many adverbs of this class feature a directional suffix /-a2~/ which resembles the dative
case-marking postposition /na2/ in many ways. Others feature the ablative suffix /-u2/.
Examples of this class include:
/afra2~/ ‘upwards’, /aga2~/ ‘up ahead’, /andru2/ ‘from out of’, /apru2/ ‘from off of, from out
of’ (E. only), /a2mNe sa2mNe/ ‘opposite one another’, /ba2—r/ ‘outside, abroad’, /bicu2/
‘from out of’, /biRE/ ‘outside’, /ca2rcoferÑ2/ (/carchiperÑ2/) ‘all the way around’, /he8Thu2/
‘from under’, /ka2D
— / ‘behind’, /koLu2/ ‘from near’, /para2~/ ‘in that direction’, /paru2/ ‘from
across’, /parlu2tE/ ‘across and down’, /paru2tE/ ‘next door’, /picha2~/ ‘in the mountains,
toward the mountains’, /taLE/ ‘down’, /taNa2/ ‘in the plains, toward the plains’, /tau2 te/
‘from below’, /ta2—~/ ‘toward the low lands’, /tE5/ ‘down’, /upar/ ‘above’, /ura2~/ ‘in this
direction’, /ura2~ para2~/ ‘every which way’, /uru2te/ ‘from adjacent location.’
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4.2.3.4

Other Adverbs of Degree

/baR-/ ‘very’, /bilkul/ ‘completely, totally’, /ku5j/ ‘somewhat’, /muc/ ‘very’, /sirf/
‘only’ (Urdu, rare in female speech), /siru2/ ‘completely, totally’, /takrÑ2ban/
‘approximately’ (Urdu, rare in female speech), /thoR-/ ‘a little’, /zarÑ2/ ‘slightly, a little’
4.2.3.5

Epistemic Adverbs

Adverbs of this class ‘indicate the degree to which the speaker is committed to the
truth of the clause’ (Payne 1997:70). The most common such Gojri adverb has
grammaticalized from the perfective of the verb /pE-/ ‘fall’ and denotes the speaker’s
positive disposition toward the verbal clause, rather than his or her commitment to its
truth, per se. This adverb agrees with the subject in gender and number, although there is
no marked femine plural form. Translations include ‘surely’, ‘certainly’, and ‘go ahead’.
Consider examples (334)-(335):
(334)E.

we5
beTk-Ñ2~ pa-¤-Ñ2
cal-E~
3pl.DIST.NOM girl-F.PL fall-PERF-F.SG go
‘Sure those girls can go.’

(335)W. man-na2
p-Ñ2-O
ma2r-E
1sg.OBL-DAT fall-PERF-M.SG hit-2/3
‘Let him attack me.’ / ‘I don’t care if he attacks me.’
Other examples of this small class of adverbs include /bilkul/ ‘absolutely’, /la2zmÑ2/
‘surely’, /xa2s kar/ ‘especially’, and /zaru2r/ ‘certainly’.
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CHAPTER V
TOWARD STANDARDIZED GOJRI SPELLINGS AND LITERATURE
5.1

Dialectal Variation and the Standardization of Gojri
The intelligibility testing conducted by Hallberg and O’Leary demonstrated

empirically that Gujars are justified in believing that Gojri is a single language with
regional variance (1992:126). In my opinion, the phonological and morphological
variation noted above between Eastern and Western forms of Gojri speech is relatively
limited and should not therefore constitute a major obstacle to the emergence of a unified
literary standard. The nature of the dialectal differences may provide a partial explanation
for Hallberg and O’Leary’s tentative observation that Western speakers are better able to
understand the speech of Eastern Gujars than the other way around (1992:127). They
had speculated that Eastern Gojri might be an older form of the language that facilitated a
latent receptive competence among Western speakers, or that the greater similarity of
Eastern Gojri to Urdu and Punjabi (observed via word list comparisons and attitude
surveys) might make Western Gujars who are exposed to those languages more likely to
understand Eastern Gojri.
While I believe that the ability of Western speakers to understand Eastern speech lies
primarily in their greater exposure to Eastern Gojri (and Urdu), the comparative
morphological data do suggest that Eastern Gojri retains older forms. Various inflectional
distinctions made in Eastern are collapsed in Western, and those distinctions also
correspond - formally in some cases - to those made in Urdu and Punjabi. Related to this
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is the fact that many Eastern-speaking Gujars with whom I have contact regard the
Western dialect, if they are even exposed to it, as having a corrupted or otherwise
incorrect grammar (citing missing inflections), and therefore unworthy of attention. On
the other hand, Western Gujars take a high view of the Eastern Gojri they enjoy on the
radio, regarding it only as slightly ‘different’ from their own speech. They seem to take it
as a given that any literature development, like radio programming, will emanate from
Kashmir, where Gujars and Gojri are more influential than in Pakistan’s North-West
Frontier Province.
Despite this apparent willingness of Western-speaking Gujars to follow the lead of
Eastern speakers in language development, I believe that they should be encouraged to
produce a limited literature and develop primary literacy programming in their own
dialect. Early on in the pilot literacy project which I conducted together with my research
assistants, it became clear that, beyond a common alphabet book, they and other literate
Gujar stake-holders wanted separate Eastern and Western reading primers. Their
enthusiasm for ‘mother-tongue literacy’ is tied to the materials being written in their own
mother tongue (i.e. not in someone else’s mother tongue). A small example of such
attitudes involves the future auxiliary /k-/ (/g-/), for which some Eastern speakers resist
an Urdu-based /g-/ spelling, complaining, ‘we don’t say that!’
The morphological and lexical differences, limited as they are, still affect almost every
line of written text, such that new readers working with materials from the other dialect
end up memorizing some lesson content by rote rather than merely decoding what is
familiar (I have experimented in both directions). Pushing Eastern Gojri primers or hybrid
Gojri primers onto the Western dialect community might discourage broad-based
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involvement in non-formal literacy programs. Development of Western Gojri at this
minimal level might also raise the profile of the dialect sufficiently for it to be taken more
seriously by Eastern developers, who in any case should see the Western community including Allaiwal Bakarwals living in Indian-administered Kashmir - as a way to
emphasize the geographic breadth and numeric strength of the Gojri language in their
campaign for wider recognition and support (not to mention maximizing their own
audience).
After gaining initial skills in their own dialect, Western students can proceed with the
Urdu curriculum in either a government school or non-formal literacy program. Through
Urdu, then, Western students will learn the spellings for such Eastern forms as the
present auxiliary /he~/, the feminine plural AC marker /-Ñ2~/, and the second and third
person plural PC markers, /-O/ and /-E~/ (Urdu /-e~/), respectively. Such a program would
leave very little in Eastern-dialect publications to appear foreign to the Western reader,
because the ‘gain’ of inflectional information and spellings would have been largely
achieved via Urdu. For female students, the non-formal curriculum could be structured
for direct progression to Eastern Gojri materials, since female Gujars are less likely to
learn spoken Urdu outside of a formal setting. Materials could also be developed in
Eastern Gojri to teach Urdu as a foreign language to monolingual speakers from both
dialects.
5.2

Approaches to Spelling: Theoretical Considerations
The traditional taxonomy of orthography types distinguishes two broad spelling

approaches for alphabetic writing systems: the phonemic or ‘shallow’ representation
which generally corresponds to pronunciation, and the morphophonemic or ‘deep’
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representation of underlying forms. The product of the former should also be
distinguished from phonetic spellings which represent predictable allophonic detail.
There are advantages and disadvantages to each approach.
5.2.1

From Phonology

Since its advent in the early to mid-80’s, the theory of Lexical Phonology has
provided a strong endorsement for a ‘shallow’ or phonemic orthographic representation.
Mohanan argues that an orthography should represent the ‘lexical alphabet’, which
approximates the phonemic inventory of a language (1986:194,176-177). In his
discussion of the psycholinguistic perceptions of a language’s speakers, Mohanan
provides the basis for understanding why phonemic spellings are generally superior to
phonetic or morphophonemic spellings:
Speakers of a language can be trained in a matter of hours to interpret ‘phonemic’
transcriptions (those using the lexical alphabet), and then learn the pronunciations
of unfamiliar words from a pronouncing dictionary. All that one needs for this
purpose is the key for the symbols, with a few examples. Equally simple is
training in producing lexical phonemic transcriptions: my informal experiments
show that speakers of the same dialect come up with the same phonemic
transcriptions for a given set of spoken nonce forms.
In contrast to the ease with which one can train naive speakers to read and
write lexical phonemic transcriptions, it is nearly impossible to train an average
speaker to read and write phonetic transcriptions: this would require a great deal
of training in articulatory phonetics ... Equally laborious is training in reading and
writing underlying representations, which would require special training in the
phonological analysis of the language involved. What I am saying, in other words,
is that all speakers of a language have direct conscious access to representations in
terms of the lexical alphabet by virtue of knowing the language. Only a few have
conscious access to underlying representations and phonetic representations, since
conscious access to these two levels is provided through specialized training in
phonetics and phonology. (1986:194)
He goes on to summarize the implications for spelling and literacy:
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It is not an accident that many languages have based their orthographic systems on
the lexical alphabet. The orthographic system of Malayalam ... is a syllabary that
is phonemic. As a result, it has the property that speakers do not have to learn
the pronunciations of unfamiliar words by listening to the spoken form or
consulting a pronouncing dictionary: the orthographic representation of a word
conveys everything that a speaker needs to know in order to pronounce the word.
Thus, literacy in Malayalam is achieved by merely learning the regular
correspondences between letters and sounds.
This structural property has a behavioural correlate: given unfamiliar words in
the written form, literate speakers pronounce them ‘correctly’ (i.e. the way they
are pronounced by others), and given unfamiliar words in the spoken form, they
assign ‘correct’ written representations to what they hear.
In contrast, literate speakers of English need to check the correspondence
between spelling and pronunciation for every new word that they come across.
Clearly, this is related to the fact that the orthographic system is not lexical
phonemic in English ...’ (1986:195)
By advocating a ‘shallow’ orthography, Lexical Phonology provides unqualified
support for the approach to tone representation explored for Gojri in 3.2, because it sees
tone spreading like that in Gojri as a post-lexical process (Pulleyblank 1986). Stated
another way, the results of tone spread in Gojri are phonetic or allophonic in nature,
rather than contrastive/phonemic, and do not need to be written (Bird 1996:32). Bird’s
(1997) documentation illustrates for surface tones what Mohanan avers about surface
detail in general: training a native speaker to accurately read and transcribe it is virtually
impossible.
5.2.2

From Reading Theory

The findings of recent reading studies support the implications of Lexical Phonology
for orthography design, while providing additional insight about how readers process text.
Adams finds that, prior to the development of a large sight vocabulary, ‘the connections
between orthography and phonology are extremely important for the young reader; as for
the skillful reader, however, the importance of phonological processing is as a means or
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support system’ (1990:215). Contradicting the long-held notion of many linguists and
educators that ‘deep’ etymological spellings enable readers to bypass phonological
processing in word recognition, she cites research by Ehri and Wilce (1986) indicating that
‘the morphemic structure of a word does not influence learners’ image of its phonological
structure or, by extension, its spelling. Instead their results invite the converse
explanation: that morphemic appreciation derives from our knowledge of words’
spellings and our image of their phonological structures’ (1990:400).
A related finding with major implications for orthography design is that readers
recognize words by automatically parsing words into syllables, not into morphemes
(Adams 1990:121-124). This parsing is dependent upon the reader’s knowledge of
spelling patterns, which consists of associative connections between letters that are
learned via phonological processing. One consequence for the cursive Arabic script, I
believe, is that such parsing may be complicated by the existence of several allographs for
the same pronounced syllable. Where there are no other constraints, the avoidance of
longer, joined spellings might simplify the syllabification component of word recognition.
Adam’s conclusions about the reading process do not contradict what cross-cultural
literacy practitioners have advocated about orthography design; her entire discussion
assumes standardized English spellings. Two general principles continue to guide the
development of spelling conventions where they have not been standardized: consistent
representation of morphological affixes (Walter 1995), and maintenance of ‘fixed wordimages’ based on the isolation form of the word (Voorhoeve 1964:130-131, cited with
reference to tone orthographies in Bird 1996:12-23). It is possible that syllabification is
also complicated by allophonic-level spellings, which multiply the number of visual
images associated with morphemes subject to minor surface variations. To my
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knowledge, however, the case for maintaining the visual consistency of words and
grammatical morphemes has not been established through comparable research.
5.2.3

Simons’ Principles of Multidialectal Orthography Design

Simons (1994) outlines seven principles for designing an orthography that enables
readers of phonologically divergent dialects to read their own pronunciations from a single
representation while maximizing the political and economic benefits of ‘joining’. A
multidialectal orthography represents ‘levels of phonological structure at which skewed
phonemic systems converge. By lifting an insistence on ‘phonemic’ orthographies, we
may be able to discover a solution at a phonetic, morphophonemic, or fast speech level
which finds agreement between all dialects, whereas the phonemic solution would find
disagreement’ (1994:16). Such an orthography stands in contrast to a unidialectal
orthography which corresponds only to the phonology of the most socially acceptable
dialect of a language (Gudschinsky 1973). The English orthography is a prime example;
its morphophonemic, deep etymological spellings unite in one representation a host of
spoken varieties, some of them mutually unintelligible.
Simons proposes that, in evaluating alternative solutions in the design of a multidialectal orthography, that solution is to be preferred which (1) is the most socially
acceptable; (2) is the most psycholinguistically acceptable (psychologically ‘real’ to
speakers); (3) minimizes potential ambiguity; (4) minimizes the number of symbolized
contrasts; (5) finds a level of phonological structure at which skewed systems converge;
(6) symbolizes (in the unified orthography) a given phonemic contrast in one dialect when
ease of reading warrants top consideration, or symbolizes another dialect’s neutralization
of that contrast when ease of writing warrants top consideration; and (7) entails the
overall least effort for illiterates to become fluent readers:
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The greater the overall effort required to master an orthography, the greater is the
overall cost of conducting a literacy program. This cost is realized in at least two
ways: the cost of losing students and thus failing to produce readers, and the actual
expense in terms of time, teachers, and equipment required for conducting the
program. The cost in terms of losing students is the more serious. Ability to succeed
in becoming a fluent reader is largely governed by motivation. In a very real way, the
effort required to learn can affect one's motivation. Difficulties and long periods
without any seeming progress can lead to frustration and discouragement. These in
turn may lead to loss of motivation and giving up. The less time and effort required to
gain mastery, the greater the chances that the individual student will succeed. (Simons
1994:27)
As the phonemic inventories of Eastern and Western Gojri are virtually identical,
Gojri is clearly not a classic case of the situation Simons addresses. Still, these principles
might be extended to the representation of morphological differences and sub-phonemic
variation. For example, I am convinced that the ‘iconic’, etymological solution considered
in 3.2.2.4 for the representation of low tones resulting from the de-aspiration of initial
voiced aspirates is preferable to other solutions in terms of all seven criteria.
Furthermore, this and other Urdu-based solutions make sense if the principles,
particularly the seventh, are applied beyond the dialect differences to the broader language
environment in which Urdu predominates - that is, if Gojri and Urdu are seen as sister
dialects. In that light, the ‘cost’ of producing Urdu-literate Gujars via confidence and
skill-building primary literacy in their mother-tongue is minimized to the extent that the
Gojri orthography resembles Urdu. Departures from Urdu conventions add to the
student’s total learning task, without adding to the resources available. While the
governments and economies of English-speaking countries are able to support a literacy
task that is protracted due to its orthography, South Asian governments and Gujars
themselves have no such luxury.
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5.3

Gojri Spellings
What follows is only a partial listing of spelling-related issues not already addressed

in 2.6 and 3.2.2. I have not, for instance, taken time to treat each of the post-lexical
processes reported in 2.5 in light of a phonemic spelling approach. The discussion below
does, however, provide considerable documentation as to the scope of orthographic
variation in Gojri. My purpose is to report and evaluate spelling patterns which have a
bearing on the spelling of many words, and on that basis advance the discussion of the
spelling of select high-frequency grammatical words. The uniquely Western spellings
presented below are in use, to my knowledge, only by myself and those Western
speakers who are associated with the literacy project and are not therefore indicative of
any truly indigenous activity in that dialect.
5.3.1

Basing a Word’s Spelling on its Isolation Form

This principle can be illustrated via application to the Gojri verb ‘give’, which is often
written with high tone as

h?#…

per the pronunciation of the ‘bare’ singular imperative

form, /de5/, and a perceived contrast with the Urdu imperative form as well as with the
Gojri /de/ ‘giant’. Writers are confused, though, when writing suffixed forms of ‘give’,
since inflected forms alternate between low and level tone (see the paradigm for ‘give’ in
Appendix C). The imperative, however, is not the isolation form of the Gojri verb, as it
receives additional stress. The isolation form of the verb is, rather, that which occurs in
the conjunctive participle construction (4.2.1.7), as is shown in (336):
(336) de de kE g-Ñ2-O
giant give CP go-PERF-NOM.M.SG
‘The giant gave [it to them] and went.’
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Here there is no tone contrast between ‘give’ and ‘giant’; they are homophones. The
approach advocated by Bird (1996), then, would spell the stem /de-/ ‘give’ as

Ô…

in all

of its forms.
5.3.2

Consistent Representation of Morphological Affixes

An application of the consistent representation of morphological affixes involves a
post- lexical process for the infinitive suffix /-N/, which is replaced with /-n/ following
any retroflex sonorant (see 2.5.4). A phonetic spelling of /a2NNO/ [a:NFnO] ‘to bring’,
therefore, is

f<s¿ , reflecting this replacement.

A decision to represent suffixes

consistently, however, would write the infinitive suffix as retroflex in all environments,
e.g.

¿f{s

5.3.3

‘to bring’.
Words Involving Perseveratory Nasalization

Since nasalization of vowels is predictable following a nasal consonant (cf. 2.5.6),
there is no need to write nasality thereby produced. This convention seems to be
selectively applied in Urdu, e.g. nasality is written for /me/ ‘in’ but not for the ergative
postposition /ne/. For example, the Gojri dative postposition /na2/ [na:~] and the
postposition /ma2/ [ma:~] ‘in’ could be written without nun gunno,
respectively, rather than phonetically as

ÈD− and ÈD¦ .

È , as D− and D¦ ,

(At present, ÈD¦ is used

universally, and the two spellings of /na2/ are in free variation in Indian-administered
Kashmir while only ÈD− occurs in publications on the Pakistan side.)
Words like /na2~/ [na:~] ‘name’ and /ma2~/ [ma:~]‘mother’, which feature underlying
nasality stemming from the erosion of a historic nasal consonant, should continue to be
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written with nun gunno after the vowel: as ÈD− and ÈD¦ , respectively. The underlying
nasality of suffixes such as the oblique plural /-a2~/ and the feminine plural /-Ñ2~/ (Eastern
only) should not be mistaken for cases of perseveratory nasalization when following a
nasal consonant - and thus written without nun gunno. Rather, they should be written
with nun gunno regardless of the environment.
5.3.4

Stems Ending in Nasalized Vowels

As another application of a commitment to consistently represent morphological
affixes, stems ending in nasalized vowels would be written with nun gunno prior to any
suffix, even if the nasality extends through a suffixed vowel in the speech of some. Two
examples involving the nominative masculine singular AC suffix /-O/ are shown in (337).
(337) Spellings of stems ending in a nasalized vowel (note medial form of nun gunno)
consistent-suffix spelling

phonetic spelling

/tu2Î~O/ (/du2Î~O/) ‘smoke’

f† −ö fí…

È†Ífí…

/Thu2~O/

f† −ö fí>ł

È†Ífí>ł

‘scorpion’

5.3.5

Constraints on the Employment of Vowel Diacritics

In Gojri writing, as in Urdu, the use of vowel diacritics is normally limited to the
differentiation of otherwise ambiguous spellings. There is simply no need, for example,
to specify that the pronunciation of the second and third person singular PC suffix is /-E/
rather than /-e/ by means of the superscript diacritic, zabbar. On the other hand, it may
be desirable to write zabbar to distinguish such grammatical words as k¹ /ke/ ‘what?’
and

ëk¹

/kE/, the genitive-locative postposition, particularly in primary literacy

materials.
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The nominative masculine singular AC suffix /-O/ is universally written without a
superscript zabbar, thus neutralizing the contrast between /O/ and /o/. This practice
simplifies reading and writing without introducing any ambiguities.
The neutralization of dialectal variation may be achieved through the omission of
vowel diacritics in some contexts. For example, while the difference between the Eastern
perfective suffix /-e/ and its Western counterpart /-Ñ2/ could be represented by writing a
subscript diacritic zer for Western forms, omitting the zer simplifies both standardization
and literacy.
5.3.6

Constraints on the Adoption of Urdu Spellings

The notion of an ‘Urdu-based’ approach to writing Gojri does not mean that every
Gojri word should be spelled according to the spelling of its Urdu cognate. In the practice
of conscientious, development-minded Gujar writers, Urdu spellings are generally
adopted only for stems whose pronunciations approximate those of their Urdu
counterparts. Differences in pronunciation consisting of one or more phonetic features
are intentionally represented in unique Gojri spellings. Some common examples are
shown in (338).
(338) Unique Gojri spellings for words with transparent Urdu cognates
Urdu
Urdu
pronunciation spelling

Gojri
Gojri
pronunciation spelling

/ka2m/

ÁD¹

/kam/

cÚ¹

‘work’

/acha2/

D>ÝÚ¡

/ha8chO/

f>*ë

‘good’ masc. sg.

/a2j/

«¿

/aj/

«Ú¡

‘today’

/kuch/

g*Ù¹

/ku5j/

g)Ù¹

‘some’
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/ka2lÑ2/

j³D¹

/ka2LÑ2/

j²D¹

‘black’ fem.

/Or/

ŒÍÚ¡

/hO8r/

Œfë

‘more’

/sun/

dìþ

/suN/

àìþ

‘listen!’

There are exceptions to this general rule. The spellings of a few indigenous tonal
words are taken from Urdu, even though they do not map precisely to Gojri
pronunciations. One common example is the negative particle /nÑ2/— , for which the Urdu
spelling

eA?−

(Urdu /nahÑ2~/) is utilized in Indian-administered Kashmir. The variant

spelling advocated by Sabir Afaqi and utilized in Pakistan and Pakistan-administered
Kashmir is h?A− , which precisely maps to the Gojri pronunciation (i.e. it indicates one
rather than two syllables, marks high tone with choti he placed after the vowel, and does
not mark the underlying final nasality of the Urdu form). Similarly, the Gojri negative
particles /na2—/ and /na/ [nV`] are both written with the Urdu spelling, h− , which would
indicate the pronunciation /na5/ if decoded alphabetically. The complementizer /ke/
occurs frequently in Gojri literature, although its Urdu spelling h¹ does not indicate the
level-tone, long-vowel pronunciation. I am uncertain whether the word itself is
indigenous, however, as the allomorph /je/ is more common in spoken Gojri.
While the exceptions noted above stand outside of a strict sound-symbol
correspondence, they support the maintenance of fixed word images between Gojri and
Urdu and thus simplify the transitional literacy task. If the Urdu spellings of these and
other such words remain standard, they should be taught as sight words in Gojri primary
literacy materials.
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5.3.7

Pronouns and Demonstratives

The standardization of pronominal and demonstrative spellings, like the
standardization of tone representation, constitutes an important first step toward the
establishment of a Gojri written standard. For these words, dialectal differences are
surprisingly minimal, and the obstacles to standardization seem to lie exclusively between
members of the Eastern-speaking community.
The spellings of Gojri pronouns and demonstratives are influenced, to varying
degrees, by the spellings of Urdu pronouns. The Urdu spellings referenced below are
given in Schmidt (1999:15-24).
Nominative Forms
The spellings for first and second person nominative pronouns are shown in Table 28.
Table 28. Spellings for First and Second Person Nominative Pronouns

spelling

pronunciation

1sg.

Èfì

/hu2Î~/

‘I’

1pl.

cë

/ha8m/

‘we’

2sg.

ÈfŁ

/to~/ (/to/)

‘you’ (cf. Urdu /tu2/ ‘you’)

2pl.

cêŁ

/tam/

‘you’ (cf. Urdu /tum/ ‘you’)

The spellings shown in Table 28 are used invariably. The first person spellings have been
appropriated directly from Urdu (the singular is taken from the Urdu present auxiliary for
first person singular), while the second person spellings have been slightly adapted to
reflect slight differences in pronunciation from their Urdu equivalents.
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In primary literacy materials for the Western dialect, the spelling fŁ might be utilized for
the second singular, as it is identical to the Urdu.
The spellings for third person nominative demonstrative pronouns are shown in
Table 29.
Table 29. Spellings for Third Person Nominative Demonstrative Pronouns

dominant

variant

pronunciation

masc. sg. prox.

Ïf#

f#

/yo5/

‘he, this’

fem. sg. prox.

ÏD#

hë#

/ya5/

‘she, this’

masc. sg. dist.

ÏìÍ

/wo5/

‘he, that’

fem. sg. dist.

Ï¡Í

/wa5/

‘she, that’

sg. dist. variant

ÏÍ¡

/o5/

‘he, she, that’

pl. prox.

h"

/ye5/

‘they, these’

pl. dist.

h#Í

/we5/

‘they, those’

ÏëÍ

ÔÍ

Whereas Gojri distinguishes six third person nominative forms, Urdu distinguishes only
two (distal and proximate). This partially explains why the Gojri spellings are standard
for only three forms: the singular distal variant /o5/, the singular distal masculine /wo5/
(appropriated from the Urdu distal), and the plural proximate /ye5/ (appropriated from the
Urdu proximate). A secondary explanation is geopolitical: the Kashmir conflict has
precluded productive discourse and collaboration between Gojri developers on opposite
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sides of Kashmir. Thus, the dominant forms shown for the four remaining pronominal
distinctions in Table 29 are in use in Indian-administered Kashmir, while the variants
mainly occur in literature produced on the Pakistan side (except for the plural distal
variant, which is a secondary form in both areas).
In my opinion, the dominant forms in Table 29 are all excellent candidates for
standardization. As a set they have a rough visual symmetry corresponding to the
symmetry of their pronunciations, that is, the spellings differ somewhat predictably from
one another with respect to the representation of their initial, spatial-marking consonants
and their gender and number-marking high-tone vowels. The feminine variants are not
visually distinct enough: the singular proximate feminine is too similar to the plural
proximate, and the singular distal feminine is too similar to its masculine counterpart,
especially given the frequency with which diacritics are omitted. Likewise, the singular
proximate masculine variant is identical to the digraph often representing the final syllable
of the perfective masculine singular (cf. f#¿ , ‘he came’) and the plural distal variant is
identical to the common sequence /wE/ which occurs in many verbal forms (cf. the
Eastern

ÔÍ¿

, ‘he comes’).

First and Second Singular Agentive Forms
The first and second singular agentive pronominal spellings are shown in Table 30.
Table 30. Spellings for First and Second Person Singular Agentive Pronouns
spelling

pronunciation

1sg.

eB¦

/mE~/ ‘I [did]’

2sg.

eBŁ

/tE~/

‘you [did]’
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The spellings in Table 30 are used invariably. The first person singular is appropriated
from the homophonic Urdu first singular nominative, and the second person singular is
spelled on the same pattern.
The nasality of the first person singular form appears to be underlying. That the
nasality of both forms is likely a reduction of the agentive postposition /ne/ is suggested
by the non-occurrence of /ne/ with these forms and by the free variation observed for the
Western third singular forms /is ne/ and /us ne/ and their contracted allomorphs, /ise~/
and /use~/, respectively.
First and Second Person Plural Agentive and Dative Forms
The spellings for first and second person plural agentive and dative forms are shown
in Table 31.
Table 31. Spellings for First and Second Person Plural Agentive and Dative

non-fused forms

fused forms

phonetic transcription

1pl. ag.

k− cë

[hV8mNe:~] ([hV8m ne:~]) ‘we [did]’

2pl. ag.

k− cêŁ

[tVmNe:~] ([tVm ne:~]) ‘you [did]’

1pl. dat.

D− cë

ÈD− cë

D<;ë

ÈD<;ë

[hV8mNa:~] (hV8m na:~]) ‘to us’

2pl. dat.

D− cêŁ

ÈD− cêŁ D<;êŁ

ÈD<;êŁ

[tVmNa:~] ([tVm na:~]) ‘to you’

The agentive forms shown in Table 31 are standard per the spellings of their Urdu
equivalents. All eight of the dative spellings shown are possible in materials produced in
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Indian-administered Kashmir, while in Pakistan and Pakistan-held Kashmir the two rightmost spellings are prescribed and employed by Sabir Afaqi (1995:155). The total
variation for each of the first and second persons derives from connecting the dative
postposition /na2/ to the pronoun versus writing it separately, and writing /na2/ with nun
gunno versus writing it without nun gunno.
Standardization of dative spellings depends, then, both on the standardization of a
spelling for /na2/ and a decision about whether to join or separate /na2/ and the pronoun.
Against joining is the fact that it introduces additional forms without conveying anything
that is not already conveyed by the separated spellings which must be used whenever
other words intervene. The forms thus introduced are not so readily ‘syllabified’ by the
new reader/writer. In other words, joining complicates the literacy task without
contributing any corresponding benefit.
In favor of joining is the possibility that it might provide a visual clue that assists
Eastern readers in interpreting their own unique pronunciation, itself a contraction of
sorts (cf. 2.5.3), without steering Western readers away from their own pronunciation.
The latter might happen if Eastern phonetic spellings involving retroflex nun were
standardized; fortunately such spellings are not in use. The potential of any such benefit
for Eastern readers is diminished, however, by the existence of standard, non-fused
spellings for the first and second person plural agentive forms, which involve the same
pronunciation issues (note the phonetic transcriptions in Table 31).
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Singular Oblique Forms
The spellings for singular oblique pronominal forms are shown in Table 32.
Table 32. Spellings for Singular Oblique Pronouns
(first and second person are shown with dative case)

dominant

variant

pronunciation

1sg.

ÈDî<¦

Dî<¦

/minna2/ (/manna2/) ‘to me’

2sg.

ÈDî<Ł

Dî<Ł

/tinna2/ (/tanna2/) ‘to you’

3sg. prox.

ÿ˝¡

/is/

3sg. dist.

ÿÙ¡

/us/

The first and second person singular forms shown in Table 32 are written as fused,
because the stems /min-/ (/man-/) and /tin-/ (/tan-/) cannot occur in isolation. The
spellings shown for these stems achieve neutralization of variation between Western and
Eastern pronunciations (through omission of zabbar and zer, respectively). The third
person singular forms shown in Table 32 are standard in Gojri per their Urdu spellings.
The spelling variation observed for the first and second person singular forms reflects
the two spellings of the dative postposition /na2/ (see 5.3.3), Standardizing D− for the
spelling of /na2/ would entail adoption of the variants in Table 32, given a commitment to
consistently represent morphological affixes. This would have the added advantage of
avoiding the visual ambiguity between the inherently nasal oblique plural suffix /-a2~/ and
the final two letters of the dominant spellings.
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In Western literacy materials, the contracted third singular dative forms, /isa2~/ and
/usa2~/, and agentive forms, /ise~/ and /use~/, can be written as fused according to their
pronunciations to reflect the suffixation of these postposition allomorphs; intervening
words are not allowed.
The first and second singular oblique stems /min-/ and /tin-/ also occur with the
ablative postposition /te/ in both forms of Hazara Gojri. This postposition, however, is
normally written eBŁ /te~/ per its pronunciation in Kashmir. Gujars in Pakistan proper
could use the spelling

kŁ /te/, and thus k&<˝¦

/minte/ ‘from me’ and k&<˝Ł /tinte/

‘from you’ , in their own primary literacy materials. The former spelling, which is the
better candidate for standardization, has the advantage of dissimilarity with the highfrequency particle k
ë Ł /tE/ ‘and, then’, and the disadvantage of being identical with the
second singular agentive eBŁ /te~/, whereas the situation is exactly opposite for a
Hazara spelling (less the zabbar on /tE/).
Third Person Plural Oblique Forms
The spellings for third person plural oblique pronominal forms are shown in Table 33.
Table 33. Spellings for Third Person Plural Oblique Forms

bare

suffixed (dominant) suffixed (variant)

pronunciation

3pl. prox.

Ë˝¡

ÈD?−˝¡

ÈD>−˝¡

/Ñ5n/ /Ñ5na2~/

3pl. dist.

ËÙ¡

ÈD?−Ù¡

ÈD>−Ù¡

/u5n/ /u5na2~/
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In Table 33, the suffixed forms show the oblique plural suffix /-a2~/. The spellings for the
bare or non-suffixed third person plural oblique forms are identical to those for their Urdu
equivalents and are therefore used universally in Gojri. The variation evident for the
suffixed forms is due to variation in Urdu, where the choti he spelling is preferred to the
do chasmi he spelling despite the fact that the latter ‘reflects the phonology more
accurately’ (Schmidt 1999:22). The same could be said for Gojri, since do chasmi he
following a voiced consonant normally indicates high tone on the preceding short vowel
(cf. 3.2.2.5.2), whereas the choti he spelling does not so correspond to the pronunciation.
Both spellings occur in materials produced in Indian-administered Kashmir, while only
the dominant spelling is used on the Pakistan side. If the choti he spelling should become
standardized on account of its dominance in Urdu, it would need to be treated as a sight
word in primary Gojri literacy materials.
First and Second Person Possessive Adjectives
The spellings for first and second person possessive adjectives are shown in Table 34.
Table 34. Spellings for First and Second Person Possessive Adjectives
(shown with nominative masculine singular agreement)

dominant

variant

pronunciation

1sg.

ÍQB¦

/merO/ ‘my’

2sg.

ÍQBŁ

/terO/ ‘your’

1pl.

ÍŒD>¦

2pl.

ÍŒD>Ł

ÍŒD?¦

/ma2ÎrO/ ‘our’
/tha2ÎrO/ ‘your’
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The spellings for the singular forms in Table 34 are appropriated from spellings of their
identical Urdu stems, and are used universally. The second person plural spelling is also
universal, and its under-representation of low tone does not seem to create any ambiguity.
The first person plural has two common spellings. The dominant spelling represents
low tone with do chasmi he, per the way most low-tone words beginning with stops are
written in the Urdu-based approach advocated by the Cultural Academy in Srinagar. This
offers the added benefit of symmetry with the second person plural spelling. The variant
spelling represents low tone with choti he, consistent with the approach of those in
Pakistan and Pakistan-administered Kashmir. The standardization of the spelling of this
form hinges on resolution of the broader problem of indigenous low-tone words not
related to de-aspiration, for which both do chasmi he and choti he can unambiguously
represent underlying low tone (‘lexical L’; see the third subsection in 3.2.2.6).
5.3.8

Western Present Auxiliary and Inflections of /ho8-/ ‘be’

I recommend that the Western present auxiliary, /E/, which is constant for all persons
and numbers (cf. 4.2.1.1.5), be written as

ëk

and learned as a sight word per the Urdu

and Eastern Gojri singular form, rather than spelled according to its own pronunciation,
which would yield

ÔÚ¡ .

The spelling of the Western form of the verb be is more complicated, since the stem
/ho8-/ ‘to be’ survives only in the lower-frequency first singular. There are at least five
possible spellings for the second and third person form, /wE8 / [vE7:] (the first person
plural spellings would be identical save for the PC suffix):
(1)

ëkÍ , a phonemic spelling by analogy with the way most low-tone words are written

in an Urdu-based approach to Gojri (other than those beginning with /h/);
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(2)

Ô
ë Íf , the Eastern spelling of the full verb form, which could be taught as a sight

word in which the first two letters are ‘silent’;
(3) kÍ , the spelling of the Eastern contracted form that occurs in some Academy
literature (presumably its pronunciation is also [vE7:], as in Kaghani Gojri);
(4) ëÔÍ , which is written without any tone marking so as to match the second syllable of
the Eastern form (giving the appearance of a contraction); and
(5) ëÔf , in which choti he indicates low tone and the first two characters correspond to
the spelling of the historic (and Eastern and Urdu) stem /ho8-/ ‘to be’, albeit with a
different phonetic interpretation.
In my opinion, maintenance of word shape is primary and tone marking is secondary.
At some point a body of literate Western stake-holders can commit to a solution that best
accords with their own objectives, but perhaps adopting whatever form is standardized
for the homophonous Eastern contracted form would be best (I believe that the third and
fourth spellings are presently in use).
5.3.9

Treatment of Loan Words

All Persian and Arabic roots that retain some resemblance to their basic phonetic
shape in spoken Gojri are written as per their spellings in Urdu, regardless of conformity
to Gojri conventions (the same is true of English loans, regardless of their phonetic shape
in Gojri). Two examples reflecting non-conformance to Gojri spelling patterns are …D?Ž
/Xa2—d/ ‘witness’ (contra the pattern documented in 3.2.2.5.1) and jŁS
‘insult’ (cf. Urdu /be izatÑ2/).

kÐ

/beztÑ2/
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This practice is universal, to my knowledge, since such spellings are familiar to
writers and make Gojri text readily accessible to Urdu-literate Gujars. Unique Gojri
spellings for loan vocabulary would significantly complicate the transitional literacy task,
as students would be required to learn two spellings for every loan word.
A minor caveat to the above is the replacement of the choti he endings of masculine
Perso-Arabic nouns (and Urdu, cf. Schmidt 1999:3) with Gojri AC and case-marking
suffixes, regardless of homophony between Gojri plural and original singular forms.
Thus, the Gojri spellings of the Perso-Arabic ÏND¼ (/qa2yda/ in Urdu) ‘primer’ are ÍND¼
/ka2ydO/ ‘primer’ and ¡ND¼ /ka2yda2/ ‘primers’. Similarly, the Gojri spellings of the PersoArabic hï/¼ (/qissa/ in Urdu) ‘story’ are

fï/¼ /kissO/ ‘story’ and Dï/¼ /kissa2/ ‘stories’.

The replacement rule does not apply when the Urdu pronunciation is retained in the Gojri
nominative, for example, ÏDŽ…DÐ /ba2dXa2/— (/ba2ca2/— ) ‘king’. This convention, while
followed inconsistently at present, may reduce the potential for ambiguous
interpretations.
5.4

Concluding Reflections
When weighed in total, the linguistic and sociolinguistic obstacles to the

standardization of Gojri are minimal, while the political barriers remain formidable. At
present, printed Gojri materials do not even cross the Line of Control separating Indianadministered Kashmir from Pakistan-administered Kashmir, and thus the goal of
developing a literary standard seems of little consequence. But political situations change,
and Gujars will benefit by taking a long-term view. Meanwhile, the goal of universal
literacy can be pursued aggressively on both sides. I have argued, in accord with the
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majority of Gujar language developers, that an Urdu-based orthography for Gojri, one
slightly favoring Western pronunciation and Eastern grammar, is a key to achieving both
of these goals.
It remains for all alternative orthographic solutions to be tested with new readers and
Urdu-literates alike in representative locations. Ideally, such testing would be conducted
by decision-makers who could translate their findings into sound proposals that will meet
with acceptance. The prospects for coordinating this or any other effort between
communities on both sides of the Line of Control are bleak at the moment, as cross-border
travel is banned and developers fear that cross-border correspondence might raise
suspicions of collaboration with the enemy. New channels of communication could be
developed over the Internet, however, between the elites of both areas. From the
standpoint of both the standardization and literacy goals, the truly urgent communication
matter is to promote Gojri writing among Urdu literates at the grass-roots level, not to fix
spellings in the short term. My hope is that awareness of foreign interest in Gojri
writing, rather than producing a paralyzing consciousness of incorrect spelling, will
stimulate Gujars to take a greater interest in writing their own language - an emerging
literary language in South Asia.
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APPENDIX A
ABBREVIATIONS AND DATA PRESENTATION
1.

List of Abbreviations and Symbols

¤
1
2
2/3
3
ABL
AC
Adj P
ADV
Adv
AG, Ag, ag
Aux
C
CAUS
CONT
CP
DAT, Dat, dat
Dem
DIST, dist
E
EMPH
F, fem
FUT, fut
GEN, Gen
Gen P
H
HON
IMPFV
INDEF, indef
IMPV

null, no phonetic form
first person
second person
second and third person
third person
ablative
adjectival concord
adjective phrase
adverbial participle
adverb
agentive
auxiliary
consonant
causative
continuous
conjunctive participle
dative
demonstrative
distal
Eastern
emphatic
feminine
future
genitive
genitive phrase
high (pitch)
honorific
imperfective
indefinite
imperative
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INF
INFL
interr
intrans
IPA
L
lit.
LOC, Loc
µ
M, masc
N
NEG, Neg
NOM, Nom
NP
OBL
PASS
PC
PERF
PFP
PL, pl
PRES
PROX, prox
Quant
REFL
REL
SG, sg
QUOT
σ
trans
V
V
VOC
VP
vd
W
w/

infinitive
inflectional (marker)
interrogative
intransitive
International Phonetic Alphabet
low (pitch)
literally
locative
mora
masculine
noun
negative
nominative
noun phrase
oblique
passive
personal concord
perfective
perfective participle
plural
present
proximate
quantifier
reflexive
relative
singular
verbal quotation marker
syllable
transitive
verb
vowel
vocative case marker
verb phrase
voiced
Western
with
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2.

Data Presentation
Throughout this work, unique Western-dialect lexical and morphological data are

shown in parentheses to the right of Eastern forms. Wherever a single form is given, it is
illustrative of both dialects. All grammatical examples not specifically identified with
either the Eastern (E.) or Western (W.) dialect are illustrative of both dialects. I have tried
to use such examples wherever possible. This has resulted, however, in a
disproportionate number of examples with masculine subjects, due to dialect variation in
the feminine agreement suffixes. Where an example is identified with one of the dialects,
it varies from an equivalent utterance in the other dialect only in ways that have been
described in this work, or in the choice of particular lexical items. The absence of an
Eastern or Western example for any claim made for the language as a whole, therefore,
reflects primarily on the limitations of space and time, not on the actual linguistic
situation.
For the most part I have used the ‘Standard Orientalist’ transcriptional conventions
for all Gojri and Urdu examples, as these conventions are predominant in the literature on
Indo-Aryan (Masica 1991:xv). For phonetic transcriptions of vowels, however, I have
followed the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).
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APPENDIX B
‘BAKARWAL’ GOJRI PHONETIC WORD LISTS
Sub-Group Abbreviations (with respondents’ seasonal locations):
ABK Allaiwal Bakarwal (respondents winter near Haripur, summer near Naran)
AMJ Allaiwal Muhajar Bakarwal (respondents winter near Khanpur, summer in
Deosai)
KBK Kaghani Bakarwal (respondents winter near Kawai, summer near Besal above
Naran)
KMJ Kunhari Muhajar Bakarwal (respondents winter near Jhelum, summer in Murree)

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

1. body

2. head

3. hair

bUt / 'jUsFm
'bVdFn
bUt / 'jUsFm
'bVdFn

sIr
sIr
sIr
sIr

ba:L
baL
ba:L
ba:L

4. face

5. eye

6. ear

mu6~
mu6~
mu6~
mu6~

Vk
Vk
Vk
Vk

kVn
kVN
kVn
kVN

7.nose

8. mouth

9. teeth

nVk
nVk
nVk
nVk

mu6~
mu6~
mu6~
mu6~

dVnd
dVnd
dVnd
dVnd
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

10. tongue

11. breast (~chest)

12. belly

jÑ6b
jÑ6b
jÑ6b
jÑ6b

'sinO~
'sinO~
'sinO~
'sinO~

DE7D
De7D
TE7D
TI7D

13. arm

14. elbow

15. palm

ba6~
ba6~
ba6~
ba6~

'kuNi~
'kuNi~
'kuNi~
'kuNi~

'tVLi
'tVLi
'tVLi
'tVLi

16. finger

17. fingernail

18. leg

'VKgFLi
'VKgFLi
'VKgFLi
'VKgFLi

no6O~
no6~
no6O~
nu6 ~

TVKg
TVKg / lVt
TVKg
jV6Kg

19. skin

20. bone

21. heart

'cVmFRi
'camFRi
'cVmFRi
'cVmFRO

hV8DÑ5
hV8DÑ5
hV8DÑ5
hV8DÑ5

dIl
dIl
dIl
dIl

22. blood

23. urine

24. feces

rVt
rVt
rVt
rVt

nIkO
nIkO
nIkO
nIkO

bVRO mut / gu6~
hV8gV5N / gu6~
bVRO mut
gu6~

mut
mut
mut
mut
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

25. village

26. house

27. roof

gra~
gra~
gra~
gra~

'DerO
'DerO
'DerO
'DerO

cVt
cVt
cVt
cVt

28. door

29. firewood

30. broom

bu6 O
bu6 O
bu6O
bu6 O

'lVkFRi
'lVkFRi
'lVkFRi
'lVkFRi

ba8rÑ5
ba8rÑ5
ba8rÑ5
ba8rÑ5

31. mortar

32. pestle (stone/wood)

33. hammer

'lVKgFri
'lVKgFri
'lVKgFri
'lVKgFri

sIl'aTO
sIl'aTO
sIl'aTO
sIl'aTO

sVTV'kiO / V8'to8RÑ5
V8'to8RÑ5
to8RÑ5
to8RÑ5

34. knife (pocket/generic)

35. axe

36. rope
(generic/of hair)

'kacu
'ca2ku2
'kacu
'kacu

gwa8RÑ5
gwa8RÑ5
kwa8RÑ5
kwa8RÑ5

'rVsi
'rVsi
'rVsi
'rVsi

37. thread (singular)

38. needle

39. cloth
(cloth/clothing)

da8gO5
da8gO5
ta8gO5
ta8gO5

'sui
'sui
'sui
'sui

'kVpFRO
'kVpFRO
'kVpFRO
'kVpFRO

/
/
/
/

'cUr2i
'cUr2i
'cUr2i
'cUr2i

/
/
/
/

'molO
'muKglO / 'molO
'mulO
'muKglO

/
/
/
/

'seli
'seli
'seli
'seli

/
/
/
/

'ciRV
'ciRV
'ciRV
'ciRV
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

40. ring

41. sun

42. moon

VK'guTi
VK'guTi
VK'guTi
'guTi

dÑ6~
dÑ6~
dÑ6~
dÑ6~

cVn
cVn
cVn
cVn

43. sky

44. star (singular)

45. rain

Vs'maN
Vs'maN
Vs'maN
Vs'maN

'tarO
'tarO
'tarO
'tarO

'barFX / mÑ6~
'bVdFl
'bVdFl
'bVdFl

46. water

47. river (medium-sized)

48. cloud

'paNi~
'paNi~
'paNi~
'paNi~

'nVdi
'nVdi
'nVdi
'nVdi

jV7R
jV7R
cV7R
cV7R

49. lightning

50. rainbow

51. wind
(generic/strong)

'caRFk
'caRFk
'caRFk
'bIjli /

pÑ6m
pÑ6m
pÑ6Kg
pÑ6Kg

/ 'lVskE
/ 'bIjli / 'lVskE
/ 'lVXkE
bIj / 'lVXkE

V8'va7
V8'va7
V8'va7
F8'va7

/
/
/
/

'cVTi / jV8kU5R
'cVTi / jV8kU5R
'cVTi / cV8kF5R
'cVTi

52. stone

53. path

54. sand

'gaTi
'gaTi
'bVTi
'gaTi / 'bVTi

ra6
ra6
ra6
ra6

ret
ret
ret
ret
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

55. fire

56. smoke

57. ash

Vg
Vg
Vg
Vg

du8~O5
du8~O5
tu8~O5
tu8~O5

swa8gO5
swa8gO5
swa8gO5 / cVi
swa8gO5

58. mud

59. dust (dust/dirt)

60. gold

'cIkFRO / 'garO
'cIkFRO
'garO
'garO

du8R / 'mITi
du8R / 'mITi
tu8R / 'mITi
tu8R / 'mITi

'sOnO~
'sonO~
'sonO~
'sonO~

61. tree (generic/big)

62. leaf

63. root

'buTO
'buTO
'buTO
'buTO

'pVtFr
'pVtFr
'pVtFr
'pVtFr

jV6R
jV6R
jV6R
jV6R

64. thorn

65. flower

66. fruit
(generic/berries)

'kVNDO
'kVNDO
'kVNDO
'kVNDO

pUl
pUl
pUl
pUl

pVl / 'me~vO
pVl / 'me~vO
pVL / 'me~vO
fruT / 'me~vO

67. mango

68. banana

69. wheat (husked)

Vm
Vm
Vm
Vm

'kelO
'kelO
'kelO
'kelO

'kaNFk
'kaNFk
'kaNFk
'kaNFk

/
/
/
/

rUk
rUk
rUk
rUk
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

70. millet (husked)
*unfamiliar to respondents

71. rice (husked)

72. potato

'bajFrO
'bajFrO
'bajFrO
'bajFrO

'cawUL
'cavVl
'cawL
'cavUl

'Vlu
'Vlu
'alu
'alu

73. eggplant
*unfamiliar to respondents

74. groundnut

75. chili

'bEKgUN
'bEKgFN
'bEKgUN
'pVTV

mo~'pVli
moKg 'pVli
mo~'pVli
mUKg 'pVli

'mVrFc
'mVrc
'mVrFc
'mVrFc

76. turmeric

77. garlic

78. onion

hV7ld
hV7ld
hV7ld
hV7ld

tum
tum
tu:m
tu:m

piaz / piaj
piaj
peaz
piaz / 'gVNDO

79. cauliflower

80. tomato

81. cabbage

pUl 'gopi
'gobi
pUl 'gobi
'gobi

To'maTFr
To'maTFr
To'maTFr
To'maTFr

bVnd
bVnd
bVnd
bVnd

82. oil

83. salt

84. meat

tel
tel
tel
tel

luN
luN
luN
luN

mas
mas
mas
mas

'gopi
'gobi
'gobi
'gobi
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

85. fat

86. fish

87. chicken (generic)

'cVrbi
'cVrbi
'cVrFbi / mÑ6nj
'cVrFbi

'mVci
'mVci
'mVci
'mVci

'kUkUR
'kUkUR
'kUkUR
'kUkUR

88. egg

89. cow

90. buffalo

'VNTFRO
'VNTFRO
'aNTFRO
'aNTFRO

ga~
ga~
ga~
ga~

mE7s
mE7s
mE7s
mE7s

91. milk

92. horns

93. tail
(generic/of sheep)

dU6d
dU6d
dU6d
dU6d

sEKg
sEKg
sIKg
sEKg

'dUmUR
'dUmUR
'dUmUR / 'pUcFRi
'dUmUR

94. goat

95. dog

96. snake

'kUtO
'kUtO
'kUtO
'kUtO

sVp
sVp
sVp
sVp

97. monkey

98. mosquito

99. ant

'bujFNO~
'bujFNO~
'bujFNO~
'bujFNO~

'mVcFr
'mVcFr
'mVcFr
'mVcFr

pÑ5LO8
pÑ5LO8
pÑ5LO8
pÑ5lO8

ABK 'bVkFri
AMJ 'bVkFri
KBK 'bVkFri
KMJ 'bVkFr2i

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

100. spider

101. name

102. man
(man/person)

jU'la6
jU'la6
bV'bÑ6O
bV'bu6O

na~
na~
na~
na~

'jVNO~
'jVNO~
'jVNO~
'jVNO~

103. woman

104. child

105. father

dE8NÑ5~
dea8NÑ5~
tea8NÑ5~
'beTki

'jatUk / 'bVcO
'jatUk / 'bVcO
'jVtk / 'bVcO
'jatUk / 'bVcO

bap
bap
ba:p
ba:p

106. mother

107. older brother
(not for address)

108. younger brother
(not for address)

ma~
ma~
ma~
ma~

bVRO
bVRO
bVRO
bVRO

nIkO
nIkO
nIkO
nIkO

109. older sister

110. younger sister

111. son

bVRi
bVRi
bVRi
bVRi

nIki
nIki
nIki
nIki

put
put
pu:t
pu:t

bE5N
bE5N / 'Idi
bE5N
bE5N

ba7i
ba7i
pa7i
pa7i

bE6N
bE6N
bE6N
bE6N

112. daughter

113. husband

dÑ7
dÑ7 / 'beTki
tÑ7
tÑ7

'jVNO~ / 'DerV a8LO5
'jVNO~
'jVNO~ / 'DerV aLO
'jVNO~

/
/
/
/

'admi~
'adFmi~
'ajmi~
'adFmi~

ba7i
ba7i
pa7i
pa7i

114. wife
'DerV a8LÑ5 / dE8NÑ5
dea8NÑ5 /'DerV a8LÑ5/ 'tVbri
'DerV aLi / tea8NÑ5~
zV'nani~ / 'tVbri
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

115. boy

116. girl

117. day (daytime)

'lURO
'lURO
'lURO
'lURO

'beTki
'beTki
'beTki
'beTki

dia8RÑ5
dia8RÑ5
dea8RÑ5
tea8RÑ5

118. night

119. morning

120. noon

rat
rat
ra:t
ra:t

'sUba
nIki lO
'vVxti
nIki lO

dU'pa6r
dO'pa6r
dO'pa6Ir
dV'pa6r

121. evening

122. yesterday

123. today

no'ma~XV~
no'ma~XV~
no'ma~XV~
Xam

kVl
kVl
kVl
kVl

Vj
Vj
Vj
Vj

124. tomorrow

125. week

126. month

'dinV~
'dinV~
'dinV~
'dinV~

hV8ftO5
hV8ftO5
hV8ftO5
VT tea8RV5

mÑ8nO5~
mÑ8nO5~
mÑ8nO5~
mÑ8nO5~

127. year

128. old

129. new

sal / 'sVmO~
sal
sal
sal

pUr'aNO
pUr'aNO
pUr'aNO
pUr'aNO

'no~O
'no~O
'no~O
'no~O
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130. good
ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

131. bad

132. wet

'mVndO
'mVndO
'mVndO
'mVndO

bI8jÑ5O
bI8jÑ5O
pI8je5O
pI8je5O

133. dry

134. long

135. short/little/low

'sUkO
'sUkO
'sUkO
'sUkO

'lVmO~
'lVmO~
'lVmO~
'lVmO~

136. hot

137. cold

138. right

'tVpiO/'tVtO/'gVrFm
'tVti
'tVpeO vO / 'gVrFm
'tVpeO BO

'TVNDO
'TVNDO
'TVNDO
'TVNDO

'sVjO
'sVjO
'sVjO
'sVjO

139. left

140. near

141. far

'kVbO
'kVbO
'kVbO
'kVbO

'neRE
'neRE
'neRE
'neRE

dur
dur
dur
dur

142. big

143. small

144. heavy

'bVRO
'bVRO
'bVRO
'bVRO

'nIkO
'nIkO
'nIkO
'nIkO

ba8rO5
ba8rO5
pa8rO5
pa8rO5

hV8cO5
hV8cO5
hV8cO5
hV8cO5

/
/
/
/

'cVKgO
'cVKgO
'cVKgO
'cVKgO

/
/
/
/

so5NO8~
so5NO8~
so5NO8~
so5NO8~

'coTO/'nIkO/'mVndrO
'coTO/'nIkO/'mVndFrO
'coTO/'nIkO/'mVndrO
'nIkO/'nIkO/'mVndrO
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

145. light

146. above

ho8LO5 / lo6 kO
ho8lO5
ho8LO5 / lO6 kO
ho8LO5

'upUr
'upUr
'VpUr
'VpUr

148. white

149. black

150. red

'cITO
'cITO
'cITO
'cITO

'kaLO
'kaLO
'kaLO
'kaLO

'rVtO
'rVtO
'rVtO
'rVtO

151. one
152. two
(only the first variant used in counting)
ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

147. below
tE6 / 'tVLE / he7T/ 'tVNV~
'tVlE / he7T/ 'tVNV~
tE6 / 'tVLE / he7T/ 'tVNV~
'tVLE / he8T/ 'tVNV~

153. three

ek / Ik
ek
ek / Ik
ek / Ik

do
do
do
do

trE
trE
trE
trE

154. four

155. five

156. six

car
car
car
car

pVnj
pVnj
pVnj
pVnj

ce
ce
ce
ce

157. seven

158. eight

159. nine

sVt
sVt
sVt
sVt

VT
VT
VT
VT

no~
no~
no~
no~
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

160. ten

161. eleven

162. twelve

da6 / dVs
dVs
dVs
dVs

'yarV~
'yarV~
'yarV~
'yarV~

'barV~
'barV~
'barV~
'barV~

163. twenty

164. one hundred

165. who

bÑ6
bÑ6
bÑ6
bÑ6

sO
sO
sO
sO

kON
kON
kON
kON

166. what

167. where / to where

168. when

ke
ke
ke
ke

kIt
kIt
kIt
kIt

kVd
kVd
kVd
kVd

169. how many

170. what thing

171. this (fem./ masc.)

'kItFnV~
'kItFnV~
'kItFnV~
'kItFnV~

ke
ke
ke
ke

yV6
yV6
yV6
yV6

172. that (fem. / masc.)

173. these

174. those

vV6
vV6
vV6
vV6

ye6
ye6
ye6
ye6

ve6
ve6
ve6
ve6

/
/
/
/

Bo6 (o6)
Bo6
Bo6 (o6)
Bo6

/
/
/
/

'kIKgV
'kIKgV
'kIKgV / kÑ6~V
'kIKgV

XE
XE / ke ciz
XE
ciz

/
/
/
/

yo6
yo6
yo6
yo6
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

175. same

176. different

ek
ek
ek
ek

'kVni~ 'kVni~
bVk bVk
'kVni~ 'kVni~
'kVni~ 'kVni~

rVKg / 'brabUr
Xan / 'brabUr
rVKg / 'brabUr
rVKg / 'brabUr

178. broken

177. whole (~entire)
'sarO/'sabUt/'salIm/'purO
'sarO/'sabUt/'salIm/'purO
'sarO/'salIm/'purO
'sarO/'sabUt/'puro

179. few (~a little)

180. many

ABK 'pUTO

'toRO / gV7T

mUc

AMJ 'pUTO
KBK 'pUTeO vO
KMJ 'TuTO BO

'toRO / gV7T
'toRO / kV7T
'toRO / kV7T

mUc
mUc
mUc

181. all

182. eat!

183. [the dog] bit

'sarV
'sarV
'sarV
'sarV

ka
ka
ka
ka

ka
ka
ka
ka

184. [he is] hungry

185. drink!

186. [he is] thirsty

bU8kO5
bU8kO5
pU8kO5
pU8kO5

pi
pi
pi
pI

tIs
tIs
tIs
tIs

187. sleep!

188. lay down!

189. sit!

so
so rO6
so
so rO6

pE rO6 / lVmO~ ho7
pE rO6
lVmO~ ho7
lVmO~ ho7

bEs
bEs rO6
bEs
bEs ja

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

liO / lVR giO
liO
liO / lVR giO
liO

lVgE
lVgE / tV'sayO
lVgE
lVgE
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

190. give!

191. burn [wood]!

192. [the man] died

de
de
de6
de

saR
saR / baL
saR
baL

mVr
mVr
mVr
mVr

193. kill!

194. fly!

195. walk!

mar
mar
mar
mar

UD
UD
UD
UD

TUr
TUr
TUr
TUr

196. run!

197. go!

198. come!

dOR
dOR
dOR
dOR

cVl
cVl
cVl
cVl

a / a ja
a
a / a ja
'IKga a

199. speak! / say!

200. listen!

201. look!

bol
bol
bol
bol

sUN
sUN
sUN
sUN

dek / he7r
dek / he7r
he7r / dek
dek

202. I

203. you (informal)

204. you (formal)

hu7 ~
hu7~
hu7 ~
hu7 ~

to
to
to~
tu

to
tVm
tVm
tVm

/
/
/
/

kO6
kO6
kO6
kO6

giO
giO
giO
giO
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ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

ABK
AMJ
KBK
KMJ

205. he (dist/prox)

206. she

207. we (inclusive)

Bo6
Bo6
Bo6
Bo6

vV6
vV6
vV6
vV6

hV7m
hV7m
hV7m
hV7m

/
/
/
/

yo6
yo6
yo6 ( o6 )
yo6

/
/
/
/

yV6
yV6
yV6
yV6

208. we (exclusive)

209. you (plural)

210. they (dist / prox)

hV7m
hV7m
hV7m
hV7m

tVm
tVm
tVm
tVm

ve6
ve6
ve6
ve6

/
/
/
/

ye6
ye6
ye6
ye6
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APPENDIX C
GOJRI VERBAL PARADIGMS
Tables 35-50 present one complete verbal paradigm for each of the level-tone and
high-tone long vowels in which a verb stem may end (ordered from close to open, with
high-tone vowels following their level-tone counterparts): /Ñ2/, /e/, /o/, /o5/, /E/, /E5/, /a2/, and
/a2—/ (for /ho8-/ ‘be’, the underlying tone is associated with /h/, not with the vowel). The
inflections given for each verb are representative of the regular inflections of other verbs
ending in the same vowel as that verb. The regular inflections for each level-tone and
high-tone vowel pair are apparently identical, but for reference I have included paradigms
for both members of each pair. Stem-final /E/ is attested in my data only by the irregular
verb /pE-/ ‘fall’ given in tables 43 and 44 .
Tables 51-58 present the high-frequency verbs give, be, do, and give, whose
paradigms show irregular inflections.
For each of the paradigms, unique Western forms are given in parentheses.
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Table 35. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /Ñ2/: /pÑ2-/ ‘drink’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

pÑ2-

-u2 ~

pÑ2u2~

1pl.

pÑ2-

-a2~

pÑ2a2~

2/3sg.

pÑ2-

-E

pÑ2E

2pl.

pÑ2-

-O (-E)

pÑ2O (pÑ2E)

3pl.

pÑ2-

-E~ (-E)

pÑ2E~ (pÑ2E)

1sg.

pÑ2-

-s

-u2 ~

pÑ2su2~

1pl.

pÑ2-

-s

-a2~

pÑ2sa2~

2/3sg.

pÑ2-

-s

-E

pÑ2sE

2pl.

pÑ2-

-s

-O (-E)

pÑ2sO (pÑ2sE)

3pl.

pÑ2-

-s

-E~ (-E)

pÑ2sE~ (pÑ2sE)

2sg.

pÑ2-

¤

pÑ2

2pl.

pÑ2-

-O (-O~) pÑ2O (pÑ2O~)

2sg.

pÑ2-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

pÑ2-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) pÑ2O (pÑ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

pÑ2e (pÑ2~e)

Table 36. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /Ñ2/: /pÑ2-/ ‘drink’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

pÑ2-

-t

-O

pÑ2tO

m.pl.

pÑ2-

-t

-a2

pÑ2ta2

f.sg.

pÑ2-

-t

-Ñ2

pÑ2tÑ2

f.pl.

pÑ2-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) pÑ2tÑ2~ (pÑ2tÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

pÑ2-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

pÑ2O

m.pl.

pÑ2-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

pÑ2a2

f.sg.

pÑ2-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

pÑ2

f.pl.

pÑ2-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) pÑ2~ (pÑ2)

Habitual (Negated)
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Table 37. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /e/: /le/ ‘take’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

le-

-u2 ~

lÑ2u2~

1pl.

le-

-a2~

lea2~ (lÑ2a2~)

2/3sg.

le-

-e

leE (lÑ2E)

2pl.

le-

-O (-E)

leO (lÑ2E)

3pl.

le-

-E~ (-E)

le~ (lÑ2E)

1sg.

le-

-s

-u2 ~

lesu2~

1pl.

le-

-s

-a2~

lesa2~

2/3sg.

le-

-s

-e

lesE

2pl.

le-

-s

-O (-E)

lesO (lesE)

3pl.

le-

-s

-E~ (-E)

lesE~ (lesE)

2sg.

le-

¤

le

2pl.

le-

-O (-O~) leO (lÑ2O~)

2sg.

le-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

le-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) laÑ2O (laÑ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

laÑ2e (laÑ2~e)

Table 38: Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /e/: /le-/ ‘take’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

le-

-t

-O

letO

m.pl.

le-

-t

-a2

leta2

f.sg.

le-

-t

-Ñ2

letÑ2

f.pl.

le-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) letÑ2~ (letÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

le-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

lÑ2O

m.pl.

le-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

lÑ2a2

f.sg.

le-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

laÑ2

f.pl.

le-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) laÑ2~ (laÑ2)

Habitual (Negated)
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Table 39. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /o/: /kho-/ ‘pick’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

kho-

-u2 ~

khou2~

1pl.

kho-

-a2~

khoa2~

2/3sg.

kho-

-E

khoE

2pl.

kho-

-O (-E)

khoO (khoE)

3pl.

kho-

-E~ (-E)

khoE~ (khoE)

1sg.

kho-

-s

-u2 ~

khosu2~

1pl.

kho-

-s

-a2~

khosa2~

2/3sg.

kho-

-s

-E

khosE

2pl.

kho-

-s

-O (-E)

khosO (khosE)

3pl.

kho-

-s

-E~ (-E)

khosE~ (khosE)

2sg.

kho-

¤

kho

2pl.

kho-

-O (-O~) khoO (kho~)

2sg.

kho-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

kho-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) khoÑ2O (khoÑ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

khoÑ2e (khoÑ2~e)

Table 40. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: Stem Ends in /o/: /kho-/ ‘pick’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

kho-

-t

-O

khotO

m.pl.

kho-

-t

-a2

khota2

f.sg.

kho-

-t

-Ñ2

khotÑ2

f.pl.

kho-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) khotÑ2~ (khotÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

kho-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

khoeO

m.pl.

kho-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

khoea2

f.sg.

kho-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

khoÑ2

f.pl.

kho-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) khoÑ2~ (khoÑ2)

Habitual (Negated)

The inflections shown for /kho-/ in tables 39 and 40 are identical to those for /ro-/
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‘cry’ and /so-/ ‘sleep’, except where they show irregular perfects; for example, /ru2NÑ2/
‘she cried’, /suttÑ2/ ‘she slept’.
Table 41. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /o5/: /ko5/ ‘slaughter’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

ko5-

-u2 ~

ko5u2~

1pl.

ko5-

-a2~

ko5a2~

2/3sg.

ko5-

-E

ko5E

2pl.

ko5-

-O (-E)

ko5O (ko5E)

3pl.

ko5-

-E~ (-E)

ko5E~ (ko5E)

1sg.

ko5-

-s

-u2 ~

ko5su2~

1pl.

ko5-

-s

-a2~

ko5sa2~

2/3sg.

ko5-

-s

-E

ko5sE

2pl.

ko5-

-s

-O (-E)

ko5sO (ko5sE)

3pl.

ko5-

-s

-E~ (-E)

ko5sE~ (ko5sE)

2sg.

ko5-

¤

ko5

2pl.

ko5-

-O (-O~) ko5O (ko5~)

2sg.

ko5-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

ko5-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) ko5Ñ2O (ko5Ñ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

ko5Ñe2 (ko5Ñ~2 e)

Table 42. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /o5/: /ko5-/ ‘slaughter’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

ko5-

-t

-O

ko5tO

m.pl.

ko5-

-t

-a2

ko5ta2

f.sg.

ko5-

-t

-Ñ2

ko5tÑ2

f.pl.

ko5-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) ko5tÑ2~ (ko5tÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

ko5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

ko5eO

m.pl.

ko5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

ko5ea2

f.sg.

ko5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

ko5Ñ2

f.pl.

ko5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) ko5Ñ~2 (ko5Ñ)2

Habitual (Negated)
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Table 43. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /E/: /pE-/ ‘fall’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

pE-

-u2 ~

---

1pl.

pE-

-a2~

---

2/3sg.

pE-

-E

poE (pE)

2pl.

pE-

-O (-E)

---

3pl.

pE-

-E~ (-E)

poE~ (pE)

1sg.

pE-

-s

-u2 ~

---

1pl.

pE-

-s

-a2~

---

2/3sg.

pE-

-s

-e

pEsE

2pl.

pE-

-s

-O (-E)

---

3pl.

pE-

-s

-E~ (-E)

pEsE~ (pEsE)

2sg.

pE-

¤

---

2pl.

pE-

-O (-O~) ---

2sg.

pE-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

pE-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) ---

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

---

The Eastern Unspecified Habitual forms shown in Table 43 are identical to those for
/po-/ ‘bead.’
Table 44. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /E/: /pE-/ ‘fall’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

pE-

-t

-O

pEtO

m.pl.

pE-

-t

-a2

pEta2

f.sg.

pE-

-t

-Ñ2

pEtÑ2

f.pl.

pE-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) pEtÑ2~ (pEtÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

pE-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

peO (pÑ2O)

m.pl.

pE-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

pea2 (pÑ2a)2

f.sg.

pE-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

pa5Ñ2

f.pl.

pE-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) pa5Ñ~2 (pa5Ñ)2

Habitual (Negated)
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The Western masculine perfects shown in Table 44 are identical to those for /pÑ2-/ ‘drink.’
Table 45. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /E5/: /rE5-/ ‘stay’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

rE5-

-u2 ~

ra5u2~

1pl.

rE5-

-a2~

ra2—~

2/3sg.

rE5-

-E

rE5

2pl.

rE5-

-O (-E)

rO5 (rE5)

3pl.

rE5-

-E~ (-E)

rE5~ (rE5)

1sg.

rE5-

-s

-u2 ~

rE5su2~

1pl.

rE5-

-s

-a2~

rE5sa2~

2/3sg.

rE5-

-s

-E

rE5sE

2pl.

rE5-

-s

-O (-E)

rE5sO (rE5sE)

3pl.

rE5-

-s

-E~ (-E)

rE5sE~ (rE5sE)

2sg.

rO5 -

¤

rO5

2pl.

rE5-

-O (-O~) rO5 (rO5~)

2sg.

rE5-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

rE5-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) ra5Ñ2O (rE5Ñ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

ra5Ñ2e (rE5Ñ2~e)

Table 46. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /E5/: /rE5-/ ‘stay’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

rE5-

-t

-O

rE5tO

m.pl.

rE5-

-t

-a2

rE5ta2

f.sg.

rE5-

-t

-Ñ2

rE5tÑ2

f.pl.

rE5-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) rE5tÑ2~ (rE5tÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

rE5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

re5O (rÑ2—O)

m.pl.

rE5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

re5a2 (rÑ2—a2)

f.sg.

rE5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

ra5Ñ2

f.pl.

rE5-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) ra5Ñ2~ (ra5Ñ2)

Habitual (Negated)
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The inflections shown above for /rE5-/ are identical to those for /kE5-/ ‘say’ and /lE5-/
‘get down’ except where the latter shows irregular perfects, e.g. /latthO/ ‘(he) got down.’
Table 47. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /a2/: /a2-/ ‘come’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

a2-

-u2 ~

a2u2~

1pl.

a2-

-a2~

a2wa2~

2/3sg.

a2-

-E

a2wE (a2E)

2pl.

a2-

-O (-E)

a2wO (a2E)

3pl.

a2-

-E~ (-E)

a2wE~ (a2E)

1sg.

a2-

-s

-u2 ~

a2su2~

1pl.

a2-

-s

-a2~

a2sa2~

2/3sg.

a2-

-s

-E

a2sE

2pl.

a2-

-s

-O (-E)

a2sO (a2sE)

3pl.

a2-

-s

-E~ (-E)

a2sE~ (a2sE)

2sg.

a2-

¤

a2

2pl.

a2-

-O (-O~) a2wO (a2O~)

2sg.

a2-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

a2-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) a2Ñ2O (a2Ñ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

a2Ñ2e (a2Ñ2~e)

Table 48. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /a2/: /a2-/ ‘come’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

a2-

-t

-O

a2tO

m.pl.

a2-

-t

-a2

a2ta2

f.sg.

a2-

-t

-Ñ2

a2tÑ2

f.pl.

a2-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) a2tÑ2~ (a2tÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

a2-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

a2eO

m.pl.

a2-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

a2ea2

f.sg.

a2-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

a2Ñ2

f.pl.

a2-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) a2Ñ2~ (a2Ñ2)

Habitual (Negated)
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The inflections shown for /a2-/ in tables 47 and 48 are identical to those for /ca2-/ ‘lift’
and the defective verb /ja2-/ ‘go’ (which is never a main verb in my data).
Table 49. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /a2—/: /la2-— / ‘take off’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

la2—-

-u2 ~

la2—u2~

1pl.

la2—-

-a2~

la2—wa2~

2/3sg.

la2—-

-E

la2w
— E

2pl.

la2—-

-O (-E)

la2w
— O (la2E— )

3pl.

la2—-

-E~ (-E)

la2w
— E~ (la2E— )

1sg.

la2—-

-s

-u2 ~

la2—su2~

1pl.

la2—-

-s

-a2~

la2—sa2~

2/3sg.

la2—-

-s

-E

la2s— E

2pl.

la2—-

-s

-O (-E)

la2s— O (la2s— E)

3pl.

la2—-

-s

-E~ (-E)

la2s— E~ (la2s— E)

2sg.

la2—-

¤

la2—

2pl.

la2—-

-O (-O~) la2—wO (la2—O~)

2sg.

la2—-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

la2—-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) la2—Ñ2O (la2—Ñ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

la2—Ñ2e (la2—Ñ2~e)

Table 50. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect; Stem Ends in /a2—/: /la2—-/ ‘take off’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

la2—-

-t

-O

la2—tO

m.pl.

la2—-

-t

-a2

la2—ta2

f.sg.

la2—-

-t

-Ñ2

la2—tÑ2

f.pl.

la2—-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) la2—tÑ2~ (la2—tÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

la2—-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

la2—eO

m.pl.

la2—-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

la2—ea2

f.sg.

la2—-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

la2—Ñ2

f.pl.

la2—-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) la2—Ñ2~ (la2—Ñ2)

Habitual (Negated)
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Table 51. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect: /de-/ ‘give’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

de-

-u2 ~

dÑ2u2~

1pl.

de-

-a2~

dea2~ (dÑ2a~2 )

2/3sg.

de-

-E

deE (dÑ2E)

2pl.

de-

-O (-E)

de5O (dÑ2E)

3pl.

de-

-E~ (-E)

de5~ (dÑ2E)

1sg.

de-

-s

-u2 ~

desu2~

1pl.

de-

-s

-a2~

desa2~

2/3sg.

de-

-s

-e

desE

2pl.

de-

-s

-O (-E)

desO (desE)

3pl.

de-

-s

-E~ (-E)

desE~ (desE)

2sg.

de-

¤

de5

2pl.

de-

-O (-O~) de5O (dÑ2O~)

2sg.

de-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -E

2pl.

de-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) da5Ñ2O (da5Ñ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

da5Ñe2 (da5Ñ~2 e)

All high tone markings shown in Table 51 are tentative. High tone cannot be lexical
for this verb since it never occurs in the bare-stem conjunctive participle (see 5.3.1).
Table 52. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: /de-/ ‘give’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

de-

-t

-O

detO

m.pl.

de-

-t

-a2

deta2

f.sg.

de-

-t

-Ñ2

detÑ2

f.pl.

de-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) detÑ2~ (detÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

de-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

dittO (dÑ2ttO)

m.pl.

de-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

ditta2 (dÑ2tta2)

f.sg.

de-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

dittÑ2

f.pl.

de-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) dittÑ2~ (dittÑ2)

Habitual (Negated)
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Table 53. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect: /ho8-/ ‘be’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

ho8-

-u2 ~

ho8u2~

1pl.

ho8-

-a2~

ho8wa2~ (wa2~Î )

2/3sg.

ho8-

-E

ho8wE (wE8)

2pl.

ho8-

-O (-E)

ho8wO (wE8)

3pl.

ho8-

-E~ (-E)

ho8wE~ (wE8)

1sg.

ho8-

-s

-u2 ~

ho8su2~

1pl.

ho8-

-s

-a2~

ho8sa2~

2/3sg.

ho8-

-s

-E

ho8sE

2pl.

ho8-

-s

-O (-E)

ho8sO (ho8sE)

3pl.

ho8-

-s

-E~ (-E)

ho8sE~ (ho8sE)

2sg.

ho8-

¤

ho8

2pl.

ho8-

-O (-O~) ho8wO (ho8~w)

2sg.

ho8-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

ho8-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) ho8Ñ2O (ho8Ñ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

ho8Ñe2 (ho8Ñ~2 e)

Table 54. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: /ho8-/ ‘be’
Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

ho8-

-t

-O

ho8tO

m.pl.

ho8-

-t

-a2

ho8ta2

f.sg.

ho8-

-t

-Ñ2

ho8tÑ2

f.pl.

ho8-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) ho8tÑ2~ (ho8tÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

ho8-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

ho8eO / hu2O

m.pl.

ho8-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

ho8ea2 / hu2Îa2

f.sg.

ho8-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

ho8Ñ2 / hu2ÎÑ2

f.pl.

ho8-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) ho8Ñ~2 (ho8Ñ)2

Habitual (Negated)
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In Table 54, the right-most perfective variants which are not in parentheses occur
only in Eastern speech varieties.
Table 55. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect: /kar/ ‘do’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

kar-

-u2 ~

karu2~

1pl.

kar-

-a2~

kara2~

2/3sg.

kar-

-E

karE

2pl.

kar-

-O (-E)

karO (karE)

3pl.

kar-

-E~ (-E)

karE~ (karE)

1sg.

kar-

-s

-u2 ~

karsu2~

1pl.

kar-

-s

-a2~

karsa2~

2/3sg.

kar-

-s

-E

karsE

2pl.

kar-

-s

-O (-E)

karsO (karsE)

3pl.

kar-

-s

-E~ (-E)

karsE~ (karsE)

2sg.

kar-

¤

kar

2pl.

kar-

-O (-O~) karO (karO~)

2sg.

kar-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

kar-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) karÑ2O (karÑ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

karÑ2e (karÑ2~e)

Table 56. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: /kar-/ ‘do’
Stem Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

kar-

-t

-O

kartO

m.pl.

kar-

-t

-a2

karta2

f.sg.

kar-

-t

-Ñ2

kartÑ2

f.pl.

kar-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) kartÑ2~ (kartÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

kar-

-e (-Ñ2)

-O

kareO (karÑ2O) / kÑ2O

m.pl.

kar-

-e (-Ñ2)

-a2

karea2 (karÑ2a2) / kÑ2a2

f.sg.

kar-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

karÑ2 / kÑ2 (kaÑ2)

f.pl.

kar-

-e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) karÑ2~ (karÑ2) / kÑ2~ (kÑ2) (kaÑ2)

Habitual (Negated)
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Table 57. Gojri Verb Forms Unmarked for Aspect: /cal-/ ‘go’
Stem

(Tense)

PC

Full form

Unspecified Habitual 1sg.

cal-

-u2 ~

calu2~

1pl.

cal-

-a2~

cala2~

2/3sg.

cal-

-E

calE

2pl.

cal-

-O (-E)

calO (calE)

3pl.

cal-

-E~ (-E)

calE~ (calE)

1sg.

cal-

-s

-u2 ~

calsu2~

1pl.

cal-

-s

-a2~

calsa2~

2/3sg.

cal-

-s

-E

calsE

2pl.

cal-

-s

-O (-E)

calsO (calsE)

3pl.

cal-

-s

-E~ (-E)

calsE~ (calsE)

2sg.

cal-

¤

cal

2pl.

cal-

-O (-O~) calO (calO~)

2sg.

cal-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -e

2pl.

cal-

-Ñ2 (-Ñ2~) -O (-O~) calÑ2O (calÑ2~O~)

Negated Future

Present Imperative
Future Imperative

calÑ2e (calÑ2~e)

Table 58. Gojri Verb Forms Marked for Aspect: /cal-/ ‘go’

Habitual (Negated)

Stem

Aspect

AC

Full form

m.sg.

cal-

-t

-O

caltO

m.pl.

cal-

-t

-a2

calta2

f.sg.

cal-

-t

-Ñ2

caltÑ2

f.pl.

cal-

-t

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) caltÑ2~ (caltÑ2)

Unspecified Perfective m.sg.

------- -e (-Ñ2)

-O

gÑ2O (gÑ2O)

m.pl.

------- -e (-Ñ2)

-a2

gÑ2a2

f.sg.

------- -e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2

gaÑ2

f.pl.

------- -e (-Ñ2)

-Ñ2~ (-Ñ2) gaÑ2~ (gaÑ2)
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NOTES
Chapter 1
1. The transliteration Gojri reflects the Eastern pronunciation /gojarÑ2/ of Gujar language
developers (and so Sharma 1979, 1982) while Gujari reflects the Western pronunciation
/gujarÑ2/ (so Grierson 1973 (c1903); most other writers).
2. For example, compare the discussion and references in Hallberg and O’Leary (1992:9496) to Khatana’s conclusions (1992:52-53).
3. My source for this information and Gojri data from the Muzaffarabad area is Professor
Sabir Afaqi, Ph.D, whom I interviewed in Abbottabad December 13-15, 2000.
4. Weber (1994) reviews the relevant literature while building a strong case for a Hispanic
(Spanish-based) orthography for Quechua. The quotes by Walker and D’Emilio in this
section are taken from pages 97 and 96 of the English version of his book, respectively.
5. That the major division within the nomadic Bakarwal community might correlate with a
linguistic division that mirrors the East-West dialect division among settled Gujars is a
hypothesis suggested when a passage in Kathana is read in light of the sociolinguistic
survey conclusions:
... the Gujjar Bakarwals distinguish themselves also as Kunhari Gujjar Bakarwals and
Illahiwal Gujjar Bakarwals. They derive these epithets from the name of the areas to
which their ancestors belonged before they migrated to the State of Jammu and
Kashmir. The Kunhari Gujjar Bakarwals claim that their ancestors came from the
valley of Kunhar. The Kunhar valley lies in the region of Kagan (Pakistan) consisting
of the tributaries of the Kunhar, the Bogarmang, the Konash, and the Saran river
valleys ... The Illahiwal Gujjar Bakarwals claim that their ancestors came from the
region of Illahiwal, consisting of the tributaries of the Nandhar, the Rajawari, the
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Kaladhaka, the Kohistan and the Swat (Pakistan) valleys (1992:52; italics and
spellings his).
The linguistic evidence supporting this hypothesis includes the fact that the historic
voiced aspirates (see 3.1.2.4) remain voiced in the Allaiwal Bakarwal subdialect, the
Allaiwal Bakarwal Muhajar subdialect, and in the Western varieties reported in Hallberg
and O’Leary (1992); while these segments are voiceless in the Kaghani Bakarwal
subdialect, the Kunhari Bakarwal Muhajar subdialect, and in the Eastern varieties
reported in Hallberg and O’Leary. See the lexical data given in Appendix B for word
numbers 12, 35, 37, 48, 56, 59, 107-108, 112, 117, 132, 144, and 179. Words 51 and 103
provide further evidence, albeit by means of partial data sets.
6. In November 2000, this assistant administered a written morphological questionnaire
(eliciting translations of select Eastern sentences) to twelve Gujar men in various parts of
Swat, the results of which, together with Grierson’s data, confirm that Allaiwal
morphology is indeed representative of the broader Western dialect.
Chapter 2
1. Interestingly, however, some Gojri words containing /O/ like /pO5c/ ‘arrive!’ have an /a/ +
/u/ Urdu cognate, i.e. /pahunc/.
Chapter 3
1. The labels ‘low tone’, ‘high tone’, and ‘mid tone’ are used at points in the present
work, per usage by Sharma, Masica (r.e. Punjabi; 1991:118), and those he cites. These
tones are marked in my phonemic transcriptions according to the orientalist transcription
of Punjabi tone (Masica 1991:205).
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2. The analysis here is with reference to the concepts and apparatus of Autosegmental
Phonology (for an introduction to this theory, see Goldsmith (1990) and Gussenhoven &
Jacobs (1998)).
3. One possible strategy for solving the ambiguities noted here would involve placing a
vowel diacritic on choti he in the case of words with low-rising pitch, and on the
consonant preceding choti he in the case of words with high-falling pitch. Even so, the
result would be a tone orthography that does not work for the Western dialect, and one
that deviates drastically from the ‘iconic’ orthography that most Eastern writers are
actually using (further explored in 3.2.2.4).
4. This spelling is partially motivated by a desire for symmetry with ÍŒD>Ł /tha2ÎrO/ pl.
‘your’.
Chapter 4
1. I do not discuss the structure of relative clauses in this paper.
2. Compare (201) with the use of the present auxiliary /h-/ in (339) to indicate that a
particular state of affairs holds at the time of speaking:
(339)E. aj
hu2Î~
pada2r hu2Î~
today 1sg.NOM busy 1sg.PRES
‘Today I am busy.’
Compare (202) with the use of the past auxiliary /th-/ in (340) to indicate that a particular
state of affairs held at some time prior to the time of speaking:
(340)

kal
hu2Î~
pada2r th-O
yesterday 1sg.NOM busy PAST-NOM.M.SG
‘Yesterday I was busy.’
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3. As explained in 4.2.1.7, the /w-/ formative occurs with the perfective form of the verb
(primarily in Eastern) to form perfective adjectival participles. For example, /(tamu2)
lagO wO (hE8)/ (/(tamu2) lagO (E)/) ‘[The] (tent is) pitched’. The ‘continuous auxiliary’
/lag-/, together with /w-/ in Eastern, therefore comprises a perfective adjectival participle
modifying the subject. Originally, this participle probably denoted that the subject was
‘engaged’ or ‘started’ (to use English participles) with respect to the verbal action (cf. the
inceptive use of /lag-/ in 4.2.2.3).
4. The meaning of /pE-/ ‘fall’ in this construction is stronger than that conveyed when the
copula is used in the same construction, as the latter expresses the agent’s internal
compulsion to act. For example, consider the Eastern /minna2 calNO hE8/ ‘I have to go.’
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